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PUBLISHER'S NOTE.

It is with a heavy heart, and a palsied pen that I have laboured

to write these few lines.
" The Sacred Books of the Jainas " reminds me of the passing

away of my very dear friend Kumar Devendra Prasada Jaina,

who founded the above "
Series

" and published in 1917, its first

volume,
"
Dravya Samgraha ", a monumental work on Jaina

Philosophy by Acharya Shri Nemichandra Siddhant Chakravarti,

translated and edited by Mr. Sarat Chandra Ghoshal, M. A., B. L.,

Saraswati, Kavya-Tirtha, Vidya Bhushan, Bharati, with a learned

Introduction covering 48 pages, and exhaustive commentaries. The

original text consists of 58 verses only, but their translation, and

commentaries cover 123 pages of Royal Size. Dear departed

Devendra was a born publisher. The publication of the highest

authoritative works of Jaina Acharyas for the glory of Jainism

and for the benefit of Humanity was the one aim and ambition of

his life, for which he sacrificed his worldly prosperity, his College

career, and even his life.

With his boundless enthusiasm, single-minded devotion, and

selfless exertions, he succeeded in securing the co-operation of

scholars of exceptionally high attainments, like Professor

A. Chakravarti of the Presidency College, Madras, and Mr. J. L.

Jaini, M. A., (Oxon.) Bar-at law, Judge, High Court, Irdore.

Mr. J. L. Jaini, M. A., M. R. A. S., then Chief Justice of Indore,

translated and edited the Tattwarthadhigama Sutra, which he has

very appropriately called the Jaina Bible, and followed up by
under-taking the translation with commentaries of Gommatsara,

the Encyclopoedia of Jain Philosophy. This work was begun by
him in the Chaturmasa, the rainy season, of 19^7, when Jaina

Dharma Bhushana Brahmachari Sital Prasadaji stayed with him,

and helped him. The printing was commenced in the rainy weather

of 1926, when Brahmachariji decided to stay at Ajitashram and

supervise the work.
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The whole text of this work, and of Part 1 of Karma Kanda had

been printed off in March 1927. The stock of feather-weight paper

which was being used for the work was completely exhausted

before the Index, etc. and title pages could be printed. The mills

also had no more such paper left in stock. An order was placed with

them to manufacture such paper afresh, and thus an unexpected

delay has been occasioned in the publication of Gommatasara.

This sudden breakdown was an extremely unfortunate

circumstance. The intense poignancy of this mishap was felt on

the sudden receipt of a wire from Indore announcing the death of

Mr. J. L. Jaini. Alas, this great master of Jaina Philosophy could

not live to see the greatest monumental work of his life in the

shape of a bound volume. It saddens my heart so much, when the

discussions he had with me in May last, as to the manner and quality

of the binding come to my mind.

This is my first venture as a publisher; and the responsibility

has been forced upon me by the rm'serablo decree of Fate which
has taken away from us the Founder-Publisher of the Sacred Books

of the Jainas, and the incomparable author of two of the most

authentic, ancient, and standard works of Jaina Philosophy.

The defects, for which I am responsible, are too many to escape
notice. I have no justification to plead in self-defence. I confess my
short C9mings, and throw myself on the indulgence of the benevolent

readers of this volume.

The depth and vastness of the knowledge displayed here-in, and
the thorough and exhaustive analysis of tile endless varieties of

mental vibrations is amazing and fascinating indeed,

Gommatsara will, I hope, be found to be a real treat by the

scholar, the seeker after truth, the Jnani and the Dhyani, and

will, for the Right Believer, prove a practical guide to the path of

Liberation.

AJITASHRAM, LUCKNOW :
)

[
AJIT PRASADA,

November 30, 1027. }



PREFACE.

My "Outlines of Jainism" was published by the Cambridge Uni

versity Press for the Jaina Literature Society, London, in 1916, in

advance of a series designed to consist principally, but not exclu-

sively, of translations from authoritative texts. The aim was to

gut the whole Jaina Canon in brief on one bookshelf. In pursuance
ofjthis idea, which I brought back with me from Oxford and Lon-

don in 1910 and 1913, the Jaina sacred texts began to be translated.

My friend, the late Kumar Devendra Prasada was in constant

consultation with me. With his most enthusiastic and inimitable

love for the work, he published some Jaina works and then started

the Sacred Books of the Jaina Series, with the splendid First Vo-

lume of Dravya Sangraha, edited by Mr. S. C. Ghosal in 1916. My
Tattvartha Sutra followed as the Second Volume in 1920. The

learned Prof. A. Chakravarti gave us the Third Volume as Pan-

chasti Kaya at the end of the same year- Purushartha Siddhyupaya,

with translation and Commentaries was prepared by my learned

brother Pandit Ajit Prasada, of Ajitashram Lucknow; and the

Indian Press of Allahabad had printed about half the book when the

Kumar suddenly died.

On the Uth December 1920 Kumar Devendra Prasada wrote to

me, saying "Volume V be your Gommatasara." I take this as

a testamentary wish of a beloved soul and therefore publish this

translation as Volume Fifth of the Sacred Books of the Jainas.

Volume Fourth, Purushdrtha Siddyupaya is also in Press*
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This translation of GommatasSra Jivakdnda was made in the

rainy season of 1917 at Indore. In 1918, 1 fell most seriously ill with
influenza and double pneumonia, and only in 1919 it became possible

for the manuscript to begin to be published at the instance of the

late lamented Kumar Devendra Prasada of Arrah, in the Jaina

Gazette, Madras. After 79 gathas had been published, it was
decided not to publish it in this periodical fashion, but to print it as

a book at once. On 17th April 1921, to the great loss of the cause of

publication of Jaina Literature, the young, energetic and talented

Kumar died. The work of publication was postponed.

In 1922, 1 wanted to undertake to publish it myself but I found

that the late Kumar had mislaid or lost Gathas 79 to 250. My
health and many official duties forbade a re-translation of the

Gathas myself; therefore under my supervision, I had the work
done by kind and obliging friends. Jaina Dharma Bhushana Brahma-
chari Sital Prasada did it in 1923 with the help of the brilliant

Scholar and Sanskrit Professor Hira Lall Jain, M.A., LL. B.,

of the Government College, Amraoti. The gap in the Ms. being
thus filled, it was once more complete. The Devendra Print-

ing Press at Madras was being started by Mr. C. S. Mallinath, the

enthusiastic Editor of the Jaina Gazette, and he wanted to publish
the Ms. My learned brother Professor A. Chakravarti, M. A.,
I. E. S. of the Presidency College, Madras, kindly undertook to

help Brahmachariji if he went to Madras to supervise the publica-

tion. This was in 1924. I was ill again from June 1924 to February
1925. On my recovery I took up the question once more. But owing
to Antaraya (obstructive) Karma, a serious attack of diabetic Coma
prostrated me on almost a death-bed from December 1925. On my
return home from Hospital in May 1926 I made up my mind to

publish this and my other unpublished Manuscripts, anyhow.

Brahmachdriji readily, promptly and almost eagerly came up
with his generous help of time and trouble. My learned and rever-

ed brother Pandit Ajit Prasdda, M. A., LL, B., late Government
Pleader of Lucknow, agreed to collaborate. The famous Newal
Kishore Press, Lucknow undertook the publication. Thus being

equipped with men and munition for this warfare against deadly

ignorance and superstition, I bade Brahmachariji Godspeed to

Lucknow in July 1926.

When the book was in Press, Brahmachariji got the last G-
thds 79 to 250 also from Arrah in August 1926, after such trouble in

replacing them in 1922 !



I have given this longish history of the delay in publication to

bring out a few points :

(1). All important Manuscripts must be kept most carefully.

The risk of loss by moths or in transit etc., must be avoided.

(2). If possible, more than one copy of the Manuscript should

be typed, to guard against any irreplaceable loss of it.

(3). The Manuscript as soon as it is ready may be given even

to some Jaina periodical to be published. It is easier to reprint it

in book form later, when many mistakes can be avoided and correc-

tions made.

(4). True lovers of Jainism, learned men and rich men, should

co-operate and organise the public service of the community in

such a manner that the invaluable work of the preservation and

propagation of Jaina Sacred Books in all important languages may
be accelerated.

As to the great authority and veneration of Shri Gommatas&ra,

it is enough to say that if Tattvartha Sutra is the Jaina Bible, the

Gommatasara is a brief expansion of a part of that Bible, giving

the Path to Perfection or Liberation.

The Path is clear and conclusive. If followed, it leads to the

Goal, Liberation.

The Goal cannot be attained without following it.

The Soul-Classes, Quests and Stages, given in this book, may be

verified by anyone easily with the necessary time, trouble, inclina-

tion and sympathetic realisation of the Word of the Omniscient, any

day, in any condition of life, in any part of the World.

To follow the Path, it is not necessary to be born a Jaina or to

profess or embrace Jainism. Call yourself by whatever name you

like, live your life as you have lived it hitherto, but if it is in accord

with Jainism, if it conforms to the type and measure of faith,

knowledge and conduct leading to the Goal, the soul maybe sure

that he or she is a Liberable being and on the Path to Truth, and

Freedom from the miseries and limitations of embodied exis-

tence.

You build yourself. The Soul is the sole architect of its life

and condition, here and hereafter. As such, believers in Jainism

and those who come to consider and weigh Jainism in their search

after Truth will find this translation a valuable guide.



The mistakes in the matter and manner of the book are

proofs of my incapacity to grasp and reflect even one distant broken

ray of the great Sun of Omniscience, from which direct descent is

rightly claimed by the book and its contents. In all humility, I beg
to be pardoned for this; and the indulgent learned, I am sure, will

forgive an ignorant and humble admirer of theirs for his inevitable

shortcomings. Indeed all my Jaina writings are really a poorly-

equipped student's First Notes. I am not a Samskrit or Prakrit

Scholar. Then my excursions into Jainism have been few and

occasional. But they have been always most honest, concentrated

and with a soul eager and fully devoted to know the Truth of

Jainism.

My aim has been not to justify or defend or even to explain

Jainism; but simply to record its whole tradition in its entire

purity.

In conclusion, I must thank Jaina Dharma Bhiishana Brahma :

chdri Sital Prasada and Pandit Ajit Prasada, M. A., LL.B. for

their unrepayable obligation upon me, in seeing the book through
the Press at the cost of so much time and trouble.

INDORE.

DlVALI-(VlKA-NlRVANA DAY),

Vira Samvat 2453, November 1926. J. L. JAINI.



INTRODUCTION,

The Name and Origin of the Book

Gomnratasara,

The probable reasons for the name Gommatasara having been

assigned to this authoritative work on Jain Philosophy may be sum-

med up as below.

In the Karma Kanda Gatha 965, the author says that this trea-

tise is based on the discourses of Sliri Vardhamana, the 24th and

the last Jain Tirthankara of the present era in Bharata Kshetra,

and the teachings are also well established by the rules of logic,

Pramana and Naya. The author has called Shri Vardhamana or

Mahavira by the name of Gommatadeva.

The word Gommatais probably derived from "
go

"
speech, and

"mata" or "matha" abode, meaning "the Abode of Speech," the

Lord from whom flows the letterless voice, the wonderful music,

Divya-Dhvani. Sara means the essence, the condensed purport. The
word Gommatasara would thus mean the

"
Essence of the Dis-

courses of Lord Mahavira".

Again, we learn from the Samskrit commentary, that the trea-

tise is a compilation of the answers given by the author Shri Nemi
Chandra Siddhanta Chakravarti, to the questions put to him by Raja
Chamunda Raya, asking him to enumerate the sub-classes of body-

making Karma, and to explain their existence, bondage, non-bon-

dage, and cessation of bondage, with regard to the spiritual stages of
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souls in various conditions of life from the fine completely undevelop-

able vegetable bodied soul, to the fully developed rational five-

sensed beings. The answers are based on the ancient manuscripts,

Dhavala, Jaya Dhavala and Maha Dhavala, still preserved in needle

pricked characters on palm-leaves in the Jain temple at Mudbidri,

South Canara, India. The major part of Gommatasara is based on

Dhavala, which was composed by Acharya Bhutabali about 7th cen-

tury after Lord Mahavira.

Chamund Raya was also called Raja Gommata most probably
on account of his great devotion to Shri Gommata Deva or Lord

Mahavira. As a complement to the Great questioner, the compila-

tion has been called Gommatasara after his name.

Chamunda Raya.
Chamunda Raya was a brave general and a great minister of

the Jain King Raja. Rajamalla who reigned from 974 to 984 A. C.

(after Christ), and belonged to the Ganga dynasty.*

The ancestors of this Jaina dynasty ruleJ at AyoJhya, and were

descended from the ancient Ikshwfiku family, founded by Rishabha-

deva, the first Tirthankara. OnceMt so happened, that Vijaya Maha
Devi, wife of Raja Bharata, a descendant of the family, while preg-

nant, went to take a bath in the Ganges. A son was born to her there,

and was on account of this circumstance, named Ganga Datta. He
became a renowned King and the Dynasty was called Ganga Vansha

after his name. In this dynasty Maharaja Vishnu Gopa flourished

at Ahichchatrapore (near Bareily, U. P.) He had two sons from his

wife Prithvi-mati, named Bhagadatta and Shri Datta. Bhaga Datta

went to the.Kalinga country(near Orrissa),ruled there and established

the Kalinga Ganga dynasty. Shri Datta continued to rule at Ahi-

chchatra. Raja Padma Nabha was a descendent of his. He had two

sons named Rama and Lakshman. In consequence of some dispute

with Raja Mahipal of Ujjain (Malva), he had to leave Ahich-

chatra for Deccan with his sons, whose names he changed to Didiga

and Madhava. They went to Perur in District Codappa in the

Madras Presidency and offered respects to the learned and spiritually

advanced Acharya Sinha Nandi, who bestowed spiritual blessings

on them. They established their power near Mysore in the second

century after Christ. The 21st King in descent from Madhava who
commenced to rule in 103 A.C. was Raja Malla II.

Chamunda Raya belonged to the clan of Brahma Khsatriya. He
won many battles and received many titles, likeSamara-Dhurandhara

-* Mysore by Rice Vol. I.



"the leader in battle," Vira Mdrtanda, "the sun among the brave/
1

Rana Rja Sinha, "a great Lion in battle," Vairi Kula Kala Danda
* 'The sceptre of death for the hosts of enemies," Bhuja Martanda

"The sun among the powerful-armed." Samara Parshurama, "Para-

shurama in battle," Satya Yudhisthira, "Yudhisthira in speaking

truth." He was great scholar also. He wrote a commentary* on Gom-

matasara, in the Canarese language in presence of the author Shri

Nemi Chandra Siddhanta Chakravarti. He also composed Chamunda

Raya Purana in Canarese and Charitra sara, a treatise on the prac-

tices of ascetics in Samskrit.

Appreciative mention of Raja Chamunda Raya has been made by

the author in Karma Kanda Gatha 966 to 972. Raja Chamunda Raya
took vows of a layman from the Great Saint Ajitasena, who was a

disciple of the order of Acharya Aryasena, as stated in Gatha 734

of Jiva Kanda. Raja Chamunda Raya constructed a beautiful Jaina.

Temple now called Chamunda Raya Basti at Chandragiri in front of

Vindhyagiri at Shravana Belgula, district Hasan, Mysore, containing

a beautiful image of Shri Nemi Nath to whom our author has offered

obeisance on several occasions in Gommatasara.

He constructed in 983 A. C. the great and wonderful image of

Shri Bahubali, called Gommata Swami, Gommateshvara, "the

Lord of Gommata" after his name.

Bahubali was one of the SODS of the first Tirthankara Risha-

bha Deva and ruled at Podnapore. He had a content with his eldest

brother Bharata and defeated him. But he felt so distressed on this

account that he renounced all temporal power and adopted an ascetic

life. He practised the severest austerities. He stood unmoved for

a whole year, in the standing posture, in meditation, so deep

and concentrated that creepers spread and entwined themselves

round his legs and arms. He was the first who obtained omniscience

in this Avasarpini cycle in Bharata Kshetra even before Lord Risha-

bha. His unsurpassed severe austerities have been very often ex-

tolled in Jaina Shastras. The wonderful image at Vindhyagiri

represents this exemplary attitude of meditation.

The grandeur of the Image, as also its serene-looking and

peace-inspiring presence, are well-known to all Jainas and non-

Jainas who have had the good fortune of visiting it. When I visited

the sacred place in 1910, I met some English men and women

missionaries, who out of respect for the Holy Image took off their

shoes and visited it in their bare feet. They also held the opinion

*Keshava Varni has baaed his Commentary on Gommatasara on this work.
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which I have given above. The Image is about 57 feet high and

still every limb and minor limb thereof is in exquisite proportion.

It is impossible to convey its glory and artistic excellence by words.

Any one who has the chance of seeing it personally will easily agree

with the hitherto general opinion.

This gives an answer to some critics also who call the Jainas

Idolatrous. The Jainas do not worship the stone, silver, gold or

diamond of which the Images are made. They worship the qualities

of Total Renunciation of the World, the Acquisition of undisturb-

able Harmony with the Infinite, and the Identity of the Liberated

Soul with Peace everlasting, which these Images represent.

Also to quote Shakespeare with traduction :

" Ah me ! how sweet is Jina itself possessed,

When but Jina's shadows are so rich in joy!
"

(Romeo and Juliet),

Where I substitute
"
Jina

"
for "Love ". It is clear how ir-

resistible and experientially axiomatic must have been the Peace

and Guidance given by the Arhats and Omniscients, when their

mere Images are so potent of Grace, peaco and inspiration.

So much for the origin of the name Gommatasara.

A noticeable feature about Gommatasara is that the Author has

always followed 1hc earliest known beacon-lights of Jainism, after

Lord Mahavira's Moksha. The most known of these lights is

Bhadrabahu(the 5th shruta-Kcvali, 164 A. V., after Varclhamana). He
was the preceptor of the Mauryan Emperor Chandragupta, who

became a saint and was called Prabh& Chandra and who renounced

the body at Kata vapra Hill, Chandragiri, Shravanabelgula, Justin

front of the feet of the great Bahubali.

Shri Nemi Chandra also follows the tradition of Shri Kunda-

Kundacharya, who flourished in the first century B. C., V. S, 49 (vide

Introduction to Panchastikaya S. B. J. Vol. III). As an authority

on the learned Jain scriptures, he is next to Shri Gautama Gan-

adhara, the chief of all saints, who directly received the Discourses

of Lord Mahavira, delivered from hi's unquivering lips in letterless

voice and who expounded the principles of the Jaina religion. Shri

Kunda-Kundacharya has composed among others, the wonderful
works on Jaina Metaphysics called Samayasara, Niyamasara, Pan-

chastikaya Samayasara and Pravachana Sara. He also followed
the tradition of Uma Swami, who occupied the pontifical seat, after

Shri Kunda Kunda-charya, and gave to the world the Jain Bible,

Tatvdrtha Sutra.
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The Author.
The age and the date, etc., of the author Shri Nemichandra Sid-

dhanta Chakravarti need not be repeated here, as they are dealt

with at length by the learned Professor S. C. Ghosal, M. A., LL. B.,

in the first volume of the Sacred Books of the Jainas, entitled

Dravya Samgraha. He flourished about 1000 A. D.

Siddhanta Chakravarti.
The saintly author is called the Siddhanta Chakravarti, or the

Emperor of Jaina Scriptures.

According to Jaina Geography, a Karma Bhumi (or region where
human beings depend for their livelihood upon work, such as agricul-

ture, etc.,) has six parts : One Arya Khanda or the part peopled by

noble, religious and meritorious good people, and 5 Mlechchha Khan-

das, peopled by the rest of the inhabitants of the Karma Bhumi.
The extreme Northern and Southern Countries, Airdvata and Bha-

rata respectively and 32 countries of Videha in the middle of Jambu
Dvipa are such Karma Bhumis. A Chakravarti is the king of the

Capital of Arya Khanda of Bharata or Airavata. He advances, and

conquers all his neighbours, and by his prowess and piety brings all

the 5 Mlechchha Khandas also under him and becomes the sole

Emperor of all the six parts of Bharata Kshetra.

Similarly the Jaina scriptures are only an infinite expressed

part of the inexpressible all-grasping omniscience, which compre-
hends all the attributes and all modifications of all substances in all

ages, past, present and future, from beginningless time tp endless

Eternity. A very small account of these Scriptures is given in

Jiva Kanda Cathas 348, etc., seqq.

Sri Nemichandra was the Siddhanta Chakravarti, because he

had conquered all the realms of the known knowledge of the Sacred

Books. He was called the Emperor because he had like a Chakra-

varti conquering the six parts of Bharata mastered the famous
authoritative works Dhavala, etc., composed byBhutabali and Push-

padanta, the disciples of Arahatbali some 7 century after Lord Ma-
havira which consists of 6 parts called "JivaSthana," "Kshudraka

Bandha," "Bandha Swami," "Vedanfikhanda," "Vargana-Khanda
and "MLaabandha." Gatha 397 of Karma Kanda may be quoted here.

**3ft ^pste* aifM srfirrerqj \

Wtt 9*hr Wffipf OTff II 3V9 fl

Just as a Chakravarti monarch conquers six parts of the country

by his Chakra weapon, so I have mastered the six parts of Dhavala,

etc., by my weapon of intellect,
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His title is justified by his well-known books, Dravya Sam-

graha translated as volume I of the Sacred Books of the Jainas,

"Gommatasdra, Jiva KSnda and Karma Kanda, Labdhisara,

Kshapanas5ra and the wonderful TrilokasSra, a book on Jaina

Cosmology, without a study of which it is impossible to understand

Jainism in its minute details and classifications or its artistic and

perfect solidarity.

His works deal mainly with Karndnuyoga, one of the four

Vedas or Anuyogas of the Jaina Siddhanta, called Prathamanuyoga,

Karnanuyoga, Charananuyoga, and Dravyanuyoga.

The Four Anuyogas.
1. Prathamanuyoga, History, the Part dealing with the ages

and lives of the Great Personages of the World, specially with those

of the 63 Great Persons (Shalak-Purushas), i.e., the 24 Tirthan-

karas, the 12 Chakravartis, the 9 Narayanas, 9 Prati-Naryanas and

the 9 Balabhadras.

2. Karndnuyoga, Cosmology, the Part dealing with Space,

the Universe, the Non-Universe, the Three worlds, their description,

dimensions and denizens and different calculations as regards spiri-

tual stages and soul-quests.

3. Charananuyoga, Ritual, the part dealing with rules of

conduct for laymen and for ascetics.

Of these the former are detailed in the eleven Pratimas or

stages of restraint and renunciation of householders ; the latter are

the stricter and harder rules of greater and fuller restraint and

renunciation for ascetics.

4. Dravy5nuyoga, Philosophy, the part dealing with the sub-

stances. Primarily the substances are two : Soul and Non-soul.

But they are enumerated six, as because the non-soul obviously

consists of five independent and distinctly individual substances,

Matter, Time, Space and the Media of Motion and Rest. Thus,

there are six substances : Soul (Jiva), Matter (Pudgala), Time

(Kla), Space (Akasha), Motion (Dharma), and Rest (Adharma).
Matter is of many kinds. But the most mighty kind is Karmic

matter, which the mundane soul wears and which is the self-wound
motor to keep the soul moving in

" Samsra."
This connection of Soul and the Non-Soul matter necessitates a

consideration of the inflow of Karma into soul, the bondage of soul

by Karma, the stoppage of the inflow, the shedding of the bondage,
and perfect freedom of the soul from Karma. These 7 are called

the Tattvas or principles of Jainism. They are soul (Jiva), Non-Soul
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(Ajiva), Asrava (Inflow), Bandha (Bondage)', samvara (stoppage),

Nirjara (Shedding), and Moksha (Liberation).

Omniscience,

There is another way of glancing at the subject. As the six

Khandas of one Karma Bhumi, huge as they are (the mere width
of our Bharata Kshetra is about 21 lacs of miles with a length of

about 5 crores and 81 lacs of miles), are nothing compared with

Space or the universe, even so the works and knowledge of Sri

Nemichandra, tremendous though they are, are really nothing in

comparison with the whole knowledge, possessed by the Kevali

Jina, the Omniscient Conqueror of Karmas.

Yet Shri Gommatasara Jiva Kanda is a good introduction to the
Great Tattva, Soul (Jiva). "Know Thyself", has been the precept
and practice of all serious searchers after the truth about SouL
Jainism is an uncompromising apotheosis of knowledge. And in a
way in Jainism even Omniscience also is experiential, almost empi-
rical. The Soul in Omniscient over flow (Kevala SamudghSta)
touches the universe.

This Omniscience again is a negation of Noetics. There is na
Science or progression in Omniscience. It is just the seeing of the

Whole Trath. It is a full and direct manifestation of the Soul.

Knowledge is the essence of soul. There is no soul without know-

ledge. There is no knowledge or knowability without soul. Non-
omniscience is merely a result of the soul being obscured by the

conation-obscuring, and knowledge-obscuring (Darshanavarniya
and Jnanavarniya) Karmas. These being destroyed, Omniscience,
the real Natural characteristic of the Soul manifests itself.

There are infinite souls. Each one has infinite attributes and
modifications in Space and Time. It is not easy to classify and

analyse and describe them. Less than an Omniscient cannot do
it. Less than an Omniscient can follow it only by faith and frag-,

mentarily. Our puny measures of Logic, Science and popular
Philosophy are as capable of measuring Omniscience, as our yarda
and inches are of measuring Space.

There are two ways known to us of having a very rough and

remote Idea of Omniscience. One is by considering the extent of

early Jaina Sacred Literature which is mostly lost to-day; and the

other and even a better one is by considering the Jaina theory of

numbers. Both subjects are of high value, and immense use, and it

is beat to consider them here*
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Early Jaina Sacred Literature.

The knowledge of Shruti, Shruta-Jndna, may be of things

which are contained in the Angas (Limbs or sacred books of the

Jainas) or of things outside the Angas. There are 64 simple letters

of the alphabet. Of these 33 are consonants, 27 vowels, and 4 auxi-

liary (which help in the formation of compound letters). The total

number of possible combinations of these 64 simple letters into com-

pounds of 2, 3, 4, or more up to 64 letters is :

2'
14

-1=-1,84,46,74,40,73,70,95,51,615.

These are the letters (simple and compound) of Shruta in its

entirety. This number being divided by 16,348,307,888, which is

the number of letters in a central foot (madhyama-pada) of the

Paramagama, (Sacred Jaina Literature), gives us the number of

padasof the Angas as 11, 283, 58, 005. The remainder 80,108,175,

gives us the letters of that part of Shruta which is not contained

in the Angas. This part is divided into 14 Prakirnakas.

I, The Twelve Ang*as.

The Angas are twcdve, as follows:

1. The Achara-anga comprises a full exposition of the rules of

conduct for ascetics. It contains 18,000 Madhyama Padas.

2. The Sutrakrita-anga comprises a detailed exposition of

knowledge, humility, etc., of religious rites and difference between

the rites of one's own religion and those of the other one-sided

views. It contains 36,000 Madhyama Padas.

3. The Sth5na-anga comprises an exposition of one or more
sthanas, or numerical points of view in considering Jiva (Soul),Pud-

gala (Matter) and other Dravyas. While the Jiva-dravya, or soul,

is from the point of view of consciousness one and the same every-

where; from the point of view of being liberated (siddha) or mun-
dane (samsarin) it is of two kinds* Similarly, the samsdrin, or

mundane Jiva, that is, the soul not yet perfectly freed from the

bondage of karmas, which keep it moving in the cycle of existences

is of three kinds, one sensed, immobile (sthdvara), not full-sensed

(vikalendriya), and in possession of all the organs of the senses,

full sensed (sakalendriya). The liberated souls too, are of many
kinds from the point of view of place, time, etc. This anga con-

tains 42,000 M. padas.

4. The Samavfiya-anga gives an account of the similarities

that arise from the point of view of Dravya (elements of the uni-

verse), Kshetra (place), Kala (time), BhSva (character). From the
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point of view of dravya, Dharma and Adharma are alike (that is,

both are constituent elements of the universe). From the point of

view of place, the breadth of human region and of the first (indraka-

bil or) central hole of the first hell and the first (indrakavimfina)

central Car, or abode of the first heaven and of the abode of

siddhas are alike. From the point of view of time, theUtsarpini

and Avasarpini, the ascending and descending arcs or eras are

alike. From the point of view of bhSva, right-belief and right-

knowledge are the same. This Anga has 164,000 M. padas.

5. The Vyakhya-prajnapti, or Bhagavati, or Vivhaprajnapti-

anga, gives an account of the 60,000 questions which the chief disciples

put to the Omniscient Lord, the Tirthankara, with the answers.

It has 228,000 M. Padas.

6. The Jnatridharma-katha-anga is also called Dharma-Katha-

anga. It gives an exposition in detail of the nature, etc., of the nine

padarthas, Jiva, etc., as well as the answers to questions which the

Ganadharas put to the Lord. It has 556,000 M. Padas.

7. The Upasakadhyayana-anga gives details of the eleven

stages of a householder's life; the vows of chastity, etc., and other

rules of conduct for the householder, as well as aphorisms, and

lectures on the same. It has 1,170,000 M. Padas.

8. The Antakrid-dasa-anga gives an account in detail of the

ten ascetics who, in the period of each of the twenty-four Tirthan-

karas, undergo very strict sufferings in asceticism and finally set

themselves free from the bondage of karma. It has 2,328,000

M. Padas.

9. The Anuttaropapadaka-dasa-anga gives an account of the

ten great ascetics who, in the period of each Tirthankara, practise

asceticism of a very high type and in virtue of that take birth in

the five Anuttaravimanas, or heavens, such as Vijaya, etc. It has

9,244,000 M. Padas.

10. The Prashna-vySkarana-anga gives instructions as to how to

reply to questions relating to past and future time, gain and loss,

happiness and misery, life and death, good and evil, etc. It also

furnishes an account of the four kinds of narration, viz., Akshepani

(substantiation), Vikshepani (refutation), Samvedani (devotion),

Nirvedani (renunciation). It has 9,316,000 M. Padas.

11. The Vipfika-sutra-anga contains an exposition of the

bondage, operation, and existence of Karmas, and of their intensity

or mildness from the point of view of dravya, kshetra, kfila and

bhfiva. It has 18,400,000 M. Padas.
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is divided into five parts; five Parikarmas, Sutra, Prathamnuyoga,
fourteen Piirva-gatas, and five Chulikas. These five parts will be
considered one by one.

A. Five Panikapmas.

The Chandra-prajnapti Parikarma contains accounts of the

motion, period, satellites of the moon; the variations of lunar days
and months; and the celestial influence of the moon; its eclipses,

etc. This has 3,605,000 M. Padas.

2. The Surya-prajnapti, deals with the greatness, influences,

satellites, etc., of the sun. It has 503,000 M. Padas.

3. The Jambu-Dvipa-prajnapti contains an account of Jambu-
dvipa with its Meru Mount, mountain ranges, lakes, rivers, etc. It

has 325,000 M. Padas.

4. The Dvipa-prajnapti contains an account of all the continents

and oceans and the residences of the Bhavana-Vsi (Residential),

Vyantara (Peripatetic), ,lyotisha (stellar) kinds celestials, and the

sites of Jaina temples. It has 5,236,000 M. Padas.

5. The Vykhya-prajnapti contains a numerical account of

Jiva, Ajiva, etc., the nine padarthas, It has 8,436,000 M. Padas.

B, Sutra.

This contains an account of 3G3 false creeds, or heretic faiths.

Some of their doctrines are viewed in their application to the soul.

Some say : Soul cannot be bound by Karmas. Others say: it does

nothing; has no attributes; does not bear the fruit of action; is self-

manifesting or self-evident; can be manifested only by non-self; is

real, is unreal, etc., one-sided views of soul. These views are
refuted and the true description of soul given. This text has
8,800,000 M. Padas.

C.-Prathamfinuyog:a.
This contains an account of the 63 Great personages, 24

Tirthankaras, 12 Chakra-vartins, 9 Narayanas, 9 PratinaHyanas,
and 9 Bala-bhadras. This has 5,000 M. Padas.

D. Fourteen Purvagats.

1. The Utpdda-purva contains an exposition of the nature
of Jiva (soul), Pudgala (matter), Kfila (time), etc., from the point of
view of their rise, decay and continuity in different places and
at different times. It has 10,000,000 M. Padas.
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2. The Agrdyaniya-purva contains an account of the seven

tattvas, nine padarthas, six dravyas, and different right and wrong
stand points, of view. It has 9,600,000 M. Padas.

3. The Viryanuvada-purva gives us account of the powers of

the soul, of the non-soul, of both, of place, of time, of nature or

character (bhva-virya), of austerity (tapo-virya), and of the powers
of the Narendras, Chakra-dharas, Bala-devas, etc. It has 7,000,000

M. Padas.

4. The Astinasti-pravada-purva gives an account of Jiva and

other dravyas, as they may be considered to be existent or non-

existent from the point of view of place, time, nature, etc. Account

is also given of the Sapta-bhangi, or seven ways of considering

things, and their use in taking a comprehensive view of things. It

has 6,000,000 M. Padas.

5. The Jnana-pravda-purva contains a detailed account,

analysis, and subject-matter of the mati, shruta, avadhi, manah-

paryaya, and kevala-jnana and of ku-mati, ku-sruta, and ku-avadhi

jnana, i. e. t of the five kinds of right, and three kinds of wrong
knowledge. It has 9,999,999 M. Padas.

6. The Satya-pravada-purva deals with silence and speech,

with the twelve kinds of speech, kinds of speakers, and with many
kinds of false speeches and ten kinds of true speeches. It has

10,000,006 M. padas.

7. The Atma-pravada purva deals with the soul as the doer of

and enjoyer from the nischaya (real) and vyavahara (practical)

point of view. From the Vyavahara point of view, Jiva has four

or ten vitalities pranas ;
and from the Nishchaya point of view

or ultimate reality only one, namely, consciousness ; and is such

as has been, is, and will be imbued with prana. From the practical

point of view it does good or bad deeds ; from the real standpoint

it has pure modifications in its own nature. From practical point of

view it is said to speak falsely or truly ; from the real standpoint

it has no speech. It is called pranin, because the pr&nas are

found in it both internally and externally, from both points of

view. From the real point of view it enjoys its own true bliss,

but from a practical standpoint it enjoys the fruits of its Karmas

good or bad. From a practical point, it absorbs the material Karmas

and is material ; in reality it is immaterial. From both points of

view it exists at all times and knows all the things of the past,

present and future. From a practical view-point it pervades the

body, but in reality it has innumerable spatial units of universe,
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equal in dimensions to Lokakdsha, By knowledge it may be saic

to pervade all space and is therefore called Vishnu. Although
from practical view-point it is mundane, yet in reality it is itself

i. e., identical with its own knowledge and conation and therefore it

called Svayam-bhii, self-existent. Although it is corporeal, because

it has audarika (physical), and other bodies ; yet in reality it is in-

corporeal. From practical point of view it is called man (m&nava]
because of its present incarnation in a human body ; but in reality

it should be called manava because of its possession of the faculty

of knowing. And many other things concerning the soul are giver

in this purva. It has 260,000,000 M. Padas.

8. The Karma-pravada gives the various conditions, such as

bandha (bondage), satta (existence or presence), udaya (mature ap-

pearance or operation), udirana (pre-mature operation), utkarsham

(prolongation), apakarshana (diminution or retardation), samkra

mana (transformation),upashama(subsidcnce),nidhatti and nishkan

chita (forms of existence), etc., of the eight kinds of Karmas from

the points of view of primary (prakriti), secondary (uttaraprakriti]

and tertiary nature (uttarottara-prakriti). It also deals with the

various conditions of minds and also such actions as irya-patha, etc,

It has 18,000,000 M. Pudas.

9. The Pratyakhyana-purva deals with the things which shoulc

be renounced by man for all time, or for a fixed period of time ir

accordance with the condition of his body, strength, etc., from the

points of view of nama (name), sthapana (representation), dravys

(substance), kshetra (place), kala (time), and bhava (condition);

also with fasts, with the five samitis (carefulness) and the three

guptis (restraints and also with the renunciation of absolutely bad

things. It has 8,400,000 M. Padas.

10. The Vidyanuvada-purva contains the 700 minor sciences,

and the 500 kinds of higher learning. It gives the nature of the

learning, the qualities requisite to attain it, the ways of pursuing it,

its formula, instruments, and diagrams, and the advantages that

accrue to one who has mastered it. It also deals with the eight

kinds of knowledge. It has 11,000,000 M . Padas.

11. The Kaly5na-v6da purva gives an account of the grand

celebration of the great points (kalyfinaka) in the lives of Tirthan-

karas, Chakra-dharas, Vasudevas, etc., and of the Sixteen causes,

and austerities that lead to a soul becoming a Tirthankara, or that

make it deserving of the high positions in life ; and also an account

of the influence of the motions of the planets, sun, moon, and
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Nakshatras (constellations), and that of their eclipses and of the

auguries. It has 260.000,000 M. padas.
12. The Prana-vada-purva contains an account of eight kinds

of medical science, of removal of pains caused by spirits and ghosts,

by means of chanted formulae, or offering made under certain con-

ditions, of antidotes to venoms of serpents, etc., and of how to

ascertain the auspiciousness of occasions by examining the respira-

tion of men; of the ten currents of vitality in man's body; and

of things which are agreeable or disagreeable to these currents in

various forms of existence (such as that of men, animals, etc.) It

has 130,000,000 M. padas.

13. The Kriya-vishla-purva treats of music, prosody, figures

of speech ; of the 72 arts ; of the technical arts ; of dexiterity ; of

64 arts of women ; of their 84 rites, such as pregnancy, etc., of 108

rites, such as right-belief, right-knowledge etc., and of 25 rites, such

as bowing to the gods, etc., etc., and also of necessary and

occasional rites. It has 90,000,000 M. padas.
14 The Triloka-bindu-sra-purva gives an account of the

three worlds, the 26 parikarmas (preparatory rites), 8 vyavahSras

(kinds of occupation), 4 bijaganitas (4 branches of mathematics,

algebra, etc.,) and the way of attaining moksha and the glory and

happiness of having attained it. It has 125,000,000 M. padas.

E. The five Chulikas.

1. The Jalagat-Chulik gives the methods of staying water, of

walking through water, of stopping fire, of passing through fire,

of eating fire, by means of incantations or offerings. It has

20,989,200 M. padas.

2. The Sthalagata-chfilikd gives an account of the methods of

incantations and offerings, by which to go to Meru mountain and

other countries, to travel swiftly, etc. It has 20,989,200 M. padas.

3. The MaySgat-chulik contains the incantations and offer-

ings for performing miracles and tricks of sleights of hand. It has

20,989,200 M. padas.

4. The Rupagatd-chulika contains the methods of transformation

into the shape of a lion, elephant, horse, ox, deer, etc., by means of

incantations, offerings, and austerities, etc. It also contains an ac-

count of the processes of artificial transformation in the vegetable

world, as well as that of combination or alteration of the metals

and elements under chemical processes. It has 20,989,200 M padas.

5. The Akfishagata-chulika deals with the incantations, offer-

ings, and austerities, by which man is enabled to travel in space,

etc. It has 20,989,200 M. padas.
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The Anga Scriptures and their 1,12,83,58,005 Madhyama padas

are tabulated as below.
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II The Anga-Bdhya Shruta, OP Scriptures other
than the Twelve Angas,

This contains 80, 108, 175 letters divided into fourteen Prakir-
nakas.

1. The Sdmayika-Prakirnaka contains an account of the six

kinds of Samayika: nama (name), SthapanS (representation),

drvaya (substance), kshetra (place), kSla (time) and bhava (nature
or condition).

2. The Samstava-Prakirnaka gives an account of the five stages
in the lives of Tirthankaras, their thirty -four powers, eight Prti-

haryas (miracles), most refined body, Samavg^arana (Divine Hall of

Audience), and preaching of dharma or religftms doctrine.

3. The Vandana-prakirnaka deals with- the temples and other

places of worship.

4. The Pratikramana-prakirnaka gives an account of those

methods that are necessary for the removal of those defects that
are related to the day, to the night, to the fortnight, to the four

months, and to the year; relating to the iryapatha, (careful walk-

ing), and those defects which arise in the perfect condition of the

death of a pious man.

5. The Vinaya-prakirnaka gives an account of five kinds of

vinaya (humility and becoming modesty of behaviour), relating to

belief, knowledge, conduct, austerity, and behaviour.

6. The Kriti-Karma-Prakirnaka, gives detailed accounts of the,

modes of the worship, etc., of the Jinas (Tirthankars) ; and of the

significance of obeisance and reverence paid to Arhats, Siddhas,

Acharyas, Upadhyayas, Sadhus, Jainism, images of Jaina Tirthan-

karas, the word of Jainas, and the Jaina temples by making three

bows to them and by going round them three times, from their

right to left, by making twelve obeisances and by bending the head

in the four directions.

7. The Dasa-vaikftlika-prakirnaka contains rules of conduct

and of purity of food for the ascestics.

8. The Uttaradhyayana-prakirnaka gives details and effects of

four kinds of disturbances and twenty-two kinds of troubles or

sufferings (parishaha) that an ascetic may have to undergo.

9. The Kalpa-vyavahara-prakirnaka gives the right practices

of the ascetics and also details of purificatory methods on lapses

from right practices.

10. The Kalpakalpa-Prakirnaka considers the things, places, or

thoughts that may be allowable for use by a monk, from the points

of view of substance, place, time and nature.
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11. The Mdhfikalpa-sanjnaka-Prakirnaka gives an account of

the rules of ascetic practices( Yoga)in the three ages (past), present,

and future) that are suitable to Jina-kalpin (independent) monks,
with reference to body, etc., and in accordance with the substance,

place, time, and nature or condition and also an account of the

rules of conduct of Sthavira kalpin monks (members of orders),

relating to initiation, teaching, maintaining ascetics, self purifica-

tion, and sal lekhana (pious death) and high forms of worship per-

formed in sacred places.

12. The pundarika-prakirnaka gives details of charity, wor-

ship, austerity, belief, self-control, etc., that lead the soul to incar-

nation in one of the four classes of celestials; also an account of the

birthplaces of the celestials.

13. The Maha -pundarika-prakirnaka gives details of the

causes, austerity, etc. that lead to a soul being reborn as Indra,

Pratindra, etc.

14. The Nlshidika-prakirnaka gives many methods of purify-

ing oneself from the faults arising from carelessness.

The Jaina Theory of Numbers.

The other way of gaining some slight and distant idea of Om-
niscience is to consider the Jaina Theory of Numbers.

Brief Statement of 21 kinds of numbers.
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All Minimums are :-A, D, G, J, M, P, S. - 2, D, DD , V'

MM . M2M

So, really there are only 2 unknowns, i. e., D and M.

Jaghanya a Minimum. Parita = Prelimenary. Samlchyata = Numerable.

Madhyama =a Medium. Yukta = Advanced. Asarnkhyata == Innumerable^

Utkrishta ** Maximum. Ananta = Infiaite Ananta =* Infinite.
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The third column*of the brief statement of 21 kinds of numbers

shows that really there are two unknown : D. and M. Let us see

what they are.

D, op Jaghanya Parita Asamdhyata.
To find D. i. e., Jaghanya ParitS Asamkhyata.
Let there be four pits each of 1 lac Yojanas in diameter, and

1000 Yojanas deep and called : Anavastha ... (d
1

)

Shalaka ... ... ... ... (B< )

Pratishalaka ... ... ... ... (Y 1

)

Mahashalaka ... ... ... ... (X)
Fill d 1 with round rape-seeds; overfill it from its mouth surface

A
in a regular conical form, the apex of which is one rape seed; asl

The number of seeds in the pit is 197912092999
6SOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOO

000000000000000

The number in the cone above 17992008454 51 63

6363636363636363
636363636363636 /!

45 figs.

(31 zeroes).

46 figs.

(16 thirty sixes).

The total seeds are 1997112938451316363636363636363 ) 46

636363636363636*!- f figs.

SayZ
For this filling of d 1

, drop one seed in B l

Then take up the seeds from b 1

, and drop one seed on each of
the continents and Oceans beginning with Jambudvipa. Where the
last seed is dropped, it would be an Ocean, (disregard the 4/11
seed, which will not be in the Cone). Now dig a pit of the diameter
of this Ocean, of the same depth, i. e. t 1000 Yojanas, Call it d2

and fill it in with rape seeds like a topping Cone, as d 1 was filled in!
Then drop another rape seed in B 1 for the filling of dj

.

Then take up the seeds from d2 and drop one each on the
Continents and Oceans beginning with the Continent next to the
Ocean where the last seed from d 1 was dropped, whereever in
a continent or Ocean the last seed of d 2

is dropped, take the
diameter of that as the diameter of the next pit d3 which is also 1000

Yojanas deep. Fill it up conically like d 1 and d2
. For the filling of d3

drop a third rape seed into B 1

.

Repeat till B 1 is filled in the usual top Conical form. The
number of seeds in B 1 isZ; and much larger in each of the pits
d 1 to dz

successively, because their diameters are much larger at
each step.
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For the filling of B 1 drop a seed in V 1
. Repeat the same process

of dropping one seed on each Continent and Ocean, beginning from

the one next to where the last seed from the last Z pit was dropped.

The next pit L7 +1 will be 1000 Yojanas deep and with a

diameter of the Continent or Ocean where the last seed from the

L z pit was dropped. Go on till there are Z2
pits of the L class

with ever-increasing diameter. When the last pit i.e., Lz2
is

exhausted, drop one seed in Y 1
.

Now Y l

is also conically filled. Then drop the first seed in X.

Repeat till X is also filled. Then the number of L pits will be Z 3
.

The number of seeds in the last of these Z 5

pits is the number D or

Jaghanya Parita Asamkhyata. In other words, D^no of rape-seeds

in the (Z
:i

) th pit, where Z is~46 figures, ante and where each

Continent and Ocean in the width of its ring is double of its immediate

predecessor, and never more than only one seed is dropped on each.

In other words still. To find D. i. e-, Jaghanya Parita-Asamkhyata.

Take a pit of the diameter of Jambudvipa i. e., of 1 lac Yojanas
and of 1000 Yojanas depth. Fill it with round rape seeds; over fill it

from its mouth surface in a regular conical form, the apex of which

is one rape seed; as /

The number of seeds in the pit is

,, ,, ,, in the cone

above is

The total seeds are ... ... ... 46 fig.

SayZ.

Now there are innumerable Continents & Oceans in the Middle

World (Madhya Loka). Each Continent is surrounded by a ring of

an Ocean, which in its turn is ringed round by a Continent. Also

the width of the ring of each Continent & Ocean is double the

width of the ring of its immediately preceding Ocean and Continent.

Now we take the Z seed out of our first pit, and drop one seed,

on each of the Continents and Oceans beginning with Jambu Dvipa.

Where the last seed is dropped, it would be an Ocean. Now dig a

pit of the diameter of this Ocean. Fill it with rape-seeds in the

form of a topping Cone as before.

Take the seeds out of it and proceed to drop one each beginning
from the Continent next to the Ocean which gave us the Diameter
of this 2nd pit. Then wherever you drop the last seed of this 2nd
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pit, take the diameter of that Continent or Ocean for a fresh pit,

which is to be filled conically as before and the seeds from which
are also to be disposed of as before.

Go on doing this for Z3
times; The number of seeds in the last

i. e. (Z
3

) th pit is-D.

The imaginary dropping of rape-seeds on the Continents and

Oceans serves the purpose of showing.

(1) the tremendous extent of the area of the Middle

World ;

(2) the real character of the Jaina Mathematical ideal of

an innumerable number, which although innumerable

is still not infinite; and

(3) the tremendous, soul-staggering extent of Omniscience.

To find G -=Jaghanya Yukta Asamkhyata. Take D and virlana

it, or spread it into its units; i.e., write down as many ones as

there are units in D. On the top of each one, place a D (called

Deya). Multiply all together. The product is DD
. This is equal

to G. This is the number of instants (samayae) in an Avail or

wink.

In other words G^DD
.

M OP Jaghanya ParitS-Ananta.

Now we come to the other great unknown M.

To find M=Jaghanya Parita Ananta.

Take Jaghanya Asamkhyata, Asamkhyata, J.,which is-=G 2 D 2 D

Treat it to the third degree of Shalaka-Virlana-Deya, as below.

In ShalSka Virlana-Deya, there are always three dispositions

of the number treated. The first is called Shalaka. The number is

kept in this and is reduced by one at each completion of process in

the next two dispositions. The second disposition is called Virlana.

In this one is placed in as many places as there are units in the

number. The third disposition is Deya. It is the number which is

given to be placed on the top of every unit in the Virlana. The

first Deya is always the number itself.

Let us treat 3 by this method. We place 3 as Shalaka. We
place 3 ones under Virlana ; and the Deya is 3.

In the Virlana on the top of each 1 we place 3. We multiply

all these threes and get 3 x 3 * 327. This is the next Deya, Now
we reduce the Shalk by one So at the second step we have 2 as
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ShalfikS ; 27 ones as Virlana ; and 27 as Deya. The next Deya
would be 27- 7

. Now we reduce the Shalaka by another one. So at

the third step we have I as as Shalaka ; 2727 ones as Virlana, and 2727

as Deya. The next Deya or the result of

( r i
27

)

27

Virlana is < I (27)
27

I

[
Now we can reduce the Shalfikd by

one more.

27
|| ^ | 41 |

The process is complete. The result HI
27 1

5

(27)"] J

Let us express it symbolically thus : 27Q > which means that

27 is to be written four times, once as a base, then as a power of

that base, then as a power of that power and so on.

If we take the last result, i.e. 27111, and treat it by the ShalSkd

method as we treated the three above, it would be a two-fold treat-

ment, Thus : take 27iJl and treat it as Shalaka, virlana, Deya. Vir-

lana 27) JL and place on the top of each unit of the Virlana process the

number27|li,multiply all these27lTltogether and now reduce one out of

theShalak number 27ili. The product of this multiplication should

be considered as the next Virlana and Deva. Virlana this virlana

into separate units and place on the top of each unit, the Deya thus

obtained. Multiply together all these Deya Then reduce one more
from our Shalaka 2711'. Consider the product of this second multi-

plication to be the next virlana and Deya ; Virlana it as before and

place on the top of each virlana unit this product and multiply all

these Deya together and then again subtract one from our Shal^kS
27111; proceed serially in the same way considering the ever and ever

increasing new and new product of each multiplication as virlana

and Deya ; and go on virlaning and multiplying together the new

ever-increasing product of the multiplication at each step reducing
one at a time from 27QJ, until the whole Shalaka 27111 is totally ex-

hausted ; thus we reach the end of the two-fold treatment. The
result of this second treatment also being treated in the ShalakS

way will give us the third degree ShalakS treatment of 3 i. e., the

huge product of the multiplication at the end of the second Shalaka

treatment should be treated and considered as the new and fresh

Shalaka virlana and Deya ; and it should be exhausted exactly as

above by successive virlana and Deya, placing Deya on each unit

and then multiplying all Deya together and then reducing one from
this Shalakfi on each multiplication of all the Deya. This is
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technically called Shalk-Traya-Nisthfipana. The result of treating

J like this is a kind of K. To this result add the following six :

1. The innumerable spatial units of the substance of motion

(Dharma Dravya).
2. The innumerable spatial units of the substance of Rest

(Adharma Dravya).
3. The innumerable spatial units of one soul(ek Jiva Dravya),
4. The innumerable spatial units of the Universe-Space

(Lokdkasha).
5. Innumerable X innumerable spatial units of the Universe,

i.e. the number of non-host individual souls (Apratisthit*

Pratyeka).
6. Innumerable x innumerable spatial units, i.e. the number

of host individual souls (Sapratisthita Pratyeka).
Take the total of these 7 and treat it to Shalaka-Traya-nistha-

pana as above. The result is again a kind of K. To this add th<

following four :

1. Instants of one Kalpa or a cycle of Avasarpini and Utsar-

pini (the instants of 20 crore x crore s6garas of years).

2. Innumerable x innumerable spatial units of the Universe,

i.e. the number of thought-activities of the soul which determine

the duration of bondage of Karmas (Sthiti-bandha Adhyavasays

Sthdna).

3. Innumerable x innumerable spatial units of the Universe, i.e

the number of degrees of passion which determine the intensity, 01

the mild or strong fruition, of bondage of Karmas (Anubhdga-
bandha-Adhyavasaya Sthana).

4. Innumerable * innumerable spatial units of the Universe, i.e,

the number of the units of soul's vibratory activities (Avibhfiga

pratichchheda of Yoga).

Take the total of these five and treat it to ShalSkS Traya-

NistMpana as above. The result is equal to M,

To find UUtkrista Ananta-Ananta.

TakeS. Treat it to Shaldk-Traya-Nisth5pana. The result is

a kind of T. To this add the following six :

1. Infinite part of all souls, i.e., the number of liberated

souls (Siddhas).

2. Infinite x above, i. e. the number of common or group-

souled vegetable (sadharana vanaspati nigoda) souls (i.e,

all the mundane souls, except the earth, water, fire, air,

and individual or one-souled vegetable, and mobile souls).
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8. Infinite x above, i.e. the number of all vegetable souls

(Vanaspati).

4. Infinite x all souls, i. e. the number of atoms of matter

(Pudgala).
5. Infinite x infinite matter-atoms, i. e., number of instants

in Practical Time (VyavahSra Kla).

6. Infinitex infinite instants in Practical Time, i.e.; the

number of spatial units in the non-universe space ( Aloka-

kasha).

Take the total of these seven and treat it to shalka-Traya-

Nishthapana. The result is a kind of T. To this add the infinite X

the infinite which is the number of units (Avibhaga Pratichchheda)

of the individuality attribute (Agunrlaghu-guna) in the substances

of Motion and Rest (Dharma and Adharma Dravya).

Take the total of these two, and treat it to Shalaka-Traya-Nish-

thfipana. The result is a kind of T.

Subtract this from the number of units (Avibhaga Pratich-

chheda) of perfect knowledge (Kevala Jnana); and then add it to

the remainder.

Thus the number of units of perfect knowledge is U.

This last subtraction and addition of the same is to show that

even this last kind of T, soul-straining though it is, is nothing com-

pared with U, Omniscience, which is the goal and glory of Jainism,

being the highest and the most Ideal condition of the Purest pos-

sible soul.

Note that the expression
"
innumerable x innumerable," and

"
infinite x infinite" is employed above, because the innumerables

and the infinites are not the same. By this time it will be clear

that there are a huge number of these innumerables and infinites

in the Middle kinds, included in E. H. K. and in N. Q. and T.

(See Triloka S3ra G&th&B 9 to 52),
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The contents of Gommatas&ra.

This book is really a very brief and hasty glance at the Greal

Theme, a feeble human effort to give a rough idea of the soul-as

tounding extent of Divine Ominscience. It confines itself to a shor

account of Spritual Stages and Soul-quests which are the well-

known Jaina ways of the considering the soul.

Jiva Kanda is only the first Part of the great work Gommata-
sSra; the second Part being the Karma Kanda. The two Parts

together are a brief expansion and explanation of the beautifu

little Dravya Samgraha, by the same author. Jivamajivam Davvarr

(sfajnfcf ^s^), the Jiving and the non-living substances are th<

opening words of (Dravya Samgraha). Gommatasara simplj

deals with these two mighty categories with the living soul in th(

Jiva Kanda, and with the non-living Karmic matter in the Karm*

Kanda.

Dravya Samgraha is the merest enumeration of the topics

of Jainism with their main divisions and sub-divisions. It consists

68 Gathas and 5 Parts.

Part I. Substances. The Mundane Soul. Gdthfis 1 to 14.

II. The Non-soul; Matter; Motion;

Rest ; Space ; and Time. ,, 15 to 27.

,, III. The 7 principles and 9 Categories. ,, 28 to 38.

IV. The way to Liberation. ,, 39 to 46.

V. Concentration. ,, 47 to 58.

Karma Kanda consists of 972 Gdthas, divided into 10 parts.

Part. Gathas.

I Nature of Karrnic matter. 1-86.

II Bondage, operation and existence of Karmas 87-357.

III Various stages of existence 358-397.

IV Sub-chapter on the above three 398-450.

V Chapter on different places 451-784.

VI Causes of Inflow 785-810.

VII Sub-Chapter on thought-activites 811-895.

VIII ,, ,,3 special thoughts 896-912.

IX Method of distributing Karmas as per dura-

tion 913-964.

X History of writing of book 965-972.
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Jiva Kfinda consists of 734 Gfithfis and 22 Parts or 20 Chapters

and 2 Appendices, as detailed in the table of the contents.

The topics in the 20 Chapters are introduced in Gth 2.

Its translation is: (14) spiritual stages (Guna-Sthfina); (14)

Soul-classes (Jiva Samfisa) ; (6 kinds of) capacity to develope (Pary-

fipti) ; (10) Vitalities (prfina); (4 kinds of) Animate of feelings or
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Impulse (SanjnS) : and (14) Soul-quests (Mdrganfi) ; also (12 kinds

of) Conscious Attentiveness (Upayoga) ; respectively have been

described (in) 20 chapters.

NOTE : -In the 20 chapters, the 14 soul-quests alone form 14

chapters, the others take one chapter each. Gatha 4 tells us how

Soul-classes, Developableness, Vitalities, Rationality and Attention

are included in the 14 Quests, and therefore the chief considerations

in treating of the soul are,

14 Spiritual stages, the degree to which the mundane soul has

advanced in its freedom from wrong-belief, vowless-

ness, negligence, passions and vibratory activity; and

14 Soul-quests, the conditions, circumstances, and equip-

ments which help us to identify the soul when we are

seeking to mark it in the infinity of mundane exis-

tences.

These 2 are also interconnected. The stages classify the soul

briefly; the quests take them up in greater detail (See Gath 3).

The stages are named in Gathas, 9-10 ;

fsen ^p* w ^m ^ \\ 5: II

The English translation is :

Delusion (Mithyatva); Downfall (Sasadana); mixed (Mishra),

and vowless right belief (Avirata Samyaktva), Partial-vow (Desha-

Virata); imperfect vow (Pramatta-Virata), the other, perfect vow

(Apramatta-Virata\ New thought activity (Apurva Karana), Ad-

vanced thought-activity (Anivritti Karana), slightest Delusion

(Sukshma Samparaya), Subsided-delusion (Upashanta Moha), De-

lusionless (Kshina Moha), Vibratory omniscient conqueror (Sayoga
Kevali Jina), and non-vibratory omniscient (Ayoga-Kevali), these

14 should be known to be the spiritual stages (Gunasthana), one

after another. After the last, the soul becomes liberated (Siddha).

The Quests are given in Gdtha 142 :
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The English translation is :

The fourteen-soul-quests are: 1 Conditions of existence(Gati),
2 Sense (Indriya). 3 Embodiment (Kaya), 4 Vibratory activity

(Yoga), 5 Sex-inclination (Veda), 6 Passion (Kashaya), 7 Know-
ledge (Jnfina) 8 Control (Samyama), 9 Conation (Darshana).
10 Thought-paint (Leshya), 11 Capacity of Liberation (Bhavya),
12 Right-belief (Samyaktva), 13 Rationality (Samjnitva), and
14 Assimilation of matter (Ahara).

The stages and quests, with their many divisions and sub- divi-

sions, and inter-connections (these are specially treated in the two

Appendices, Gathas 677-734), really exhaust the point of view from

which souls in the world may be viewed. Our matter-mad, mammon-
mad world may blind us to Truth. But the sign-posts on the path to it,

though deserted and neglected still shine with their eternal splend-

our and are unerring guides to the soul who understands itself and

cares to tread the hard and lonely but sure path to freedom unending

and bliss everlasting. Shri Nemichandra has not erected these

sign-posts. He is eager and careful to tell us at each step
" The Con-

queror has said so" "
the All-knowing has described it ;" etc. The

passions and the cease-leas vibrations are the primary and essential

cause of stages and these and the operation of other Karmas that of

quests. The soul who wants to know itself will soon see its thraldom

to the Passion of Anger, Pride, Deciet and Greed, and Sleep and At-

tachment and their innumerable combinations. Here as everywhere

else in Jainism, there is no room for unreasoned faith. If anyone

claims this and frightens away the earnest inquirers, it is not the

fault of Jainism. It is a gross misunderstanding, and misrepresenta-

tion of Jainism. It is fouling one's own nest. True Jainism does not

want blind faith. It wants knowledge of Universal principle. Nay,

More. It wants realisation and application of this knowledge
to the tears and smiles of our neighbours, to the dew and sun on the

red rose, to the rainbow on the sky, to the roaring torrents of the

Niagara, to the fury of the floods and famines in our Motherland,

India, and to the solution of the soul-racking problems of Economics

and Politics in Europe and America. No corner of the Universe,

no condition of life, no modification in our finest tremor of the mind

or soul, no change of form in lifeless matter anywhere

nothing is hidden from Jainism. Nothing is exempt from the

Sovereign Law of Causation, from the unconquerable Rigour of

Karma. The Stages and Quests of the soul here below are entirely

due to this. The omniscients of old, the saints, with souls which

were purer than the purest ideals concievable by men, and stronger
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than adamant in their body and more lustrous in the Light of their

souls than the sun or many suns, these saints saw these Eternal

Principles of Life and embodied them in their teachings. These

teachings are for all souls high or low, in all ages and in all climes.

There is no barrier of casts, creed or colour to their investigation

and adoption. The greater part of Jaina literature is still unpub-

lished. Therefore its lustre is not shed all over the world. Therefore

the whole of humanity is in the iron-grip of war, of trade-jealousy

and trade-deciet, of pain and selfishness, of dejection, disappoint-

ment and fear.

Popular Aspect of the Philosophy in the Book.

Evidently in Religion and Philosophy there is no greater con-

cept than Soul ; and in the whole world there i 3 no greater pheno-
menon than life.

This book throws a flood of light on the question of Living

beings as we know them and how they may reach their ideal

Nirvana.

Living man as we see him is obviously a combination of two

distinct substances ; Living and Non-living. Let us consider these.

At the outset one marvellous thing is noticeable. We do see

purely non-living things, as the pen with which I am writing or

the paper which you are reading. But pure life is never met with

in the world. So the position really is that we have :

(1) Living substance mixed with non-living substance; and

(2) Non-living substance.

There is non-living matter in both. But in one there is life also;

in the other, not.

Vitalities.

Another important and useful fact is the fact of death.

It is not annihilation of anything, soul or matter. It is only a

separation of the outer body from the soul, which is still combined

with two material but fine bodies, It is only when soul obtains

liberatoin, that it becomes permanently pure and completely rid

of all combination with matter. By careful comparison we can

find a trace to the characteristic features of life and its differences

from lifelessness.

The first thing we notice in one, who was living but is dead

now, is that his senses do not act. He cannot touch, taste, smell,

see or hear. He has no vitality of the senses. Also he is powerless.

He cannot act, speak or think. He has no force, no vitality of

body, speech or mind. But many of these things may be absent
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also in a living man who is asleep, in a trance or otherwise un-

conscious. Therefore all over the world we examine the man's res-

piration. If it is there, we say,
" he still lives." If not, we say

41 he has breathed his last." So Spencer speaks of Death as
"
nought

but parting of the breath." Faerie Queene, book 7, canto 7,

stanza 46. This respiration is a sure sign of life. It is also popular

speech to say of a dead man,
" he has numbered his days

"
; "his

time has come" etc. Without going into the insoluble mysteries

of metaphysics, in the above common observations, which may be

made anywhere and at any time and by anyone, we have the surest

and most self-evident distinction between living and lifeless objects.

If we can believe in the testimony of our own immediate observa-

tion, confirmed by the fact that the experience of every other

thinking being is exactly the same, we must sum up the distinction

between living and non-living substances thus. A non-living

substance does not have,

(1) The Vitality of the 5 senses ;

(2) The Power of body, speech and mind ;

(3) Respiration ; and

(4) Age.
These four may be called the four (or with their sub-divisions

ten) vitalities of living beings.

But it is noticeable that all these four or ten are also a manifes-

tation of one underlying real fact ; viz. that of consciousness. In

a dead body the sense-organs are there and the eye may be im-

pressed with colour and form as before, but there is no conscious-

ness behind it which in life received, and recorded, and responded

to the Ocular stimulus. The four or ten Vitalities are sure signs to

distinguish the living from the non-living ; but in reality it is

consciousness which distinguishes life from lifelessness.

Too much and too careful thought cannot be given to this Cons-

ciousness. If we do not understand it, we shall wander from the

truth. Let us, therefore, try to gain further insight into this cons-

ciousness.

Consciousness. A ttention. Knowledge.
We often pass through a street without seeing or hearing things

which are present before the eye and the ear. A man spoke ; but

we say,
"

I am sorry, I did not hear him." The speech was there;

the sound waves impinged on the ear and yet we did not hear,

Why ? simply because we were absorbed otherwise. We were not,

i.e., our consciousness was not, attentive to it. This Attentiveness
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of consciousness is another great distinction between the living and

the lifeless. This attentiveness, of course, will be of as many
different sorts as there are activities of the senses, mind and the

soul, of which we can be conscious. We can be conscious of an

object of sight, or of the other four senses ; or of the soul itself

directed to a material object or to its own Omniscience. Thus our

Attention also may be directed towards an ocular, or non-ocular

object, or towards the soul directly knowing a material object or

full of its own Omniscience.

Notice also, that of necessity, this Attention is essential to any
kind of Knowledge. As a matter of fact, if we subject any piece

of our knowledge to deep analysis we can note the following stages,

1. To begin with there is consciousness itself. This is the

centre of life. It is life itself. It is the first and unmistakeable

characteristic of what is called soul.

2. It must be Attentive to conate an object, i.e., to be inclined

towards an object, i.e., to be merely turned towards it.

3. It must conate the object, i.e., it must be aware that some

object is present there, without determining anything more about

in the least,

4. Then it must attend to know that object in however slight

a detail. This is the Attentiveness which must proceed knowledge.

5. Then a detail is grasped and knowledge begins, when we
know a thing, we are not conscious of these 5 steps. But since our

birth we are so much habituated to gain knowledge by means of

our senses and mind, that these 5 steps are a sort of reflex or auto-

matic, unconscious action of our busy consciousness. When we walk

even for miles, or see with our eyes, or wink or breathe, or our

blood courses in the body we are seldom conscious of any of these

things. They are familiar, habituated, and reflex or unconcious

actions, and therefore unobserved. But their stages are all the same

there. The alternate balancing of the whole body on one foot, then

bending forward, then balancing on the other and soon; the closing

of the eyelid to protect the eye ; the inhalation of air to supply the

lungs with oxygen, the exhalation to put forth foul carbonic acid

gas, etc ,
each little action with its minute process and delicate

machinery is going on without our attending to it, consciously.

Infinitely, more delicate and unobserved are the myriad throbs in

our mind, which we call our channel of knowledge Only an Om-
niscient can seethe millions of regular, natural processes by which

the smallest particle of knowledge is called into being. Familiarity
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has bred indifference amounting to ignorance in us. This psychic
factory is within our own bodies.

Take an example :-l. You are reading these words before your
eyes, if you are dead and unconscious you can never read the words
although they are before your eyes. There is no consciousness there.

To be able to read you must have consciousness

If your thoughts are away, e.g. a siren song from your
neighbour fascinates you and you are all ear to it. You cannot
read these words, for your consciousness is not Attentive to the
words. So attention is needed.

8. When your attention is drawn to the words in the first

instance, there is merely a conation of them. You are merely cons-

cious that something, not words, but merely something is there.

This is conation (Darshana). This precedes knowledge. But it is

most difficult to detect it or to describe it. It is itself an indes-

cribable stage of consciousness touching a knowable object. It is

merely a sort of is-ness of something of which your attentive cons-

ciousness is aware. It is not knowledge ; nor even the beginning of

knowledge. It is merely a preliminary, but a necessary prelimi-

nary, to knowledge.

4 After this conation by attentive consciousness, the conscious-

ness is directed to know the thing. The first instant witnesses the
Attention of the consciousness shifted from conation to knowledge.
This attentiveness is the beginning of knowledge. After this,

knowledge begins. These stages are exceedingly difficult to analyse.

Very profound, patient and long practised self-analysis is needed
to perfectly verify them. But they are there. They may be sensed
satisfactorily by any one who gives sober, serious and staid thought
to the grasping of them.

From being aware of the mere is-ness of something in the paper
before you, you instantly are conscious that there are some sort of
letters there. Your mind questions ? What kind of letters ?

The next instant answers: letters of the English Alphabet.
You impress this on your mind and record and retain it there for
future use. This is useful to you on future occasions. You may
remember it, you may recognise it by seeing these very words again
or by seeing some others similar or dissimilar to them. You may
collect together many records like this and build up an induction
on the basis of them. From your induction you may deduce
inferences.
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From &1I the above knowledge about the words you are reading,

you may lead yourself on to a knowledge of something else which is

not in the words themselves. So from the mere sense of having
seen the words, i. e. from a merely sensitive knowledge about them

you may go on to think that they are philosophical symbols and

exclaim with Milton :

" How charming is divine philosophy,

Nor harsh and crabbed, as dull fools suppose,

But musical as is Apollo's lute,

And a perpetual feast of nectared sweets,

Where no crude surfeit reigns". Comus 11,476-480.

If you analyse your experience about these words you will easily

perceive no less than thirteen distinct stages in it. 1. Consciousness

(Chetana). 2. Attention (Upa-yoga) of this consciousness towards
the conating (Darshana) of these words. 3. Conation (Darshana)
itself i.e. the awareness that something is there, 4. Attention

(Upa-yoga) of consciousness to know (Jnana) and to see. 5. Actual

sight, (Avagraha) the preception that there is something like words
there. 6. The desire (ih) to know further the question what
letters are these. They seem to be English. It is the process through
which mere preception is transmuted into judgment ; it is the concep-
tion and comparison or pre-judgment or ratiocination. 7. The judg-
ment,(Av5ya), The answer ; they are English letters. The retention

(Dhdrana), the fixing of the judgment in the mind. 9. The memory
(Smriti)of the words. 10. Their recognition (sanjnS). 11. The Induc-

tion (chinta) from them. 12. The deduction( Abhinibodha)and 13. The
Scriptural knowledge (Shruta) i.e. the extra knowledge of other

things derived through the sight of the script of the letters.

It is easy to see that the first four are pre-knowledge stages; and

the next eight from 5th to 12th are stages of degrees of sensitive

knowledge, and the last is inferential knowledge, which may be

termed Scriptural knowledge.

Consciousness may further know things directly without the

intermediation of the senses or the mind. The soul itself may visua-

lise matter directly or may visualise the impressions about it in the

mind of another. This kind of knowledge is very rare and can be

understood only after great profound study and longlived life of

controlled discipline and purity. Still more difficult to understand

is Omniscience. I shall try to take the reader up to it gradually,

provided he is patient and dispassionately in search of Truth, and
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not in the hurry to criticise, or dogmatise, to say
" What is Truth,"

and then Pilate-like to go away,
8 kinds of knowledge.

One thing I may here say, although it is obvious that Sensitive

and bcriptural knowledge may go wrong. Even Visual knowledge
(direct vision of matter by the soul) may go wrong but direct Mental

knowledge of the mind of others and Perfect knowledge or Omnis-
cience cannot go wrong. Thus we may be said to have come to 8

kinds of knowledge ; five right and the first three wrong also.

These are the first batch of considerations of the great fact of

consciousness in living matter. And we must remember that each

kind of conscious activity has its preliminary Attentiveness.

Thus we may sum up. Consciousness is Attentiveness of Cona-

tion or of Knowledge, or Conation or Knowledge itself. Conation is

for Ocular, (Chakshu), Non-ocular (Achakshu), Visual (Avadhi), or

Perfect (kevala) Knowledge.

Knowledge is Sensitive(Mati),Scriptural(Shruta),Visual( Avadhi),
Mental(Manah Paryaya) or Perfect (Kevala), also wrong Sensitive

(Ku-Mati), wrong Scriptural (Ku-Shruta), and wrong Visual(K u-

Avadhi)Knowledge.
Let us illustrate again. Consciousness which is the mighty,

real characterstic of life is the starting point. You must be alive to

read these words. You must be attentive to feel that something is

there. You must conate these words. Then again you must be

attentive to perceive, then alone you begin to know them, i.e. have

perception, conception, judgment, retention, memory, recognition,

induction, or deduction from them.

Roughly it may be said that attentiveness for conation or

knowledge of any kind is the first instant of conation or knowledge.
As the name implies it is the instant in which consciousness attends

to conate or know an object. Also obviously conation is a necessary

preliminary to knowledge.
Consciousness is the most essential difference between the

Living and Non-Living. It deservedly detained us for a moment.
But we must attend once more to a distinction between the two
mighty categories, the Living and the Non-living Substances.

We have seen that the first distinction is that the Living has
and the Non-living does not have the four or ten vitalities of the
five senses ; the power of mind, speech and body ; respiration ;

and age. We found the second distinction to be attentiveness of
consciousness to four kinds of conation, Ocular, Non-ocular, Visual
and Perfect ; and to eight kinds of knowledge, Sensitive, Scriptural,
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and Visual of the right as well as wrong, Mental and Perfect, of

the right (kind only.)

The Soul and the Body.
We also saw that although Non-living substance is found in fair

abundance around us, living substance always seems to be mixed up
with non-living matter in the world. Popular phraseology teaches

us to call this non-living sheath of the living consciousness, its
"
body".

" One body, one soul
" seems to be the general motto of

the universe. There are exceptions, but they need not detain us

here. Botanical and other Scientific researches have taught us

the learning of parasits and their hosts ; so one body becomes

the lodging of many souls. But to stick to popular parlance, one

unified, individual consciousness forms the ego or soul or
"

I
" and

it fills one body. The crudest observation shows that this cons-

ciousness has the capacity of completely filling the size of its par-

ticular body. The elephant has a conscious individual soul ; so has

an ant. So we may note as the third distinction between life and

lifeless matter that life has the capacity of completely filling its

lifeless sheath with consciousness, or in other words, or being co-

extensive with its body.

Notice also that the same grows fat on high living, or grows

thin by disease. Indeed the little new-born baby becomes a big

boy, then a bigger powerful man, and then a weak, emaciated

old man ; yet all through, the same one individual consciousness

completely fills the body in its different sizes. The soul is capable

of contraction and expansion.

The Soul Acts and Enjoys.

Look at the living-non-living mixture from another point of

view. We attribute activity and enjoyment to it. We say of a

man's act : What a good or bad thing he has done. When a man

acts without restraint or rashly and comes to grief, we say: this

is the fruit of his folly/' If a man is good, and prosperous, we

say ;

" Oh! he does deserve it all and more." These popular phrases

really have a philosophical significance. They attribute responsi-

bility and reward to our consciousness. They imply that this cons-

ciousness is an active, responsible agent ; is the Doer of all actions;

and is the Enjoyer of the fruits of these actions, good or bad.

It is necessary to remember these, lest we should fall into the

error of exempting the soul, ego or individual consciousness from

all responsibility for his actions, good or bad, and thus at one stroke

uproot all ethical distinctions and fullstop to discriminate actions.
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We must also draw a distinction between the actions and the

inner activity, to which these external actions are due, From the

practical point of view we must emphasise the external actions, and

from the real point of view their causes in the inner activity of our

consciousness. But the responsible agent of both these is the

individual consciousness itself.

Consciousness is as such purely itself, i.e. quite separate from

matter which is unconscious, lifeless. From this pure or real point

of view, we may say that all action and enjoyment of the soul is

within its own consciousness.

The Soul is Immaterial.

Once more let us compare our categories, the Living and Non-

living. The most obvious form of non-living substance is matter ;

as iron, dry wood, sapphire, stone wall, key of our lock, our table,

chair and innumerable other objects conveniently handy for this

investigation to anyone at all times and at all places. That is the

chief characterstic of this mass of matter of so many kinds ? It is

obviously this : It can be known by the senses. It has colour ; we
can see that coal is black ; sapphire is blue ; gold is yellow, ruby
is red ; and snow is white.

Again if we taste various kinds of matter we find that pepper

is pungent, that aloes is bitter, that salt is saline, that the juice of

an unripe mango is acid, and that sugar is sweet. Again rose

essence smells sweet, Sulphur does not smell nice. Also, iron is cold,

dry wood is not compared with iron ; silk is smooth ; sand is

rough ; cotton is soft ; stone is hard ; a feather is light and lead is

heavy. We can sum up these 5 colours, five tastes, two smells and

eight touches as the more obvious characteristics of lifeless matter.

None of these twenty is found to characterise Consciousness, or

pure life. Of course when life is mixed with non-living matter, it

assumes all these distinctions of colour, taste, smell, and touch.

Thus embodied consciousness does have colour, taste, etc. Soul is not

matter. Byron rightly said that is the matter never mind him what

is the mind, no matter. By "mind" we must mean the taking

Ego, the soul.

Possibility of Omniscience.

This point is radical and deserves a little more consideration.

Above we have seen vitalities, attention, conation, knowledge,

doing and enjoying, and co-extension with the body to be the ob-

served characteristics of the living substance. Here we may pause

for a moment to consider these characteristics also. They were all
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derived from our observation of a dead corpse and a living reader

of these words. In the corpse, we simply noted the absence of the

living and thus indirectly inferred that what was absent, belonged
to and was taken away by the living substance when it left the

corpse lifeless. The living reader gave us mostly the psychic stages

of conation and knowledge. But in all these we are not able to

study or observe pure life. Indeed it must be confessed frankly

that there is absolutely no means at present of our studying life or

soul directly and fully in its pure condition without any admixture

of matter in it. We are in the world. There is no pure soul in this

world of ours. All are embodied or mundane souls. In studying

them, except in abstract thought, we cannot separate the living

soul from its sheath of non-living matter, i.e., the body. But
the living embodied soul also can exhibit in the world such a

high degree of manifestation of pure life and independence of non-

living matter, that we can form a very near idea, of a pure perfect

soul. As we approach that idea we find that vitalities, and respon-

sibility for doing and enjoying shrink more and more ; and that

conation and knowledge correspondingly increase in purity, extent,

depth and fineness. From this it is justifiable to conclude that the

ultimate idea of a perfect soul, i.e., the ideal soul will be identical

with an individual consciousness which has perfect conation and

perfect knowledge with their attendant perfect power and perfect

bliss. Also that this stage must mean total separation or libe-

ration from matter. Thus alone from a consideration of the obvious

categories, of the living substance and non-living substance, gradu-

ally, and after very deep, persistent, patient, difficult, and long

study and contemplation we can arrive at a conception of a Pure

Soul, the Highest Self, the Ideal, God, or whatever other name

you like.

Living substance rises higher and higher towards the condition

of matterless living, and ultimately, when perfectly rid of matter,

it attains an eternal condition of Pure Light in Self-Absorption

and by nature ascends upwards to the top of universe.

There is no turning back, and no further bondage with matter,

and no transmigrations. Its modifications there, consist of its own

perpetual self-modification. It has perfect conation and perfect

knowledge. It is itself. It is liberated. It is Pure Soul.

But excepting this condition of absolute purity, the soul's own

pure qualities are effected by those of matter. So we find that

attention, conation and knowledge, which are pure consciousness or

its modifications, are observed in a mundane or embodied soul, to
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exist along with vitalities, and the size of the body, and are respon-

sible for sowing and reaping the fruit of action, which are th<

characteristics of the living being united with the non-living mattei

and with touch, taste, smell and colour the pure characterstics o1

non-living matter.

The whole picturesque and endless variety of life, physical

mental and emotional life in the universe is the effect and summa
tion of infinite ways in which the Living unites with the Non

living.

Let us try to consider this glorious wealth of variegated life oj

souls in the universe. The whole universe is packed full of living

creatures. Indeed in such out-of-the-way and unexpected places

does our knowing intelligence light upon life, that some Greal

Intellects have gone the length of saying that all is Life and ther<

is no lifeless matter at all. This of course is easily refuted fy

common, everybody, universal observation. In comprehending th<

almost incomprehensible vastnesses of space and time and then

contents let us keep a cool and dispassionate head lest in our admi-

ration of one or other of the several constituents of the universe, we

should deny one or more and thus cripple our further and full knowl

edge of the whole truth of things. Indeed the checking of oui

premises and first conclusions again and again is absolutely essen-

tial if We, imperfect human beings, want to gain right knowledge,
The search after Truth is not a child's play : the path to it is more

narrow to traverse than the passage of the camel through the eye

of the needle in the Bible.

The universe, then, teems with infinite living forms. How tc

observe, analyse, and classify them, so that we can advance on th<

path of our tremendous, trackless inquiry ?

I propose to take this matter up in three different ways.
1. Souls classes (Jiva Samsa). There are obvious differences

of body, sense and mind in different classes of souls: -The body is

primarily the basis of this classification. This in Jainism is techni

cally called soul-classes. (Jiva Samasa).
2. Soul-quest (Mrgan&). It comprises other inner differences

in species, sex, passion, knowledge, conation etc., -In soul-quest

the embodied condition of the soul, (i.e.) the mixed living and non

living condition is primarily the basis.

3. Spiritual Stages (Gunasthfina). They concern the purely
inner progress of the soul. In these spiritual stages, he progress

of the soul from ignorance and delusion to perfect self-absorption it

traced.
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1, Jiva Samasa Soul-Classes.
From the protoplasm of the germ-cell to a full-blown human

being, there is an infinite number of mundane souls or living beings
in the universe. The protoplasm so far as is known at present, has

no ears to hear, no eyes to see, no nose to smell, no tongue to taste ;

it has only the sense of touch. The human being has all the five

senses fully developed and distinct, and a mind also which is also a

sort of additional and higher sense (a quasi-sense), the organ of

which sense is invisible to us. In Jainism, it is an organ which is

made up of subtle matter called Manovarganfi, or mental matter.

Its form is like a lotus with eight petals near the heart. Dr. Robert

Bell has long held the theory that the solar plexus is the real centre

of mental activity. Professor Troude and eminent war- surgeons

dispute the brain as the seat of mental activity. In war time

operations, brains were removed without impairing the mental

faculties. (The Leader, November 12, 1920, page 7, Col. 3).

Thus we can divide mundane souls into 6 classes :

1 With the sense of touch only ... fine.

2 ,, ,, & taste ... ... gross.

3 ,, ,, ,, ,, & smell ... ,,

4 ,, ,, ,, ,, & sight ... M
5 f, M M M M , r & hearing ,

6 ,, ,, ,, ,, M & mind it

Fine-one sensed souls cannot be known by our senses. They can

penetrate all matter. They are everywhere in the universe. They

are not obstructed by, and they do not obstruct others. They die

their own death.

Some of the above 7 kinds are born with the capacity to deve-

lop, others die before acquiring the capacity to develop. Each

one of the 7 may therefore be developable or non-developable. Thua

there may be said to be 14 soul-classes in all.

Here another distinction may be considered. Some mundane

souls when attacked or in fear of something or some-one, can volun-

tarily change their place in space. A man attacked with a sword

or by a lion can run away from the lion or his assailant. So a dog,

cat, pigeon, butterfly, maggot, or the finest animalculce which we
can see, runs away from the vicinity of danger and death. It is

merely a paraphrase of the universal instinct of self-preservation.

But it is evident that a blade of grass, a huge oak, or banyan
or a stone growing in a.quarry cannot run away before the scythe,

axe, or spade which threatens to put an end to its life. This capa-
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city to be able to take one's body from one place to another divides

souls in the universe into Immobiles, like stones in quarry, vege-

tables, trees, etc., and mobiles like men, animals, birds, etc.

Observation will show that all one-sensed souls are immobile,

incapable of voluntary change of place ; and that all the other souls

are mobile, who can at will run away from danger or death.

The classes are said to be 14 in Gthd 72 ; 57 in Githfi 73 ; 98

in Gdthfi 79 and 80 ; and 670 in Gathd 78. But we can classify

them into 406 soul-classes, also, as below :

4O6 Soul-Classes of Mundane Souls*

Sub-human, One-Sensed having the sense of Touch only.

Each one of

the 7 is Fine
or Gross,
... 7x214

Earth-bodied Soft ... 1

,, Hard ... 2
Water bodied ... ... 3
Fire bodied ... ... 4
Air-bodied ... ... 5
Vegetable

Non-one-souled
Ever-one-body-many-souled
(Nitya-Nigoda) ... 6

Other-one-body-many-souled
(Itara-Nigoda) ... 7

One souled
t

Host-one-aouled -Trunk

Creeper ...

Plant

Tree

Root

Non-host-one-souled Trunk

Creeper

Plant

Tree

Root

Two-Sensed having Touch and Taste ...

Three-Sensed having Touch, Taste and Smell

Four-Sensed having Touch, Taste, Smell & Sight ...

Sub-humans, (42), as per detail below :

In Work Region, Five-sensed Irrational.

Aquatic
Terrestrial

Aerial
ft 9i Rational.

Aquatic
Terrestrial

Aerial

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27-

1

2
8

4
6

6

Each one
of the 27 19

develop-
able,

poten-
, tially

develop-
able, or

totally
undeve-
lopable;

therefore
27 * 3-81
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Each one of the 6 may be born by (1) Uterine birth and may
be developable or Potentially developable, thus giving 12

classes ; or (2) spontaneous generation and may be deve-

lopable, potentially Developable or totally undevelop-
able thus giving 18 classes. And thus 12 + 18= 30

In the Highest Enjoyment Region

Terrestrial, Developable ... ... 31

,, Potentially developable ... 32

Aerial, Developable ... ... 33

,, Potentially developable ... 34

In Middle Enjoyment Region,

Terrestrial, Developable ... ... 35

,, Potentially developable ... 36

Aerial, Developable ... ... 37

,, Potentially developable ... ... 38

In Lowest Enjoyment Region.

Terrestrial, Developable ... ... 39

,, Potentially Developable ... 40

Aerial. Developable ... ... 41

,, Potentially developable ... 42 42

Human (13) as detailed below :

In Work-Region Arya Khanda.

Of Uterine Birth, Developable ... 1

Potentially developable ... 2

Of Spontaneous generation, Absolutely

undevelopable ... 3

In Work-Region, Mlechchha Khanda.

Developable ... 4

Potentially developable 5

In Highest Enjoyment Region.

Developable ... * 6

Potentially developable ... ... ?

In Middle Enjoyment Region.

Developable 8

Potentially developable ... 9

In Lowest-Enjoyment Region.

Developable ... 1

Potentially developable *.. H
In Distorted Enjoyment-Region.

Developable ...
^

Undevelopable ... ... 13 * *3
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Celestials (172), as per detail below:

Residential ... ... ... 10

Peripatetic ... * 8

Stellar > 5

Heavenly, in 31 layers in 1st and 2nd Heavens. 31

in 7 layers in 3rd and 4th Heavens. 7

in 4 layers in 5th and 6th Heavens. 4

in 2 layers in 7th and 8th Heavens. 2

in 1 layer in 9th and 10th Heavens. 1

in 1 layer in llth and 12th Heavens. 1

in 3 layers in 13th and 14th Heavens. 3-

in 3 layers in 15th and 16th Heavens. 3

in 9 layers in 9 Graiveyaka ... 9

in 1 layer in9Anudisha ... 1

in 1 layer in6Anuttara ... 1

86

Each one of the 86 may be developable or Potentially

developable, giving in all 172 Classes ... ... 172

Hellish (98), as per detail below:

in 13 layers of 1st Hell ... ... 13

in 11 layers of 2nd Hell ... ... 11

in 9 layers of 3rd Hell ... ... 9

in 7 layers of 4th Hell ... ... 7

in 5 layers of 5th Hell ... ... 5

in 3 layers of 8th Hell ... ... 3

in 1 layer of 7th Hell ... ... 1

49

Each one of the 49 may be developable or Potentially

developable, thus in all 98 Classes ... ... ... 98

The total of all the above is 406 :~

Sub-human ... ... ... 193'

; \ i

***vr

One to Four-Sensed ... 81

Five-Sensed ... ... 42

Human Five-Sensed ... ,., is

Celestial ... ... 172

Hellish ,, ... ... 98

Total Soul-Classes ... 406
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The following- points as to the soul-Classes may^be explained for

the reader who is not familiar with the technicalities of Jainism.

NIGODA (VEGETABLE) KINGDOM.
8fidhnana, or Common, or Group-Souled Vegetables.

The Universe is 14 Rajus high, 7 Rajus at the base, with a

thickness which at the base is 7 Rajus, then gradually decreases to

one Raju at a height of 7 Rajus, i.e. at the Middle of the Universe,

where the Middle World, i.e. the region of the human and sub-

human beings, is situated. Then it gradually grows to a thickness

of 5 Rajus at the point where the sixth Heaven ends, and which

marks the Middle of the Upper World, or the region of Heavenly

beings; finally it gradually decreases to a thickness of one Raju
at the top of the Universe, i.e., 14 Rajus high above the base,

7 Rajus high above the Middle World, and 3i Rajus high above the

sixth Heaven. It is here, that the Siddha Kshetra, or the Region of

the eternally liberated Souls is situated. This is at the top of the

Universe. (See Map at the end of this Introduction).

"Nigoda" beings are of two kinds, fine and gross. Fine

Nigoda Living beings exist everywhere in the Universe, from the

nethermost hell to the highest region of the eternally liberated

souls. They are one-sensed, both developable and undevelopable,

take birth and die 18 times in the short interval of time taken by
one pulse-beat of an average human being. Of course, being souls,

they have knowledge, but this knowledge, preceded by its conation,

is limited to the sense of touch. These Nigoda souls are neither

earth-bodied, water-bodied, fire-bodied, nor air-bodied. They
belong to the vegetable sub-classes of the Immobile class of souls ;

They have one body, occupied by many souls which are born, which

live, and which die together.

These group-souls are of two kinds :

(1) Those who have never left Nigoda. These are called Nitya

Nigoda, ever-one-body-many-souled.

(2) Those who left Nigoda and became embodied in higher forms
of soul-classes, but have come down to Nigoda once more. These are

called Itara Nigoda, or Chaturgati Nigoda. One-body many-souled.
These two are also called Sadhfiraoa, or

" Common "
or; Group-

Soul-classes of vegetables.

Pratyeka OP Individual-Souled Vegetables.
Other vegetables have one body and one soul only. They are

calledindividual-souled or Individual(Pratyeka)vegetables. These
are always gross, and never fine. But these again may or may not

have parasites or hosts. Thus there are 2 kinds :

(1) Sapratishthita, or Host-oneTspuled vegetables;.

(2) Apratishthita, or Non-host-one-souled .vegetables.
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Each one of these two, being either a Trunk, Creeper, Plant,

Tree, or Root, there are 10 classes of these individual-souled-vege-

tables, so-called in contrast to common or group-souled vegetables.

Bhoga-Bhumi (Enjoyment Region).

The Jaina conception of the Middle World is that it is entirely

confined to the one Raju square of the layer of the Mobile Channel

(Trasa Nadi), at a height of 7 Rajus from the base of the Universe.

This Middle World consists of concentric rings of successive

Continents and Oceans. Each succeeding ring has a width double

of the ring-width of its predecessor. In the centre of the Middle

World there is the first Continent Jambudvipa, of a diameter of one

lac (1,00,000) Yoj anas, It has in its centre the Sumeru mountain,

which has a height of 1,00,040 Yojanas, 40 Yojanas of which form

the top, and 1,000 Yojanas of which are embedded in the earth as

the sub terranean foundation of the Mountain, and which has a

circular base of the diameter of 10,000 Yojanas.

The Ocean, Lavana, next to Jambudvipa and encircling it all

round is a ring with a width of 2 lac Yojanas. The next Dhatu ki

Khanda, is a continent, a ring with a width of 4 lac Yojanas. The

next Kdlodadhi is the Second Ocean with a
t ring-width of 8 lac

Yojanas. The next Pushkaravara Dvipa, is the third Continent

with a ring-width or 16 lac Yojanas. And so on, till through innu-

merable Continents and Oceans we reach the last pair of rings, the

the Svyambhu Ramana Ocean. This is the last ring of water hold-

ing our Middle World in its embrace.

It is to be noted that the third Continent Pushkara-Vara-Dvipa

has a circular mountain bisecting it equally throughout the width

of its ring. This mountain is called Manushottara, Cis-human, as

there are no human beings beyond its limits nor can any human
beings go beyond its limits. Thus the human regions are a circle

of 45 lacs of Yojanas, and comprise the first two oceans and the first

two and a half Continents.

It is noticeable that in Jainism there are 5 regions, each with a

diameter of 45 lacs of Yojnas.

(1) The above human region is called the 2| Dvipas.

(2) As Nirvfina is attained only from the human regions,

the Siddha Kshetra at the top of the Universe also is a

region with a diameter of 45 lac Yojanas.

(3) So is Siddha ShiU, the earth below the Siddha Kshetra.

(4) The first Indraka-Vimfina or central celestial Car or

residence, just one hair's breadth above the apex of

Sumeru.
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(5) The first Indraka Bila or Central hellish hole or resid-

ence of the denizens of hell in the first layer of hell, one

lac Yojanas below our earth.

It is also interesting to note that there are 3 regions with a

diameter of 1 lac Yojanas, and 2 regions with a height and thickness

of the same extent respectively.

(1) Jambudvipa, the first Continent in the centre of the

middle World,

(2) The last Indraka Vimana or central celestial Car or

residence in Sarvartha Siddhi in the last or 3rd layer of

the Upper World.

(3) The last Indraka Bila, or Central hellish hole, or residence

of the denizens of hell in the last or 49th layer of hell iji

the seventh earth in the Lower World.

(4) The height of Mount Sumeru minus its top of 40 Yojanas.

(5) The thickness of the first Earth from its crust at the

Middle World down to the end of the second part ; Panka

Bhaga. i. e., just before the beginning of the first layer

of the first hell is also 1 lac Yojanas.

Now the Central or first Continent, Jambu Dvipa, has a diameter

of one lac Yojanas. This is divided into 7 Countries (Kshetra) each

separated from the other by a mountain (Kuldchala). Thus we
have 7 countries and 6 mountains. The first is a Country ; the

second, a mountain and so on. Each succeeding division has

double the width of its predecessor, till we reach Videha, the central

region round Sumeru, from where the width begins to be half of its

predecessor. Thus arithmetically the divisions are 1,2,4,8,10,32,64,

32,16,8,4,2,1, a total of 190 units. The countries in the extreme

north and south being each of one unit have a width of one lac
/

Yojanas divided by 190 i.e. 526 -r^ great Yojanas.

The second, third and fourth Countries have respectively 4, 16,

and 64, units of width ; as also the corresponding countries in the

North, counting North to South, i,e. in each case fromLavana Ocean

to Mount Sumeru.

In these 3 pairs of Countries there are the three Bhog
Bhumis or Enjoyment-Lands, being the Lowest (Jaghanya), Middle

(Madhyama), and the Highest (Utama) Bhoga-Bhumis, respectively.

In Videha, however, the Eastern and Western Countries, beyond

the Eastern and Western Limits of the Bhadra Shla forest, are

Karma Bhumi. The rest alone, i.e. the region immediately round

Sumeru is the Highest Bhoga Bhumi. The region in the North
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is called Uttara Kuru, that in the South Deva Kuril, Bhoga Bhuml.
In 32 countries of Videha, and in the rest of the Continent

there is Karma Bhumi or Work-Region, where people have to

depend on agriculture etc. for their living. In Enjoyment Region,

they have no work to do, they get all that they want from Kalpa

Vrikshas, wishing-trees, never have disease or accidents, and live

the full span of their lives. The least happiness of a man in Bhoga
Bhumi is infinite times the happiness of a Chakravarti.

It is very significant that the islanders of Java have a word in

their language denoting an Enjoyment-Land. Is it that the Jaina

missionaries and colonists penetrated into these islands, centuries

and centuries ago, and left the tradition of their Bhoga-Bhumi
there ?

Kubhoga-Bhumi (Distorted or Improper
Enj oyment-Reffion).

In the Lavana Ocean, round Jambudvipa, and in Kalodadhi

round Dhatu ki Khanda, there are 96 islands ; 48 in each, 24 on each

shore of the Ocean. They are inhabited by ill formed persons

(kumanushya) with disproportionate (hundaka) bodies. All of them

have an age of one Palya. These people also do not have any agri-

culture etc. and live, some on mud and some on fruits. They

have no Wishing-trees. As they have no arts of agriculture etc.,

they are called people of Bhoga Bhumi, but as their life is low

and savage-like and their forms improper and distorted, the land

is called Ku-Bhoga Bhumi or wrong, distorted or improper Enjoy-

ment-Land.

Parydpti (Developableness).

The Chapter on Parydpti (Developableness) in Jainism is

interesting, but not free from intricacy. It is dealt with in Jiva

Kanda Chapter III Gathas 118-128
; and is followed by an account

ofprdna (Vitality) in Chapter IV (Gathas) 129-133. Biologists and

Zoologists alone can say if it is capable of being subjected to expe-
riments. But the briefest Jaina account is this. The newly born

soul is incomplete, but has the capacity to become complete, in assi-

milation, body, senses, respiration, speech, and mind. The comple-
tion of the capacity to develop these 6 assimilation etc., makes the
6 Parydptis. When a soul goes from one condition of existence to

another, it assimilates the molecules of dhfiraka matter, and also of

speech matter in the case of more than one-sensed, and of mind-
matter in the case of rational beings. The dhdraka molecules form
the physical body of human and sub-human beings, the fluid (Vaik-
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riyaka, transformable) body of celestial and hellish beings, and the

assimilative body in case of saints. These molecules must be reduced

to a primary solid and liquid form. The completion of the capacity
to do it is the Assimilative (Ahfiraka) Development. The solid

portions develop into bone etc., hard substances, and the liquid into

blood, bile etc. the fluid substances of the body. The completion of

the capacity to do it, is the body (Sharira) Development. The mole-

cular matter assimilated by the soul is further formed into sense-

organs, the completion of the capacity to do it is the sense (Indriya)

Development. The wear and tear of the body is made up by cease-

less Respiration. The completion of the capacity for respiration is

the Ana-p6na-Development. The completion of the capacity to form

speech-molecules and mind-molecules into speech and mind, is res-

pectively the speech and mind Development.

The beginning of the acquiring of 4, 5 or 6 capacities is simultane-

ous; but their completion is in the order in which they are named
above. And from the first kind each successive development takes

more time to complete itself than its predecessor. But each one

individually, and all the 6 collectively never take more than one

(Antara muhurta, the minimum of which is one wink (Avali) and

one instant (Samaya), and maximum is 48 minutes minus one instant.

But a completely undevelopable (Labdhi-aparydptaka) soul

does not complete its capacities to develop, and dies within one

antar-muhurta, which is one eighteenth of one pulse-beat*

The Nuclei (Yonis).

The Yoni is the womb or other physical centre or nucleus where '

the incarnating soul find its lodgment at conception. According to

Jainism, such a nucleus may be cold, hot, covered or open, living or

non-living, or a combination of these 3 pairs. Thus primarily yonis,

are of 9 kinds.

But with their classes and sub-classes they are 84 lacs.

The 84 lacs of nuclei for birth of souls are as follows :

One-Sensed beings :

Earth-bodied ... ... - 7,00,000

Water-bodied ... ... - 7,00,00

Fire-bodied ... - - 7,00,000

Air-bodied ... ... ... 7,00,000

Vegetables

Non-one-souled.

Ever-one-body-many-souled ... 7,00,000

Other-one-body-many-souled ... 7,00>OOQ
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One-souled, including Host-one-soul ed, and

Non-host-one-souled ... ... 10,00,000

Two-sensed beings ... ... ... 2,00,000

Three-sensed ... ... ... 2,00,000

Four sensed ... ... ... 2,00,000

Five-sensed

Sub-human ... ... . 4,00,000

Hellish - ... ... 4,00,000

Celestial ... - ... 4,00,000

Human - 14,00,000

Total ... 84,00,000

II, Mfirganfi (Soul-Quest).

In what different ways we search fora mundane soul? We
can do so in no less than 14 different ways.

1. Four eonditions of Existence (Gatl).

We may see whether it is a human, or a sub-human soul on earth;

or it is a non-human soul above or under the earth. These latter are

the celestial and hellish beings. All ancient systems of thought

posited their existence. We cannot see them today. But there is

nothing inherently impossible in the conception of these forms of

living beings, who live, think, and feel and can change their bodies

at will, as described by Milton in his
" Paradise Lost."

This Quest may be called Condition of Existence (Gati).

2. Five Senses (Indriya).

The 5 senses give us another kind of Quest, called the Sense-

Quest.

3. Six Embodiments (Kaya).

The different kinds of embodiments of immobile and mobile

souls furnish another kind of Quest. It is open to observation that

the body of a vegetable and the body of a man are radically

different. Ultimately as matter, they may be, and are the same.

But their difference is equally marked. Their constitution and

composition are different. Their Chemical characteristics vary.

They occupy obviously different places in the whole range of living

beings. It is on this basis that people are split up into vegetarians

and non-Vegetarians. Vegetarians give up taking lives higher

than non-vegetables, because animals are more evolved and their

bodies approximate our own bodies more than the bodies of veget-

ables do.
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Non-Injury (Ahimsfi).
I may be allowed to digress here. Live and let live is as

simple a motto of life as it is Profound. No one has a right to

destroy any life. Every one has a right to live.

Now the curious thing is that Life thrives on life. No living

being can continue its life without another life being destroyed.

How to reconcile these two facts : the duty of not-taking another's

life and the right of preserving one's own, which necessitates des-

truction of other life ? The reconciliation can be effected by inter-

preting these two sister precepts in a possible practical way, and

not in an impossible Antinomian fashion.

"The ideal practice of non-injury is possible only to the soul

in its perfect condition, i. e. when it has freed itself from the last

particle of matter (Karma Varganas). On this side of that happy

state, do whatever we will, some life must be transformed into our

life in order to sustain it. Therefore what is meant and enjoined

is simply this,
" Do not destroy life, unless it is absolutely neces-

sary for the maintenance of a higher kind of life." The purer souls

will, of course, not like to sanction even this. But as formulated

above, the rule does not sanction hurting or injury : it limits it to

the lowest possible minimum. As a supplementary rule we have:
41 And then begin with the least evolved kind of life, for example,
with the sthavars (immobiles)." (See Outlines of Jainism p. 71),

Destruction of any one or more of the 10 vitalities is injury.

The extent of injury varies with the number of vitalities injured

Immobiles possess four, the least number of vitalities. Mobiles have

from 6 to 10 vitalities.

In the soul-classes above we found souls to be mobile or immobile.

The immobiles are one-sensed beings and have for their bodies

vegetables, air, fire, water or earth. Science every day is making
progress in discovering these tiny and ultra-microscopic fellow-

beings of ours. Plants are credited with conscious life now. Much
that was considered inorganic is found in the light of greater

knowledge to be organic. Air and fire, water and earth, are the

bodies of innumerable living beings. From this point of view we
can search a soul in 6 kinds of embodiment ; earth, water, fire, air,

vegetable and mobile.

4. Fifteen Vibratory Activities (Yoga).
4. All activity of the body, speech, and mind is the cause of the

inner modifications or vibrations of life or our vital consciousness.

Thus our mundane life is continued. An angry thought, a noble
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Impulse, the passion of patriotism, and infinity of movements of

body, speech and mind produce almost visible changes in matter.

There is a constant circulation, action, and reaction between these

outward acts and the inner consciousness-vibrations, of which the

external vibrations are the cause.

Our speech, or thoughts maybe true or false, a mixture of

both or neither. This gives us eight kinds. Our body has several

inter-penetrating sheaths of the outer body, electric and the karmic

body. Their activity can be distinguished in no less than 7 ways.

Thus the Vibration-Quest gives us 15 main kinds (for details see

Gatha 216 et seq.

5. Three sex-inclinations* (Veda).
Every soul has the instinct of propagation. Life reproduces

itself. This is due to sex-impulse. This takes three well-known

forms, male, female, or common. We can search soul in these

three sex distinctions.

6. The 25 Passions. (KashSya).
As soon as we take up any manifestation of the consciousness,

volition of a soul, we can easily trace it to some passion or other in

the consciousness. If we observe and analyse many of these

manifestations, we find that they are due to the four passions of

Anger, Pride, Deceit, and Greed, or their combinations. Again it

is noticeable that there are innumerable degrees of each one of

these passions. Take Anger. It may be so intense as to blind one

and to last a long, long time. It may possess one in an extreme

and erroneous form. It may only mean a loss of all restraint. It

may prevent only partial restraint. Or it may be a transient feel-

ing, which may disturb the perfect equanimity of the soul for a

moment. From these four broad degrees, we may say the four

passions to be of 16 kinds. Other minor passions are also noticeable

(e. g.) laughter (hdsya), indulgence (rati), ennui (arati), sorrow

(shoka), fear (bhaya), disgust (jugupsS) and the masculine, fe-

minine and common sex inclinations. This Quest may be called

the Passion-Quest.

7. Eight Quests of Knowledge (Jnfina).

Knowledge has been considered above in its five right kinds of

sensitive, scriptural, visual, mental, and perfect ; and three wrong
kinds of sensitive, scriptural and visual.

These 8 kinds give the 8 Quests of Knowledge.
8. Six controls (Sanyama).

Some souls have no control at all. Others have some sort of

part control, part non-control. Some have more control than
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others. They have equanimity ; or have recovered it after losing

it ; or have a control which implies pure and absolute non-injury to

other souls ; they may be all but passionless ; or they may be

entirely ideal and passionless.

So Shakespeare says :

" Give me that man
That is not passion's slave and I will wear him.

In my heart's core, ay, in my heart of heart."

(Hamlet. Act IV Sc. .)

The above 6 degrees of control give us the Quest of souls

with regard to their control.

9. Four conation-quests (Da^shana.)
The four kinds of co-nation, ocular, non-ocular, visual, and per-

fect given before form the Conation-Quest.

1O Six-Thoug-ht-Paints (Leshya).
Every-thing which is matter, or mixed up with matter has some

kind or other of touch, taste, smell and colour. Our mind and its

activity are no exception. They are material and have colour,

which they change with every change of their thought activity. A
black-hearted man ; red with rage; pale with fear ; green with

jealousy ;- these are familiar phrases. Our thoughts and emotions

have a very intimate connection with colours. We may be said
- to have thought-paints. There are innumerable intermediate cha-

racters of paints : but the primary ones are black, blue, grey,

yellow, pink or red and white. These 6 form the Soul Quest as to

Thought-paint. The Leshyas are the Soul's vibrations effected by
mild and strong passions.

11. Liberability (Bhavyatva).
You may seek souls in two classes ; those who are capable of

Liberation and those who are not capable of Liberation.

The capacity of Liberation is the basis of this Quest.

12,-Six Beliefs (Samyaktva).
No living being is without some kind of creed, set of beliefs.

He may or may not realise or analyse them. He mayor may not
express them to himself or any one else ; but there they are in his
inner being always.

Matter deludes the belief and conduct of the soul. But when
matter subsides or entirely falls off, we have flashes of right faith
and righteous conduct. This right belief may be due to the subsid-
ence or destruction or part-destruction part-subsidence of the matter
which keeps it submerged and deluded-
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Three Stages of this right belief are noticeable. To begin

with, there is its absence, i.e., there is wrong belief. Then you may
acquire right belief but lose it and slip from it to wrong belief, the

condition of your belief during downfall. Thirdly, the condition of

mixed right and wrong belief.

The above 2 triads give us 6 classes. These may be called Sub-

sidential, Destructive, Destructive-Subsidential, Wrong- belief,

downfall belief and mixed right wrong belief. Here right belief is

the basis of the Quest.
> 13. -Mind-Quest (Sanjna).

Souls have mind or not. They are Rational or Irrational. This

is the Rationality Quest.

14. -Assimilation-Quest (Ah5ra).

Souls are in an incarnation, as celestial, human, sub-human,

and hellish being ; there they are assimilating particles of matter

for their physical bodies every instant.

But in transmigration from one condition ofexistence to another

there is no assimilation of matter of physical body. This distinc-

tion gives us the Assimilation Quest. That is, souls are :

(1) those who are assimilating matter of their birth bodies

(Aharakd Vargana) ; or

(2) those who are not so assimilating it, i.e., in transmig-
ration in the three instants of omniscient overflow in

the 13th stage, and in the 14th stage.

III. -Spiritual Stages.
If we mark the freedom of pure soul from the impurifying

bondage of matter we notice 14 stages.

1. The soul has delusion. It has wrong belief. (Mithyatva).
2. It had Right Belief, but it is falling from that to Wrong

Belief. This is the Downfall Stage. (Sasadana).

3. It is in a stage of Mixed Right and Wrong Belief.

(Mishra).
4. It has Right Belief ; but does not act upon it ; does not

resolve or vow to follow it in actual life. It is Vowless Right
Belief. (Avirata Samyaktva),

5. It may follow it by partial vows. We may call it the

partial Vow-stage. ( Desha-Vrata) ;

6. It may be with all possible vows, but may keep them im-

perfectly. Owing to negligence or illness (Pramfida). Call it the

partial Vow -stage. Pramatta-vrata).

7. If it has all Vows and keeps them perfectly, we have the

Perfect Vow-stage. (Apramatta virata),
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8. When all vows are kept perfectly, then new innw progress

begins. The soul has a new inner thought-activity. Call it the

New Thought-Activity (Apurva-Karana).

9. Further advance gives us the Advanced Thought-Activity

stage (Nirvritti-Karana).

10. Then we near the Goal. Delusion is leaving us. When
it has all but left us, call it the stage of Slightest Delusion

(Sukshama-SSmpardya).

11. If all Delusion has entirely subsided, we call the stage one

of Subsided Delusion (UpashSnta-moha).

12. If Delusion is destroyed, we are in the stage of Destroyed

Delusion (Kshina moha).

13. Then the soul knows all, sees all. Still it has the body of

its last incarnation and it vibrates as every body does at every

instant. We call this the stage of Vibratory Omniscience (Sayoga-

kevali).

14. When the body vibrations stop, the stage is of non-

Vibratory Omniscience. It is of a short duration, and is called

Ayoga-Kevali. Then the soul is at the end of its mundane exist-

ence and becomes liberated from all Karmic matter for ever ; and

rushes upward to enjoy its own eternal, supra-sensual, undisturb-

able, Infinite Bliss along with Infinite Knowledge, Conation, Perfect

Right Belief, and Power. It is Siddha. It is itself. The goal is

reached. The ideal is realised. It is the acme of Fineness. It has no

high or low class, because all pure souls are the same, It is inter-

penetrable with them. There is no struggle for existence ; because

there is pure and full existence for all. It dropped its last body for

ever and thus has a size slightly less than that. It has reached the

end of the Universe and is steady there. Its modifications are its

own perpetual continuous self-modifications.

In the 14 stages it is' noticeable that our progress is from

Wrong-Belief to Right-Belief, then to Vows, then- to perfectly

careful Vows, then to Passionlessness and then to a cessation of the

Vibratory Activity of Body, Speech, and Mind, which induces the

inflow of matter into the soul. In other words, we are beset by 5

kinds of innate evils or imperfections. These are Wrong-belief,

Vowlessness, Carelessness, Passion and Vibratory Activity. We
shed Wrong-belief at the end of the first. Vowlessness at the end

of the fourth, Carelessness at the end of the 6th and Passions at the

end of the tenth, and Vibratory Activity at the end of the thir-

teenth stage.
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Introductory.

1. Bowing to the Liberated, Pure, Spotless Moon>

(Lord) Nemi, Supreme among Jinendras (Conquerors), I

shall speak of the (part) descriptive of the Soul, in which

sparkle the ornaments of jewels of qualities.

Commentary.

Liberated (Siddham)-(Siddha) literally means that which is

accomplished. Here the acquisition of self-realisation was the

3bject, accomplished by Lord Nemi.

Pure (Shuddham) (Shuddha) following
"
slddha," the linguistic

beauty of Alliteration is obvious.
" Pure" here means free from

the four destructive (Gh&tiya) Karmas.

Spotless Moon (Chandramakalamkam). Figure of Oxymoron.
Moon is known for spots ;

this is a defect in her otherwise perfect

beauty. Lord Nemi is perfect. Therefore he is a spotless moon.

Note. Nemi Chandra is the name of the author also. But

some take it to be used as the name of Lord Nemi also, who is

generally adored under the name of Neminatha, as the 22nd

Tirthamkara of the Jainas.
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Qualities (Guna). This indicates the three jewels : right belief,

right knowledge, and right conduct* which jointly characterised

Liberated SouK

Jewels (Ratna). The above three Jewels (ratna-traya) are

meant.

Descriptive (Prartipanam) The part describing the soul, i. e.<>

(Jiva Knda) the name of the book.

(Gunaratna bht3sanodayam).In which treatise appear the

brilliant three Jewels and infinite other attributes of a Perfect Soul.

Nemi. Lord Nemi, the 22nd Tirthamkara is adored in this

(Gathd) because the temple named (Mahaputa) (lit. very pure) at

Sravanabelgola (also called Gommata Svami), contains the image of

Lord Nemi- This Mahaputa was built by Rdjd Chamunda RSya,
Minister of Maharaja Raja-Malla Deva, of the Ganga dynasty. Rdja-
Malla was a pupil of the Saint Simha Nandi.

In a book there are 6 parts.

Invocation (Mangala) ; Occasion of writing it (Nimitta); Object

(Hetu) ; Extent, number of (Gdthas), etc., (Parimdna) ; name of book

(ndma) ; and Author (Kartd),

In this book, Gatha 1 is the invocation to Lord Nemi. The

occasion was the question put to the author Sri Nemi Chandra by

Chmunda-Rya. The question was: How does the body-making

(Ndma) Karma exist in fine(sukshma) non-developable (aparyapta,)

earth- bodied souls, etc. ? The object is to propagate the tradition

of Truth from master to pupil. The number of Gathas in Jiva

Kdnda is 735. The name is Jiva Kanda. The author is the Saint,

Nemi Chandra Siddhanta Chakravarti.

Gommata Sdra is also called (Pancha Sangraha), a collection of

five topics :

1. That which is bound, i.e., the Soul (Bandhaka) ;

2. That which is bound to the soul (Badhyamdna) ;

3. That which binds (Bandha Svdmi) ;

4. The varieties of bondage (Bandha Bheda) ;

5. The cause of bondage (Bandha Hetu).

The first of these, namely, (Bandhaka) i. e., the mundane soul

forms the subject-matter of Jiva Kfinda (Jivasya Prarfipanam,

description ofihe soul.) The other four form the subject-matter of

Karma K&ndiu
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This Gommatasdra is based on the Great Book Dhavala written

by the saint Bhutabali. Dhavala is a constituent of the great

trilogy Dhavala, Jaya Dhavala, Mahd-Dhavala. All these three

were composed by the saints Bhutabali and Pushpadanta, who were
the pupils of Dharasenachdrya.

II R II

H ^ II

2. (14) Spiritual stages (Guna-Sthana) ; (14) Soul

classes (Jiva.Samasa) ; (6 kinds of) capacity to develope

(Pary&pti) ; (10) Vitalities (Prana) ; (4) Impulses, or

animate feelings (Sanjn) ; and (14) Soul-quests (Morgana)

also ; (12 kinds of) conscious attentiveness (Upayoga)>

respectively have been described (in) 20 chapters.

Commentary.

In the 20 chapters, the 14 soul-quests alone form 14 chapters,.

the others take only one chapter each.

II \ II

ll ^ II

3, Summary (Samkshepa) and Proposition (Ogha)

(are) the other names for the spiritual stages (Guna

Sthdna), The spiritual. stages are due to delusion (Moha)
and soul's vibratory activity (Yoga). Detail (Vistdra)

and exposition (Adesha) (are) the other names for the

soul-quest (Margan). The (14) soul quests (are) due to

(the operation of) their (corresponding) Karmas.

Commentary*

The 'spiritual stages are called summary or, prepositional,

because they are the general names of the 14 stages, to some one

or other of which all mundane souls must belong at a given moment
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of time. Evidently this is merely a brief classification. The 14

soul-quests with their 74 or 95 sub-divisions *
give the details about

each one of these infinite souls classified into 14 spiritual stages ;

therefore, the soul-quests are also called detail or exposition of the

mundane souls.

u s u

srn
n v n

4. In exposition (Adesha, i <?., soul-quest) are includ-

ed (14) soul-classes, (Jiva-Samasa), (6 kinds of capacity to

develope (Parydpati), (10) Vitalities (Prana) and (4)

impulses or animate feelings (Sanjna), also (12 kinds of)

conscious attentiveness (Upayoga). (Thus really there are

only two chapters, 14 Spiritual Stages and 14 Soul-Quests,)
but by (further) division 20 chapters have been laid

down.

n * n

5. In the sense and body soul-quest, (Indriya and

Kaya Margana) are included the (14) soul-classes (Jiva

Samdsa), (6 kinds of) capacity to develope, (ParyaptL)
and 'respiration, speech-power, and mind power vitalities

(Shvasochhvasa, Bhasha-Bala and Mana-Bala-Prana). In

the vibratory activity soul-quest (Yoga Margana) (is

included) the body (power vitality) (Kaya-Bala-i'rana).
In the knowledge soul-quest, (Jnana Mdrgana; are in-

cluded the (5) sense-vitalities (Indriya Prana).

* Vide chart in gatha 7.
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In the condition of existence soul quest (Gati .Mar-

gan (is included) the age vitality (Ayuh Prana).

u $ n

n ^ n

6. In the deceit-and-greed (passion) soul-quest

(Maya and Lobha Kashaya Margana is included) the hunger

(animate-feeling Ahara Sanjna), accompanied with in-

dulgence (Rati) ; in anger-and-pride (passion soul-quest

Krodha and Mana Kashaya Margana is included) fear

(animate-feeling, Bhaya-Sanjna) ; in the sex (soul-

quest, Veda-Margana is included) coition animate-feeling

(Maithuna Sanjna) ; and in the greed (passion soul-quesfc

Lobha Kashaya Margand is included (worldly-attachment

animate-feeling, Parigraha Sanjna)

u ^ u

7. In knowledge soul- quest (Jnana Margana) is

included the definite-conscious-attentiveness' (Sakara

Upayoga); (and) in conation soul -quest (Darshana Margana)
the indefinite conscious attentiveness (Anakara Upayoga).
It i so described by the Conquerors (Jinas).

Commentary.

Twenty chapters are mentioned in Gatha 2. They are one for

the 14 spiritual stages (Guna-Sthdna), one for the 14 soul-classes,

one for the 6 kinds of capacity to develope, one for 10 vitalities,

one for the 4 animate feelings, fourteen chapters (one .each) for the

14 soul-quests, and one for conscious attentiveness: Leaving aside

the chapter of spiritual stages, all the other chapters can be
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included in the 14 chapters of the soul-quests. How this is so,

Is described in the above 3 Gathas. It can be understood at a

glance from the following tabular view :

No.

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Soul-quests.

1 4 conditions of existence

(gati).

5 senses (Indriya)

6 embodiments (Kdya)

15 vibratory activities (yoga)

3 sexes (veda)

4 passions, (25 I anger
if sub-divided), pride

(Kashdya).

deceit and
greed

greed

8 kinds of

(Jndna).
knowledge

7 kinds of control (Samyam),

4 kinds of conation
(Darshana).

6 kinds of thought-paints
(Leshyd).

2-capable or non- capable of
liberation (Bhavya).

*
6 kinds of right

(Samyaktva).

belief

2-rational or irrational
(Samjni).

2-assimilating or non-as-

similating (Ah&ra).

Includes.

Age vitality.

14 soul-classes ; 6 kinds of

capacity to develope; res-

piration, speech-power,
and mind-power vitalities.

Body-power vitality.

Coition animate-feeling.

Fear animate-feeling.

Hunger animate-feeling.

Worldly attachment animate-

feeling.

5 sense vitalities ; definite

conscious attentiveness.

Indefinite conscious attentive-

ness.

74 tub-clAMM of 14 wul-qaeati, or 96, when 4 passion* are tub-divided into 26,
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The age (Ayuh) vitality is included in the condition of exist-

ence soul-quest, because they always co-exist. They begin together

and end together. The age Karma determines the duration of the

particular condition of existence in which the mundane soul is

found ; and the duration of the condition of existence is exactly the

length of time that the age Karma lasts. Thus evidently the age

vitality is the vitality which is co-existent with, and therefore,

included in, the condition of existence.

The 14 soul-classes are evidently included in the 5 senses, and

6 embodiment soul-quests. The gross and fine immobile (Sukshma
and V&dara Stndvara) souls are included in one sensed beings. The

rational (Sanjni) and irrational (Asanjni) mobile (Trasa) souls are

included in the five-sensed beings.

The 6 kinds of capacity to develope (Paryapti) are included in

the 5 senses and 6 embodiment soul-quests, because the develop-

ment has reference to one or more of the 5 senses and 6 embodi-

ments.

The three vitalities, respiration, speech-power, and mind-power
are respectively the effect of the last three of the 6 capacities to

aevelope. The capacities being included in the sense and embodi-

ment soul-quests, the vitalities are also included in the same. The

body-power vitality is the cause of vibratory activities, (Yoga) of 7

embodiments (Kdya) ; therefore this vitality is included in the

embodiment-vibratory-activity soul-quest.

Coition animate-feeling is dependent upon sexes, therefore it is

included in the sex soul-quest.

Fear animate-feeling is included in the passions of anger and

pride as, on ultimate analysis, these two passions, in some form or

other, are involved in it. Similarly hunger animate feeling is in-

cluded in the passions of deceit and greed. Worldly attachment

animate-feeling is evidently included in the passion of greed.

The 5 sense-vitalities and definite (knowledge) conscious

attentiveness are included in their effects, (the 8 kinds of Enow-

ledge,) in the knowledge soul-quest ; similarly indefinite conscious

attentiveness is included in the conation soul-quest.
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CHAPTER I.

The spiritual stages (Gunasthdna),

II

frffer: ^rl^raf^r: II c n

8. The thought activities caused by the operation>

etc. (of Karmas by which souls are distinguished (are)

spiritual stages, (as) has been described by the All seeing.

Commentary.

Operation, etc., (Udayadi).
- 5 kinds of thought-activities ate

recognised In Jainism.

L Subsidential (Aupashamika). This arises by the subsidence

(Upashama) of the deluding- (Mohaniya) Karmic matter. It is of 2

kinds.

II. Destructive (Kshdyika). It arises from the destruction of f
obstructive (Ghatiya) Karmas. It is of 9 kinds.

III. -- Destructive-subsidential (Kshyayopashamic). It arises by

partial destruction, partial subsidence, and partial operation of the

destructive Karmas. It is of 18 kinds.

IV. Operative (Audayika). It arises by the operation of the

Karmas. It is of 21 kinds.

V. Natural (Parinamika). This activity consists of the

self-modification of the soul. It is of 3 kinds.

Thus the total number of kinds of thought-activity is 53.

(Vide Tattvartha Sutra Chapter II, Sutras 1 to 6).

The possession of a different set of thought-activities dis-

tinguishes one class of souls from another. The different classes

are called the different spiritual stages or (GunasthSna).

* V

c wiJ ^ w?rj* ^wre 115:11
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9. Delusion (Mithyatva), Downfall (Sasddana),

Mixed (Mishra), and Vowless right belief (Avirata

Samyaktva), Partial vow (Desha-Virata) ; Imperfect

vow (Pramatta-Virata), the other, i. e.< perfect vow

f^Pramatta-Virata) ; New thought-activity (Apurva Karana),

Advanced thought-activity (Anivritti Karana), and Slightest

delusion (Sukshma Samparaya).

II * II

1O. Subsided-delusion (Upashanta Moha),Delusionless

(Kshina Moha), Vibrating omniscient Conqueror (Sayoga

KevaliJina), and Non-vibrating omniscient (AyogaKevali):

these should be known to be the 14 spiritual stages (Jfva

Samasa-Gunasthana) one after another. After the last,

the souls become liberated (Siddha).

Commentary*

The first four are vowless (Avirta) ; and the fifth, and all

the following are vowful (Virata) stages. The 13th and all that

precede it are with vibratory activity (Sayogi). The fourth and

the following are the stages of the Conqueror (Jina), because the

soul in the 4th stage has conquered the right-belief-deluding

Karma (Darshana Mohaniya) i. e. t the Karma which deludes the

soul from right belief.

In reality the different thought-activities are innumerable.

But as there are some prominent ones, commonly found in mundane

souls, we are enabled to classify them into 14 stages.

nun
I

n
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11. In delusion (Mithyatva-Gunasthdna) there is

certainly the thought-activity due to the operation of

Karmas (Audayika Bhava) , and in the second (Downfall,

Sasadana), natural (Prinainika) thought-activity. In

the mixed (Mishra), the destructive subsidential-thought

activity, (and) in the vowless-right-belief (Avirata

Samyaktva) all the three i. e., subsidential, destructive

and destructive-subsidential, (Aupashamika, Kshayika

and Kshayopashamika).

fi^mr 3[*upftt Tf55^ *rfi&Tr j i

\\ \\\\

12. These thought-activities are certainly necessari-

ly said to be from the view- point of the right-belief-delud-

ing Karma (Darshana-Moha) because up to the end of

vowless (Avirata) stage (i 6., in the first 4 spiritual stages),

(there) is no right conduct (Charitra).

Commentary*

From this it is obvious that there can be no right conduct

without first acquiring right belief.

II U II

13. In the Partial, Imperfect, and the other (i. e.,

Perfect) vow, (Desha-virata, Pramatta- Virata and Apra-

matta-Virata) (there is) the destructive-subsidential

thought-activity. This certainly is said to be from the

view point of right-conduct-del uding-Karma (Charitra

Mohaniya), The same for higher stages.
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14. Beyond this (i. e., the 7th stage), in the (4)

subsidential stages, (i. e., the 8th, 9th, 10th and llth) the

thought-activity (is) subsidential, and in the (4) destruc-

tive stages (i. e., 8th, 9th, 10th and 12th), and up to end of

the non-vibrating omniscient stage, (i. e.
9 in the 13th and

14th), and in the liberated soul (there is), necessarily the
*' destructive

"
thought-activity.

Commentary.

The 7th stage of perfect vows (Apramatta-Virata) is of two

kinds; ordinary perfect vows (Svas-thdna-Appramatta), in which

the soul wavers to and fro between the perfect and the imperfect

vow stages, i. e., constantly comes down to the 6th and then goes

back to the 7th stage ; or extraordinary perfect vQw'CS&tishdya

Appramatta) in which the soul can go beyond the 7th stage. This

the soul can do along two ladders, subsidential ladder (Upashama

Shreni) or destructive ladder (Kshdyika Shreni). The ascent along

the subsidential ladder, as the name implies,, is when the thought-

activity is due to the subsidence of the matter of the right-con-

duct-deluding Karma. The ascent from the extraordinary perfect

vow, (Sdtishaya Apramatta), 7th stage is as follows r First to the

stage of New-thought-activity (Apurva Karanar) 8th stage ; then

to-Advanced-thought-activity (Anivritti Karana), the 9th stage ;

then Slightest-delusion (Sukshma Sampardya), the 10th stage ; and

then to Subsided-delusion (Upashanta Moha), the llth stage. Along
the subsidential ladder the soul cannot advance further. The dura-

tion of the soul's stay in this stage is one antar-muhfirta, i. e., from

one dvali plus one Samaya up-to 48" minutes minus one Samaya.
After this very short sojourn in the llth stage, the soul must gradu-

ally come down to any of the lower stages.

Ascent along the destructive ladder, as the name implies, is

when the thought-activity is due to destruction of the matter of

the right-conduct-deluding Karma. In this ladder, the ascent from

the 7th extraordinary stage is as follows ;-New-thought-activit;y,
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the 8th ; Advanced-thought-activity, the 9th ; Slightest-delusion,

the 10th; and Delusionless, (Kshina-Moha) the!2th, Note that in this

ascent, the soul does not touch the llth stage, which is the peculiar

and direct effect of the subsidentiaKhought-activity ; but goes

from the 10th direct to the 12th stage, delusionless. This is the

effect of destroying the deluding Karma which can no more rise

to delude the soul. Therefore, evidently, there can be no fall from

this stage ; once arrived here, the soul must rise to the 13th, and

then having all but exhausted the age Karma, (Ayuh), hasten

through the 14th stage in which it drops off all vestiges of matter in

the form of the 4 non-destructive Karmas, and attains final and

everlasting liberation.

3
i)

15. (The delusion stage) or wrong belief-thought-

activity (Mithyatva) is caused by the operation of the

wrong-belief, (Mithyatva) sub-class of the right-belief-de-

luding Karma. It consists in not having belief in things

as they are (Tattvartha) (i e., the seven Principles, Tattvas

of Jainism), Wrong-belief is of 5 kinds :

(1) One-sided belief (Ekanta).

(2) Perverse belief (Viparita).

(3) Veneration (of false creeds-Vinaya).

(4) Doubtful belief (Samshaya).

(5) Indiscriminate belief (Ajnana).

u

16. One-sided belief (Ekdnta), as in Budhists (etc .),

Perverse belief (Viparita), as in Brahmanas (etc,), Vene-

ration of false creeds (Vinaya) as in mortifiers (etc.),
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Tdpasa, and doubtful belief (Samshaya) as in the followers

of Indra, (etc.), also indiscriminate belief (Ajnana) as in

the followers of Maskari (etc.)

Commentary.

Clear, reasoned argument is at the basis of Jaina belief. Not

only right beliefs necessary, but it must be based on right reason-

ing. One of the most important characteristics of Jainism is its

many points of view (Anekdnta) All things can be looked at from
different points of view. Different standpoints yield different re-

sults, which sometimes seem to contradict each other. The value

and the necessity of the many-sided doctrine are thus evident.

In all the five examples given above, there is apparent some
sort of religious belief, self-denial, an admirable determination

and devotion, but on a deeper consideration all the five turn out to

be merely varieties of error of one kind or another. Thus, Buddhism
believes that every thing is transient ; this is perfectly true so

far as the ever-present modifications of substances are concerned,

but these modifications must depend upon something in which they
are going on. That something remains one throughout its modi-

fications. Truth tells us that every substance is characterised by a

number of attributes and modifications. Its modifications are always

changing, but its attributes, which make it the particular individual

substance, last throughout all these changes. The substance

is called Dravya, its attributes Guna, its modifications Parydya.

The coming in of the Yiew modification is Utpada ; the going out of

the old one is Vyaya ; and the lasting sameness which always re-

mains in the thing which is modified is called Dhrauvya. Buddhism

also fixes its mind upon modifications. But it ignores the perma-

nence of the substance upon which the modifications depend. This

is what is meant by saying that Budhism is only a one-sided and

therefore a kind of wrong belief.

The Vedas are the most ancient and most authoritative revealed

sacred books of the Hindus. Also they are characterised by the

great importance of Yajna, sacrifice of many kinds. Goats, sheep,

horses, cows, even human beings, were brought to the sacrificial

altar to gain merit and reward in this world and in the next. The

great perversity and ignorance of this kind of belief is obvious. The

first thing to realise is that there is a common or similar current

of life in all living beings, and that any injury to the vitality of the

lowest animal is as hurtful and painful to it as to the highest human
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being. Then It would be conceded that it is the duty of every

thinking spiritual being not to hurt anything that lives, and that it

is the greatest sin to neglect this first precept of Life. How can then

killing animals for sacrifice bring any good here or hereafter to

the killer or the killed or indeed to any body else ? No example
could be a more patent illustration of perverse belief.

Much less justifiable and much more sinful %nd censurable,

then, is the killing of animals for food or sport. Belief that

such taking of life is right or excusable is certainly a perverse

belief. The enormity and sinfulness of modern Wars is obvious.

True veneration is always the due of real and universal truth,

and of those who have realised it themselves, and are willing and

capable of helping others to realise it.

When this veneration is paid to a lesser doctrine or person, it fs

a sign that the belief which inspires it, is not right. When ignorant

or superstitious people worship the goddess Matd, Sitld, to remove

their small-pox or to give them children ; or even educated or scien-

tific people claim provisional or incomplete truth to be whole and

eternal truth, and venerate it as such their veneration cannot be

called right-belief, because it is directed towards a partially or

wholly wrong matter.

When a man is not sure about the ultimate right or wrong of

his belief, he is said to have wrong belief due to doubt. For ex-

ample, like the saint Indra, who was in doubt whether a woman
could or could not attain liberation.

People, who mortify the flesh to save the soul, venerate and fol-

low the wrong. The flesh must be subordinated to the soul, but blind

hurting of the flesh is not the true path to the liberation of the soul.

Right belief is belief in things as they really exist. It in-

volves a true knowledge of these things. Any indiscrimination

or absence of knowledge, to whatever cause it may be due, prevents
the belief from being complete and right. Then the Ajndna kind

of wrong belief is said to arise.

sfiti

u
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17. The soul involved in wrong belief thought-activity

becomes a perverted believer, and certainly has no inclina-

tion for Truth (Dharma) as a man in fever (has no taste)

for sweet (sugar-cane) juice.

3T ^R^f II t^ II

18. The wrong-believing soul does not believe in the

noble doctrine preached (by the Conquerors) and believes in

the nature of things as it really is not, whether it be

preached or not by (the teaching or description of) any one.

f^

u
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19. 2O. In the first or (second) subsidential right

belief (Pratham or Dvitiyopashama Samyaktva) (when
in the expiry of their duration, there) remains from one

instant of time (Sanmya) up to 6 winks (Avali), (and)

by the operation of any of the (4) Error-feeding-

passions (Anantanubandhi Kashaya) the right-belief is

destroyed (and the soul falls down from the 4th stage to

the second) ; this (is) the Downfall Sasana or Sasadana

stage (Gunasthana).

(Falling) from the summit of the mountain of the gem
of right belief (Samyaktva), facing tlie plain of wrong
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belief (Mithyatva) the right belief being lost, the (stage)

should be known by the name of Downfall (Sasana or

Sdsddana).
Commentary.

Subsidential right-belief is of 2 kinds (1) Prathamaupashama
Samyaktva the first subsidential-right-belief. It may arise

(1) in a soul which has never had right-belief, by the sub-

sidence of the four Error-feeding passions (4 Anant&nubandhi

Kashdyas) and wrong-belief Mithy&tva; or (2) in a sou) which
has had (but has lost) right-belief, by the subsidence of the above

5, and of the 2, mixed-right-and-wrong belief (SamiaktvaMithydtva)
and right-belief-clouded-by-slight-wrong-belief (Samyaktva Prakriti

MithyStva) Karmas.

(2) Dvitiyopashama Samyaktva, the second subsidential right-

belief. It arises in a saint in the 7th spiritual stage of perfect

vows, when the saint is preparing to pass on to the 8th stage

of New-thought-activity along the ladder of subsidential advance-

ment, having been already a right believer of the destruction-

subsidential kind. He transforms the nature of the four error-feeding

passions, into lesser passions, and causes the subsidence of the

3 sub-classes of right-belief-deluding Karmas, namely, Mithyatva,

Samyaktva Mithydtva, and Samyaktva Prakriti Mithyatva. The

right-belief of this saint is called the second subsidential right-

belief.

The matter of wrong belief Karma by being subjected to the

thought-activity of the first subsidential right-belief is changed
into the above 3 kinds. Wrong belief has the largest number of

molecules. Mixed-right-and-wrong belief has a number of molecules

innumerably less than it. And right-belief-clouded-by-slight-

wrong-belief innumerably less than those of mixed-right-and-

wrong-belief.

In (Gdtha) 11, the thought-activity in this stage is said to be the

natural (Parinaamika) thought-activity of the soul
; this is so

because the right belief which the soul had acquired in the 4th

stage has left it, and it has not yet fallen back into the stage of

wrong belief (Mithydtva). The minimum duration of the fall is one

instant of time; and the maximum is 6 winks (Avali). During this

downfall the soul has neither right belief nor wrong belief, there-

fore it is said to have its natural (P&rinamika) thought-activity ;

because right-belief-deluding Karma (Mithyfitva) has not yet begun
to operate, but will do so after 6 winks at the most, i. e., when the
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soul has fallen down to the first stage of delusion (Mithy&tva).

Note, however, that the downfall itself is due to the operation of

the error-feeding passion. From this point of view in the downfall

(Sfisfidana) stage the soul is said to have operative thought-activity

( Audayika Bhdva%

\

21. On the operation of the right and-wrong belief

or mixed (Samyaktva-Mithy&tva or Mishra kind of the

right-belief-deluding Karma, Darshana Moha), which is a

slightly different kind of all-destructive Karmic matter

(Sarvagh&ti Prakriti), (there) is neither (entirely) right

belief, nor (entirely) wrong belief, (but) the thought

activity is mixed (i e., a mixture of right and wrong belief).

(This is the description of 3rd or mixed spiritual stage

(Mishra Gunasthdna).

Commentary.

Jdtyantara Sarvaghdti. There are 4 destructive (Ghdtlya)

Karmas; Deluding (Mohaniya) Karma is one of them. It is

of two kinds: right-belief-deluding (Darshana Mohaniya) and

right-conduct-deluding (chdritra-mohaniya). Right-belief-deluding

Karma is of three kinds :

(1) Wrong belief (mithydtva).

(2) Mixed-right-and-wrong belief (Mishra or Samyaktva
MithyAtva).

(S) Right-belief-slightly-clouded-by-wrong-belief (Samyaktva
Prakriti Mithydtva).

All these three classes are of "destructive" Karmic matter ;

but there is a difference in their degrees. Mithydtva is all dis-

tructive (sarvaghdti) of right belief. Mishra is slightly different

from Mithydtva, because it does not effect a total destruction

of right belief, as in it there is always present some right belief

mixed with wrong belief.
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The 3rd is still less destructive. It is called partially des-

tructive {Deshaghdti). In this, right belief is not destroyed, but

only slightly clouded by wrong belief.

22. The (mixed) thought-activity can in no way be

split up (into its two parts right and wrong belief), as

(taste of) mixed curd and treacle (cannot be referred

separately to curd or sugar). The thought activity mixed

like this should be known to be the mixed (Saymaktva

Mithytva stage).

3N r ^q^tf TR illlj I) R^ II

23. One (in this stage) adopts neither control

(samyama i. e., the vows of the saint) nor partial control

XDesha Samyama, i, e., partial vows of the layman), nor

does (one) bind the age (Ayuh Karmic matter to one-

self) ; and necessarily one dies having acquired right belief

or wrong belief.

u

II ^M \\

24. Wherever, in the right or wrong-belief thought-

activities, he has already bound to himself the age Karma

(of his next incarnation), there (alone will be his), death;
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nor does the death-bed overflow {mdran&itika samud-

ghata take place) in the mixed (Mishra stage).

Commentary*
One thing must always be remembered with regard to this ahd

the preceding stage. They are both more or less transitory. The

utility and necessity of the downfall (sAsddana) stage is simply to

mark or explain the thought-activity of the soul during the very

short time which it takes in its downfall from right belief in the

4th to wrong belief in the 1st stage. The thought-activity in the

mixed stage also is of very short duration* one (Antar-Muhurta),
the minimum being a wink (Avail) and an instant, and the

maximum being 48 minutes minus one instant. In the thought-

activity in this stage the soul is both a wrong and right believer.

The preservation of wrong belief makes it impossible that he should

practise any vows. The vows are reserved for the 5th stage and

onwards. They are a part of right conduct ; and right conduct

must always be preceded and accompanied by right knowledge and

right belief.

Another noticeable thing is this. In the mixed stage, as

also in the thought-activity due to subsidential-right-belief,

there is no bondage of the matter of age-karma. The bondage
of the age-karma, as also the death before reincarnation (the age-

karma for an incarnation is bound to the soul in the immediately

preceding birth, so that a man is born with an age-karma already

binding his soul) must take place from the first or the fourth

spiritual stage. According to Shri Nemi-Chandra-Achdrya, the

death must be from that very stage in which the age-karma is

bound. But the commentary of Shri-Abhaya-Chandra page 49,

(Gommatsdra Jiva-Kdnda, Calcutta Press) mentions another opinion

that the death must be from the 1st or the 4th stage, but not

necessarily from the one in which the age-karma was bound. In this

stage there is no death-bed overflow of the soul ; this is necessary,

because there is no death in this stage-

It would be seen that there can be no bondage of age-karma
in this stage, because at a man's death-bed, the same thought-

activity must prevail by which the age-karma of its next incarnation

was bound. And as there can be no death in this, there can be no

bondage of age-karma in this stage.

Now why should a man not die in this stage ?

Perhaps it is that the vitalities, which keep up the inevitable

struggle between right and wrong belief, grow extremely weak
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as a man approaches death, and therefore he drops, as it were,
into right or wrong belief without offering great resistance.

(\

25. By the operation of right-belief-slightly-clouded-

by-wrong-belief, (Samyaktva-Prakriti-Mithyatva, i. *., the

partial-destructive-class of right-belief-deluding Karma)
there arises destructive-subsidential -right-belief (Vedaka
or Kshayopashama Samyaktva). It is wavering (chala),

impure (Malina), non-steadfast (Agddha), but it (is) always;
a cause of the destruction of Karmas.

u ^ u

26. Subsidential-righfc-belief (UpaShama Samyaktva)
arises by subsidence of (all the) seven (kinds of Karmie

matter, i e. of the 3 sub-classes of right-belief-deluding
Karma Darshana Moha, and the 4 error-feeding passions

(Anantdnubandhi kashaya). But by the destruction of these

seven arises the destructive-right-belief, Kshayika (Sam-

yaktva). And by the operation of the second (class, i. e.>

partial-vow-preventing or Apratyakhyana) passions this

right belief is without control (Asamyata) or vowless.

Commentary.
The 4th stage is called Avirata or Asamyata Samyaktva or

vowless-right-belief . Vows cannot appear in it because there is

operation of the partial-vow-preventing passions (Apraty4khyAn&
varana kashdya). The right belief in this stage may be of three

kinds. The latter kind is always preceded by the former : These
three kinds of right belief are as follows :
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1. Sufoidential-right-belief (Upashama Samyaktva), It is of

two kinds, (i) first (Prathama) (ii) second (dvitfya). (See under

Gathas 19-20 above). The duration of this is at the most one

Antar muhflrta. From this the soul falls down to the 1st, 2nd,

or 3rd stage. This three-fold downfall has been described above in

the preceding Gathas. If there is no downfall, then after the

expiry of its duration, it changes into the second kind of right

belief.

2. Destrurtive-subsidentidl-right-belief ( Kshayopashama-Sam-

yaktva) in which there is the operation of right-belief-slightly

elouded-by-wrong-belief, (Samyaktva-Prakriti-Mithydtva) the last of

the 3 sub-classes of right-belief-deluding Karma, (Darshana Moha),
and the other 2 sub-classes along with the 4 error-feeding passions

are partially destroyed and partially in subsidence. The minimum
duration of this destructive-subsidential right-belief is one Antar-

Muhurta ; and the maximum is 66 Sdgaras. This maximum is made
up of 13 Sagaras in the 7th heaven, 22 in the 16th, and 31 Sfigaras

in the highest (Graiveyaka).

3. Destructive-right-belief (Kshdyika Samyaktva). It arises

by the destruction of all the 3 sub-classes of right-belief-deluding-

karma and the 4 error-feeding passions. This is the best and

highest kind of right belief ; once gained, it lasts for ever. The

soul that acquires it, must-attain liberation at the latest in 33

Sdgaras and 2 crore -Ptirvas, minus 8 years and one Antar-

Muhfirta. This maximum is possible for a human being who is

born in Videha Kshetra, (one of the seven divisions of Jambu

Dweepa), and has the maximum age of one crore Purva. Frcxrn

there he can, after completing his age, attain Sarvrtha Siddhi

(the highest heaven) with an age of 33 Sdgaras. He may there-

after be born again in Videha Kshetra with the maximum age of

one crore Purva, after which he must attain liberation. As a

human being can not attain destructive-right-belief before reaching

the age of 8 years, and as the period for the attainment of des-

tructive-right-belief is one antar-muhurta, we have to 'deduct

8 years and one antar-muhfirta from 33 Sagaras and 2 crore

Pfirvas, to fix the maximum duration of destructive-right-belief.

This arises only at the feet of the Omniscient Kevali or the all-

scripture-knowing Shruta Kevali saints.

The destructive-right-belief is perfect. There is no matter to

cloud.or disturb it, but in the destructive-sub&idential-right belief
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there is the operation of that class of Karmic matter which gives
rise to right-belief-slightly-clouded-by-wrong-belief. This* slight

clouding takes the form of the 3 defects wavering (chala),

defective or impure (mala), and non-steadfast (agd<Jha).

By wavering, (chala) is meant that condition of right-belief

in which its substance remains quite sound, but only the form is

slightly disturbed, as the surface of the ocean is disturbed by the

waves ; an example of it, which is generally, given is that of a
man who worships Shdntindtha specially, rather than the other

Tirthankaras for acquiring peace or Shdnti.

By defective or impure (mala),, is meant right-belief which
has got the five following defects :

(1) Shankd Doubt, Scepticism.

(2) K&nkshd -Desire of sense pleasures.

(3) Jugupsd Disgust with a sick or deformed person.

(4) Anyadrishti-Prashansd Thinking admiringly of wrong:

believers.

(5) Anyadrishti Samstava-Praising wrong believers.

By non-steadfast (AgSdha) is meant right-belief which is not.

quite fixed in the true nature of things ; for example, worship-

ping in one's own temple in preference to the temple built by

others. It is something like a mirror attached to a pivot, to which

it is not firmly fixed. It will show a perfect image but not

steady. For a man who has steadfast right-belief knows that it

makes not the slightest difference, whether you worship in your

temple or in one built by your neighbour.

These 3 defects do not occur in subsidential-right-belief also.

In this and in the destructive-right-belief, the vision is clear, and

there is no room for doubt or defects. None of these 7 Karmas is*

operative to cloud the clearness of the vision. It is only in the des-

tructive-subsidential-right-belief that the Samyaktva Prakriti

Mithy&tva is operative, and therefore these defects arise.*

H

* It is worth while to consider and compare these 3 defecti with 5 kinds of (Mithydtva an&

the eight angjts of Samyaktva).
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27, The right-believing soul believes in the doctrines

as preached (by the Conquerors), but (sometimes) by the

instruction of an ignorant teacher he believes in the nature

of things as they are not.

28. If on that (error) being satisfactorily exposed

on the authority of Sutra, he does not believe (in the truth

then), from that moment he certainly becomes a wrong
believer.

Commentary.

(Sutra) is a part of sacred literature but here it means the whole

of authoritative Jaina sacred literature.

II RS. II

^fr

^r: II H II

29.^ He who is vowless with regard to the senses, and

also witlTregard to the (hurting of) mobile (Trasa) and

immobile (Sthavara) living beings, and believes in what

has been said by the Conqueror (Jina), is a vowless right

believer (Avirata-Samyak-drishti),

Commentary.

In this stage there is right belief, but conduct is not yet based

on it. Even the vows of a layman are not adopted. He has not

vowed to abstain from indulgence in the senses, or from hurting

.the vitalities of mobile and immobile living beings, although

.as a right believer he has his heart filled with 1. Compassion

(Anukampfi) 2. calmness (Prashama), (3) Fear of mundane exis-
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tence (Samvega), and (4) belief in the principle of truth (Astikya)

and therefore he does not hurt any one without provocation.

Control (Samy&ma), or vow (vrata) relates to the senses or the

vitalities. It is respectively called sense-control (Indriya Samyama)
and vitality-control (Prana-Samyama). In sense-control one's

own senses are restrained, and in vitality-control one restrains

oneself from doing any injury to the ten vitalities of himself or

others. The man in this stage of vowless right-belief takes no vows
for any of these two kinds of control.

M \* u

II \* 11

SO. Owing to the operation of the total-vow-prevent-

ing passions (Pratykhydna-varana Kashaya which is a

sub-division of the right-conduct-deluding Karma) the

thought -activity which produces (perfect) control (Samya-

ma) does not arise, but (there is) some control. Therefore

the 5th (stage) is (called) the partial-vow (Deshavrata) stage.

Commentary*

This partial-vow stage (Deshavrata) (has the destructive-sub-

sidential thought-activity (Kshayopashama-Bhava), because in it

there is partial destruction and partial subsidence of the Karmic

matter of the passions which prevent total vow (Pratyakhydnd-vara-

ea Kashaya) and there is the operation (Udaya) of that kind of

Karmic matter which forms such passions as prevent the vows only

partially. So that in this stage only partial vows can be observed.

Note, that in the destruction-subsidence (Kshayopashama) of

Karmas, the destruction of part of the Karmic matter means that

though the Karmic matter in the ordinary course of things does rise

on its maturity to bear fruit, yet instead of bearing fruit, it simply

passes along and leaves the soul, free. By subsidence (Upashama)
is meant the precipitation, or subsiding, of those Karmas which are

in actual bondage with the soul but which do not operate at that

time. This destruction is called non-operative destruction (Uday&-

bh&va-Lakshana-kshaya), and the subsidence is called existence-

subsidence (Satt&rdpa Upashama).
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31 (He) whovows against the killing of mobile (trasa)

souls, and (is) vowless as to the killing of immobile

(Sthavara) souls, and is entirely devoted to the Conqueror

(Jina), is vowful and vowless (virata-avirata) at one and

the same time,

Commentary.
This must be noted that this is a stage which is accompanied

by right-belief. A right believer may be a vowless man. But he

always carries compassion, etc., in his heart, therefore he never

commits unprovoked or unnecessary sin, even if he has not vowed

against its commission
; so the soul in the fifth stage has not vowed

not to hurt immobile souls, but naturally he would not hurt even

immobile souls unnecessarily.

II R U

\\

32. Because by the operation of perfect-right-con-

duct preventing passions (Sanjvalana Kash^ya) and minor

passions (Nokashaya) control is (effected), carelessness

(Pramada) productive of impurity also (is caused) ; there-

fore it is really the stage careless or imperfect vow

(Pramatta Virata), (the sixth spiritual stage).

Commentary.
The thought-activity here also is destructive-subsidential

(Kshayopashama), i. e., there is destruction and subsidence of almost

all the Karmic matter of the passions. Still there is the intense

operation (Tibra-Udaya) of the little matter of perfect-conduct-

preventing and the minor passions, which has escaped destruction

and subsidence. Its effect is to partially prevent the observance of

the perfect vows.
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Hence the name of the stage: -imperfect vow (Pramatta

Virata).

Sanjvalana KashAyas are four, being those kinds of anger,

pride, deceit and greed which prevent the vows which constitute

perfect right conduct ; and the minor passions (Nokashdya) are

mine :

Hdsya -laughter, Rati- indulgence, Arati -Ennui, Shoka sor-

row, Bhaya-fear, Jugupsd- disgust, Stri-veda feminine inclina-

tion, Purusha-veda masculine inclination, Napumsaka-veda com-

mon inclination.

Pramfida means carelessness in being attentive to the realisa-

tion of right-belief, right knowledge, and right conduct.

II \\ II

SB. He who remains in evident (Vyakta) and non-

evident (Avyakta) carelessness (Pramdda), with all the

(28 Root, Mula) qualities (Guna), and calm dispositions,

(Shfla) has full vows (Mahdvrata) and is of variegated

(i.e., imperfect) conduct, i. e.,the observer of imperfect vow

(Pramatta Samyata).

Commentary.

Evident (Vyakta) oarelessness is evident to the saint himself, and

to otherswho may observe him. Non-evident (Avyakta) carelessness

is hidden, and is known only to those who possess direct knowledge

(Pratyaksha Jnfina).

28 Root-qualities (Mfila-guna) these are the essential qualities

In a saint, even of the lowest degree, viz :

1 Five Mahd-vratas the five great vows :

(1) Ahimsfi non-injury to any of the 10 vitalities.

(2) (Satya) truth in speech, thought and deed.

(&) (Asteya)-to take nothing unless and except it is given.

(4) (Brahma-charya)- chastity.

(5) (Parigraha-Tyfiga) renunciation of worldly attachment.
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2.- Five (samitis)- religious observances or carefulness about :

(1) (fryfi)-walking, (2) Bh&sd speech, (3) Eshani, taking only

pure food, and that also when it is not specially prepared for the

saint, (4) (Adfina-nikshepana) handling and putting the things as

water-bowl, peacock-brush, and scripture which saints may keep,

(5) (Pratishth&pana)- answering calls of nature.

3. -Six daily duties (Avfishyaka)-(l) S&mfiyika practising

equanimity, (2) Vandand- obedience to perfect souls and High
Saints and the Holy images, (3) (Stuti) praising their qualities

(4) Pratikramana repentance for faults already attached to the

soul, (5) Pratydkhyfina fore-thought and endeavour so that in

future no faults may attach to the soul, (6) Kfiyotsarga giving up

attachment to the body and practising contemplation.

4-Self-restraint of five senses,

and seven other duties -(1) not to bathe, (2) sleeping on the

ground, (3) Nakedness, (4) pulling the hair out with one's own

hands, (5) taking only little food once a day, (6) not to rub and

cleanse the teeth, (7) taking food standing and only in hollow of

the folded hands.

Variegated conduct (chitrala-ficharana.)
-
every thought-activity

has its corresponding thought-paint (Leshyfi), The pale mien of

habitually studious people, and the dark red of persons in rage has

been noticed in all countries and ages. A man with an unfixed

conduct often changes his thought-paint or leshyfi. Sri Nemi

chandr&charya has used a very appropriate word, chequered or

variegated to express this unfixity of conduct. This unfixity ia

due to carelessness (Pram&da) as described in the text.

It must be noted that all the most obvious and usual duties of

saintship are discharged in this stage ; for example- teaching,

and preaching the scriptures, and reading and writing the books,

looking after the discipline of pupils, travelling abroad, and taking

food.

*UNI

u

34. Censurable talk (Vikathd), passions (Kashdya),

senses (Indriya), sleep (Nidrd), and attachment (Pranaya)
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of 4, 4, 5, 1 and 1 elements respectively) are really 15 sorts

of carelessness (Pramdda)

Commentary.

The 4 kinds of censurable talk relate to-(l) Women,(Stri); (2)

Food, (Bhojana) ; (3) Politics, (Rdstra) ; (4) King, (Rdjd).

The fifteen elements of the five classes being subjected to the

process of mathematical combination give us 4*4*5x1x1=80
different combinations of Pramdda of 5 elements each, all the 5

classes being represented in every combination.

rTOT JTFTTT* ^TTi *r* rf^T

n ^* u

35. The number (of combinations Sankhya), distri-

bution (of the elements to form the 8<) combinations.

Prastara), 80 combinations (Parivartana), analysis (of)

the elements from the number of the combinations (Nashta)
and synthesis (of the given elements to find out the

number of the resulting combination, samuddishta) , these

five distinctions should be known in a description of

carelessness (Pramada).

(I ^ II

36. All the elements of each preceding class combine

one by one with elements of the succeeding classes and by

(their) successive multiplications is produced the number

(of the combinations).
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Commentary.
The 4 censurable talks or gossips (Vikathds), each being com-

bined with each one of the 4 passions, gives the number 4x4 16 of

combinations of 2 elements each. Each of these 16 being combined

with each one of the 5 senses make 16x5=80 combinations of 3

elements each. Each one of these 80 must have sleep and attach-

ment, so that the number of the combinations of 5 elements each

is 80.

n

snro

sr qK fj **ra STFTR: II *a n

37, Distribution is by placing respectively each one

of 4 elements of the first class of Pramada (gossip or

Vikatha), then covering each one of these with each one

of the elements of the succeeding classes.

<Ji% fts^^ft ^ ^s^^r vf^rsA n \* u

ffcft^nro IWT ff^nft ft?fi^^^ I

R^^T ^ ^?r ^j^: n 3s II

38. Placing the elements of the first class as many
times as there are elements in the second class, in each

group on the top, place one by one the element of the

second, do like this in all (classes) (till you get the 80

combinations).
Commentary.

This distribution is as follows :

Place the 4 kinds of gossips one by one as there are 4 passions,

each of the 4 gossips will have to be placed in 4 places. Each
one of the 4 passions can cover the gossips in turn, thus we
get 16 combinations of two elements each. All these 16 combina-
tions will have to be placed 5 times so that each one of them should

be covered with each one of the 5 senses, thus yielding 80 com-
binations of 3 elements each. To each one of the.80 add sleep and
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attachment. Thus we get 80 combinations each one of 5 elements

of the five different classes of Pramfida.

This can be shown visibly as follows :

Vi, V9 ,
V8f V4 , represent 4 Vikathfi.

K! to K4 represent 4 Kashfiya.

Ii to I6 represent 5 Indriyas.

Will WA WA WA

This gives us 16 combinations of 3 elements each, with Ilf

Similarly with I3 ,
Is ,

I4 , and I6 , we get 16 combinations each. The

total is 80. Sleep and attachment are added afterwards.

Gatha 37 is exemplified as follows :

FPPFP PPPPP PPPPP PPPPP

K'K'K'K'K 1 K9K*K3K*K2 K'K3K3KSK3 K4K4K4K4K*

yi v1 V1 V1 V1
, V1 V1 V1 V1 V1

, V1 V1 V1 V1 V1
,
V1 V1 V1 VlVl

.

This gives us 20 combinations of 3 elements each with V1
,

Similary with V3
, Vs and V* we get 20 combinations each. The

total is 80. Sleep and attachment are added afterwards.

II ^5. ll

39. When all the elements of the third class have

come to an end (in distribution as in Gatha 37), and we
come again to its (third class) beginning, (the 1st element

of) the second class changes (into its second) (element);

when all (the elements of the second class) are (also)

exhausted, (then) the first element (of the 1st class)

changes (into its second element), (till the whole of the

first class is also exhausted, and we get 80 combinations.)
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4O. The first class having come to an end (in distri-

bution as in gatha 38) (we come) to its beginning. (Then)

(the 1st element) of the second class changes (into its

second element) ; (when all the elements of) the second

class are also exhausted, (then the first elements of the

3rd class changes (into its second element), (till the whole

of the 3rd class is also exhausted and we get 80 combina-

tions.

n v? \\

Divide the number by the number of the elements

(in the class), the remainder gives the position of the ele-

ment in its class. To the quotient add one. (Divide the

sum by the number of the elements in the next class, the

remainder again gives the position of the element in the

class. And so on). (If there is) no remainder, (it means

that the element is) last (in the class) (and then) one is not

added (to the quotient).

Commentary.
For example what are the elements in combination No. 15.

To find out the Vikathd element, divide 15 by 4, the remainder

is 3, therefore the Vikathd is the 3rd i.e., the seditious gossip

(Rfishtri Kathd). Adding one to the quotient 3, we get 4, to

find out the passion divide 4 by 4, there is no remainder, that

means the last passion, t. e., greed (Lobha) ; the quotient was one ;

as there was no remainder, nothing to be added to it. Divide 1 by

5, the remainder is 1, the sense element is the first, t. e., touch

(sparsha). Therefore the 15th combination is one of seditious gossip,
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greed passion, sense of touch, sleep and attachment. (Vs K* Ii i.e.

the third Vikathd, gossip ; the fourth Kashdya, passion ; and the

first Indriya, sense).

A concrete example of it may be something like this :

A man takes part in seditious talk and is prepared to commit

sedition for money so that he may go and live with his wife in his

village. Here the elements of seditious gossip, greed, and the

object of touch are obvious. Sleep and attachment are the two

elements common to all combinations of Pramdda. They merely

indicate that the soul who is affected by carelessness (Pramdda) is

a mundane soul. Sleep and attachment to some extent or other,

are always present in all careless mundane souls, i. e., in all souls

who are not in the seventh or higher spiritual stages. This example

applies to the combinations under gathas 38 and 40. Under gathas
37 and 39 the process is exactly the reverse of it. We begin the

senses and finish with the gossips.

n * * n

u v^ u

42. Taking 1, multiply it by the number of the

elements of the last class, substract from it the number
of elements which follow in their class the element given.
Do the same at all steps,

Commentary.

For example to find the number of combination, being given the

elements seditious gossip, greed, and touch etc., i. e., 3rd gossip,

4th passion and 1st sense Take 1, multiply it by 5 senses 5, subs-

tract from it 4 (i. e., the No. of senses which follow touch in their

class) this gives 1. Multiply the remainder by 4 passions 4, substract

from it nothing as no element follows greed in the passion class -4.

Multiply 4 by 4 gossips*- 16; substract 1 as 1 gossip follows

seditious gossip in the gossip class, the result is 15. Thus 15th is

the number of this combination.
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43. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ; 0, 5, 10, 15 ; 0, 20, 40, and 60 plac-

ing these in 3 lines of 3 classes of (Pramada,) find out the

elements or the number of the combinations i. e*t analysis

and synthesis (Nashua and Uddishfca.)

Commentary.

Or

To find out the number, add the figures placed against the

elements and the total is the number of the combination. To find out

the elements from a given number, break it up into 3 such numbers,

that one of them m\ist be found in each one of the 3 lines, and

the total of these must be equal to the given number. For example
32 can be broken into 2, 10 and 20 to represent 2 -taste, 10 -deceit,
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20 -food gossip: therefore the 32nd combination has for its ele-

ments food-talk, deceit passion, taste sense, sleep, and attachment,

This diagram sums up gathas 37 and 39.

a * u

srrftff BT^T^ u v* u

44. 1, 2, 3, 4 ; 0, 4, 8, 12
; 0, 16, 32, 48, 64, placing

these in 3 lines of 3 classes of (Pramada), find out the ele-

ments or number of combinations i. e., analysis and syn-
thesis (Nashua and Uddishta.)

Commentary.

Or

This diagram refers to the 2nd mode of combination in gathas

i and 40.
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Note that the number of combinations and their elements are

exactly the same in both the diagrams. It is also noticeable that

the first and the last columns have the same total of figures and the

same elements. The intermediate combinations also have the same
elements but are not denoted by f

the same number, and are neces-

sarily differently situated in the two diagrams.

In gatha 44, 32 is represented by the word (Rdga) ( w ). The
two letters (Ra) and (Ga) respectively represent 2 and 3; the reading
is the reverse: This representation of numbers by letters is just like

the Hebrew, Arabic and Persian, where for example, Alif )1, (Be)

(v) 2, (Jima) (c) 3, etc.

The numerical value of Sanskrit Alphabet is as follows:

<R & IT tT $ 3T ^STWSI
Ka Kha Ga Gha Na Cha Chha Ja Jha Na123456 7890
ta (ha da dha na ta tha da dha na.1234567890
pa pha ba bha ma
12345

ya ra la va sha sha sa ha

12345 678
Note also, that really there can be not only 80, but 87,500 combi-

nations. Thus: there are 25 sorts of gossip, 25 kinds of passions, 6

senses including the mind, 5 sorts of sleep, and 2 kinds of attach-

ment, i. e. delusion and attachment (moha and sneh.) The various

combinations of these are equal to 25 x 25 X 6 x 5 x 2=37,500.

The 25 (vikathfis, or gossips are the following :

(1) Stri kath* - Woman gossip.

(2) Artha kathfi - Money

(3J Bhojana katW - Food

(4) Rfija kathfi - State

(5) Chora kathfi ... Theft

(6) Vaira kath* ... Enmity

(7) Para-p&khand kathft - Wrong belief gossip.
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(8) Desha-kathfi

(9) Bhdshd-kathd

(10) Gunabandha kathd,

(11) Devlkathfi

(12) Nishthura kath&

(13) Paishfinya kath6

(14) Kandarpa kath

(15) DeshakdWnuchita kathd

(16) Bhan<Ja kathd

(17) Murkha kathd

(18) Atmaprashansd

(19) Paraparivdda kathd

(20) Para-jugups kathfi

(21) Para-pi<Ja-kath&

(22) Kalah kath

(23) Parigraha kath

(24) Arambhakathd

(25) Sangita vaditra kathfi

Local gossip.

Story telling.

Defamatory gossip*

Goddess

Harsh language.

Backbiting.

Sexual gossip.

In-opportune talk.

Gest.

Foolish talk

Self praise.

Condemnatory talk.

Contemptuous ,,

Talk painful to others,

Querulous talk.

Talk about worldly objects,

Talk about worldly activity.

Talk about singing and music.

For the 25 passions, and 5 kinds of sleep see Jaina Gem Diction

ary, Appendix, 148, Sub-Classes of the 8 Karmas.

II ^V, II

45. When (there is) mild (manda) operation of perfect-

right-conduct-preventing (Sanjvalana), and the minor pas-

sions (No-kashaya), there arises the quality of non-careless-

ness (Apramatta^, and by (reason of) this (quality, the soul)

attains (the 7th spiritual stage) of perfect vow (Apra-

mattaSamyata).
Commentary.

The stage of perfect vows iaof two kinds, ordinary perfect vow

(Svasthfina apramatta) and extraordinary perfect vaw

apramatta).

n ^^ u
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46. He, whose combinations of carelessness are all

suppressed, who is adorned with the chain of the (5 great)

vows, (28 root) qualities, and calm disposition, has right,

knowledge, is absorbed in concentration, and is not capable!

of ascending further on the subsidential or destructive lad*

der (Upashama or Kshapaka Shreni), is certainly (in the

ordinary (Svasthana) stage of perfect (apra-matta) vows.

Commentary.

This is called ordinary (Svasthana or Niratishaya), because the

soul cannot rise higher from this stage; it lasts only one Antarmu-

hurta; and from it the soul falls down to the 6th, and re-ascends to

the 7th stage, again and again. The 6th stage also lasts one ant-

muhurta,

rift

II W \\

n vu n

47. (There are) 3 (kinds of) thought-activity (kara-

jia) for the destruction or subsidence of 21 sub-classes of

right-conduct-deluding-Karma (charitra moha). (These are

all the 25 passions except the 4 error-feeding, Anantanu-

bandhi passions). (He who) out of these (3), gains the

first lower (thought-activity) (adhah pravritti karana,) is

(in the extraordinary (sdtishaya, 7th stage of) perfect vow

(apramatjta),
Commentary*

The soul which attains the extraordinary stage of perfect vow

faces, and is fit to go up either the subsidential or the destructive

ladder. If he is a right believer of the subsidential-destructive

kind (kshayopashamasamyaktva), he will first transform the Karmic

matter of the 4 error feeding passions into the remaining 21 passions;

then after one antarmuhurta> by the subsidence of the 3 sub-classes*
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of the right-belief-deluding Karma, he will become the second

subsidential right believer (Dvitiyopashama samyak-drishfi); or by
their destruction he will become the deetructive-right-believer

(kshyika-samyak-drishti). Then in one antarmuhurta, he would
make thousands of journeys between the 6th and the 7th stages.

Then would begin the thought-activity called (adhahkarana,) prepa-

ratory to going on to the subsidential or destructive ladder

Note that, the destructive-right-believer (kshdyika) also can go

up the subsidential ladder, if he is not advanced enough to destroy

the 21 sub-classes of right-conduct-deluding Karmas.

TSJT 5R3 sramx ji ii

II VS II

48. Because the thought-activity of the posterior souls

may become like that of the prior souls, therefore the first

of the (3 kinds of) thought-activity has been said to be

lower thought-activity; (Adhahpravritta-Karana.)

Commentary.

Karana is the name of the thought-activity in which the purity
of the soul increases infinite fold at every instant (Samaya).
(Adhah) means lower in level. This activity is called vAdhah Karana)
because by it the soul on a lower level can quickly rise to the same
level of purity as a soul who has gone up before.

II

49. The duration of this (Lower thought-activity
or Adhah Karana) is one antarhmuhurta, the thoughts in it

are innumerable times the innumerable spatial units in the

universe; and in the upper levels they increase in purity

uniformly.
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Commentary.
One antaramuhfirta here means a middle (Maddhyama) Antar-

muhurta which is any length of time between 1 Avail, and 1 Samaya
and 48 minutes minus 1 Samaya.

"
Uniformly

" means in arithmetical progression (chaya).

\

6O. Having passed the Antarmuhurta in the lower

thought activity (adhah karana), becoming purer every

instant, the soul takes refuge in the new thought-activity

(Apiirva Karana, the 8th spiritual stage.)

ffft Wo^T Hft<!H+U II X t II

\

II V*^ II

51. Because in this spiritual stage in the souls ad-

vanced in different points of time, there arise new thought-

activities, which were not attained before, (therefore this

spiritual stage is called new thought- activity, Apurva

Karana.)

itf^r Uocm ^S^t i

i n KR u

T II ^ II

62. In the souls advanced in different points of

time there is never the sameness (of purity) of thought-

activity. In the souls advanced at the same instant, there

may or may not be sameness (of purity of) thought-activity,
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gi> irg^fcrfiftr f^rw II ^ n

53. The duration of this stage of new thought-

activity (Apurva Karana) (is) one antarmuhiirta; (in it)

the thoughts, (are) innumerable times the innumerable

spatial units of the universe; (and they) increase gradually

every instant and necessarily (there is) no overlapping

(Anu-krishti).

Commentary.

But here the Antarmuhurta is less than that of the lower

thought activity (adhah-karana), but the number of thoughts is

greater than that in the, adhah-karana. This is possible because

there are many kinds of innumerable numbers, some are greater

than the other.

[See Jaina Gem Dictionary appendix-21 kinds of Numbers],

J f^fOJTf?

i) w \\

II *V II

54. Involved (or advanced) in such thoughts, the

souls in the new thought-activity (Apurva-Karana) are

said to be really busy in the destruction or subsidence of

the right-conduct-deluding Karmas, (Moha). (So it is said)

by the Conquerors (Jinas) whose darkness of ignorance
has been destroyed.

g H XR u
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SftT*lf?T iftf g II *V II

55. Having acquired freedom from bondage

(vyuchhitti) of the Karmic matter of sleep and drowsiness

<Nidra and Praohald) and the age-karma still existing, (the

souls in new-thought-activity), (Apiirva Karana) bring
about the subsidence of righfreonduct-deluding Karma

(Moha) (and are therefore called) subsidentials (Upasha-

maka), but those (who) go up the destructive ladder neces-

sarily destroy the right-conduct-deluding Karma (and are

therefore called) Destructive {Kshapaka,) and (the age
Karma always exists in this ascent on the destructive

ladder, (Kshapaka Shreni),

^fi fa$ Sift

f^T^

t n v,^ n

ft^T^f^ *FRJT JTW^W^^ fili^v^s
^^fCKiii (I 1(^5 II

n

56-57. In one and the same instant though (the

souls) differ from each other in figure, etc., yet their

thoughts which do not differ are (called the Thoughts) of

advanced thought-activity (Anivritti Karana). In these,

only one thought-activity arises in each instant (These

thoughts), by the flames of the fire of very pure concentra-

tion are the consumers of the forest of Karmas.

Commentary.
The number of thoughts in this stage is equal to the number

of instants 'Samayas' in its duration. The advance in purity and

generally, ill this stage is perfectly uniform. Later souls can nei-

ther exceed nor come to the level of the prior souls.
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58. In the Piirva Sparddhaka, Apurava Sparddhaka,
BAdara Krishti, Suksma Krishti, the fruition (Anubhdga)
of each one is infinitely less than that of the immediately

preceding one. The greatest fruition in a succeeding part
is infinitely less than the least fruition of the immediately

preceding part, and the least fruition in any part is infi-

nitely less than the highest fruition in the same part.

Commentary.

Sparddhaka (fruition-group) is a group of molecules of Karmic
matter which have the present or future capacity of fruition.

Pflrva Sparddhakas means Sparddhakas found in the soul before
its entry in to the 9th stage. Aptirva Sparddhakas are those mole-

cules, the fruition of which has been enfeebled by the thought
activity in this stage. Bfidara Krishti is fruition-group of even a
weaker degree; and Sukshma Krishti is weaker than BAdara
Krishti. The Mathematics of the series (Shreni Vyavahdra Ganita
Is as follows:

This knowledge is necessary for calculating and ascertaining
the rate, and degree of advancement in purity of thought activities
in Adhah-Karana, Ap6rva Kararja, and Anivritti Karana stages.

1, The sum (a) of the series is called Sarva-dhana or Pada-
dhana.

2. The number of terms (n) in the series is called Pada or
Gachchha.

8. The common difference (d) is Chaya or Vishesha.

4. The first term (a) is Mukha, Adi orPrabhava.

6. The last term <i) is Antadhana or Bhfimi .

6. The middle term (m) is Madhyama dhana. It fs actually
the middle term, tt number of terms is odd; but if the nuipbe*
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is even, then, it is half the sum of the two middle or the two
extreme terms. It is found by adding together the first and the
last term and dividing by 2.

7. The number of terms multiplied by the first term gives
the Adi-dhana (n a).

8. The number of terms minus one, multiplied by the com-
mon difference gives the Chaya-dhana.l n 1 (d.]

9. Half the number of terms, multiplied by Chaya-dhana,

gives the Uttara-dhana [( (n 1) d.]

10. The.sum of Adi-dhana and Uttara-dhana is Sarva-dhana.

Thus.

<n-l d 4- a}

n
a + I m g t

11. Half the sum of the 1st and the last terms multiplied by

the number of terms- Sum. S-n x (^-j

12. Number of terms or Gachchha- (difference between the last

and the first terms divided by the common difference+1)

n- +1.
d

13. Divide the sum by the number of terms ; from the quotient

subtract the first term ; divide the remainder by the number of

terms - 1 ; the result will be half the common difference.

*a

-T

14. From the sum subtract the Adi dhana, divide the remainder

by the number of terms, then divide the quotient by the number of

terms - 1. the result will be i of the cpmmon difference.

dm s-na
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15. From the sum subtract Uttara-dhana : divide by the number
of terjns; the r^ult ^ill be th$ first term

a N(n-l) d.

a _

1,6. The last term- first term + (the number of terms 1) x the

epmmon difference i. e., l**a + (n l)d.

The sum also-tfce middle term multiplied by number of terms,

Let us apply the above rules to the Lower Thought Activity.

Suppose the total number of thoughts in the Lower Thought

Activity (Adhah Karana to be 3072 (s); and suppose number o

instants to be 16 (n).

Suppose common difference to be 4 (d)

ThentheSankhydtis ^-
&-%(n l)d 307-8vl5*4 M 2592,a ~

n 16 16

/. the series is 162, 166, 170, 174, 178, 182, 186, 190, 194,

202, 206, 210, 214,^18, 222.

F^r details see Sanskrit commentary on gfitha 49.

At all times IR one instant (Samaya), the soul can have only

one thought, pure or mixed. In (Adhah Karajia,) a soul who enters

this stage caa acquire the san\e degree of thought-activity as that

of the s0uls who, have preceded it. The thought-activity overlaps

and therefore it i's called (Anukrisht?). In the ApfirvaJCarana, the.

soul who enters later can, never reach the thought activity acquired

by the souls who entered before. But if several souls enter at the

same instant, their progress onwards may be equal or unequal.
Some of them may attain purer thought-aptivi ty- than the others ;

but none of them can ever be overtaken by a^jy- sow} who enters

afterwards. In (Anivritti Karana,) even those soute w^hp enter at

the same instant advanceunifbrmly. In this stage, thetsouj brings
about either the subsidence or destruction of all the 21 sub-classes

of passions, right-ccjdttct-deluding' karma (Chritra Moh)K

the 4 error-f0edinsr passions, which w^re alreac^r transfbrtned

these 21. But the awl has the very slightest form of greed which
is the characteristic, which it has in the 10th stage.

a Sampardy^).
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n * II

59. As a (well)-washed red vest retains the sligh-

test (tinge of) redness, so the thought activity with the

sligthest passion of greed should be known to be (the 10th

Stage), All but-passionless (Sukshma kashdya or Sampardya).

(%ft u ^o u

u

6O. Experiencing the slighest touch of greed, the

soul is subsidential or destructive (Upashamaka or Kshapaka
in his thought-activity). He is ail-but passionless (Suksma

Sdmparaya) and just less than vin the "state of) perfect

(rigjit conduct (yath^khyd-a).

U

u ^? H

61. Like the water with the Kataka fruit in it, or

the limpid water of a pond in (Sharada-Ritu the cold

season, (the thought-activity, in which all the deluding
karmas (Moha arma) have subsided is (the llth stage) of

subsided-delusion (Upasdnta, Kashdya or Moha).

Commentary.

Kanaka Is a fruit which being immersed in water makes it

transparent by bringing about a subsidence of the particles of earth

in it Sharada Bitu-oold season-are the two month*
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follow the rainy, and precede the winter season in India. They are

practically the first half of winter (a season of 4 months). In the

cold season all the muddy turbulence of the rains goes to the

bottom, and leaves the upper water of ponds, tanks, etc., clear and

transparent.

Note that this stage is reached only by a soul who is ascending*

the subsidential ladder (Upashama Shreni). This is the last rung
of the subsidential ladder. It is never touched by a soul who is

fit to go up the destructive ladder (Kshapaka Shreni). The dura-

tion of the stage is one Antar-Muhurta, and the soul cannot

progress onwards from this stage. The subsided karmic matter

of the passions rises again, and the soul must fall down from this

stage.

u

n ^ 11

62. That possessionless saint (Nir-grantha), all

of whose deluding, passions (Moha Kashdya) are destroyed,

and whose thought is clear like the water kept in a pure
vessel of crystal Jewel is said by the non-attached (Con-

querors) (to be in the 12th stage of) destroyed-delusion,

or delusionless (Kshina Kashdya).

Commentary.

The soul ascending the destructive ladder (Kshapaka Shrenf)
comes up to this stage direct from the 10th, without touching
the llth stage. In the Antar-Muhurta which is its duration, the

thought-activity purifies the body very much, transforming the

physical body into a highly refined (Parmauddrika), and at the

close of this stage the soul's thought-activity destroys the three

remaining destructive karmas (Ghdtiya karmas) i. e., knowledge-
obscuring, conation -obscuring, and obstructive karmas (Jnandvar-

Qiya, DarshanS varniya and Antarya) and thus reaches the next

stage, that of Omniscience.

I) ^^ II
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63. He (then is such) whose ignorance has been

destroyed by the focussing of the sun of Omniscience

(Kevalajndna), and (who has become entitled to) the

name of the "Highest soul" (Parmatmd) by the attain-

ment of the 9 perfect acquisitions (Kevala-labdhi).

^oft f^T

II yx u

64*. And (is) with conation and knowledge unassis-

ted (by the senses and mind or by subsidence-destruction

of karmic matter) such an omniscient (Kevali-Lord)

with vibratory activity, as has been in the beginningless

and endless scriptures said to be vibratory Omniscient

(Sayogi Jina, in the 13th stage),

Commentary,
The 9 perfect acquisitions are the nine kinds of purified thought-

activities (Kshdyika Bh&va) which arise from the destruction of

the 4 destructive (Ghdtiya) karmas. They are :

(1) KshAyika jn&na. Purified or perfect knowledge, due to

the destruction of knowledge-obscuring (jn&nd-varniya) karma.

(2) Kshdyika Darshana. Purified or perfect conation, due to

the destruction of the conation obscuring (darsanfi-varniya) karma.

(3) Kshdyika Dfina. Purified or perfect charity, due to the

destruction of charity-obstructive (Ddnantaraya) karma.

(4) Kshdyika Labha.- Purified or perfect gain due to the des-

truction of gain-obstructing (Lfibhdntraya) karma.

(6) Kshdyika Bhoga.-Purified or perfect enjoyment of con-

sumable objects due to the destruction of enjoyment-obstructive

(Bhogintrfiya) karma,

(6) Kshdyika Upabhoga. - Purified or perfect enjoyment of non-

consumable objects, due to the destruction of enjoyment-obstructing

(Upbhog&ntariya) karma.
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Kshdyika Virya.- Purified or perfect power, due to the

destruction of power-obstructing (Viryntarya) karma.

(8). Kshdyika Samyaktva.- Purified or perfect right belief,

due to the destruction of the right-belief-deluding (Darshana Moha)
karma.

(9). Kshdyika Chdritra, Purified or perfect right Conduct,

due to the destruction of right-conduct-deluding (Ch&ritra Moha)
karma,

Scriptures, They are said to be beginningless and endless because

they are co-eval with substances (Dravya) ; the eternal truth of

which they contain in detail. The mention of the scriptures is

especially appropriate here, because it is only the Arahantas, or the

Adorable Lords in this stage, who give the scriptures to the world.

The description of the scriptures as without beginning and end is

also significant. The Arahanta sees the whole Truth and preaches

it, but he adds nothing to it. The truth is perfect and has been

seen, known and preached by the all-knowing in all-ages, and

naturally there has been neither addition nor alteration in any of

its contents hitherto, nor can there be any in the future. Truth is

one for all, and for all times, and must necessarily be without

beginning and without end.

ftf^ II ^ X, II

li ^* n

65. (He who) has attained Lordship of Peaceful

perfection, whose inflow (Asrava) is wholly stopped, (who
is about to be) entirely freed from particles of karmic

dust (and) whose vibratory activity has ceased (such a

perfect) soul is a non-vibrating (Ayoga) Omniscient Lord

(Kevali, in the 14th stage).

II ^ II
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66, 67. At the rise of right belief (4th stage, of

vowless right belief), in the layman (Shravaka, 5th stage

of partial vows), in the vowful (virata in tha 6th and 7th

stages of imperfect and perfect vows), in one who trans-

forms the 4 error-feeling passions (into the remaining 21

kinds of passions), in the destroyer of the right-belief-

deluding karma, in one who brings about the subsidence

of passions (in 8th, 9th and 10th stages, of new thought-

activity, advanced thought-activity, and all-but-passionless

in the subsidential ladder), in the subsided delusion, (Upa-
shama Shreni, the llth stage, of Upashsdnta Moha), in the

destroyer of passions (in the 8th and 9th and 10th stages of

the destructive ladder (Kshapaka Shreni), in delusion-less

(the 12th stage Kshina-Moha), in the Conquerors (Jinas

i. e., the Omniscient Lords in their own Place (Svasthd-

na Kevali), and in overflow (Samudghdta Kevali) ; in these

(11) counting Jina as two (vibratory and non-vibratory) ;

(the shedding of) karmic matter is innumerable-fold in

their order, (i. e., it is innumerable fold in each as

compared with the immediately preceding stage). On the

contrary, the time (taken in shedding) is numerable-fold

(less) in the same order.

Commentary.

(Nirjarfi).- Shedding of karmic matter is either when the

karma bears its fruit on maturity and falls off, (Savipdka), or

when by deliberate thought-activity a karma is made to mature and
fall off (Avipdka). The shedding meant in the Gatha is the antema-

turity shedding, due to the thought-activity of a right-believer. As
right belief goes on being re-inforced by ever-increasing rectitude

and purity of right conduct, the rate of shedding goes on increasing
so that at each succeeding stag* it increases" innumerable fold. It
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is easy to understand this by a rough example. A huge forest is set

on fire. The setting of the fire begins the consuming of the forest,

but if steadily increasing streams of oil are added to the fire from

all sides, the rate of consumption would increase at an incredible

rate in a very short-time and the huge forest would gradually be a

heap of ashes. The forest of karmas begins to be consumed by the

fire of right belief. But the consumption is swift and most concen-

trated when the thought-activity of right conduct is taking the soul

from stage to stage till it reaches Nirvdna and is absorbed for ever

in its own thought-activity,

The shedding relates to all the karrnas except the age-karma

(Ayu).

This innumerable fold intensity of the shedding appears at the

time of rising from one stage into another.

RrPST II ^ II

l%g[T: II $& II

68. Free from 8 kinds of Karmas, all-blissful, unde-

filed by fcarmic inflow, ever-lasting, possessed of 8 quali-

ties, having accomplished all that was to be accomplished,

(and) abiding at the summit of the universe (such souls

are) the liberated (Siddhas),

Commentary.

The S attributes.

1. Perfect knowledge (Kevala-
jnfina).

2. Perfect conation (Kevala Dar-
shana).

3. Infinite power (Anant Virya)
4. Perfect right-belief (Sam-

yaktva).
5. Undisturbability (Avyd-

v&dha).
6. Extreme fineness(Sfikshmatva)
7. Interpenetrability (Avagd-

hanatva).
8. Neither of low nor high fa-

mily ( Agurulaghu).

Manifests itself on the destruo

Knowledge-obscuring
(Jnand varniya karma).

Conation-obscuring (Darhsand-
varniya) karma.

Obstructive (Antardya) karma.
Deluding (Mohoniya) karma.

Feeling (Vedaniya) karma.

Body-making (Nfima) karma
Age (Ayuh) karma.

Family-determining (Gotra)
karma.
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69, These (qualities of the liberated-Stddhas) are

given to refute the doctrines of the following sects :

(1) Sadashiva, (2) Sankhya, (3) Maskari, (4) Baudha,

(5) Naiyayika, (6>ishwara, (7) Vaisheshika, and (8) Mandali.

Commentary.

Sadashiva. The doctrine that the saul was never actually bound

by the karmas.

Sdnkhya.- Which holds that bondage, and liberation, happiness

and misery are merely in Prakriti. They do not affect the soul or

Purusha.

Maskari. The soul after liberation can be affected by the kar-

mas and can return to the world again.

Baudha. They believe every thing to be transient.

Naiyayika and Vaisheshika, Liberation means the annihilation

of happiness, etc., the qualities of the soul.

ishvara: God is always free and creates the world.

Mandali. The liberated soul has an ever-lasting upward motion.

CHAPTER II.

Soul Classes.

<pr i^n H^wn ^^r u

&nhrrar? sff^^wi^n ff^ ftfami u w* \\

7O. Those (common eharacteristicts) by which many
(i. e.j all mundane) soi*lsr though of many distinctions

and kinds, may be distinguished by being collected into

groups, should be known as soul-classes (Jiva Samasa).
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IftfS cf^Vi^tuR^ tJwW II ^? II

J II ^ II

71. Owing to the operation of the Genus (Jati, sub-

class), along with four compatible sub-classes (one each

of) the 4 pairs of mobile (Trasa), and immobile (Sthavara),

gross (Vadara) and fine (Sukshma), developable (Bar-

yta) and undevelopable (Aparydpta), one-body-one-soul

(Pratyeka) and one-body-many-souls (Sadharana) sub-

classes of body making (Ndma] karma, the soul-classes

(Jiva Samdsa) certainly have common conotations in space

and time.

Commentary*

Common conotation means the sum of attributes or qualities

which make up a common name, as for example animality,

possession of five senses, rationality and humanity in man,
because this common conotation applies to all the individuals who are

found in space and are called man, it is called common conotation in

space, or spatial conotation (Tiryak Sdmanya or Sfidrishya Sdmdnya).

But in any particular man, all these common attributes of

man have existed in all his different conditions since he was born

as a human being. A consideration of the common conotation as

existing for all this time is called common conotation in time or time

conotation (Urdhvata Sdmnya or Tadbhava Sdmdnya).

The genus (Jdti) of mundane souls is of 5 kinds according to

their possession of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 senses.

All these souls may be mobile or immobile. All the one sense-

souled are immobile, the rest are mobile.

(2) They may be gross or fine ; all the souls are gross, only some

of the one-sensed souls are fine.

(3) All the souls are either developable or not.

(4) All the souls occupy one body each, except some vegetable

souls who share their body with other souls.

One and not more than one of these four pairs of distinction

must be found in a soul at any time. But the 4 must be compatible;
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for example mobile soul cannot be fine ; nor can it occupy same body

jointly with many, thus the necessity of compatability gives us 14

following soul classes as given in gatha 72.

T \

II ^ ||

72. The one-sensed souls, fine and gross, the 2, 3,

and 4-sensed, (the five sensed), irrational and rational -all

these being developable and non-developable make 14

(classes.)

Commentary*

This gatha enumerates the fourteen soul-classes which may be

shown thus :

sensed.

(3) ...... Two sensed.

(4) ...... Three sensed.

(5) ...... Four sensed,

Each of these may be

(1) Developable or

(2) Non-developable.

(6) Irrational Five sensed.

(7) Rational ,, ,,

One-sensed Souls are of 5 kinds- earth-bodied, water-bodied,

fire-bodied, air-bodied, and vegetable-bodied. Each of these 5

kinds is fine-bodied, as well as gross-bodied.

Fine-bodied one-sensed souls of all five kinds, permeate all space

in the universe. They are incapable of causing hurt to or being hurt

by others. They die of themselves, when their age-Karma is worked

out. They penetrate and pass through every kind of matter, how-

soever gross or solid.

Gross-bodied (Vddara) souls are those that can hurt and be

hurt by other gross-bodied ones.

More-than-one-sensed souls are all gross-bodied. (Vddara),

See gatha 183-184.

(Sanjni and Asanjn!)-The division of rational (Sanjni) and

irrational ( Asanjn!) Souls is applicable only to the five-sensed Souls.

All other Souls are irrational.
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(Paryfipta and Aparyipta). Souls who within one antar-muhfirta r

gain the capacity of fully developing the characterstics of the

body into which they are going to incarnate are called (Parydpta),

while those that do not gain such capacity are called Aparydpta.

(Antar-muhurta) is a period of time, which at its minimum
consists of an Avail (wink) and one 'samaya' (instant of time),

and at its maximum of forthy-eight minutes minus one instant.

All the other periods between the minimum and the maximum are

called medium antar-muhurta.

Chart showing* 14 Soul-classes (gatha 72).

NOTE :
- In this chart PParyapta.

A^Aparyapta.
D Developable.

N = Non-developable.
J1VA-SOUL.

SamsAri (Mundane). Mukta (Liberated).

SthWara (Immobile)
one sensed.

i

Trasa (Mobile).

^TT? ttdNMiRlH ^frf^ ftpft^ ^T^T I

u

73. (Souls having as their bodies), Earth, water,

fire, and air, (vegetable-bodied souls in) Nitya-nigodai,

II 03 II
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Chaturgati-Nigoda (or^Itara-nigoda), (each of these six

being) gross, (or) otherwise (i. e., fine-bodied), individual-

souled, (Pratyeka, Vegetable souls (having either) host-

souls (Pratishthita) or not (Itara, or Apratishthita i. e.,

non-host-individual-souled), the five mobile souls, all these

nineteen being either) developable, (or) non-developable,

(the latter again being) of two kinds. (Thus there are

fifty-seven soul-classes).

Commentary.

A tabular statement will clearly show the detail of 57 soul-

classes :

I. sensed being :

(1) Earth-bodied .

(2) Water-bodied.

(3) Fire-bodied .

(4) Air-bodied

(5) Vegetable-
bodied.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
Host-souled.

(1) Nitya-nigoda (5)

(2) Itara-nigoda (6)
Individual-souled.

(1) Host-individual-souled

(2) Non-host-individual-souled

Each of these
six may be :

1. Gross-bodied
2. Fine-bodied

(12)

II. Two-sensed beings
III. Three-sensed beings
IV. Four-sensed beings
V. Five-sensed beings 1. Rational

2. Irrational

Each of these 19 being either Developable,
(1) Potentially-developable,

or (2) Totally Non-developable

(13)

(U)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

19
19
19

.. o

57

Nigoda The group-souled vegetable kingdom is called
'

Nigoda'.

Those multitudinous souls that have their body, nourishment, and

age in common are called host-souls (Sddhdrana). They take their

birth together, live together and die together. Their life-span is

very short.

Some of these, after having once come out of the Nigoda condi-

tion, and entered into higher forms of life, again fall back into the

condition of Nigoda. These are called "Chaturgati-Nigoda", "or
14 ItarNigoda

" While' those infinite souls who have so far never

entered into any condition of life higher than that of Nigoda, are

called "Nitya Nigoda/'
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Pratyeka Vanaspati. This is an individual-souled Vegetable-
bodied soul, whose body is dominated by a single soul.

Pratyeka Vanaspati may be (1) Sapratishfchita (host-individual-

souled, (2) Apratishthita (Non-host-individual-souled.)

The first also supports various host-souls, while the second does

not, and is purely individual-souled.

Generally the same vegetables which are host-individual-

souled (Sapratishthia) in the beginning, become non-host-individual-

souled (Aptjratishthia) when nerves and their other distinctive fea-

tures have appeared on the out-side also. Let us take an apple for

example. So long as the nerves and the outer contours do* not all

appear, it is regarded as Sapratishtfta ; but when they have ap-

peared, the host souls thriving on it, cease to exist any longer and
it becomes purely individual.

But there are certain vegetables that continue to be host-

individual-soul ed throughout. Root vegetables may be regarded as

belonging to this class.

The two kinds of Non-developable souls are :
-

(1). Nirvrittya-parydpta (Pontentially developable) and
(2). Labdhyaparyapta (Absolutely Non-developable).

The first are those that are in the condition of Non-developable-
ness for an antar-muhurta but shall become developable afterwards,
while the second are those that shall die within an antar-muhurta
without becoming so developable. Their age-duration is TVth
part of the time of one pulse beat of a healthy person.

Trasa Pancha. - Five mobiles.

These are the two-sensed, three-sensed, four-sensed, irrational
and rational five-sensed souls.

II *5>V II

74. All the soul classes have (now) to be described,
in the order of (their) varieties (Sthdna), birth-places or
nuclei (Yoni), sizes of bodies (Dehava gahana), and the
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kinds of bodily materials (Kulabheda).

ii

H

75. (Taking together all worldly souls) collectively

(there is one) soul stratum variety)

(When divided into two varieties, they are (mobile and

immobile) ;

(Considered as three) one (sensed), incomplete- (sensed

i. e., two-to-four-sensed) ; and complete-(sensed, > e.> five-

sensed) ;

(As four, the just preceding two and) the last (divided

into) two (i. e. irrational and rational) ;

(As five, according to) senses (from one-sensed to five -

sensed) ;

(As six according to), (embodiments) (i. e. earth,

water, fire, air, vegetable, and mobile) ;

(As seven, the first five of the just preceding, and the

two classes) of the last (i. e. the irrational and rational

nobile) ;

(As eight, five Immobiles and) three (mobiles, i. e.

incomplete-sensed, and irrational and rational five-sensed);

(As nine, the five immobiles and the) four (mobiles i. e.

the two-sensed, three-sensed, four-sensed, and five-sensed) ;

(As ten, five immobiles and the) five (mobiles, i. e. two,

three, four, irrational five-sensed and rational five-sensed).

(These are the ten varieties.)

II

it ^ u
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76. (Considered as eleven) the pair of five (immo-
biles, gross and fine) with mobiles ;

(As twelve, the ten immobiles,) and the two (kinds) of

mobiles), (i. e. incomplete-sensed and complete-sensed),

(As thirteen, the ten immobiles and the three (kinds

of mobiles, i. e, incomplete-sensed, irrational and rational

complete-sensed),

(As fourteen, the ten immobiles and the) four (kinds

of mobiles, i e. two-to-five-sensed) ;

(As fifteen, the ten immobiles) and the five kinds (of

mobiles, i. e. two, three and four-sensed and irrational

and rational five-sensed).

(As sixteen, the pair of six (immobiles, . e. gross and

fine, earth, water, fire, air, Nitya-Nigoda and Itara-Nigoda

souls) individual-souled (vegetables) and three (kinds) of

mobiles, (i. e,, incomplete-sensed, irrational and rational

complete-sensed).

(As seventeen, the thirteen immobiles and) the four

(kinds of mobiles, i. e. two -to-five-sensed) ;

(As eighteen, the thirteen immobiles) with five kinds

(of mobiles, i .e- two, three, four-sensed and irrational and
rational five-sensed). (They) have (the eighteen) varieties.

nw n

77. By adding the five kinds of mobiles, (i, e. two,
three and four-sensed and irrational and rational five-

sensed) to the pair of the seven (immobiles, i. e. the six

gross and fine, earth-bodied, water^bodied, fire-bodied,

air-bodied, Nitya Nigoda and Itara-Nigoda souls, and the
seventh pair of host-individual-souled and non-host-indivi-

dual-souled-vegetable souls), they become nineteen. These
one to nineteen (varieties) multiplied by one, two and



The following table shows the 19 varieties (Sth&na) of the soul classes, (gatha 75 to 77),

MUNDANE SOUL.

Immobile (I)

I I

One-sensed (1)

I

Fine(l) Grossi2) Fine(3) Gross;4) Fine (5) Gross(6) Fine(7) Gross(8)

Mobile (2)

Incomplete-sensed (2) Complete-sensed (3)

Irrational (3)

1

Rational (4)

Two- Three- Four-
sensed (2) sensed (3) sensed (4) Five sensed (5)

Mobile (6)

Irrational (6)
I

Incomplete
sensed (6)

i

-
i t

Two- Three- Four-
Sensed sensed sensed

\

Complete-
sensed (7)

(7)

Rational (8)

(6) (8) Five-sensed (9)

Irrational (9)

Fine (9) Gross(lO)

I

Mobile (11)

Rational (10)

Incomplete-sensed (11) Complete-sensed (12)

Irrational (12) Rational (13)

Two-sensed(ll) Three-sensed(12) Four-sensed (13)
i

Five-sensed
(14)

Nitya-Nigoda (9) Itara-Nigoda (10) Nitya-Nigoda (11) Itara-Nigoda(12) Individual-souledUS)

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

11

12

13

14

Incomplete-sensed (14)

| f |

Two-sensed Three-sensed Four-sensed
<14) (15) (16)

Irrational (14) Rational (15) 15

i i

Irrational (15) Rational (16) 16

Host
(13)

Non-host
(14)

Five-sensed (17)
_ I

I

17

Two-sensed Three-sensed Four-sensed

(15) (16) (17)

Irrational (17)

I

* (18)

Rational (18) 18

a. (19) 19
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three become (nineteen, thirty-eight, and fifty-seven)

varieties (respectively).

IIW II

JPWT Q/4W
JTniT II ^c II

78. (These nineteen varieties should be written in)

three rows, the first (to be multiplied) by (soul in) general,

the second by non-developable, and the other, (i. e, deve-

lopable), and the third row by developable, potentially

developable (Nirvrittyaparydpta) and absolutely non-

developable (Labdhyaparyapta).

Commentary*

Thus the varieties may be :

(1.) (2.) (3.)

1x1=1 1X2=2 1x3-3
2x12 2x24 2x36
8x1-3 3x26 3x3=9

4x2-8 4x3-12
5x2=10 5x3=15
6x2=12 6x318
7x2=14 7x321
8x2-16 8x3=-24
9x218 9x3=27
10x2-20 10x3=30
11x2=22 11x3=33
12x2-24 12x3-36
13x2-26 13x3=39
14x2=28 14x3-42
15x2-30 15x3=45
16x232 16x3=48
17x2-34 17x3-51
18x2-36 18x854
19x2-38 19x3-57

380 570
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This gatha gives us the Five hundred and seventy soul classes

as shown in the table. For illustration, let us take the 10th variety.

If we simply multiply it by one, irrespective of the distinction of

developable, and non-developable, we get ten soul classes. If we
distinguish them as developable and non- developable we shall have

twenty soul classes. Again if we distinguish them as developable,

potentially developable, and absolutely non-developable, we get

thirty soul classes. Thus we have at the maximum thirty soul

classes in the tenth variety, at the minimum ten classes, and at the

medium twenty classes. Similarly, if we add all the classes in all

the varieties from one to nineteen, we get at the minimum total 190,

at the medium 380, and at the maximum 570 soul classes. The divi-

sion of souls into 570 classes, it should be noted, is meant only for

clear exposition and grasp of the different varieties of souls. Strict-

ly and logically, there are only ninety-eight (98) soul classes, as

shown in the following two gathas.
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n

79. Fifty one ( soul-classes, composed ) of one

(sensed) and incomplete (sensed-souls), two (classes) of

souls of uterine birth and three (of) . spontaneous genera-

tion, (which may be either) rational or irrational, and

either water-inhabiting, earth-inhabiting or Air-flying

(five sensed sub-human beings) of Karma-bhumi work-

region, and two of each of the earth-inhabiting and Air

flying Bhoga-bhumi enjoyment-region (5-sensed sub-human).

ii

\

J II Co ||

8O. Three and two (classes) of the human souls in

the religious (Arya) and non-religious (Mlechchha) regions

respectively, two of each of the enjoyment regions, pro-

per (Bhoga-bhumi) and improper (Kubhoga-bhumi) res-

pectively, two of each of the celestial and Hellish beings.

Thus soul-classes are in reality Ninety eight. See.

Table overleaf.
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II

81. Nucleus or womb (Yoni),(is of three kinds);

conch-circled (Shankh-varta, with circular gradations
like the inside of a conch), tortoise-high (Kurmonnata, high
like the back of tortoise) and bamboo-leaf (Vanshapatra),

(long like the leaf of a bamboo). Of these in the conch

like circular nucleus, as a rule, Uterine birth is denied.

Commentary.

Necleus may be divided according to its form, (Akara) or

characteristic (Guna), The above 3 divisions are according to

the form, and the divisions, according to characteristic, are given in

Gatha 83.

There is no uterine birth in the conch-circled nucleus. It is

found in goddesses and in some of the wives of (Chakravarti)

Rajas.

u ^ u

II e* II

82. In the tortoise-high nucleus, Tirthankaras, the

two kinds of Chakravartins and also Balbhadras are born.

In the remaining (bamboo-leaf like nucleus) other human

beings (are bornj.

Commentary.

Tirthankaras ^re the proclaimers of liberation and the guides

on the path to it. Their number is twenty-four in each cycle of

time in each of the Bharat, and Airdvata-kshetras.

Chakravartins - are the monarchs of all the six parts of Bharat
kshetra or Airfivata kshetra. They are twelve in each cycle of

time in each of the two regions.
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Chakravartins are of two kinds. An Ardha Chakrayartin yules

over three out of 6 parts of <y\e of the 2 Kshetras, each consisting

of one Arya-khanda and 5 Mftechha-khanda. Sakala Chakvartins

rule over all the six parts of a Kshetra.

An Ardha-chakravarti, may be either a NlirSyana or his opponent

Pratin6ryana. The elder brother of a Nardyana is called Baldeva

or Balabhadra. In each cycle of time, there are nine Ndrdyanas,

nine Pratindrdyanas and nine Balabhadras.

In each of the two Kshetras there are 24 Tirthamkaras, 12

Chakvartins, 9 Ndrdyanas, 9 Prati-Ndrdyanas, and 9 Balbhadras

the 63 Great men (Shaldkd-Purusha), who flourish in each Avas-

arpini and Utsarpini, the descending and the ascending arc of the

cycle of time.

83. Definitely, birth is (either) spontaneous (Sam-

murchchhana), uterine, (or) instantaneous (Upapdda).
Their nuclei (are) (1) Living matter, (2; Cold, (3) Cover-

ed, their opposices, and the combinations of each pair.

(For details see Tattvartha sutra Chapter II, Sutra 31,

32, S.BJ. Vol. II, by Mr Jaini, pp. 70, 71, 72.).

u cs u

u cv u

84. For Unumbilical (Pota), Umbilical (Jarayuja),
and Incubatory (Andaja) souls, uterine birth ; for Celestial

and Hellish beings, instantaneous rise, (and) for the rest,

spontaneous generation, have been declared. (For com, see

Tatvartha sutra, S.BJ. Vol. II, Chapter II Sutra 3e-35).
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n CK n

86, The nucleus for instantaneous ris6, is non-living

matter ; for uterine births, the combination (of living and

dead matter : (and that) for spontaneous generation is

living matter, non-living matter or their combination,

n ^ \\

f%f?TT 3 I

86. For instantaneous rise (Upapdda) cold or hot,

(and) for the rest, cold, hot, or their combination ; for souls

who take instantaneous rise and for one-sensed beings, the

covered (samvrita , and for incomplete-sensed (two to four-

sensed) souls, exposed (Vivrita) is (the Nucleus).

II

87. Again for the soul taking uterine-birth, the com-

bination (of covered and exposed) is the nucleus by rule.

For the five-sensed soul of spontaneous generation, only the

exposed is the nucleus like (that of) the incomplete-sensed

(soul).

Commentary.

The nucleus where a soul takes birth must have the following

characteristics. Its matter, must be either living or non-living, or a

combination of living or non-living ; it must be either hot, or cold

or a combination of hot and cold ; it must be either covered, or

: fiwrar ^r f% ?TmRft II c^ n
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exposed, or a combination of covered and exposed. The character-

istics of a nucleus in case of each of the three kinds of birth will

appear from the following tabular statement :

Kinds of births. Kinds of Nuclei-

Uterine birth

Spontaneous generation

(1) Mobiles ...

(2) One sensed ...

II)

Non-living matter.

2) Cold or hot.

3) Covered.

(1) Combination of (living and

non-living).

(2) Combination of (covered and

exposed).
(3) Cold, hot or their combi-

nation.

(1) Living or non-living matter
or their combination.

(2) Cold, hot or their combination

{Exposed.Covered.

u M \\

I! sc ll

88. Generally thus there are nine nuclei (but) in de-

tail, there are by rulq eighty-four Lakhs of Nuclei.

Commentary.

Note that all souls with 1, 2, 3, or 4 senses are necessarily born

by spontaneous generation. Only the 5 sensed souls are born in all

the 3 possible ways by spontaneous generation, uterine birth, and

instantaneous rise.

Note also that celestial and hellish beings are 5 sensed and born

by instantaneous rise. Both are born in a covered nucleus, the

celestial being born in a sort of box-bed and the hellish beings in a

sort of bladder hung from the ceilings of their holes in hell.

Note also that all the egg-born souls must be five sensed

although they may be with or without mind. The pigeon or dove is

a five sensed being with mind. The nuclei for the hellish beings
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are hot upto the first 3 parts of the fifth helj, and cold in the remain*

ing i of the fifth, and in the 6th and Ttfr hells.

I)

89. (There are) seven lakhs (nuclei) (for births) in

Nitya (Nigoda), Itara (Nigoda), and (the four) embodi-

ments (.dhatu), (earth-bodied, water-bodied, fire-bodied

and air- bodied), (each); ten (lakhs) (in individual-souk d)

vegetables; and only six (lakhs) in incomplete-sensed;

four (lakhs) in celestial, hellish, and sub-human (five-

sensed) (each), and fourteen (lakhs) in human.
For enumeration of the nuclei see Tat. Sutra, S. B. J,

Chapter II Sutra 32.

u

II 5.0 ||

9O. Instantaneous rise appertains to celestial and
hellish souls ; uterine birth and spontaneous generation to

human and sub-human souls; and one (sensed) and

incomplete sensed (sub-human-souls) have spontaneous

generation (only).

u ^.t u

U 5.^ II

91. Five-sensed sub-human souls are either of Ute-

rine birth or of spontaneous generation; sub-human souls
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of the enjoyment region <bhoga-bhiimi) (are all of Uterine

birth; and developable' human souls also are always of

uterine birth,

'

ll ^ II

92. Absolutely non-developable souls, by rule, never

have instantaneous rise or uterine, birth, while human
souls of spontaneous generation are only absolutely non-

developable.
Commentary.

Human souls of spontaneous generation are born in the arm-

pits, womb and breasts of females in Arya Khanda, excepting
those of the prime queen of a Chakravartin. They are also born

in dirty places where urine, night-soil and such like things are laid.

They are not visible to the human eye. There life is the shortest.

They are born and they die 18 times in one pulse-beat, which is

3772nd part of a muhurta i. e. 48 minutes.

n n

4^7 ^rf^tT^r^r^ ^4^
3^^ft^*i^ n

93, Hellish souls are invariably bi-sexual or herma-

phrodite, and sub-human souls are (of all) the three (sexes,

e.g. masculine, feminine and common); (human and sub-

human) souls of spontaneous generation are of common
sex; the celestial souls and the inhabitants of enjoyment

region, (Bhoga-bhumi) are either of masculine or of femi-

nine sex.

Commentary^
Sexes are of two kinds :

(1) Sex organ and (2) sex*inclination. Sex organs are due to

the operation of Angop&nga, limbs and minor limbs sub-class of the
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body-making karma. The sex inclination is due to the operation of

the sex, (Veda) sub-class of the deluding-karma (mohaniya).

Celestial and hellish beings, and those born in the Bhoga-bhfimi,
and those born by spontaneous generation have the sex inclination

corresponding to their sex organ, but this is not essential in the rest

the human and the sub-human beings.

n

94. The size of the body of a fine-bodied and non-de-

velopable (Nigoda) soul in the third instant after it has

taking birth in its nucleus (i. e. after its vigrahagati or

passage for transmigration) is an innumerable part of one

(cubic) finger (anguli). This is the minimum (bodily size).

The maximum size is fonnd in the fish born in the last

and the biggest ocean called Svayarabhuramana of the

world.

Commentary.

The body of a fine-bodied non-developable Nigoda-vegetable
soul is oblong in the first instant of its birth, square in the second

instant, and in the third instant it contracts and becomes circular.

In the circular state the dimentions of its body are at their mini-

mum, after the third instant it begins to grow.

II .^1 II

95. Amongst one-sensed beings the lotus (plant of

Svayambhuramanaf the last continent is) a little over one
thousand Yojanas, high and one (Yojana) in diameter*
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(amongst the two-sensed, incomplete-sensed souls) (the

conch of the Svayambhuramana ocean) is twelve (Yojans

long), the red Scorpion, a three-sensed soul of the Sva-

yambhuramana continent is (one krosa less one (Yojana

long; the Black Bee, a four sensed soul of the above

continent is) one (Yojana Long) (and amongst the five

sensed souls) the Great Fish (Maha Matsya of the same

ocean) (is) one thousand Yojanas (long).

Commentary.
Space (AkSsha) is divided into the universe (Lokd-kdsha) and

non-universe (aloka-kdsha). Theunverse is divided into three parts.

The upper universe, (Urdhva Loka), the middle universe (Maddhya
Loka,) and the lower world (Adhah-Loka). The upper universe

and that alone contains the heavenly order (kalpavdsi) of celestial

beings. In the centre of the middle universe there is Mount Meru.

It is surrounded on all sides by Jambu Dvipa, a continent having- a

diameter of 1,00,000 large yojans. Jambu Dvipa is encircled by the

ocean, Lavanodadhi, 2,00,000 large yojans in diameter; this is

encircled by the continent Dhdtuki khanda 4,00,000 large yojans in

diameter ; encircled by the ocean Kalo Dadhi 8,00,000 large yojans in

diameter ; this is encircled by the continent Pushkaravara-dvipa

16,00,000 large yojans in diamater. Puskaravara dvipa is bisected

throughout by the mountain Mdnu-shottara, so called because no

human beings can exist beyond this mountain. Beyond Pushkaravara

dvipa there are innumerable oceans and continents, the diameter of

each one being double of that of its predecessor. The last continent

is Svayamb-huramana and the last ocean is also called Svayambhu
ramana. The last continent is divided in its middle by the moun-

tain Svayamprabhd. The first 2\ continents and the first 2 oceans

have both Karma and Bhoga Bhumis. The last ocean and half of

the last continent next to the ocean have got only Karma Bhumi.

The rest of the oceans and continents have only Bhoga Bhumi.

The middle universe is the abode of 3 orders of celestial beings

i. e., the residential (Bhavanavdsi). pripetatics (Vyantara) and Stel-

lars (Jyotisha) orders, as also of the human and sub-human beings.

Human and sub-humanbeings both of Karma and Bhoga Bhumi are

found in the first two oceans and the first 2i continents, i.e. up to

the Mdnushottdra. No human beings oany kind are found anywhere

else in the universe. One sensed beings are found in the whole

universe. 2 to 4 sensed and 5 sensed irrational beings are found
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only in the first 2 oceans, first 2i continents, last ^ continent and the

last ocean. Five sensed rational human beings are found only in the

first 2i continents and the first 2 oceans. Five-sensed rational sub-

human beings of the Bhoga-Bhumi type are found everywhere

except the last half continent and the last ocean.

Beyond Manushottara up to the Syayamprabha there are only

6 sensed animals with mind, only of the Bhoga Bhumi type. In the

last i continent and the last ocean there are all kinds of sub-human

animals of the Karma Bhumi type.

The enormous, almost unimaginable, extent of the last of the

innumerable continents and oceans is evident from the fact that

Jambudvipa the first of them is one lac yojans in diameter. Each

yojan being of the larger kind which is 500 times of the smaller

yojan which is equal to 4 koses or 8 miles. Thus the diameter

of Jambudvipa is 40,00,00,000 miles. This figure is doubled in a

geometric-progression and it is impossible for the ordinary human
mind to conceive it when we consider the dimensions of the last

ocean.

The lotus in the last ocean has a stalk 1000 yojans long

and 1 yojan in diameter. Its whole volume is about 750 cubic

yojans. And the great fish there, is 1000 yojans long, 500 broad and

250 yojans thick.

These huge dimensions of living beings are quite in keeping

with the dimensions of Swayambhu ramana samudra, the last and

biggest of all the oceans in the universe, and they are quite

possible and reasonable. These matters like all others, are quite

plain to the Omniscient, who is the ultimate source of our knowledge
about them. Here one Yojana is equal to four Krosas, or 8 miles.

This is the ordinary short Yojana which is used for measuring
bodies. The great Yojana which is five-hundred times greater is

used in showing the measures of continents and oceans etc,

II 5.^ II

96. The minimum (size) of the developable two (sensed

soul, as in the case of Anundhari, (is) a certain numerable
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part of one cubic finger, (and that of the) three (sensed) four

(sensed) and five (sensed soul) (as in the cases of) Kunthu,
Kna Makshika (a certain earfly (and) sikthaka matsya

(a certain tiny sort of fish) (is) respectively numerable

times the bodily sizes of the immediately preceding one,

Commentary*
For example, let us suppose that the size of Anundhari is \ Vo

Cubic finger and suppose the multiplicant is 2, then the size of

Kunthu would be T Vo =
6 Jo that of Kana Makshika aSo

8

""* and

that of Sikthaka matsya would be ^So^iJ? cubic finger*

It will be seen that the minimum bodily size of any developable

mobile soul is only some part of cubic finger.

The method of finding out the different variations in bodily sizes

between the minimum and the maximum is described in the follow*

ing five gathas :

97. (Out of the sixteen non-developable) Fine nigoda,

air, fire> water and earth (bodied souls ; gross air, fire,

water, earth-bodied and nigoda souls), hosMndividual-souled

and the other (i e., non-host-individual-souled vegetables);

and the two, three, four and five (sense-souls) ; three rows

should be made by the (first) eleven.

*r ^w ^i^ ^i^Rr u^ u

ftf^r^nrfir^r g^jn^i^ri ^^^nj; I

u

98, Non-liost-individual-souled, two, three, four and
five (sensed developable souls, should be placed in one line,

then ) three, four and two (sensed souls, non-host-individual-

souled vegetables and) full (sensed-souls) non-develop-

able, should be placed in another line and then three,
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four, (and) two (sensed), non-host-individual -souled and five

(sensed developable souls should be placed in a third line)

(out of the above sixty-four) the forty-two (i. e., sixteen

and eleven of the first and second lines respectively- and

the five each of the last three lines have sizes) in an

ascending multiple order.

u . n

II U

99. The sixteen non-developable (souls of) the first

(row have) the minimum (bodily size) and (of the three

rows of eleven each) the first is of developable (souls of)

minimum (size), the second of non-developable (souls) of

maximum (size, while) the third row is of the developable

(souls) of maximum (size).

100. (Further, the first of the three rows of five each

is of) developable (souls of) minimum (size), (the next row
is of) non-developable (souls of) maximum (size), (and the

third row is of) developable (souls of) maximum (size).

The bodily size of altogether twenty-nine namely, the

sixteen in the first row, and the eleven in second row, and

the first two of the (first row of five, the last being), the
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minimum sized 2-sensed developable, (grows) by innu-

merable, (and) thereafter, in the last thirteen places, by
numerable multiplications (successively).

101. (Of the twenty-nine classes shown above, the

bodily size) of fine, and other (i. e-, gross-bodied souls, is to

be found by) multiplying (in their due order), (the size of

the immediately preceding one), by an innumerable part
of an avali (a wink), and (by an innumerable part of one)

palya (respectively). (The bodily size) of each (of the

souls) in (the last two of the three) rows (of eleven each,

is to be found) by adding (to the immediately preceding

class) its (innumerable part of an Avail, wink) fraction.
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102. The first stage in the innumerable-part-increase

(asamkhyata bhaga-vriddhi) is reached by adding one
'

spatial unit' (pradesh) to the minimum size. Further

than this there is consistently an increase of one spatial

unit (in every subsequent size.)

Commentary.

The minimum bodily size has innumerable spatial units.

From this it grows by four kinds of increase till the size in the

second place (i. e. that of fine non-developable air-bodied souls) ia

arrived at. The increase is of six kinds namely.

1. Infinite-part increase (ananta-bhdga vriddhi).

2. Innumerable part-increase (asamkhyata bhdga vriddhi).

3. Numerable-part-increase (samkhyata bhaga vriddhi).

4. Numerable fold increase (samkhyata guna vriddhi.)

5. Innumerable fold increase (asamkhydta guna vriddhi.

6. Infinite-fold-increase (ananta-guna vriddhi).

Besides these six, there is also a seventh increase called indes-

cribeable (avaktavya). It operates between the end of one increase

and the beginning of another.

Out of these six kinds of increases the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th

increases only apply in the increase of size. The first and the last,

infinite part and infinitefold increases are out of question since the

spatial units of all sizes from the minimum to the maximum are

not infinite but innumerable only. The process of the four in-

creases is shown in the following gdthas.

I) ? *\ II

II
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103. The highest stage in the innumerable part

(increase) is reached (when a number equal to the mini-

mum size plus the quotient obtained by dividing the num-

ber of spatial units of the minimum size by the minimum

preliminary innumerable, (Jaghanya parita samkhyata,
a kind of innumerable) is obtained. See Gem Diet. App. B.

104-105. After adding one spatial unit to that (i. e.

the last size shown in the preceding gatha) begins
the indescribable part (increase avaktavya bhaga-vriddhi),

The last stage of this (increase) is reached when a number

equal to the minimum size plus the quotient obtained by

dividing the minimum by the maximum numerical number

minus one is obtained, By adding one to that i e. (the

last stage of indescribable increase we get) the first stage

of the numerable part-increase. Above that there is a

gradual increase of one (spatial unit).

106. There is surely an end of this (numerable part)

increase when (a number equal) to half of the minimum (size

spatial units) added to the minimum (size spatial units is
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reached.) When one is added to this (number we, get)

the first stage of the indescribable-part-increase.
*s. rs *v *v * .

\\

JHTOT ^rr?r!iwfJ II ? u

107. The highest point (of indescribable-part-in-

crease) is arrived at by adding the minimum (size

spatial units) minus one to (the spatial units of) the mini-

mum size. By adding one spatial unit to it, we get the

first stage of the numerable-fold-increase (samkhyata

guna vriddhi).

Rt rff^f ^ti^tr I

II

u

108. The last stage of this increase (is reached

when a number equal to the spatial units of) the minimum

(size) multiplied by the maximum number is arrived

(at). On adding one to this (measure of) size, the first

stage of indescribable fold- increase is obtained.

II ? ^ II

109. The final stage of (indescribable fold-increase

is reached) when the number equals tbe Spatial units of

minimum size, multiplied by the minimum preliminary
innumerable (jaghanya-paritasankhyata,) minus one. By
adding one (more to it), the first (stage) of the innumera-
ble fold (increase is obtained).
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110. Then by adding one in gradual succession we

get the minimum size of (the non-developable fine)

air (bodied soul), which is equal to the minimum-size-spatial

units multiplied by an innumerable part of an Avail,

applicable to it.

n ? *m

111, Thus further also, the order of increase of spatial

units in each and intermediate stage between the soul

classes, should be known to be the same every where, as

(may be) applicable to each,

Commentary.
These four kinds of increase operate up to the minimum size

of the developable two-sensed souls (No. 51 in the diagram). Further

than that (that is) from four-sense developable souls (No. 52.) only
three kinds of increase operate, as the innumerable fold increase

(asamkhyata guna vriddhi) is not possible in their case, as the bodily

sizes of those classes are only numerical fold of each other.

^ <rf& 3TTfOjft^H II t k* II

1 1 ??* u

112. Those (classes) which have the minimum (bodily

size) should be placed below, while their corresponding

maximum should be placed above. Between them are

all the variations of their sizes.
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II

113. The number of the kinds of material (Kula-bheda)
of the earth, water, fire, and air-bodied souls should be

known to be twenty-two seven, three and seven, lakhs of

crores (respectively).

H ? ?v it

114. Of the two-sensed, three-sensed, four-sensed and

(one-sensed) vegetable bodied souls (the number is) seven,

eight, nine and twenty-eight crores of lakhs respectively.

1 1 ??U II

115, Of the (five-sensed) water inhabiting, air-flying,

quadruped souls and serpents which crawl on their breasts,

(there are, respectively) thirteen and a half, twelve, ten,

and nine, lacs of crores kinds of bodily materials.
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116. Of the celestial, hellish and human souls, twenty-

six, twenty-five, and twelve lacs of crores kinds of bodily

materials should respectively be known,

u nvs u

117. The total kinds of bodily materials of all bodied

souls are one Koda-Kodi (one hundred million, 10 m. X
10 mO, ninety seven lacs, and fifty thousand crores.

Commentary.

Physique (Kula) is natural constitution. Its characteristics are

dependant upon the kind of material molecules of which the physi-

cal (audurika) and fluid (vaikriyika) bodies are made. The distinc-

tion of physique is due to the operation of the high and low sub-

classes of the family-determining Karma (Gotra Karma) This

Karma is ever operative along with the body-making, the age-de-

termining, and the feeling Karma (Nama, Ayu, and Vedaniya).

This simultaneous co-operation is obvious. The age Karma is a

sort of winding up of the whole machinery. Its existence means
the existence of the age vitality. It being exhausted, the whole

machinery of a particular mundane condition of existence comes to

stop. The body making Karma determines the condition of exis-

tence, the genus of beings, their bodies, limbs, formation, molecu-

lar bondage, interfusion, figure, osseous structure of the body and
their various functions, capacities, and effects at-rest and in-motion.

The family-determining Karma (Gotra) determines the high or low

class of family in which the soul takes birth. The principle of here-

dity seems to be recognised by Jainism here. In developing its body
and senses the soul chooses and assimilates the kinds of material

molecules which are in consonance with the character of the family
determined for its birth by the family-determining Karma (gotra).

The different sorts of constitution of the material molecules of which
the physical and fluid bodies are formed are the different physiques
mentioned here. A rough obvious observation may be made in this

connection by seeing that the constitution of the material body of

dog, deer, goat, sheep, lion, man, different kinds of women, plants,
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minerals, etc,, etc., are distinctly different from one another. Care-

ful analysis and deep patient study will bear out the exposition of

physique as given here

The number of the various kinds of materials thus assimilated

by souls, in various grades of life, have been stated in Gathas 113,

114, 115, 116 and 117. The following statement would clearly

demonstrate this subject.

The number of various kinds of matter Kulabheda assimilated

by:-
1. Souls, Earth-bodied

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Souls

Water
Fire

Air

Vegetable bodied

Two-sensed-sub-human ...

Three-sensed ,,

Four sensed ,,

Five-sensed Sub-human Water in-

habiting

,, Airflying ...

,, Quadrupeds ...

,, ,, Crawling ser-

pents

Human
Celestials

Hellish .

220,00000000000.

70,00000000000.

30,00000000000.

700,0000000000.

280,00000000000.

700,0000000000

80,00000000000.

90,00000000000.

1,25,000000000000.

1,20,00000000000>

1,00,0000000000.

9,00,0000000000.

1,20,00000000000.

2,60,00000000000.

2,50,00000000000.

Total 1,9,75,000,000,000,00.

CHAPTER Ml.
ParySpti OP (Developableness>.

(Ni u u

u u

118. As there are complete and incomplete houses,

pots, cloth, and such things, similarly (mundane), souls (in

their capacities) when complete or otherwise (i, e. incom-

plete) should be understood to be developable (Paryapta) or

otherwise (non-developable Aparyapta).
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119. (The capacity of) assimilating (the molecules

of Ahara Vargana of which the external bodies are formed,

capacities of forming) body and sense, (the capacity of)

(breathing, the capacity of) speech and mind are the six

developable capacities (paryapti). (Out of them) four, five

and six belong (in their regular order) to one sensed, in-

complete sensed (i.e. two, three, four and irrational five

sensed) and rational (five sensed souls).

Commentary*
The soul immediately after its vigrahagati i.e. passage from one

incarnation to another, assimilates to itself the molecules of Ahara

vargand out, ofwhich are formed its body, the senses, and breathing,

of bhdsfi-vargand i.e. sound molecules, out of which speech is

formed, and of mano-vargana or mind molecules out of which the

mind organ in the shape of an eight petalled lotus within the heart

is formed. The gaining of the capacity by the soul to develope the

different kinds of molecules into their resultant bodily charac-

terstics is called Parydpti or developableness. As shown above

there are in all six Paryaptis out of which one-sensed souls can

gain, only the first four; and the two-sensed, three-sensed, four-

sensed, and irrational five-sensed can gain only the first five ; and

only a rational five-sensed soul can gain all the six.

The difference between the first and the second Paryapti i.e.

Ahaya and Sharira is that while the first helps in transforming
the Ahara vargdnd molecules into liquid and solid forms, the second

effects the formation of the trunk, flesh, blood and bones etc.

Vikalendriya, incomplete sensed, here include irrational five-

sensed souls.
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12CX The gaining of the capacities starts simultan-

eously, but the completion (of each of them), is effected

gradually within the period of one antar-muhurta, which

increases in the case of each succeeding one. (Yet their

total period does not exceed one antar-muhurta),

Commentary.
Whatever time is taken in the completion of the first develop-

ment (assimilation, Ahara), a numerable (Sankhydta) part of it

being added to it gives the time taken by the next (body Shdrira)

development. A numerable (Sankhyata) part of the time taken by
body developement being added to it gives the time taken by the

senses (Indriya) development. A numerable part of the time taken

in sense-development being added to it gives the time for the next

respiration development, and so on till the 6th. It must be noted

that the most complete development of all the capacities never

takes more than one antar-muhurta This is so because there are

many kinds of an Antar-muhurta, the minimum being an Avail

and 1 Samaya and the maximum, 48 minutes minus 1 Samaya.
Let Sankhyata be, S.

The value of S may be different in the 6 developments. Let
antar-muhurta be A. At the first intstant of birth, the operation of

the development of body-making-Karmas begins in a developable

soul. It begins to develope all the 6 or less developments simulta-

neously. Assimilation development takes time A to be completed.

The body development takes ... A( 1+

)Senses ,, ,, ... A(

Respiration ,, ,, A^

Speech A( 1+
)> g r

Mind . A( 1+v)
5 '

> Q r

Each one of the six periods i.e. A to A( l^y) is an antar-

muhurta. And the total of all the six also is an antar-muhurta.

The total - AS
} (

1+
r~)

1 j If S is considered to be the same

sankhaydta. If S is different, the total will be something else.

Now suppose S to be the minimum sankhaydta i.e. 2 : and A
to be the minimum antar-muhfirta i.e. one fivali + 1 instant.
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Then the total is equal to 20^ Avails +
2o|~

instants. This is

the minmum period of Parydpti for a developable rational soul.

The total time of the first two developments is equal to

A + A( 1+7)=* A( 2 1 1) jJAvalfa
+
fsainayas.

According to Karma Kdnda Gdthd 218 to 241, the first and only

the first instant of this time is that of birth vibratory division

(upapfida yogd sthana), and the rest except the last instant are

the Increasing-Vibratoy-division (Ekantdnuvriddhi yoga sthdna).

In other words there is the initiatory and minimum vibratory

activity in the 1st instant ; there is increasing activity for f Avalis

+ half instant ; i.e. from the second up to the last but one instant ;

and in and from the last instant onwards there is the Changing Vi-

bratory division (Parindma yoga sthdna). This lasts up to the last

instant of one's life.

\\ $ H ? 11

121. The completion of the Paryapties (of each class

of souls) is effected by the operation of the developable

body-making Karma (Parydpti Nama-Karma). So long as

the body (formation capacity) is:incomplete, the soul is

(called) potentially developable (nirvrittyaparyapta).

122, The (soul) which on account of the operation
of non-developable-body-making-karma (aparyapta-nama

Karma) cannot complete its due capacities and dies within
one (antar-muhurta) is called absolutely non-developable
(Labdhyaparydptaka) .
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Commentary.
The antar-muhurta for the life of an absolutely non-developable

soul is always equal to one-eighteen of a pulsation. It should be

noted that there are 3773 pulsations in one muhurta i. e., 48 minutes

in the case of a healthy man.

II

123. There are sixty-six thousand three hundred and

thirty-six absolutely non-developable deaths (of Labdhya-

parydptaka souls) in one antar-muhurta and (such) ephe-

meral births (kshudra bhdva) also (are) as many.
Commentary.

Here the antar-muhurta is equal to 3685 pulsations. Now
there being eighteen births and deaths within one pulsation, there

will be 66336 births and deaths in one antar-muhurta.

a !^ n

u

124. There are eighty, sixty, forty, twenty-four, and

sixty-six thousand one hundred and thirty-two (continuous

emphemeral births) (respectively) in the (two- sensed, three-

sensed and four-sensed) incomplete (souls), five-sensed

and one-sensed (souls).

Commentary.
This gatha gives us the maximum number of births and deaths

which a soul possessed of different senses can consecutively undergo
within one antar-muhurta. It means that the same soul cannot

be born more than the prescribed number of times in the same
class continuously in one antar-muhfirta, although the duration of

each life will not be more than one eighteenth of pulsation.

Of the twenty-four births of a five-sensed being, there can be

eighty human births, eighty irrational five-sensed sub-human, and

eight rational five-sensed sub-human births.
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126. (Amongst one-sensed souls) there can be six

hundred and twelve continuous ephemeral births in each

of the (eleven) non-developable i. e. earth, water, fire, air,

and Nigoda, (each of these being) gross and fine bodied,

and mono-souled vegetables.

Commentary*
Of the maximum number of births and deaths amongst one-

sensed beings 66132, there can not be more than 6012 continuous

births and deaths in each of the above eleven classes.

u t * $ n

u

126. An (omniscient) vibratory soul, with bodily

vibrations, with a developable-body, and subject to the

operation of developable (body making-karma) is called

incomplete vibratory soul (apurna-yoga) when where is

incompleteness (of development).

Commentary.
When in the case of a vibratory omniscient soul the duration

of age Karma is less than that of each of the other three Aghdtiya-

Karmas, there is an over-flow of the spatial units of the soul,

in order to equalize the duration of all the four Aghdtiya Karmas.
This over-flow occupies eight instants. In the first instant it is

elongated like a stick (<Jan(Ja), in the second it broadens out like a

door-leaf (Kapfita), in the third it spreads out up to the 3 universe

encircling (pratara) atmospheres, and in the fourth it occupies the

whole universe (Loka-purna). There is an immediate wi$tdrawal

backward and the stages are retraced in the same line in four

instants until the spatial units resume the original physical form
when the over-flow onwards and the withdrawn backwards is in the
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broadened "
door-leaf "

(Kapdta) there is what is called Auddrika

Mishrakaya Yoga (physical mixed with Karmic body vibrations).

In these two instants during the over-flow and the withdrawal the

omniscient is called incomplete vibratory ( Apurna-yogd) soul.

i ft^Sf

Wiftn 1 1 t^s II

127. Absolutely non-developable souls (are only) in

(the stage of) wrong belief (the first spiritual stage),

Potentially developable souls in this (i. e., the first) and

also in the second (downfall Sdsadana), the fourth, and

the sixth stages (i. e,, vowless right belief Avirata

Samyaktva and incomplete vow pramatta-virata). The

developable souls have these as also the rest of the

thirteen stages),

Commentary.
Developableness does not go beyond the thirteenth stage, as in

the fourteenth stage it is not possible owing to the absence of soul

vibrations.

The reason for a potentially developable soul being in the first,

second and fourth spiritual stages is that during the course of

transmigration (vigragati) the soul is always in one of these stages

and the same stage continues after assumption of a body, till it

becomes developable i. e., gains its Parydptis. The reason fora

potentially developable soul being in the sixth stage is that the

spiritual man-like emanation (Ahdraka sharira) is formed in this

stage only ;
and during the course of its formation the condition

of the saint is that of potential developableness.

If ft *F*TT If SflWOT *5K*IIJ*Wf H \ ^c II

128, In non-developable condition, there is no 'Right

Belief (Samayaktva) to souls in the six neither-most earths,
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(the six lowest hells) ; to (the celestials whether) stellar

(jyotishka)Paripatetic (vyantara) residential (Bhavanavdsi)

and to all females. There is no down-fall stage (Sasddana)

in the non-developable condition of hellish souls.

Commentary.
The spiritual stage (Gunasthdna) present during the transition

period until rebirth, (Vigrahagati) continues in the soul's non-

developable condition for an antar-muhurta. One who retains

Samyaktva till death would not be born in the conditions detailed

in the above gatha, and it is not possible to acquire Samyaktva in

the non-developable condition. Thus there is no Samyaktva in the

non-developable condition set out above.

One who is to the downfall stage at the time of death, never

goes to hell.

Thus there is no Sdsdana stage in the non-developable condition.

CHAPTER IV.

Vitalities (Prana).

u * RS. u

ttaffar: Jmrrpir ^rfcr ftffer: u

129, As by external life-forces, so also by internal

life-forces (all mundane) souls have their existence. Both

of these life-forces are Vitalities (prana). (This) has been

laid down.
Commentary.

V&hya-pr&na (external vitalities) -The activities of the five

material senses, the body, speech, mind, respiration and age are

said to be the external vitalities (Vdhya or Dravyaprdna). While
the activity of inner consciousness or the internal motive force,

which are due to the destructive-subsidence of the knowledge-

obscuring and power-obstructing Karmas and to the operation of

other Karmas and which are the stimulating cause of the external

activities are called internal vitalities (Abhyanatara or
,
Bhfiva

prfina), Pary&pti is the attainment of the capacity of developing

body, mind, speech, and the five senses, while Prdna is the activity

of those functionaries*
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ISO. The five sense-vitalities, three power-vitalities

of mind, speech, and body, the respiratory vitality; the

age-vitality (all these) form the ten vitalities.

131, Mind and sense-vitalities arise by the destruc-

tive-subsidence of the power (obstructing Virya-antardya),

sensitive-knowledge obscuring (Ma<ti jnand varana-karma)

By the operation of the body-making (Sharfra ndma karma)

(arise) the body, respiration and speech vitalities, and by
the operation of age (Ayu karma) arises the age-vitality.

Commentary.
For the production of respiration, and speech vitalities, along

with the operation of the body-making karma the operation of

respiration (Uchchhvds) Karma and voice (Swara) Karma aye also

necessary, respectively.

n

132. Sense, body, and age vitalities are found in both

-the developable and non-developable and respiration in

developable (souls) only. In the developable two-sensed

(souls) and others (up to five-sensed is found the speech)

(vitality), while the mind vitality is found in developable

rational (souls) alone.
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133. Among the deyelopables* the rationals have (all

the ten vitalities while the rest (from irrational five-sensed,

downwards to two-sensed) (souls) have one less each (suc-

cessively). The last (i. e-> one-sensed) have two leas (than

the preceding class). Amongst the others (i. e., non-de-

velopables) (there are) seven (vitalities) in the two (i.e., the

rational and irrational five-sensed (souls) and in the rest

one less in each, (respectively).

Commentary.
Injury (Himsa) is defined as the deprivation through careless-

ness (Pram&da) of any one or more of the vitalities (Prdna) of a

soul. Really speaking it is the vitalities to which injury is caused,

nejthQr the soul nor the matter which enca3es a mundane soul is

susceptible to. any injury whatsoever. They are both indestructible

in thej* essence. The degree, of sin would depend, upom the number
of vitalities, and their comparative strength, to which injury is

caused. The knowledge ojf the varying number of vitalities possessed

by souls in their various conditions of life enables one to judge of

the extent of injury he is likely to cause in his actions. The follow-

ing table would prove useful.

Tajb.le showing the vitalities in different classes of souls

(gatha 133),
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OH A PTER V
Animate-feeling's <&anjn&).

II

(Desires), troubled by which (mundane) souls

experience severe pain in this world, and (which) even

when enjoyed, (cause trouble) in both (the worlds) are four

animate-feelings (Sanjna).

Commentary.

1. Food (Ahdra), 2. Fear (Bhaya), 3. Coition (Maithuna), and

4. Attachment (Parigraha), are called the four animate-feelings.

They characterize all mundane souls. They are destroyed by fol-

lowing the Right Path. Even one-sensed souls are affected by the

above feelings. Recent scientific discoveries have demonstrated

this fact in case of plants.

135. The animate feeling for food is aroused by (ex-

ternal causes such as) sight of (delicious) food, attention to

it (through rememberance, or on account of hearing stories

relating to food), (and) an empty stomach ; (as also) by the

premature operation (udirna) of Pain-feeling (Asata-ve-

daniya) karma, (an internal cause).

n
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136. The animate feeling of Fear is aroused by four

(causes)-by the sight of some very fearful object, by atten-

tion towards it (through rememberance, or on account of

hearing stories relating to fearful objects and incidents) ,

by weakness of mind ; (as well as) by the premature ope-

ration of fear-karma (a minor passion, and a sub-division

of Right-conduct-deluding-karma, an internal cause).

u

II

137, The animate feeling of Coition is aroused by in-

dulgence in exciting and aphorodisiac meals, by attention

to it (through recollection, or hearing stories relating to

sexuality), by the company of a bad character
; and by the

premature operation of the sex-inclination Karma (a kind

of Right-conduct-deluding-Karma, (which is an internal

cause),

n

138. The animate feeling of attachment is aroused

by the sight of (beautiful) objects, by attention (being

drawn towards them on account of remembrance or hear-

ing stories relating to sensual objects), by infatuation for

the acquisition of wordly possessions and by the premature

operation of Greed-passion (Lobha-Kashdya, a kind of Right-

conduct-deluding Karma, an internal cause).

*3f f|
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139. On the destruction of carelessness (pramdda,

which exists till the sixth spritual stage), there remains no

first animate feeling (i. e., desire for food), because of the

absense of the (internal) cause; the remaining (three

animate feelings) owing to the presence of their (causative)

Karma, from a figurative point of view, still exist though

they are not effective.

Commentary*

Among the four causes of each of the four feelings, the internal

tause is all-supreme. The other causes are effective only when there

is the force of Karmas behind. Desire for food arises from the pre-

mature operation (Udirand) of pain-feeling (Asdtd-Vedaniya) Kar-

ma. Such operation is possible till the sixth Spiritual stage only.

Therefore there is no desire for food beyond the sixth Stage. Fear-

minor-passion Karma operates only up to the Eighth, Sex-inclination

minor-passion Karma up to the ninth, and greed-passion-Karma up

to the tenth Spiritual Stage. But from the seventh stage onwards,

their operation is so weak as not to disturb the meditative Saint in

any manner. Thus the last three animate-feelings do not really

exist beyond sixth Stage. They are said to exist only in a figura-

tive way because the causative Karmas have not till then subsided

or been destroyed.

CHAPTER VI.

Soul-quests (Mdrgrand).

First Soul-quest, condition of existence (Gati-mdrgand).

r rsnij JSTR

ll ?v* H

14O. Having bowed to the Conqueror (Jina) who has

destroyed the forces of the enemy-delusion (Moha), by
the (arrows of) soul-quests (Mdrgand) (discharged from)

the string of attributes (knowledge, etc.,) (attached to
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the bow of) Dharma, (the Trinity of Right-belief, Right
knowledge and Right Conduct), we shall describe the

great chapter on soul-quests (Margana) which comprises
various sub- chapters.

\

n * s * n

141. Know (them to be) the soul-quests, by means of

which, or amongst which souls, as seen in scriptural

knowledge, are searched for. They are fourteen.

Commentary*

A general knowledge about souls has already been imparted to

us in the foregoing chapters on spiritual stages, soul-classes, de-

velopables aftd, Vitalitiesf Soul-quests are intended to give us a de-

tailed knowledge of souls.

ii w n

n

142. The fourteen soul-quests are :

1. Condition of existence (gati), 2. sense (indriya), 3,

Embodiment (kaya), 4. Vibratory activity (Yoga), 5 Sex-

inclination (Veda). 6. Passion (Kashaya), 7. Knowledge
(Jnana), 8. Control (samyama), 9. Conation (Darshana),
10. Thought-paint (Leshyfi), 11. Liberableness (Capacity
of) attaining liberation from karmic bondage (Bhavyatva)
12. Right-belief (Samyaktva), 13. Rationality (Samjnitva),
and 14. Assimilation (of matter, (Ahra).
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143-144 There are eight with-mterval-soul-quests

(Santara margana). In (case of) 1. Subsidential (Right

belief, upashama samyaktva), 2, Slightest- (Delusion con-

trol, sukshma samparaya samyama), 3. Assimilative-

(body vibratory-activity, Aharaka-Kaya-Yoga), 4- Mixed

(Assimilative-body vibratory activity, Ahdraka Mishra-

Yoga), 5. Fluid-mixed (body-vibratqry-activity, vaikriyika

Mishra Yoga), 6, Absolutely non-developable human soul

(Lal)dhyaparyaptaka Manushya), 7. Downfall belief

(Sasadana samyaktva) and 8. Mixed (Belief-mishra-Sam-

yaktva). The maximum (interval for each of these, respec-

tively) is (1) Seven days, (2) Six months, (4) Seven years,

(4) (Eight years), (5) Twelve Muhurtas, and for (6) (7)

and (8) the part of a Palya ; but the minimum (time) is

one instant (samaya, for each of these).

Commentary.

As a rule souls exist in each of the various soul-quests at every
instant (samaya). The only exceptions to this general rule are

enumerated, with their maximum and minimum intervals, in the

above two gathas. For example, there may sometimes, be a total

absence in the whole universe, of any soul in the Subsidential Right-

belief i. e., in the twelfth soul quest. But this absence can last at

the maximum for seven days, or at the minimum for one instant,

except in the case of souls in the partial-vow, and imperfect-vow

(fifth and sixth) spiritual stages, when according to the following

gdthd, the interval may extend to fourteen, and fifteen days, respec-

tively.
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145. But (in cases of souls) having first subsidential

Right-Belief, (when) in Partial vow and I mperfect-vow,

[stages), the interval of total absence should be known to

>e of fourteen, and fifteen days (respectively).

II ? tf ^ II

146. Condition of existence (Gati) is the state (of a

oul), brought about by the operation of the body-condi-

ion-making (Gati-Nama-Karma) or it is the cause of the

ouFs passing in either of the four conditions of existence.

?he four kinds of the conditions of existence are 1. Hellish

Ndraka) 2. Sub-human (Tiryanch), 3. Human (Manu-
hya) and 4. Celestial (Deva).

u ? ^vs it

147. Ndratds (unamused, or Ndrakas, Hellish) are so

ailed because they do never like the objects, place, time
nd the conditions (in which they are placed), nor (do they
ke) each other.

Commentary.
The derivative meaning of the word, ndraka, hellish soul is given

jre. All the objects, and surroundings in hell are altogether dis-

preeable. The very name,
' Ndrata ' or (Ndraka) signifies that

te hellish beings do not at all like the conditions of hell, nor do they
ke each other.
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148. Tiryanchds (crooked or subhuman souls) are

so called because they adopt crooked thought-activities,

have open indulgence in their animate feelings, are in a

very low position (as regards their body-enjoyment, etc-,)

have little knowledge, and have multifarious grave de-

merits*

u m n

u

149. Manushah (men) are so called because they

always have discrimination, are mentally well-qualified,

strong of will, and are descended from the Manus (or Kula-

karas, the leaders of men).
Commentary*

Manus or Kulakaras are born in the Bharata and Airavata

Kshetras just at the beginning of the transformation of Bhoga-

bhumi or enjoyment conditions into Karma-bhumi or work-condi-

tions, They are sixteen in number, and one follows the other, after

definite intervals. They instruct the people into the new ways of

living, and hence they have been spoken of as the chief ancestors

of all men. In the present age, here, Ndbhi Rdjd was the fourteenth*

his son Shri Rishabha-Deva, the first Tirthamkara, the fifteenth,

and his son Bharata Chakravarti, after whom the country is called

Bharat-Kshetra, was the last and the sixteenth.

n t x u

u
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16O. Sub-humans are general, (Samanya), 2. Five-

sensed, (Panchendriya) 3. Developable, (Paryapta), 4. Female

Sex, (Yonimat) and non-developable (Aparyapta). The same

(are the divisions) of human souls less the division of five-

sensed, (as all human-souls are 5-sensed),

<T*IJI rsw pi in K ? 11

ii II

151. Devas (Celestials) are so called because they

always amuse themselves with their eight heavenly acqui-

sitions, and have shining heavenly constitutions.

Commentary.
The eight heavenly acquisitions of the celestials, which are

theirs by nature, are the following: -

1. Anim&-this enables them to make their body very small.

2. Mahimd -is the opposite of the first and helps them to extend

their bodies to any dimensions.

3. Laghimd by which they can make their bodies very light.

4. Garimd by which they can make their bodies very heavy.

5. SakSma Rupitva by which they can at will adopt any

forms, and any number of bodies at one time.

6. Vashitva -by which they can bring others under subjection.

7. Ishitva -by which they can exhibit superiority.

8. Prakdmya power to act as they desire.

Heavenly constitution. The constitution of celestial souls is

technically called *Vaikriyika, Sharira
'

Fluid-body. The celestial

beings can assume any form they like. The body has no flesh, blood,

and bones, and there are no filthy excretions from it. It is very
lustrous.

frf^ ftraraf * x* n
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152. The condition of Liberation (Siddha-Gati) is

that in which there are no birth, dotage, death or fear,

(no) miseries arising from (undesirable accompaniments,
and from deprivation (of desirable objects), (no) animate-

feelings, and no diseases, etc.

Commentary.

The condition of liberated souls is described here. Liberation

implies freedom from Karmic matter, which shrouds the real glory
of the soul, drags it into various conditions, and makes it experience

multifarious pleasures and pains. But when all the Karmas are

destroyed the soul, which by nature has got an up-ward motion rises

to the highest point of the Universe-the Siddha-shila and there lives

for endless time in the enjoyment of its own glorious qualities un-

encumbered by the worldly pleasures or pains. This is the ideal

condition of a soul.

in x^ u
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153. Hellish souls in all (are equal to the number of

the spatial units in) (Jagat) shreni (the universe line,)

multiplied by the second square root (i. e. the fourth

root) of one cubic finger (ghanangula). (Hellish souls) in

the second and other (i e. the third, fourth, fifth, sixth and

seventh hells are in number equal to the quotient of the

spatial units of the (universal) line divided by its own
twelvth, tenth, eighth, sixth, third and second root (respec-

tively).

Commentary,

This gatha gives the method for calculating the number of hellish

beings in total, and in each hell. The method may be illustrated

thus. Suppose one cubic finger (ghandngula) to be 16 spatial units,

and the universal line = 256 S. U Then the total number of all

hellish .souls would be 256 x ^'16~266 X ^4^256 X 2-812.
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256 256
The number in the Second hell would be= iiirr

"
, ..

--
V256 >/ 16

__256 _ 256

on.- ^ u ,, ,
-256 _ 256__ 256 mThird hell

* - "* -* ---

256

(+128t64)-X.

The universal line 'Jagat shreni) means the breadth of the uni-

verse which is seven Rdju. It is taken here as a measure. By
universal line should be understood even where no specific mention

is made, the spatial units covered by the universal line. Also in the

case of other measures e. g. Jagat Pratara, Suchiangula, Ghandn-

gula, etc., the spatial units covered by each should be understood.

n

n uv II

164. The total number of all the hellish souls minus

the total of the hellish souls of the six lowest earths is

declared to be the total number of the hellish beings of the

first hell.

Note : See statement under the preceding gatha*
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155. By subtracting from all mundane, from all five-

sensed, and from all such developable (five-sensed) souls,

(all mundane, all five-sensed, and all developable five-sensed

souls) in (all) the three conditions of existence (hellish,

celestial and human), (we get the number of) general sub-

human, five-sensed (sub-human) and developable (five

sensed) sub-human respectively.

t <$M T II

156. (The quotient of the spatial units in) the uni-

versal line-square (Jagatpratara) divided by (the spatial

units of) six hundred square yojanas, is the number of the

female sub-human beings. (The number of) the develop-

able (five-sensed sub-human beings) subtracted from (the

total number of) the five sensed (sub-human beings; would

give us) the number of the non-developable (five-sensed)

sub-human beings.

Commentary.

The universe is 7 RSjus in breadth. The universal line is also

7 Rdjus in length. It is called Jagat Shreni. Its square is called

Jagat pratara-the universe surface area. A R&ju comprises innumer-

able yojanas. The middle part of the universe is one R4ju in

breadth.

H ?^ |)
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II

167. (If we) divide the (Universal) line (Jagat

Shreni) by the square-root of a linear finger (Suchiangula),

and divide the quotient by the third root (of a linear

finger), (and then) subtract one (therefrom), (we obtain)

the total number of all human beings (in the universe).

(The number of) Developable (human beings alone) is

equal to the cube of 2 squared 5 times, (expressed alge-

braically, !<((((2)
2

)

2

)

2

)Tf
3

.

II

158. The number of the developable human souls is

79,22,81,62,51,42,64,33,75,93,54,39,50,336.

Commentary.

The number in the text is indicated by letters. The system is

the following:

12 345 678 9

12345
123 456789
12345678

A vowel, 3? ^ signifies a zero. A matra, the half-letter coming
above in a conjunct consonant does not count.

The rule is

TT^ft

The numbers represented by letters are written from right to

left, in calculation.
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159. The number of (developable) females is three-

fourth of the developable human souls. (While absolutely)

non-developable human souls are (equal to) all human
minus the developable souls.

II

i 6O. The universal line square (Jagat pratara) divid-

ed (respectively) by three hundred square Yojanas and by
two hundred and fifty-six square fingers (gives us) the num-

ber of the peripetatics (Vyantaras) and the Stellars (Jyo-

tishis).

u w ii

t

II W It

161. The numbers of the Residental-celestial souls

(Bhavanvdsi), and the heavenly souls in the Saudharma

pair (the first, and the second Ishdna heavens) are gained

by multiplying the universal line, by the square and third

root of one cubic finger (ghanangula), respectively,

II ^ ^ II

u

162. (The number in the five pairs of heavene)

above them (is equal to) the quotient of the universal line
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divided, respectively, by its own eleventh, ninth, seventh,

fifth and fourth square root

The heavenly souls in each of the Anata and other

heavens are an innumerable part of a palya,

Commentary.
Anata and the heavens above it namely Prdnata, Arana,

Achyuta, the nine Graiveyakas, nine Anudishas, and four Anuttaras

(leaving Sarvartha siddhi), in each of these twenty-six heavens the

number of celestial souls is equal to an innumerable part of a

palya.

tmj<!M

II U ^ II

TT

163. The number of souls in Sarvdrtha-siddhi is

(variously) declared to be, three-fold or seven-fold the num-
ber of women.

The total number of all celestials in general, is much

larger than the number of the stellars (Jyotishi).

CHAPTER VII.

Sense Soul-quest (rndrlya Mdrgand.)

H

164. Know, (that) each one of the senses (Indriya)

is (independant) like the Indras, called Ahmendra-Devas,
each of whom considers himself a master, without distinc-

tion.

Commentary.
This gatha gives us the derivative meaning of Indriya. All

the five senses are quite independent of each other performing their

own exclusive function. They are compared to the Ahamendras, the
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heavenly beings, above the sixteen heavens who have no superior

over them, and who enjoy complete freedom, each being his own
master. The senses, being Indra like, are named Indriyas.

5 p*n**f f II W II

i II

165. Subjective sense (Bhava Indriya) is the puri-

fication (or the knowing power) arising by the destructive

subsidence of the sensitive-knowledge-obscuring-Karma.

(It is) also, the conscious attention of the soul (Bodha),

caused by it. The objective sense (Dravya Indirya) is

the physical organ formed by the operation of the body-

making-Karma (Sharira Nama-Karma).
See Tattvartha Sutra, S. B. J. 2, Vol. II, p. 64, Chap. II,

16-17-18.

u u^ II

II

166. Those living beings which possess the character,-

stic cognisability of touch, taste, smell, colour and hearing

are one, two, three, four and five sensed with their different

varieties.

167. One-sensed soul has the one (sense) of touch

only, while the rest of the souls have a gradually increasing

(number of the sense organs of) tongue, nose, eye and ear.
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168. The power of cognisance (of the senses, in the

souls in whom they first appear is) respectively square of

twenty, eight, and ten bow lengths (dhanushas) three

thousand minus forty-six of yojanas, and eight thousand

bow-lengths. It increases double fold (continuously in the

case of two-sensed), to irrational (five-sensed souls).

II * ^^ II

169. In the rational beings (the cognising capacity)

of hearing (extends to) twelve Yojanas, of the three senses

(touch, taste and smell), to nine (Yojanas ) (each), and of

the eye to a little over forty seven thousand two hundred

and sixty-three (Yojanas).

n ?vo u

l7O, The range of Ocular Vision is one lac minus
three hundred and sixty (Yojanas squared), multiplied by
ten. and then reduced to its square root thea multiplied by
nine and divided by sixty would give us the range of sight

Commentary,
The actual calculation works like this :

v/dOOOOO -360)2 xT5x9*60 99640X9^60^10 ^14946^10
-47263-392042 Yojans,
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Maximum range of activity of the senses (Gathas 168, 169, 170).

u

171. The shape of the eye, ear, nose, and tongue is

(respectively) line a lentil grain (Masura), the furrow in

a barley grain (Yavanali), Atimukta Kadamba-flower) and

a hoet (Kshurapra) (respectively), while the sense of touch

is of various forms (Sansthana).

See Tattva S. (S. B. J. Vol. II), Chapter II, 17.

Commentary.
The shapes mentioned in this Gatha are of the inner part of the

sense-organs.

11 u

u
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172. (The eye, the ear, the nose and the tongue occupy

spaces respectively equal to) an innumerable part of a

(cubic) finger (Ghanangula), numerable fold (of the for-

mer , a little more than the preceding one, and innumerable

fold of the last, The last is thus equal to a numerable part
of a cubic finger.

Commentary.

These are the sizes only of the internal organs, and not of their

protecting environments (Upakarana) which are much larger and

differ in each individual.

II

173. The minimum (size of the organ of touch) is an

innumerable part of a (cubic) finger (Ghanangula), (found)

in the (absolutely) undevelopable fine Nigoda (vegetable)

in the third instant after its birth. The maximum (size

is found) in the Great Fish.

Commentary*
This gatha is identical with gatha 94.

As the
'

soul
'

entirely similar in form to and co-retensive with

the body, the spatial units of the inner ssn3e organs are the same
as those of the corresponding part of the soul.

*raTir?rftfi[ iffsi

u
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174. (The adorable Arahats, Liberated souls, Siddhas)

have no sense-activities, (nor do they) cognise objects by

(the process of) perception (Avagraha) etc.; nor have they
the sense-pleasures. They enjoy infinite knowledge and

happiness without (the help of) the senses,
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175. The immobiles, (excepting Nigoda) and conches

(fehankha), ants (Pipilika), humble bees (Bhramara) and

Human beings and the like (two sensed three, four and
five-sensed beings) together with their different varie-

ties are innumerable multipled by innumerable, (As-am-

khyata-sam khydta) each. The Nigoda souls are infinite

multiplied by infinite (Anantd nanta.)

For an explanation of these numerical terms see

Appendix B. Jain gem- Dictionary.

rfTUT

II
v,^ II

176. The number of all mundane souls minus (the

number of) mobiles is (the number of) one sensed beings,

The non-developables are one numerable part of them,
while the remaining) numerable parts (give us) the num-
ber of the developable ones.

vqi^qi ff^T

177. The number of the six kinds of gross and

fine, developable and non-developable (one sensed souls

shall, it should be known, be described in order, in 'the

chapter on) the embodiment soul quests (Kdya Mdrgan.)
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n

n

178. If we divide a square finger breadth (Prataran-

gula) by an innumerable number, and then divide by this

quotient the square of the universal line (Jagata pratara)

we obtain the total number of the 2, 3, 4 and 5 sensed

(souls). The number (of the two to five sensed beings) is

in a decreasing order, and the common divisor is an innu-

merable part of a wink (Avail).

n

179. (Divide the total number of the mobiles by an

innumerable part of an Avali. From total subtract the

quotient, the balance is Bahubhaga. (Divide the Bahu-

bhdga equally into these four 2,3, 4 and 5 sensed). (The

remaining) one part (i. e. The quotient) is to be treated

in the above way. (Divided by an innumerable part of an

Avali, from it, subtract the quotient That will give its

Bahubhaga) here also give this Bahubhaga (greater part)

to the most numerous class and so on.

Commentary*

Suppose the total of mobiles is 26,244 and an innumerable part

of Avali is 9 then 26244* 9 - 2916.26244 2916 -23328, this is the

greater part or Bahubhfiga. This divided into the 4 classes gives

each of them 5832.

Now treat 2916 in the same way. 2916 * 9- 324. 2916-324-

2592, this is the 2nd Bahubhdga, give this to the most numerous class

i.e. the 2 sensed beings. Thus the total of 2 sensed beings is

5832 +2592 - 8424. The last quotient is 324. 324+ 9 - 36. 324-36-288,
this is the next Bahubh&ga, give it to the next most numerous class.
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Therefore the 3-sensed beings are 5832 + 288==6120. The last

quotient 36+9 -
4, 36-4-32, the next as Bahubhdga. This + 5832

gives the total of the 4 sensed beings 5864. The last quotient is 4;

give it to the last class. Therefore the total of 5-sensed beings is

5832 + 4=5836.

The grand total of the 4 totals is 26244.

II sco ||

\\

18O, Divide the square of the unversal line, (Jagat
Pratara ) by an innumerable part of the square of a finger

breadth, (pratarangula,) (and the result is) the total num-
ber of developable 3, 2, 5 and 4 sensed. (Their respective
numbers are in a) gradually decreasing order. Deduct

(the number of) developables (from the total number,
and the balance represents the number of) undevelop-
ables of the 2, 3, 4 and 5, sensed souls.

Commentary.
The process of finding out the respective number of each of the

3, 2, 5 and 4 sensed is the same as laid down in the previous Gatha
No. 179. Here also the divisor is the innumerable part of an

Avali.

CHAPTER VIII.
Embodiment soul-quest (kya

II W II

181. Embodiment is caused by the operation^of
mobile and immobile-body making Karmas which are

inseparably connected with the genus, jti, (body making
Karma), It (embodiment) is spoken of in Jian philosophy"
of six kinds, earth embodiments and others.
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Commentary*
The embodiments kya are of six kinds (1) earth, (2) water (3)

fire (4) air, (5) vegetable and (6) mobile bodies. Souls are according-

ly earth, water, fire, air and mobile vegetable bodied. Mobile

beings are called, Trasa, from the Sanskrit root, tras, to fear,

because, they have the natural inclination to move away* from

objects of fear. Immobiles do not behave in this manner.

ftjTO! II S^R II

I) $c^ II

182. Bodies (of earth, water, fire, and air bodied

souls) exist through the operation of the earth, water, fire,

and air body-making Karmas, as a rule, with their colour

(including smell, taste and touch), in their (re-

spective materials).

Commentary.
Each of the above four embodiments are of four kinds. Tak-

ing earth into consideration we have:

1. Earth in general, sdmdnya Prithvi.

2. Earth-soul, Prithvi-Jiva, the soul which is in transmigra-

tory passage, Vigrahagati, immediately before being born as earth

bodied.

3. Earth bodied soul, the soul which has taken an earth-body.

(Prithvi KAyika).

4 Earth-body, (Prithvi Kaya).

Water, fire, and air also are of the above four kinds.

183, (Their bodies are gross or fine through the

operation of gross and fine-body-making Karmas.) Obs-

tructive, (ghdta) body is gross, while non-obstructive

(aghata,) body is fine.
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Commentary.
Ghfita sharira, an obstructive body is a gross body which obs-

tructs and is obstructed by other objects. A body which neither

obstructs nor is obstructed by other objects is agh&ta sharira non-

obstructive or a fine body. A fine body can pass through any kind

of matter.

Gross bodies are called destructible or obstructive because they

alone can destroy each other. Fine bodies are in destructible or

non-obstuctive because nothing can kill them and they can kill

nothing. They die a natural death at the exhaustion of their age

karma. They pervade throughout the whole universe.

u

n

184. (Know) thou (that) their bodies (are equal to)

an innumerable part of a cubic finger. Gross bodies need

support but fine bodies need no support and exist every-

where (in the universe) with nothing intervening between

them.
Commentary.

The physical size of such souls is so small that a grain of earth,

a drop of water, a tiny flame, or a breath of wind, contains num-

berless embodied souls.

From the smallest undevelopable fine air bodied being up to

the largest developable gross earth bodied being there are 42 stages

of different sizes body. For the^various degrees. See
tablejbathas

97 to 101.

The host souls, Nigoda vegetables which derive support from the

host-individual-souled vegetables are all gross-bodied and not fine-

bodied, which need no support.

sfhn

II
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185. By the operation of the vegetable body-making

Karma, souls become vegetable-bodied. (They are in-

dividual) (Pratyeka) (i. e. one body one soul) or common

(Samanya or Sddharana i. e. one body many souls). In-

dividuals (are) host (Pratisthita with common Sadharana,

parasites) or the other (i.e. non-host Apratisthita without

common (Sadharana) parasites.)

(\
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186. Vegetables which grow from a root (mula), from

the shoot, (Agra), (of a plant), from a joint (parva),from a

bulb, (Kanda), from trunk, (Skandha),from seed (Veeja) and

vegetables which have no such seed as root etc. (sammur
chhima) have been declared (to be) individual with host

bodies, (Pratishthita Pratyeka), or without them, (non-host

Apratishthita\
Commentary.

1. Vegetables which grow from root are such as, ginger,
turmeric.

2. Vegetables which grow from a shoot, such as a rose-plant,
3. Vegetables, etc., etc., etc., from joint are such as sugar-cane.
4. Vegetables, from bulb Kanda are such as potatoes.

5. Vegetables, from trunk are such as plaintain.

6. Vegetables, from seed are such as wheat, rice.

7. Of spontaneous growth are Sammurchchhimji such as grass.

||

187. When the seed becomes transformed into a

nucleus, the same soul (which left it before) or some
other may be born there. These roots, etc. (i.e. the seeds)
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are individual (non-host) in the first (Aptar-muhurta) of

their birth).

Commentary.

Host-individual vegetables also in the beginning of their

growth are non-host individual for an antar-muhurta. Then they

become host untile they are so developed that the sinews and

nerves appear on them, when they again become non-host individual.

flfl ^T weft lfl% TTftT II ? *: II
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188. The vegetables in which sinews, (shira), links,

(Sandhi, and joints, (Parva), are unexposed, or which break

clean (Samabhanga), which have no threads inside (Ahiru-

ka) and which can grow from pieces are host bodies, while

those that are reverse of these are individual (non-host).

See (note to Gatha 73).

Commentary.

The term Sadhdrana in the Gatha, refers to Sapratishthta

Pratyeka, host individual, souled vegetables.

n ? ^5. u

189, Boots, bulbs, barks, tendrils, stems, leaves, flo-

wers, fruits and seeds when clean breaking, (Sama-

bhanga) are host (individual souled vegetables), when
not clean breaking, (they) are (non-host) individual.

Commentary.

If a vegetable can be so broken that the two pieces at the

broken parts leave no projecting threads or sinews it is called

Samabhanga.
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190. If the bark of any bulb, root, stem, or trunk

is very thick, it is host but if very thin it is individual (non*

host).

u H* 11
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191. By the operation of the common, (sadhdrana,

body making karma), the Nigoda bodies become group
souled. They should again be known to be of two kinds

gross or fine.

Commentary*

Nigoda is thus explained in the Sanskrit Tika.

That which is always the abode of infinite souls is called
'

Nigoda/

t tn^K<ijHJ<iM[^prrf^5 ^ I

u t^^ n
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192. The common differentia of these common (group)
souls is said to be common food and common respiration.

5 f^f W<QcTT^ I

II tfcX H
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193. In that (common body) when one soul dies,

there is the death of infinite souls (with it), (while) when
one is born there is the birth of infinite souls there.

Commentary.
A Nigoda body continues to exist while every instant infinite

souls in it die and new ones take birth. The maximum period for

the existence of a Nigoda body is declared to be innumerable crore

multiplied by crore Sagaras.

u

U

194. The bodies (of group souled vegetables, (Vddara

Nigoda) are innumerable times the spatial units of the uni-

verse, (and each Skandha contains as many) Andaras;

(each Andara contains as many) Avasas ; (each Avdsa con-

tainsas many) Pulavis (and each) Pulavi (contains as many
Nigoda) bodies, Deha. Each next-coming nucleus abode

(Yonika) is innumerable universe times (Loka Pramdna) the

preceding one in due order,

I! ? 5.K u

t || HV. II

195. Jambu Dvipa, Bharata, Koshala, Sdketa, houses

these are illustrations of Skandha, Andara, Avdsa. Pulavi

and Dehas.

Commentary*
A continent contains many countries, a country many provin-

ces, a province many towns, and a town many houses. Similarly
a Skandha contains many Arujaras, an Andara comprises many Avfisas

an Avisa consists of many Pulavis, and a Pulavi of many Dehas.
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196. From the substance point^of view (the number
of souls, in one Nigoda body) seen (by the Omniscient) are

infinite times the number of all liberated souls of and (the

number of instants of) all past time.

197. There are infinite souls which have never (so

far) attained the condition of mobiles. Being thickly beset

with impure thought activities, they do not leave the resi-

dence in Nigoda,
Commentary.

Although there are such souls who on account of their immense

impure thought-activity, would never leave their stay in Nigoda, still

the general rule that 608 souls leave Nigoda in 6 months 8 instants

and other 608 human souls attain liberation must be kept in mind.

sftat %*n ^Kra^u II HC w

?r SC^FTT srsrr m 'hM' n ^= II

198, Those souls, in the universe, who exist with

two, three, four or five senses should be understood as mo-
bile-bodied as discoursed by Vira (Lord Mahdvira).

ii
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199, Excepting the mobiles in the condition of birth,

(Upapdda) death bed and (Omniscient over flow) all the

other mobiles do not exist out of the mobile channel- It

has been said by the Conquerors.

Commentary,
An immobile soul out of the mobile channel, transmigrating to

be born as a mobile, is,during the passage, beginning from the first

turn towards the mobile channel by operation of the mobile (body)

making Karma, a mobile out of the mobile channel. This is Up-

pdda, condition prior to birth.

Samudghata is the emanation of soul spatial units from the

body without wholly discarding it. Seven kinds of these soul

emanations are recognised in Jain philosophy, (Dravya Sangraha
S.B. J. Vol. I. p. 29, and Commentary to Gatha 543).

Mdranantika-Samudghdta (Death-bed-emanation) is the ema-

nation, in some cases, of the soul spatial units shortly before death

to the place where it is next going to incarnate. These soul

units after touching their destination contract back to their former

size and thereafter the soul leaves the body. If any mobile soul in

the mobile channel is to take its next birth as an immobile outside

the channel, and if before its death it performs the death-bed ema-

nation, it naturally goes outside the mobile channel being a mobile.

Kevala-Samudghdta (Omniscient overflow) is the emanation,
when in some cases the soul of an omniscient being, (of course a

mobile,) expands throughout the whole universe, and then contracts

back. This is also a case in which a mobile soul goes outside the

mobile channel.

Trasa Nd<Ji (mobile channel) is the channel in the middle of the

unijprse. It is fourteen Rdjushigh,

one Rfiju long and one Rdju broad.

Mobiles are as a rule born within

it alone. ^^ M&wtJ rtfa
The es&ndar A B C D, in

sketch shows the mobile channel

in the middle of the universe

AEFGHKLB.
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2OO. The bodies of earth quadrates (earth; water,

fire, air), of an omniscient being, (of a saint) in Aharaka

(assimilative) emanation and (those) of celestials and hellish

beings, do not support Nigoda bodies (Host souls.) The

rest are with host souled-bodies.

Commentary*

We learn from this Gatha that with the exception of the eight

kinds of bodies specified above, all other bodies possess Nigoda-bodied

souls.

|l

II ^** II

2O1. The bodily figures of the earth quadrates (i. e.

earth, water, fire, and air) are, '(respectively speaking),

(circular) like Masur grain, (round like) a drop of water,

(cylindrical like) a bundle of needles, (and oblong like) a

flag. The bodies of vegetables and mobile souls are of

various sorts.

Commentary.

The size of the body of an earth, water, fire, and air soul is the

innumerable part of a cubic finger. Therefore they are not visible

^ separate entities. We see them only in a mass. Take a glass of

fresh water. Every drop of it is a mass of water-bodied souls which
are obviously invisible to us. Under a microscope a drop of water
is seen to possess many minute animal-culae. These are not water-

bodied souls. Water-bodied souls have water and that alone as the

matter of their bodies. These animal-culae are two or more sensed

beings which live in water.
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2O2. As a burden carrying man carries the burden

taking (it) up on his- shoulder-pannier^ similarly the soul

carries the burden of Karmas in the pannier of (his) body.

Commentary,
Kdvatika (pannier) is a contrivance for carrying load. The load

is equally divided and suspended at the two ends of a long pole

carried on the shoulder.

II R o \ (|

II ^o^ ||

2O3. As gold passed through, fire is freed from dirt

and impurity, so (the embodied souls) by means of concen-

tration (on the self being freed from the body and bondage
of Karma (become) bodyless (Akayika Asharira Siddha

or liberated).

t
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2O4. The spatial units of the universe being treated

3| times by 3 fold dispositions in the Shalaka method

(is the number of) fire (bodied souls), and taking the

innumerable units of universe as the common divisor

(Pratibhaga), (we get) the number of earrth, water and air

bodied souls by adding (the- quotient as in Gatha 17&-9).

Commentary.
Let there be three numbers and call them, 'ShaJdkd RSshi', 'Vira-

lana Rdshi' and 'DeyaRdshi.'
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1. Multiply
'

Deyarfishi* by itself as many times as the Viralana

and resulting number shoulcl again be multiplied by itself as many
times as itsnumber is ; such kind of multiplications should be done

as many times as the number of the Shalaka Rdshi. The result

will give us the 1st step.

2. Take again Shaldkd, Viralana, Deya, each equal to the num-

ber as found in the 1st step. The multiplication process should be

repeated as in the previous step as many times as the number of

the new Shaldkd. This is the 2nd step.

3. The resulting number should be again dealt with as in the

previous case. This would be the 3rd step.

4. This resulting number should again be similarly dealt

with as many times as there are numbers in the present fourth

Bhaldkd minus the total number of the shaldkd in the previous three

steps.

Here in the first step, the number of innumerable spatial

units of the universe should be taken to be Viralana, Deya, shalakd.

The above process will give us the number of fire-bodied souls.

For finding out the number of earth-bodied souls, the number
of fire-bodied souls should be divided by innumerable times the

universal spatial units, and the quotient added to the number of

fire-bodied souls.

For finding out the number of water-bodied souls we should

add to the number of earth bodied souls, the quotient obtained by
dividing the number of earth bodied by the innumerable universal

spatial units. In the same manner the number of air-bodied souls

should be ascertained.

2O5. The number of non-host individual vegetables

(Apratisthita Pratyeka) is innumerable times the spatial

units of the universe. And the number of host individual

vegetables (Sapratishthita Pratyeka) is the innumerable
times the spatial units of universe multiplied by that (i. e.

the number of non-host individual vegetables.)
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2O6. (All) mundane souls minus the mobile group, 4

earth etc. (earth, water, fire, and air bodied souls), and the

individual (Pratyeka-vegetables) is the number of common
souls (i. e. Sadharana or Nigoda vegetables). The Con-

queror has said (so).

u \Q$ \\

2O7, The innumerable part of their respective groups
is the number of gross-bodied souls (in the groups of earth,

water, fire, air and Nigoda bodied souls.)

The remainder (in each group, is) the number of fine

bodied souls (in that group.) The common divisor (Prati-

bhaga) is as said above (i. e. innumerable times the spatial

units of universe).

u
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2O8. (The total number of) fine souls divided by
numerable (gives the number of) undevelopables, and the
numerable (remaining) parts (is the number of the deve-

lopables. Because the time (average age) of the develop-
ables is the numerable times of that of the non-developab!es.
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Commentary.

The reason for the number of the developablesbeingi many
times greater than that of the non-developables is that the life

period of the former is much greater than that of the latter. The
non-developables do not exist in that condition longer than an

Antara-muhurta, and hence it is that their number is much less than

that of developables.

The maximum life period of the different classes of develop-
ables are:

Soft earth bodied

Hard ,,

Water
Fire

Air

Vegetables

2 sensed beings
3 sensed beings
4 sensed beings
5 sensed human and subhuman
Hellish and celestials

12 thousand years.

22

7

3 days.

3 thousand years.

10

12 years.

49 days.

6 months.

3 palyas.

33 sagaras.

li ^o n

2O9. The basic area of the universe (Jagat Pratara=
19 Sq. Rajus), divided by (the quotient of) square big finger

(Pratarangula), divided by an innumerable part of a Palya
(is the number of) developable gross water (bodied souls.)
This successively divided by an innumerable part of an
S.vali (is the number of developable gross) earth-(bodied

souls); (this divided by an innumerable part of an Avali
is the number of, developable gross) host individuals.

(This divided by an innumerable part of an Avali is the
lumber of developable gross) non-host individuals(Apratish-
thita Pratyeka).
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21O. One innumerable (part of the cube of the instants

of an) (Avali is the) number of developable fire (souls)

(and one) numerable) (part of the spatial units of) universe

(is the number of developable) air (souls). (Their totals)

minus this (is the number of their undevelopables.)

Commentary*

This applies only to gross souls.

n R u n

II ^n n

211. Of the innumerable parts of gross common (sad-

harana) souls one part and the many innumerable parts are

the number of developables and undevelopables respect-

ively.

U ^ ? ^ II

II

212. The universal line square (Jagat Pratara) divid-

ed by the (quotients of ) a finger square divided by the in-

numerable and numerable parts of a wink (Avali) (res-

pectively), gives us the number of all mobiles and their de-

velopable respectively. The mobiles minus their develop-

ables are their non-developables.
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213. (The quotient of) the Palya divided by innumer-

able parts of an Avail subtracted (once, twice, thrice, 4th

and 5th times from a Sagara is the number of Ardhachhedas

(successive divisions by 2) respectively of gross fire, non-

host individuals, host individuals, earth, and crater (souls)

and (the number of) Ardhachhedas of gross air (souls) (is)

the last, ie. full Sagar.

Commentary.

'Ardhachhedas -the number of times that a given number can

be halved as the Ardhachheda of 4 is 2, of 8 is 3, of 16 is 4, of 32

is 5, and 64 is 6 etc.

For Sagara see Gem Dictionary Appendix D.

Let ._ gft =5> Palya=P
Asankhyata

p
Then number of halvings of gross-fire-bodied souls s g (A)

P
Non-group mono-souled s (B)

p
Group ...

~ a-
j^8 (C)

p
Earth bodied ... ... ... - s ^ (D)

Water - ... ... --^ (E >

Air - (F)

n

Even those (i e.) the number of the above six

Ardhachhedas (beginning from the fire-bodied beings)
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(are),, (as among themselves) successively greater by an

innumerable part of a Palya.

Thus, those numbers (of the souls of the above six

kinds are) greater than the next preceding ones by in-

numerable fold spatial units of the universe (i.e. the num-
ber of non-host*individual souled beings is the number of

gross fire-bodied beings multiplied by innumerable times

the innumerable, spatial units of the universe.)

Commentary*
* __p -2: _? r> y-

~
* m

X } ~X~X* r> Z ~ F'~X~ { '

G ~u ---.--. P - /Tt^
JL* JL^ ^Ta

D-C-^3-^ " p-^ (In >

E-D^^_ Ŝ -P.^-
1

(IV)

i7 u P /V\F~E
ri

IV)

To find the actual numbers.

For the Number of second class, i.e. non-host-individual souled

beings, take the figure 2, multiply it
(
P
-^- )

times by itself,

thus we get
;1!)(

P~r )fMultiply this by the number of gross

fire-bodied souls. Thus we get the Dumber of non-host-individual

flouled beings. And so on for the others.

ii

215. Divide the Halvings of result of data, by the

Halvings of the given figure in data. This will give the

index number of the data. Divide the index of the 'desired'

by the index of the data, write the result of the data as

many times as there are units in the last quotient, and

multiply them all into each other. This is the desired result.
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Commentary,
The problem is like this:

If 16 twos multiplied by each other become 65536, what will 64

twos become by being multiplied by each other.

Here there are two sets of three figures. The first set is called

the standard or 'Pramana Rdshi.' In this all the three figures are

known. Thus, in the above problem "two" is the Deya RasW or

the given basis, 16 is the Viralana or index number and 65536 is the

'Phala' or result.

The second set of the desired or Ichchhd Rdshi also consists of

the same three number of which the 'Deya' is the same as in the

standard or Pramdna Rdshi, and the Viralana or index is given, but

the third figure, that is, the Phala or result is unknown and required

to be obtained. Thus in the above problem, in the desired Rdshi

the Deya is 2, index is 64 and the result unknown and to be obtained.

The formula, according to the gatha is as below :
-

2 16 - Pannafthi - 16 twos multiplied 65536

264
-Ekatthi -=64 - what

In Pramdna Rdshi two-^r

65536='

Halvings of <?w in WB tfft

In 5*5i -Tiftr two -^

]n

I (

) 1

) /
iwr n swwr uft ~iff9 in

To apply the formula to the problem.

65536'*= 65536*

- 65536 x 65536 x 65536 x 65536-18446744073709551616; called

thi.

Thus it would be seen that the resialt to be obtained (Phala
Df Pramdna Rdshi) raised to the power of the quotient obtained by
dividing Ichchhd-Viralana by Pramdna Viralana.

Problem No. 2 (From the printed edition Tika p. 471-472.)

To find out the number of gross-fire-bodied beings by the above
formula,

The problem is posited like this.

2 raised to the power of the number of Halvings of the spatial
units of the universe gives us the number of spatial units of the uni-
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verse, what will be the result in the terms of, the spatial units of

the universe,, if 2 is raised to the power of the number- of Halvings
of the number of gross. fire bodied beings.

The answer is clear. It is the number of the spatial units of the

universe raised to the power of the quotient obtained by dividing

the Halviugs.of the number of gross-bodied souls, by the Halvings
of the number of spatial units of the universe.

Thus, the number of gross-fire-bodied souls is eq.ua! to. innume-

rable into innumerable spatial units of the universe*.

Similarly the number of other kinds can be obtained.

CHAPTER IX.

Vibration Quest (Yoga

IM * *

*IT Jofk: ^n^ww *ffar*
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216. By the operation of the matter-maturing body

(sub-class of the body making Karma) in the soul with

mind, speech or body, that very capacity which is the

cause of in-coming of the. Karmas is vibration- (Yoga or

vibratory activity of thfrsfta^.

Commentary?
Vibration Of0ga) is two kihds :

(1) Subjective vibratiqn (Bh'Apa Yoga) i. e., by capacity itself

by which the matter of mind, speech or body is set in vibration,, ,

(2) Objective vibration (Dravya yoga) ^.e.,,the actual

of the spatial unita (Pradesha\ of soul.,

Karma here means molecules of Karmic matter, also

of no-Karmic matter i. e. the* molecules (vargana) of mind, speech,

and Ahdraka and Electric (Taij#sa) matter.

wft ?ra[T ft^ ^tnr^t^ *nnu uw II
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217. The tendencies of mind and speech are towards
matter (whfch may be) truth, false, both or neither. These

vibrations then take their names according to the matter

(resulting) from them.

Commentary*
Speech and mind vibrations may thus be analysed asbelov,

MIND VIBRATIONS.
1. True mind vibration (Satya-mano-yoga).
2. False mind vibration (Asatya mano-yoga).

3. Mixed namely both true and false mind vibration (Ubhaya
manoyoga.)

4. Neutral i. e. Neither true nor false mind Vibration (Anubhaya
manoyoga),

SPEECH VIBRATIONS.
1. True speech vibration (Satya vachan yoga,)

2. False (Asatya )

3. Mixed (Ubhaya )

4. Neutral ,, ,, (Anubhaya,, )

II R \ ^ I)

n

218. The true vibration of mind towards right sub-

jects in true-mind vibration. The reverse of it is false

(mind vibration). Know that to be mixed which is a com-

bination of True and False.

II H^ u

ft *TFTPR ^cc^rq^rr 3
219, Mind inclined towards what is neither true nor

false, is (neutral) mind. The vibration caused thereby is

neither-true-nor-false (neutral) mind vibration,
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22O. The vibration connected with the ten kinds of

truth, is the true speech vibration. The reverse of it is

false (speech vibration), and know truth and falsehood

(mixed) to be mixed (speech vibration).

m ^TT^T ^rRimu*^i<iMitt II

n

221. The speech that is neither-true-nor-false, know

it..jto be neither-true-nor-false (a neutral) speech vibra-

tion^Speech of irrational beings (from two sensed to five

sensed), and the invocative and other sorts of speech of

rational beings, (are instances of this kind of speech).

H ^^ II

222. Truth is of ten kinds 1. Popular (Janapada),

2. Idiomatic (accepted by consent Sammati), 3. Repre-

sentative (Sthapana), 4. Nominal (Namni), 5. Figurative

(Eupa), 6 Relative (Pratitya), 7. Practical (Vyavahara),

8. Possible (Sambhavana), 9. Scriptural (Bhava), 10.

Illustrative (Upama).

n ^< u
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223-224, (The word) Bhattam, cooked rice, Deviv

Image of Chandra-Prabhu, Jinadatta, white, long, Kura.

(rice) is being cooked, expressions like these as alsa like,

*Indra can over turn Jambudvipa, injunctions against sinful

acts and 'Palyopama' equal to Palya are respectively

illustrations of popular and other truths.

Commentary.
Examples of the ten truths are given below :

-

1. Bhatta, Bhdta in Bengal, Vantaka or (Mukudu) in Andhra,
Kulu in Karnataka, and Choru in Dravida all singnify cooked rice.

This is popular truth.

2. A woman who is not the Prime queen may by general consein

be called a Devi which in fact she is not. This is accepted truth.

3. The statue of Chandra-Prabha Tirthamkara represents Him,
and is therefore called Chandra-Prabha. This is representative

truth.

4. A man may be named Jina-Datta though he is not actually
the gift of Jina as the name signifies. This is nominal truth.

5. 'This man is White.
1 The man has various hues in various

parts, eyes, hair, etc., and is not at all white. Yet he may truly be
called white. This is an example of figurative truth.

6.
'

It is long/ This is true comparatively and not absolutely

speaking. The thing is longer than one and shorter than another.

This is an example of relative truth.

7. A man may say that he is
"
cooking rice

" even when the rice

is not being actually and is only ready for being cooked. This.is

an example of practical truth.

8. 'Indra can over turn Jambu-dvlpa.
1

Indra may never do

like this but he possesses the power to do it and it is & Dossibilitv

and hea<# possible truth.

9. Injunction against commissions of sins as laid d<?wn ir

scriptures is scriptural truth, e. g., right belief, right know

ledge, and right conduct lead to Liberation.
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10. The calculation Palya and SSgaris arfexamplfc of illustra-

tive truth.

Note. That these ten parts of view have reference only to occas-

sions where language may be ambiguous or capable of abuse or

misrepresentation. Naturally the Syadvada philosophy must make a

clear statement on such points; for example the word palanga

means bed in Hindi, but it means a tiger in Persian; or pain in

French, Hjesms bread, but in English it means trouble or suffering.

If a French man asks an English man to give him ''Pain" the pious

son of Albion will certainly refuse to grant the request.

\

I) H^U ||

II

II

225-226. 1. Invocative (Amantrani), 2. Dictatory,

'Ajndpani), 3, Requestive, (Yachani), i. Interrogatory

(Aprichchhani), 5, Informatory (Prajnapani), 6. Renunci-

ative (Pratyakhyani) 7. Doubtful (Samshaya Vachani) and

8. submissive (Ichchhanulomni), and the ninth unlettered

(Anaksharagata) are phrases neither-true-nor-false (i. e.,

neutral) ;
because they are part expressed and part un-

expressed to the hearers (in their hearing).

Commentary.
The above nine kinds of speech are neither-true-nor-false, nor

both mixed, in their significance. They may be illustrated as fol-

lows :
-

1. Come Kama.
2. Do this.

3. Give me this.

4. What is this.

5. This is my master's message.

6. I relinquish this.
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7. Is this a string or serpent.

8. I wish to be such.

9. Sound which can't be reduced to letters.

Sounds altered by souls 2 sensed to irrational 5-sensed are letter-

less. So is the speech of an omniscient vibrating souls. It proceeds
without volition from the Saint, but is understood by the Audience

as true, and authoritative.

u * ^^ n

\\

227. The root cause of (true and neutral) (mind and

speech verily) is the operation of developable and body-

making Karmas. And the root cause of false and

mixed (mind and speech) is the obscuring (i. e. 9 knowledge

obscuring Karma).
Commentary.

When one speaks or thinks of the truth, or what is neutral,

neither true-nor-false, he exercise no special effort, and the speech
or thought is the result of the operation of developable, and body-

making Karmas.

But when one speaks or thinks what is false, or both true and

false, it is intentional and is due to the operation of knowledge-obs-

curing Karma.

In all mind and speech vibrations the operation of developable

and the body-making Karmas is invariably present. But in the above

statement ; the predominant cause is referred to as the root-cause.

i) ^c u

II ^C II

228. In the rational beings, speech is seen to be

preceded by mind (activity). But as regards a vibrating
omniscient soul, (who is) above sensitive knowledge mind
has been attributed by assumption.
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Commentary
Really speaking thought activity is not a conditiori precedent

to speech in the case of omniscient souls. Speech flows out 0f them

merely through the operation of the Nama-karma.

H ^s. it

II W. II

229. In {the vibratory omniscient), supreme among
Conquerors, {effulgent like) the moon> (there 18 the 8

petalled) material mind (organ) by the operation of the

Iimb-and-minor4inib (angop&nga) sub-class of body making

Karma; and mind vibration (is predicated of him) by the

in-coming (into it) of molecules of mind matter (mano-

vargana).

It

ll

23O. Know that the words Puru, Mahat, Uddra>

Urala all have the one sense (of grossness), and (a body)

appertaining thereto is called Audarika, Physical; and

the vibration caused through this body is the Physical*

body-vibration (Audarika kaya yoga).

Commentary,

The external bodies of human and sub-human beings only are

physical ( Auddrika). Therefore they alone have the physical body

Vibrations.

fifctf

u

fror g ^r^TRijir

u ^i MI
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231. Know the aforesaid physical body (Aurdlika or

Auddrika) when (it is) in combination (with the Karmic

body) to be non-developable.

The vibration caused through such connf^**
1"' iQ

physical mixed vibration, (Audarika mishra yoga)

Commentary.

This vibration-activity takes place only when the soul is still

non-developable for an antar-muhurta after its transiriigratory

passage (Vigrahagati). In developable condition this vibration is

Dot possible ; there will then be only the physical-body-vibration.

wi wfs^T^r^ift srn R^R ii

s ^^Tnr: ^r II ^ II

232. That which is (endowed) with various qualities

excellences is Vikriya, or Vigurva; and (a" body)

appertaining thereto should be known (to be fluid 'body,

yaikriyika Sharira), and (the vibration) caused through

(fehis body is) the fluid-body-vibration (Vaikriyika Kya
Yoga).

Commentary.
This sort of body is found in celestials. Hellish beings also have

jot a kind of fluid body which is ugly and troublesome. It can

tlso be transformed into many forms according to their desire.

lellish souls cannot make many bodies out of one, as is done by the

lelestials.

ll

233. Gross fire (and) air (souls), and 5-sensed (ra-

ional developable (souls) can change the form of (bodies);

,herefore their physical body may be said to be (some-
imes'i transformable (like fluid}.
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Commentary.

This partial transformation, in size, is confined -to the body
itself. The soul does not go beyotid the transformed body ; there-

fore it 4s called Aprathak Vikriyd i. e. inseparable transformation;

but -the 5-sensed rational human and subhumans i. e. all the beings

m J3hoga-bhumi, enjoyment-region, and the Chakravartis, Lords of

Bharat Kshetra can also transform their bodies into more than one

and suh transformation is called Prathak, i. e. separable. In this

the soul extends continously into all the bodies and remains in the

origiaal body also,

u *\* u

234. Know the aforesaid fluid body (Vaigurvika or

Vaikriyika) when mixed (with the Karmic body), to be

non-developable. The vibration caused through its con-

nection is Fluid-mixed-vibration (Vaikriyika mishra Yoga.)

Commentary.

This, vibration takes plac in the undevelopable condition of the

celeitial and hellish beings and lasts for one Antar-mahurta.

u

ii u

II

235-236. Through the operation of Assimilative

body-making karma the assimilative body is produced (in
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the saint in the sixth stage) of imperfect vows, for the sake

of removing non-control, and for the destruction of doubts,

and also for paying obeisance to the Conquerors (Jina),

when there is an absence of both the omniscients (and

saints) possessing full scriptural knowledge in his places

(where he can go) ;
and also for holy celebrations, (Kalydna),

Renunciation and others happening in other regions ^be-

yond his reach).

Commentary.

By means of the Aharaka body the saint flashes through space

and obtains the sight or touches the feet of an Omniscient Lord or

Saint with full scriptural knowledge, and it is enough to streng-

then his self control and to remove his doubt.

U

II^ U

237, By the operation of the meritorious (sub-classes

of the body-nxaking Karma), (it) rises from the highest

part of the body (i e. skull of the Saint), free from physio-

logical matter (blood etc), auspicious, without osseous

structure, of perfect proportion, white, (and) one cubit

(hdth=24 angula) in length.

u ^^ II

\\

238. (It is) unpreventible (by and unpreventing any
other thing in its course by reason of its extreme fineness),

its minimum and tfc other (i.e. maximum) duration in

time is one antara-muhurta, (and) on the completion of

its capacity to develope, sometimes even death (of the

saint) is possible.
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239. Through this the saint having doubt in himself,

going near an Omniscient (or a knower of all the scrip-

tures) assimilates or comprehends (Aharati) fine matters

(i.e, the points on which he was in doubt), therefore (this)

vibration (is called) Aharaka (Assimilative vibration or

Aharaka yoga).

u **o u

fsrsr

240. Know the above mentioned Aharaka (assimi-

lative body) to be mixed (i. e. Aharaka with the physical

body) till it is non-developable (aparyapta). The (Vib-

ration) caused through it is assimilative-mixed-vibration

(Aharaka Mishra Yoga).

u R^^ u
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n

241. Karmana (body) is Karma (bondage of 8 kinds)

itself, or that produced (by operation of Karmana body-

making) Karma. Vibration caused, by it is Karmic-body
vibration. (Karmana Kaya Yoga). It lasts for one,

two, or three instants, (during transmigratory passage).

u ^^^ (\
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n

242. The activities of fluid and assimilative bodies

(are) not simultaneous in (the saint in the stage of) imper-
fect vows, and also of necessity at one time there is only
one kind of vibration (out of the 15 kinds) in any mundane
being at any time.

Commentary.
The simultaneous manifestation of 2 kinds of yoga is some-times

possible. For example, when a man is repeating a prayer with his

tongue but his mind is thinking of something else, the thought is

the manifestation of the mind vibration, and the repetition of the

prayer that of the speech vibration. But this dual vibration is only

seemingly so. At one instant there can only be one kind of vibra-

tion. The explanation would be easy to understand if we pause to

'try to comprehend the extremely short duration of an instant (sama-

ya). There are innumerable instants in a wink, and what figure is

meant by even the minimum innumerable, will be evident from the

Appendix to Jaina Gem Dictionary. Thus the possible change of

the kind of vibration from instant to instant is quicker than light-

ning. In one flash of lightning there can be millions, trillions,

quintillions, or even more changes of vibration from mind to speech

and from speech to mind. So, even to a most self-analytical and

self-absorbing man this transition from vibration to vibration would

be almost impossible to perceive. Then there is another thing to

consider. The vibration (yoga) is that power of the soul which at

the operation of the body-making karma becomes the cause of the

inflow of karmic and non-ka^mic matter in the soul's environments.

This vibration once started can last for one maximum antara-muhflrta

i. e. for 48 minutes minus one instant. Before this maximum or a

smaller duration of one kind of vibration has expired, another kind

of vibration may set in. This also gives rise to the phenomenon of an

apparent duality of vibrations. Thus the vibration may be only

mind vibration, and the speech activity, i. e. repeating the prayer

may be due merely to the momentun (sanskara) of the preceding

speech vibration; just as a potter's wheel continues to revolve for

sometime even after he ceases to move it by his stick.

u w\ u
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243, Those in whom there are no merit or demerit,

producing good or bad vibrations, are the non-vibratory

Conquerors (Ayogi Jina) possessed of unparalleled and

infinite power.

I

II W* II

n

244. The four bodies produced by the operation of

the physical, fluid, assimilative and electric (Taijasa) body
sub-classes of the body-making karma, are no-karma or

quasi-karma, and the karmic (body produced by the opera-

tion of karmic body- sub-class of body-making karma) is

the karma proper (i. e. the interwoven texture of the

matter of the eight kinds of karmas.)

Commentary.
Whenever a body-karma operates to set in activity the vibration

power of the soul, material molecules suitable to the then bodies of

the soul are drawn in i. e. attracted to inflow into the soul. The

least number of bodies that a soul has is two, karmic and electric

bodies, in transmigratory passage. So that at every instant the

soul is drawing in molecules both of karmic (karmana vargand) and

quasi-karmic matter of the electric body (taijasa-vargand) in transmi-

gratory passage. When not in transmigratory passage the soul has in

addition to the karmic and electric bodies the physical or fluid body
also which is made of assimilative molecules (dharaka vargand). If

the soul has more than one sense, it has speech also, and takes in the

vocal molecules (Bhdshd vargand) also. As a five sensed rational

being, it assimilates mind molecules (mano-vargand) also. So that

an ordinary human being at every instant of time is drawing in

these 5 vargands.

u RSV, u
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11

245. Vargagd is the name of a molecule of infinite

atoms. And a unit of bondage (samaya prabaddha) is ne-

cessarily formed of such infinite (molecules).

Commentary.
The infinite mentioned in this gatha is at its maximum, an

infinite part of the number of liberated souls, and at its minimum,
infinite times the number of souls incapable of liberation (abhavyg,),

which is a kind of middle infinite multiplied by infinite (madhyama
Anant-dnant,)

Unit of bondage is the number of karmic or quasi-karmic mole-

cules which the soul binds to itself in one instant, (see gatha 4 of

Karma Kdnda).

243. The units of bondage (Samaya Prabaddha) of

these (i. e< fluid and assimilative bodies) are as many times

(those of physical and fluid bodies,) respectively, as an

innumerable part of the base of the universe (jagat shreni.)

And those of the electric duet (Taijasa and karmic

bodies,) are infinite (times of that of the assimilative, and

electric bodies respectively.) And (each of the five bodies)

certainly advances in fineness (i. e. is finer, than its pre-

decessor,)
Commentary,

The physical is the grossest body. The fluid body has innume-

rable times the atoms of the physical body and it is finer than the

physical. The assimilative body has innumerable times the atoms

of and is finer than the fluid body. The electric body has infinite

times the atoms of, and is finer than, the assimilative body. The

karmic body has infinite times the atoms of, and is finer than, the

electric body.
Take the physical and electric bodies of a man.

'

The molecules

of physical body (dhdraka vargaij) are much* grosser than the
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molecules of electric matter (Taijas vargand); for e&ch of the former

kind we have an infinite number of the latter. Both the bodies arfc

co-extensive. Therefore the matter of the electric body must be

very much finer than that of the physical body. Perhaps it may
be better understood by a comparison of the wave-lengths of heat

and electricity. The electric waves are more numerous and shorter

(that is, finer) than those of heat. So for the same length in space,

we have many more and much finer wave-lengths for electricity than

for heat.

u w& u

It
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247. The size of the units of bondage, and molecules

of these (6 bodies) is an innumerable part of a (cubic)

finger (Ghandngula). The later one is, successively innume-

rable part less (than the one immediately preceding).

Commentary,
This Gatha is not found in the Commentary of Kesava Varni,

but is found in the Sanskrit Commentary of Abhaya Chandra Suri,

and in the Hindi Commentary of Todara Malla. See Gatha 248 and

note.

u *** u
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248. The size of their units of bondage (Samaya

Prabaddha) and of the (Vargan)is a cubic finger (Ghandn-

gula divided by an innumerable part of a linear finger.

(Suchiangula.) And on and on, the division successively is

to be (by the same, that is the, innumerable part of a linear

finger).
Commentary,

Cubic finger <Ji$3ed by an innumerable part of a liner
t
fiijger

is the extent of tfce spatial units in a unit of bondage of physical
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body. This divided by an innumerable part of a linear finger

gives the size of the unit of bondage of a fluid body. The size of

fluid body divided by an innumerable part of a linear finger gives

the size of a unit of bondage of assimilative body, and similarly

for the electric and the Karmic body.

The extent of the unit of bondage of the physical body divided

by an innumerable part of a linear finger gives the extent of a

molecule of the physical body. The size of a physical molecule

divided by an innumerable part of a linear finger gives the extent

of a molecule of the fluid body. And so on for the molecules of

assimilative, electric, and Karmic bodies.

n ***. n
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249. With every atom (Paramanu of Karmic and

quasi-Karmic matter which binds the soul there are) na-

turally attendant (Visrasopa-chaya, atoms of the same kind;

and their number is> infinite times the number of souls

(liberated and mundane). (The naturally attendant atoms)

co-exist with each atom (of Karmic and quasi-Karmic mat-

ter which binds) the soul.

(Each atom of Karmic and Quasi-Karmic matter) has

an equal number of naturally attendant atoms,

n R Xo n

II

25OI In the last instant of the maximum duration of

the five bodies (there occurs) for each its maximum collec-

tion (of the binding atoms of Karmic and quasi-Karmic

matter) in (the souls who are with the highest vibration)

(Yoga), and other environments necessary to each.
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Commentary*
The atoms of Karmic and quasi-Karmic matter flW into the

soul at every instant, but only a few of them are shed at each instant

the others remain in bondage. Naturally at the moment of death

the number of these unshed and inflowed atoms would be the maxi-

mum if the soul had the highest vibratory activity, etc.

i

t

f$*

II

251. In (the soul) with the above maximum (accuma
lation of) atoms, these 6 are certainly necessary, (1) the

time of condition of existence (BJiavaddha), (2) age

(Ayushya), (3) vibration (Yoga), (4) Passionate thought

activity (Sanklesha), (5) decrease of duration, (Apakar-

shana), (6) increase of duration (Utkarshana).

wrflft ^^Hflfr ?nq HR^ u

II

252. The maximum duration of the bondage of them

'(the five bodies is respectively) 3 Palyas, 33 Sagars, one

antara-muhiirta, 66 Sugars, and the length of the duration

of the particular Karmas, (in the Karmic Body).

itf? ^nf^irfii'TRij \

II HSt II

II ^^l? II

253. Of the first three bodies the Gugah&ni is only an

antar-muhtirta. Gunahdni of the electric and Karmic bodies

is an innumerable Dart of a Palva.
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254. In each instant only one unit of bondage (Sa-

maya Prabaddha) is bound and comes into operation. In

the last (instant of the duration of any unit of bondage)

(the number of) existing atoms (Satva) is one and a half

times the number of Gunahanis multiplied by that unit of

bondage.
Commentary.

Gunahdni here means Gunahdni Ayama. In the example in the

note below it is evident that the number of molecules shed in the first

48 instants will respectively, be:

(1) 512, 480, 448, 416, 384, 352, 320, 288.

(2) 256,. 240, 224, 208, 192, 176, 160, 144.

(3) 128, 120, 112, 104, 96, 88, 80, 72,

(4) 64, 60, 56, 52, 48, 44, 40, 36.

(5) 32, 30, 28, 26, 24, 22, 20, 18.

(6) 16t 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9.

From this it is easy to calculate that at the last instant the un-

shed molecules will be 71,304, and it is just a little less than 1

GunahSgi Ayama times of the unit of bondage, i. e. H * 8 x6300

-75600.

u ^v.^ u

*q rosspr ^ ^r u wi ll

255, But the duration of the unit of bondage (Sama-

ya Prabaddha), (which is bound to the two bodies physical
and fluid, is) the total length of one's age minus its length

already exhausted. In the last (instant of life) the number
of existing molecules is one and a half times of Gunahani
and (all of them shed by) operation. (This is necessarily
so as in vigraha Gati, the soul cannot have the physical,

fluid, or assimilative bodies),
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Commentary.
Gundhdni, (G) is the number of terms of a series the sum of

which is the number of molecules of a unit of Bondage, (M.U.B.) and

each term in which is half of the term immediately preceding it.

gq^fR ^rem Gunahdni-d-ydm, (G. A.) is the number of instants

(Samayas) in one Gunahdni.

*fR 3^11% nand gunahdni is the group of gunahdnis in one Unit

of Bondage.
*%qr wrei flfo Anyonya-bhyasta-rdshi - 2 raised to the power of

the number of gunahdnis in one Unit of Bondage.

Thus

E. G. if 48 samayas is the duration of Unit of Bondage, and 6 is

the number of gunahanis, then gunahdni-dydma=-V - 8.

Here ndnd-gunahdni
- the group of 6 gunahanis.

Anyonya bhyastardshi here =2* 64. This minus one, being the

divisor of the number of a Unit of Bondage gives us the term of the

series.

E. G. if a Unit of Bondage have 6300 molecules, then the last

term is ~~-100.

Thus the series of 6 gunahanis here is.

3200 -f 1600 + 800 + 400 + 200 f 100-6300.

In the example given above, the soul which binds in one ins-

tant 6300 molecules, of a duration of 48 samayas and of 6 gunahanis,
will shed 3200 molecules in the 1st 8 samayas.

1600 2nd
800
400
200
100

3rd
4th
5th
6th

Nishekahdra (N 2G. A.) is always double the number of

gunahdni dydma. Thus in the above example nishekahdra is double
of 8-16.

'W Chaya (C) is the regular arithmetic difference between

any consecutive two of the terms of the series of a gunahdni.
Chaya is the molecules of a gunahdni divided by

nishekdhdra + No. of gunahdni ayamd+1 v , . . . .

2
= gunaham dydma.

^ molecules of a gunahdni x 2

(nishekahdra-fNo. of gunahdni dydma + l)x gunahdni dydma.
molecules of a gunahdni x 2

""(2 gunahdni dydma-fNo. of gunahdni dydma + 1} x gunahdni dydma.
M. U. B.x2

S . \ S

^
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s

The molecules shed in the 1st instant (F). in any gunahani

F - Chaya * Nishekahdra.

4M __M Where M is the number of molecules in a

"og
~~

"""gs 1 gunahdni; Sis the total samayds i

-7T- + 1 JQ
*
J and G is the number of gunahdnis,

! gunahdni dydma

Thus in the 4th 8 -samayas in the above example, 400 molecules

are shed. We want to find out how many molecules are shed in the

1st samaya, and by how many molecules the shedding becomes less

and less in each succeeding samaya.

To find out the molecules shed in the 1st samaya, i. e., F, we apply

the formula.

4M __ 4*400_4xjOp _1600_
S 48,, 24 + 1 25

To find out the chaya, (C) we employ the formula

C-$!_ -64-4
2S 2x48 16

Therefore the number of molecules shed in the 4th set of 8

samayas will be 64, 60, 56, 52, 48, 44, 40 and 36=400.

If in one instant, the soul binds 6300 molecules of a duration of

48 instants then they are shed as follows :

1st 8 instants 512, 480, 448, 416, 384, 352, 320, 288=3200

2nd 256, 240, 224, 208, 192, 176, 160, 144=1600
3rd 128, 120, 112, 104, 96, 88, 80, 72 800

4th 64, 60, 56, 52, 48, 44, 40, 36 400

5th 32, 30. 28, 26, 24, '22, 20, 18, 200

6th 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9 =100

6,300
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256, The maximum (number) of (molecules) of the

physical body exist together, in the last, and last but one

instant (of the life of) a human and sub-human soul born

in Devakuruand Uttara Kuru, (the regions of the highest

enjoyment, Uttama-Bhogabhumi ; who are) with three

Palya (maximum) duration (of life) .

*gf| sn n ^uvs n

257. The maximum (number) of the (molecules) of

the fluid body exist together in (the heavenly beings) in

the two, Arana, (Achyuta), (the 15th and 16th heavens in

their highest parts, where the maximum age is^ 22 Saga-
ras ; because elsewhere, the highest vibration and (environ-

ments), (do) not (occur) so many times.

n

n

258. The maximum (rtumber of existing molecules)

for the electric body is in the last instant (of the life of a

hellish being) (born) a second time in the 7th (Hell) ;
and

for the Karmic body (it is in the last instant of the life of

one who is born) in the same hell after wandering many
times (in hells). (And for the assimilative body it is in

the last instant of the antar-muhiirta of that body).

I

II
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259. The number of gross developable fire-(bodied-

souls) with power of transformation (Vikriyd) is an innu-

merable part of its total ; (and the number of such air-

bodied souls is an innumerable part of a Palya.)

u

26O. A cubic finger (Ghanan gula) multiplied by an

innunnrable i>art of a Palya, multiplied by the base (of the

Universe, Jagata Shreni is) the number of five-sensed trans-

formable (human and sub-human beings).

(But only) those in enjoyment-lands (Bhogabhumi)
(and the Chakravarties in the Karmabhumi) transform

into separate (bodies) (i. e. 9 have separable transformation)

(Prathak-vikriya).

f n ^ ^ ? n

II

261- (The number of the) celestial beings with others

(i. en hellish, and developable, human, and rational sub-

human beings) is the number of three (i*e. 9 mind, speech
and body) vibration (souls). (The number of) mobile deve-

lopables minus these (3 vibration souls) (is the number of)
2 vibration (souls) (i. e>. speech and body). (The number
of) mundane souls minus that (i. e., the total of 3 and 2

vibration-souls is) certainly (the number of) one (body)
vibration (souls).
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262. The four mind-vibrations (true, false, both, and

neither, Satya, Asatya, Ubhaya and Anubhaya last only)

for one antar-muhurta (each). (Each one is) successively

numerable times (the preceding one). Their total (i. e^

of all four fe) the same (i. e. an antar-muhurta). And the

four speech vibrations (are) successively numerable times of

that (total of four).

Commentary.
Let 2 be the Sankhyata in this Gatha and let t be the instants

of true-mind-vibration. Then we get t, 2t, 4t, 8t, as time for the 4

mind-vibrations respectively. Their total is 15t. The times of the

four speech-vibrations are 30t, 60t, 120t, and 240t respectively. AH
these periods individually, and all the 8 or any number of them,

collectively, amount to an antar-muhurta, which varies from 1 Avail

and 1 Samaya, to 48 minutes minus one Samaya.

^f OTRTCft II^ II

II

263. Their total (i. e., of all the four speech-vibrations

is) the same (i e., one antar-muhurta). The body (vib-

ration is) numerable times (of this total). (The total

number of) all the souls (having, 1, 2, and 3 vibrations)

divided by (the number of instants in the total duration of

all) the 3 vibrations, multiplied by the instants in the dur-

ation of each is the number of souls in each respectively.

Commentary.
The time of body-vibration (K&ya-Yoga) is numerable times

(30t+60M-120t+240t), equal to numerable times 450t which is equal

to 900t. The grand total of all three vibrations is IBt t 450t > 900t

which is equal to 1365t.
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Let the total number of souls for all three vibrations be equ$!
to 21840. According to the above Gatha, t, the number of souls with

true-mind-vibrations is 21840-:- 1365 - 16.

And the numbers of souls corresponding to the above 9 classes

of vibrations are, respectively, 16, 32, 64, 128, 480, 960, 1920, 3840,

14400 aggregating 21840.

From the above we can deduce the following rule. The number
of souls for any 2 of the above 9 classes of vibration is in direct pro-

portion to the number of instants in their durations.

ii R^S u

II ^tt II

264. The total number of souls with the vibration of

Karmic, physical mixed (with Karmic), and physical bodies,

during the time of Karmic, physical mixed (with Karmic),

and physical vibration is infinite.

u * n

265. Three instants, numerable winks (Avali), numer-

able times (i. e. numerable) winks, (are respectively the

time for the above 3 kinds of vibrations). The number (of

souls with body-vibration alone) divided by the total (of

these three) multiplied by the instants in the time of each

(give the number of souls in each). (And) respectively

(they are) the least, innumerable times (this least), and

numerable times this last.

Commentary*

Let Sankhy&ta be equal to 2. Let Asankhydta be equal to x.

Avali consists of Asankhydta innumerable instants. The time of

Karmic vibration is 3 instants.
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The time of Physical-mixed vibration is 2x Avail -2# instants.

ThQ time of Physical vibration 2 x 2x - 4# instants*

The total of the three is equal to 6x plus 3 instants.

Let the number of body vibration souls be y.

?/

Then the No. of Karmic vibration souls ^//r- r

,, Physical-mixed-vibration-souls=

77

Physical vibration souls**
-g +3

*4fl "

The use of the last word (Kamaso) in the Gatha shows that the

author has based his account upon Dhavala, one of the most ancient

and authoritative Jain texts, of which, so far as at present known,

only one copy exists in the library of Sri Parasvanath,Digambara
Jain temple at Mulabidri (South Canara).

u

*
II ^^^ II

266. (The maximum) continuous birth-time (Sopak-

rama Kala), and non-birth time (Anupa-krama Kala), a kind

of interquest, (Antara-margana), for the peripatetic (Vyan-

tara-order of celestial beings) \vith (a life) duration of

numerable years (i. e., a minimum of 10,000 years) (is)

respectively, innumerable part of an Avali and numerable

Avalies in extent (equal to 12 Muhurta).

Commentary.

Continuous birth-time means that continuation of instants ilk

which some or other of the peripatetics is born. After this there is a

break of at least one instant in which none is born anywhere. But this

interval of non-birth never exceeds 12 Muhurtas or 9 hours and 36

minutes.

n
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n

267. In that, (ten thousand years), the total (number)
of uninterrupted (Shuddha) periods (Shalaka) (of continuous

birth) is numerable times the duration of continuous birth-

time. (And) the (number) of uninterrupted periods of

non-developable condition (is) the (above total) minus the

numerable times of that (i.e , continuous birth-time, which

is equal to an innumerable part of an AvaM).

f u R^ u

n

268. Their total (i. e. the number of peripatetic

YyantraVdivided by (the number) of uninterrupted periods

(of continuous birth time in the 10,000 years), multiplied

(by the number of)uninterrupted periods (for their undevelop-

able condition) (is) (the number of) peripatetics with fluid

mixed with Karmic-body-vibration(Vaikriyika-Mishra-Kaya

Yoga),

u ^^s. u

ft II

269. To this, adding the remaining celestial and

hellish beings,, with (fluid) mixed (with Karmic body
vibration), (we get) the total number of souls with fluid

mixed (with Karmic body vibration.)

The celestial and hellish beings with the fluid body
vibration (are) all the souls with fluid bodyi vibration (Vai-

kriyika Kdya Yoga.)
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27O. Maximum (number of Saints in the 6th stage

of imperfect vow) with the assimilative-body vibration

(Aharaka-Kaya-Yoga) and with assimilative mixed (with

physical body) vibration (Aharaka-Mishra-Yoga) are 54

and 27 respectively in each instant.

CHAPTER X-

Sex-Soul-Quest (Veda Mdrgand )

uw n

27*1. By the operation of the male, female and

common sex-inclination (Veda, Quasi-passion, No-Kashdya
sub-class of right-conduct-deluding-Karma (the souls are

respectively male, female and common in thought (Bhdva,

i.e., subjectivity); and by the operation of (the limb-and-

minor-limb-angopanga sub-class of) the body making Karma,

(they are) mostly, the same in matter (Dravya, objectivity);

sometimes (they may be) different.

Commentary.
The celestial, hellish, human, and sub-human beings in

enjoyment-region, Bhogabhumi have sex-thoughts corresponding to

their sex-make. But the human and sub-human beings of work

region Karma-bhumi may or may not have the same sex-inclination

as their external sex. Sex inclination of all three kinds exist

upto a part of the 9th spritual stage, in which the sex-inclination-

^uasi-passion-Karma, entirely subsides or is destroyed, but the

external sign from the 6th stage onward is only that of the male ;
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for a woman cannot enter the 6th spiritual stage of imperfect
vow.

515 qT m I) RV9R (I

272. On premature fruition (Udirana) of sex-inclina-

tion (Karma) (there) is infatuation of the thought activity

(of the soul). By infatuation the soul loses sight of (its

own) attributes and the defects (of sex inclination.)

n^ n

1 1

273. Because (he) exercises ownership over (Shete)

highest (Puru) attributes, (i.e. right belief, right knowledge
and right conduct) (and) enjoyments, and in the world per-

forms actions (i. e. religion, Dharma, prosperity* Artha,

enjoyment, Kama and Liberation, Moksha), of the highest

quality, and is the most (capable of becoming) the highest,,

therefore he is called man or Purusha.

n *w \\

afr%: ^r^frt ^r^^r ^rf^ sct^^r I

irr^rTwr^^r ^Hr?rr ^ft n ^v it

274. Because (she) covers (strinati) herself with the

defects (of wrong belief, wrong knowledge, non-control

etc.), (and) by (her) leading (by means of sweet words*,;

"glad eye" etc.) covers the others also with defects and
'

has secretive disposition, therefore she is called woman
(Stri).
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II

275. The common (Napumsaka) is neither woman nor

man, (is) devoid of the signs of both, and (has) a defiled

heart, consumed with intense sex-desire like the fire in a

brick kiln.

|

sftai ttTOvMicicnrateST u ^vs^ u

276. The souls freedfrom the tro ubling of thought act-

ivities (of the male, female, and common sex) like the fire

in (quickly burnt) straw, of (slow burning of dried) cow-

dung, oif of (consuming heat of) a brick kiln, (and) absorb-

ed in their self-born infinite supreme bliss (are those who

have) gone beyond the sex feelings.

Commentary.
This refers to the saints in the end of 9th and in further

spiritual stages in which sex-inclination (Veda) Karma has subsided

or been destroyed.

277. Stellars (Jyotisha), peripatetics (Vyantara);

orders of celestial beings, female sub-humans (Yonimati Ti-

ryancha), women (Yonimati Purusha), rational sub-hu-

mans, rational sub-humans) with yellow thought-paint,
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and (rational sub-humans) with pink (thought paint)

These souls (are) successively numerable times less than,

(or a numerable part of the preceding one).

Commentary.

The number of stellars is the basic area of universe i.e., 49 square

(Raj$s) divided by a square finger multiplied by Pannatthi viz.

(say) ' atld let Sankhyfita be e9ual to
q togers

Then their numbers, respectively, would be 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2

JR^fT Hll *J g II Rvss; II

278. Every male (celestial being) has, (if he has any)
32 celestial wives, (at least). The total number of celestial

beings divided by the sum of these (i.e. 33), and multiplied

by the number of males or females, gives the total number
of either, respectively, among the celestial beings.

Commentary.

Some celestial beings don't have any wives at all, others have

many more than 32, 32 is the average.

TT1%! ^L^RT ^T^TnSTH II ^^5. II

279, Male celestial beings with others (i.e., male

human, and sub-human beings) (make up the total of)

males. Female, celestial beings with others (i.e.. female

human and sub-human beings) (make up the total of)

females. The total of sexed-beings minus these (i.e.,

males and females is) the number of commons.
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: IRS:? n

28O-281. Uterine rational commons, males and fe-

males ; spontaneously generated rational developable,

and the other (undevelopables); Kuru-born (i.e. born in the

enjoyment-regions, (Bhoga-bhumi) ; uterine irrational com-

mons, males and females ; peripatetics and stellars (Of

these eleven) the first is the least (in number), (the next)

three (are numerable times of their preceding ones), (the

next is) (as many times of the 4th as) innumerable part of

a wink (Avali) ; (the next is as many times of the 5th as)

an innumerable part of a (Palya): all (the rest five are)

numberable times of the one preceding them.

Commentary.
In the above, spontaneously generated rational developables,

and undevelopables are all of the common sex. While all those born

in enjoyment-region are males or females.

The number of the first i.e., uterine rational commons is obtained

by the basic area (Jagat Pratara) divided by 65536 square fingers

(Pratarngula)xSankhyata to the power of 8, x innumerable parts

of an Avail x innumerable part of a Palya.

CHAPTER XI.

Passion Soul-Quest (Kashdya

u
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l fa ^rero $rflH sg^Prr II HC^ II

282. They (the Achdryas) call (Passion) as Kashya,
(because) it ploughs (Krishati) the field of soul's Karmas,

extending to (eternal and infinite) length of mundane

existence, and productive of huge crop of pleasure and pain.

Commentary.
Passion is the root of the continuance of our mundane existence.

Tho whole extent of mundane existence is the long long field which it

ploughs. Its crops are the innumerable pleasures and pains with
which every mundane form of life is always saturated. This great
and incessant plougheris Passion, (Kashaya), so called because it

brings about the ploughing (Karshana) of the field of Karmas.
So they call it. This connotes two things, (1) that the account

of the passions here is based upon the earlier treatise Mahd-Dhavala
which in its second part (Kashfiya Prdbhrita) deals with passions.
The age of MahS-Dhavala which is the last of the trilogy, Dhavala,
Jai Dhavala and Mah-Dhavala, and of which only one copy exists in

Southern India in the library of the PdrshvanSth Temple at Mtida-

bidri, District South Canara, is very old indeed. This great com-
mentary was put together by the saintly disciples of Dharasen-
achdrya who flourished about 600 or 700 years after Lord Mahdvira.
Thus he was a near successor to Um&svfimi, author of the mar-
vellous Tattvdrtha-sutra, and the most illustrious pupil of Sri

Kunda-kundd-chfirya who is daily mentioned in thousands of Jain

temples as the carrier onward of the unadulterated, authentic and
authoritative tradition of the Jain Doctrines of the great Gana-
dharas, (apostles) who learnt the whole, unchangeable, and eternal

truth at the feet of the last Lord MShSvira Himself. The saint

Nemi-chandra is constantly anxious to advert to this unbroken

continuity of Jaina tradition.

The second connotation of the phrase "so they call it" is this.

The author disclaims any share in the origination of what he is

giving. He tells us that he is merely repeating what has been
taught for ages and ages, without any addition or alteration on his

part.

lpTI^ I

u ** it
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283. Or (those which) destroy (Kashanti) the thought-
activities of right belief (Samyaktva), conduct (Chdritra),
with partial (Desha,) and full (Sakala, vows), (and) ideal

conduct (Yathakhydta charitra), (are) the passions (Kashd-

yas). (Their) number (is) four, sixteen, and innumerable

(times the spatial units in) the universe,

Commentary.
The four passions are: Anger (Krodha,) Pride (Mna), Deceit

(M&yd) and Greed (Lobha).

Each of these is of 4 kinds : error feeding, Anantfinu-bandhi

which destroys right belief ; partial-vow-preventing, ApratyS-

khyandvarana, which destroys such right conduct as consists in the

observance of partial vows; total-vow-preventing, Pratydkhdnava-
rana which destroys such right conduct as consists in the observance

of full vows; and perfect-right-conduct preventing, Sanjvalana*
which destroys ideal right conduct.

Thus there are 16 kinds of the 4 passions*

The error-feeding-passions keep us in the first spiritual stage
of wrong belief Mithydtva or tend to bring us down from 4th to

the 2nd stage. Partial-vow-preventing passions keep us in the 2nd*

3rd, and 4th stages. Total-vow-preventing-passions keep us in the

6th stage. Perfect-right-conduct-preventing-passions keep us in the

6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th stages, and bring us back from the llthu

In the llth, 12th, 13th, and 14th stages there are no passions, except

in the llth stage where they are in a quiescent form, and bring the

soul back to the 10th and lower stages.

In this and the last Gatha, two etymological derivations of the

word Kash&ya are given. In the first, it is derived fromKrisha to

plough, because it ploughs the field of Karmas of which the soul

reaps the fruit. In this it is derived from Kasha to destroy, because

it destroys the right-belief and right conduct of the soul.

it
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284 Anger is (deep) like a furrow in stone, or in

earth; or (mild like) a line drawn in dust, or water. (They

are) respectively the producers of the hellish, sub-human,
human and celestial conditions of existence.

Commentary.
The four illustrations in the Gatha represent the intensity of

the feeling of anger and the more or less lasting impression which
it produces. They do not correspond to the 4 sub-classes, error-

feeding etc., of anger because all the four degrees may appear in

each one of the 16 classes. These four degrees have been called

very intense, intense, mild, very mild (Tibra-tara, Tibra, Manda,

Mand-tara) from the point of view of the degree of intensity connoted:

They are also called maximum, Utkrishfa ; non-maximum Anutk-

rishta ; non-minimum, Ajaghanya ; minimum, Jaghanya,

n *** ri

285. Pride is (unbending like) mountain, bone, wood,
and cane, illustrating (the distinctions of) its (four) kinds,

(very-intense, etc). (They are) respectively, the producers
of the hellish, sub-human, human and celestial conditions

of existence,

286. Deceit (Mdya) is (crooked) like the bamboo
root, ram horn, stream of cow water, hoof mark. (It)

casts the soul into hellish, sub-human, human and celestial

conditions of existence.

II
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287. Greed is (fast) like crimson colour, wheel-dirt,

body (dirt,) turmeric colour. (They are respectively produ-

cers of the hellish, sub-human, human and celestial condi-

tions of existence.

Commentary.

These four degrees of greed are according to the difficulty in

getting rid of them. It is most difficult to wash out fast crimson

colour, similarly the maximum kind of greed is most difficult to be

freed from. And so on.

wit ^t?wr ?iftpnft ^ift (i RCC; u

II

288. In the first instant of birth in hellish, sub-

human, human and celestial condition of existence, (there

is) operation of anger, deceit, pride, and greed (respec-

tively). But (according to some saints, (it is) not neces-

sarily (so.)

Commentary.
Some Saints. This means the saint Bhutabali, the author of

Mahd-Karma-Prabhrita a part of the trilogy mentioned above, i. e.,

Dhavala etc. The other view given first in the above Gatha is

due to the saint Yati Vrishabha, the commentator of Kashaya
Prdbhrita.

I

u v;& n

^ftwr: II ^c n

289. (Those) in whom (there) are no passions of

anger etc., (which are) the auxiliary cause, of the trouble,
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bondage* and non-control of the self, others, (or) of both

(are) dirtless (and) passionless souls.

Commentary.
This refers to souls in the llth, 12th, 13th and 14th stages and

the liberated Siddhas.

ffra

II

29O. Of anger, and other passions there are 4, 14, 20

degrees respectively according to the distinctions produced

by intensity (Shakti), thought-paint (Leshyd,) (and) the

bondage or non-bondage of age (Ayu-Bandha-Abandha.)

ffft I%15R1!J II R5.? II

II

291. (Furrow in) stone (etc.), mountain (etc.), bam-
boo root (etc.), crimson colour (etc,), these four suc-

cessively of necessity are the degrees of anger and other

passions from (the point of view of) intensity Shakti).

srifr ^J^JT II ^^ il

292. (In passions) like (the furrow in) stone, (there

is only) black (thought-paint, Leshya.) (In those like

furrow) in earth, (there are) six thought-paints, black

etc., successively. (In those like a line) in dust, (there are)
six etc., (of thought-paints) upto white, (And in those

corresponding to a line) in water, (there is only) one
the white thought-paint,
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Commentary.
The 14 degrees of each passion according to the 6 thought-paints

are as follows:

One, in the very-intense (tfbra-tara). It is

1. (1) Maximum-to-medium black, krishna.

Six, in the intense, Tibra:

2. (1) Black alone.

3. (2) Medium black, maximum blue (Nila).

4. (3) Medium black, medium blue, and maximum grey,
(Kdpota)

5. (4) Medium black, medium blue, medium grey and mini-
mum yellow, (Peeta).

6. (5) Medium black, medium blue, medium grey, medium
yellow and minimum pink (Padma).

7. (6) Medium black, medium blue, medium grey, medium
yellow, medium pink and medium white (Shukla).

Six, in the mild (manda):
8. (1) Minimum black, and all the five medium.

9. (2) Minimum blue and the remaining four medium.

10. (3) Minimum grey and all the three medium.

11. (4) Maximum yellow, medium pink, and medium white.

12. (5) Maximum pink and medium white.

13. (6) Medium white.

One, in the very mild (manda-tara.)

14. (1) Medium to maximum white.

Each one of these is innumerable times of the next following.

n

n ^* n

293, (The bondage of age-Karma is) nil (in the

maximum), and hellish (in the higher medium of) black

(thought-paint) in stone- furrow (degree), (/. e. very
intense passion) ; and hellish in the 1st and 2nd places of

the earth-furrow (degree i. e., intense passion); (and) 1

(hellish), 2 (hellish and sub-human.), 8 {hellish, sub-human
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and human, respectively, in the 3 parts of the third

place (with three thought paints) of the earth furrow or

intense-degree; (and) four (hellish, sub-human, human
and celestial) in each of the remaining (three) places (of

the earth furrow i. e., intense passion.)

n ^v* 11

n ^v u

294, CThe bondage of age-Karma) in the dust-line

degree (i. e., mild passion), in the (first) place of 6 (thought

paints is,) 4, i. e., hellish, sub-human, human and celes-

tial), (the last) three (except hellish), (the last) two

(in its 3 parts) (respectively) ; and beyond it in (its 2nd

and 3rd) places, of 5 and 4 (thought-paints is) celestial

(in each;) (and) in (its 4th) place of 3 (thought pants)

(is) celestial (in one part) and nil (in the other.)

f TTR II ^*i II^

T% sr&fi n

(The bondage of age-karma in the dust-line or

mild passion) in its 5th and 6th places with 2 and one

(thought paints is) nil; in water (line also it is) nil; each

one is an innumerable part (of the preceding one in inten-

sity), among the 4, 14 and 20 steps successively. Each
3ne is innumerable (times the innumerable spatial units)

of the universe.

Commentary.

The 20 places of age bondage and non-bondage as also their

nter-relation with the 4 places of intensity etc., and the 14 places of

thought paints will be best seen from the following table.
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As to their numbers. Let 7290 be the number of the operation

places (Udaya Sth&na) of passions, and let 9, represent innumerable

into innumerable spatial units of the universe. Then

7200

Al-7290-^p-7290-810-6480 (which is bahfl bhaga, great por-

tion of the total. The small portion left is, 810. And

810
A2 810

~ =810-90 720 (which is the great portion of 810.)
/

90
A3 90- :- 90-1080 (the greatest portion of 90).

7

A4 Remainder i. e. 9 10.

If the total of operation places is 7290 and innumerable x innu-

merable spatial units-9, then

B1-A1-6480. There are 6 places in earth furrow, A2-720. Then

790
B2-(720- 0-720-80-640.

B3-(8o4V
7^- 6

4 ; balance is 80-f-^-f%/ if / 57 v 7

80_ 80 \ 720-80_640_640
I

"~
9x9 /"" 81 *~81 9 s

80_ 80 \_720-80 640_640
81
~
81 x 9/ 729

"
729" 98

'80 80 \ 640 640

,729~729x9/6561"" 9*

on ''SO

B7-The balance-ggj |f
There are 6 places in dust furrow, AS 80.

_80v 720 - 80_640
T' 9 9

^80 80 \ 720 80_640 640

^9~9x9y~ 81 81
~

9*

B10-^S-

_/8Q_ 80 \_640 640

V729 729x97 6661*" 9*

-/ 80 80 v 640 _64Q
V656l~6561x9/ 6561x9 9

QA QA
B13 -the balance -

B14-A4-10.
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There are 20 age bondage or non-bondage places. The same
rule applies here.

But let the total number of operation places be represented by 1

and innumerable x innumerable spatial units of universe by 9 then*

l=, A2- 8 , A3-J; and A4~^, 8 ,

Bl-f

A2 has 6 terms.

8'

>

TV,<m ri 8 8 8Then
Cl-^_gj__

and C2- the balance-

Then C3-the
same-^

ThenC4- .. -|!

C7 balance-

PR 8>

C8-gs

0104

A3 has 6 terms. B8 - =i

i*
9*

8

8

B10-
.

C17balance|-'
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Note Every part is less in number than the upper one, and each

is equal to innumerable x universe, because the innumerable is of

varying values. The divisor is not to be taken to be the same* We
have merely by way of illustration taken it as 9, and 1.

n

296. In hell the duration of passions, greed etc
, (i. e.

greed, deceit, pride and anger) is for each, one antar-

muhurta, (and the total of the four also is one antar-

muhurta), (and each is) numerable times (of the preced-

ing one). In celestial beings (the duration) of anger etc.

(i.en of anger, pride, deceit and greed, is one antar-muhurta

severally, and collectively, and is also numerable-fold of the

preceding one, successively.)

STOTTOWJJ qfaU!J II RV9 II

297. rhe total of each (celestial or hellish class)

divided by the total of all (the instants in the 4 passions)

multiplied by the number of its own instants (gives the

number of its own class).

Commentary,

Let 1700 be the total of celestial beings, and the number of ins-

tants for the duration of their anger, pride, deceit and greed be 4,

16, 64 and 256 ; and let 4 be the Sankhydta.

Then 1700 -=-(4 + 16 + 64 + 256) - 1700* 840 5,

Now, 5 multiplied by 4 is equal to 20, the celestial beings with
anger ; 80 with Pride ; 320 with deceit ; and 1280 for greed.
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This shows that greed i.e., a desire for long and many enjoy-

ments is common among the celestials ; and anger is very rare. Si-

milarly, it would be found that anger is most common and greed the

rarest of their passions, among hellish beings.

u *$.^ 11

*rpfr

n ^c 1 1

298, (The number of)Jiumans and sub-humans with

greed, deceit, anger and pride (is found by treating their

total number minus the numbers of passionless) ; like 2

sensed etc., beings (in Gatha 179), by dividing by an in-

numerable part of a wink (Avali). Or (it) may be got from

the instants of their duration.

Commentary.
Let us illustrate how to find out the comparative number of

humans affected by each passion at one instant.

Let the number of total humans be .. 100500

,, ,, passion-less humans be ... 500

Then the number of humans with passion is ... 100000

Let the innumerable part of an Avail be 10.

Divide 100000 by 10= 10000. And 100000 - 10000- 90000.

Divide 90000 equally into 4 parts, and let the quotient, 22,500,

be allotted to greed, deceit, anger and pride, each. Now divide

the remaining one part, 10000, again by 10, the innumerable part of

an Avali. We get 1000.

10000-1000-9000. This should be added to the above allotment.

And we find the number of humans with greed -22500 1 9033 ~ 31500.

Again divide the balance 1000, by 10. We get 100.

Then 1000-100 - 900. This should be added to the second class.

Then humans with deceit would be 22500 f 900-23400.

Again divide 100 by 10- 10. 100 -10-90 should be added to third

class. Then humans with anger will be 22500+ 90-22590.

The balance 10 should be added to 4th class, then humans with

yide will be 22500+10=22610.
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It shows that if there are 100000 humans with passions, tha pro-

portion will be like this :

Humans with greed -31500

deceit -23400

anger -22590

pride -22510

Total 100000.

Similarly we can get number of sub-humans. The second pro-

cess of finding out the comparative numbers as given in the gatha
is illustrated as follows :

Let the instants of an Antara-muhfirta of duration of all the

passions be 10000 and the total number of passionate humans be

100000, and the innumerable part of an Avail 10.

Then divide 10000 instants by 10-1000. Then 10000 -1000 -9000.
This should be divided equally into the four passions, greed, deceit,

anger and pride, i. e. 9000-4-2250. The balance 1000 should again
be divided by 10, and we get 100. Then 1000-100-900, should be
added to greed. Then it will be -2250+900=3150.

The balance 100 should again be divided by 10. We get 10.

100-10-90. This should be added to deceit, we have then

2250+90-2340.

The balance 10 should again be divided by 10. We get 1. 10-19.
This should be added to anger, we have then 22504-9-2259.

The remaining 1 should be added to the pride =2250+- 1-2251.

The instants of 4 passions will be 3150f-2340f2259+2251-10000.

Now we should find out the number of humans by rule of three.

In 10000 instants there are 100000 humans, how many will there be
in 3150, 2340,2259,2251, instants.

Humans with Greed

Pride -

.Total 100000.
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CHAPTER XII.

Knowledge Soul Quest (Jo&n* m&rga.^&.)

u ^is. u

H 3S II

299. (That) by which (the soul) knows (all) the subs-

tances, (and their) attributes, and many kinds of modifica-

tions, pertaining to the three times (past, present and

future), directly and indirectly, is the knowledge (Jnana)
so they say.

u

3OO. Sensitive (Mati), scriptural (Shruta), visual

(Avadhi), mental (Manahparyaya), and perfect (Kevala)

are the five kinds of knowledge. (The first) four (are);

destructive-subsidential (Kshayopashamika, i.e., they arise

when there is partial destruction, partial subsidence, and

partial operation of knowledge-obscuring JnSna-varniya

Karma), (and) perfect knowledge (is) destructive <ksh&-

yika, i.e., it arises only on the destruction of the knowledge-

obscuring-Karma.)

Note. The above five are right knowledge.

u

\\ W u
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3O1. By the operation of wrong belief (Mithydtva),
and error (feeding-passions, Anantdnubandhi-Kashdya)

sub-classes of deluding, (Mohaniya Karma), (the first) 3

(kinds of) right knowledge themselves certainly become

the three kinds of wrong knowledge ; but wrong visual

(Vibhanga or Ku-avadhi is found) only in developable

rational five-sensed beings.

Commentary.
The 3 kinds of right knowledge also is only in five- sensed

rational beings.

3^ \\

3O2. By the operation of the mixed (Mishra, right-

and-wrong-belief of sub-class of right-belief-deluding

Karma, Darshan Moha) the 3 kinds of (right) knowledge

(are) themselves mixed up with 3 (kinds of) wrong knowr

ledge. Mental knowledge has been predicated of (saints

from the 6th to 12th stage with special (self) control.

Commentary.
The first stage of wrong belief (Mithydtva) is mentioned in

Gatha 301, as also the second stage of downfall (ssfidana) in which
there is the operation of error-feeding-passions. The 3rd, mixed
stage is mentioned here. The 4th stage is where right knowledge
begins. In the 4th and 5th stages all the three kinds of right know-
ledge can be found. Mental knowledge is found only in 6th stage
and onward. The first four kinds of right knowledge may thus, be
found from 6th to 12th stage. Perfect-knowledge is found only in

the 13th and 14th stages, and in the liberated souls.

u \*\ n
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SOS , The intelligence, which, without the instrumenta-

lity of (any one's) teaching, makes (one proficient) in

poisons, mechanical devices, nets, traps, and loops etc, (for

capturing elephants, lions, fish, birds etc., is wrong-

sensitive-knowledge, So they call it.

SO4, (Proficiency in) theft (and) police, preaching of

(Maha) Bharata and Ramayan etc,, vulgar and contempt-
ible (literature), (constitute) wrong scriptural knowledge,
Se they call it.

Commentary.
Right scriptural knowledge is that which keeps one engaged

in the thinking and writing of truth leading to liberation of the

soul ; and that which appertains to temporal matters, and one-

sided views is called wrong scriptural knowledge. From this

spiritual point of view, all literature and teaching of matters

relating to the commission, as well as the prevention and detection

of offences, literature of fiction, and impossible stories, propagation
of doctrines which cannot be established by logical arguments,
and all light, vulgar, and obscene literature are all instances of

wrong scriptural knowledge.

u \^ u

3O5. (Knowledge which is) opposed to visual know-

ledge, which is destructive-subsidential (kshayopashamika)

knowledge and (is) the cause of Karmas is wrong-visual-

knowledge (Vibhanga). This has been said in the scriptures

of the (saints) with complete knowledge.
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Commentary.
In this and the 2 preceding Gathas, three kinds of wrong know-

ledge are described. The Gathas are merely illustrative. They
roughly exemplify rather than define and distinguish 3 kinds of

wrong knowledge. The point to grasp is this, that wrong know-
ledge is certainly as mtich knowledge as right knowledge. The
method and means of acquisition of both are the same. The character
of the scope and limitations is the same. But the result is totally
different in the 2 cases. In one it is knowledge of things as they
are ; in the others it is not so, it is perverse, contrary or otherwise
distorted. This is called wrong knowledge. For example, take the

teachings of Mahdbharata and Ramdyana. The outlines of the story
are certainly true. But their description is some times so grotescue
that it must be called perversion of truth, for instance no one can

believe in the literal truth of an army of monkeys being marched

against the human hosts of the proud Lord of Lankd. If the reader

believes such incidents to be literally true, he would certainly have

wrong scriptural knowledge.

i

3O6. Knowledge through senses and the mind of (an

object which is both) present to (the sense) (and) destined

(to he known by it, is) sensitive knowledge (Abhinibodha
or mati). Perception (Avagraha), conception (iha),

judgment (Avaya) and retention (Dharana) are (the four

kinds appertaining to each of the senses and mind).

ft n ^ ovs n

II $* n

3O7. The (two) kinds of perception (avagraha), inde-

terminate (Vyanjan) and determinate (Artha-Avagraha)
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are respectively of objects which can be brought close

to the senses and of objects which cannot be brought

(close to the senses). They rise in succession (the deter-

minate always follows indeterminate perception). The first

(indeterminate perceptioii) (is) never by the eye or the

mind.

n ** \\

3*3 n

3O8, Perception knowledge necessarily rises immedia-

tely on the coming together of the senses and the sense-

objects (ie., after conation, Darshana), (Perception) being

acquired, the desire (to gain) more (definite knowledge)
is conception (lha).

II ^^^ II

3O9, After conception, when (there) is complete as-

certainment, it (is) judgment, (Avaya). The cause of

remembering the ascertained object even at an interval

of time (is) the fourth (ie. retention, Dharand).

n

a *

n ^?o II

31O. More (bahu), of many kipds (Bahu-vidha), quick

(hidden) (Anih-srita), ^unexpressed (Anukta),
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lasting(Dhruva), and their opposites,^** one, Alpa or Eka ;

of one kind, Eka-Vidha; slow, Akshipra; exposed, Nihsrita;

described, Ukta; transcient, (adhruva) (By these twelve

being applied) to each one of those (28) are produced 336

kinds.

Commentary.

Sensitive knowledge is knowledge derived through the -five

senses and the mind. Each one of these may be perception, concep-,

tion, judgment or retention. This gives 24 sub-clauses of deter-

minable objects. Indeterminate perception (Vyanjandvagraha) is

only by means of senses of touch, taste, smell and hearing. Thus

there are 28. Each one of these may be of the 12 kinds given in

the above Gatha. Thus there are 336 classes of Sensitive knowledge.

\\ \w \\

311. Apprehension of many things of the same and

of different kinds (is perception etc*, of) more (bahu) and

of many kinds (Bahu-vidha). Apprehension of the other

(ie.> of one thing only or of one kind is) the other (i.e. 9

Eka or Eka-vidha), And Quick (kshipra) etc., and their

opposites are explained by their names.

^rr ^rpT ^iiH wwji u

'art ^sroTPsqf ^T^^w^^^rt II ??^ u

312. Perception (etc.) of the (whole) thing from

(seeing only a) part of it, or knowledge of (hidden) object

by means of (perception etc.) (of) a part or whole (of

another thing) (is perception etc.,) (of) the hidden object

(anih-srita).
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II %* n

313. Knowledge of the (whole submerged body of

the) elephant at the time of perceiving (only), the tip of

his trunk, or (the knowledge) of the other thing moon,
and of the cow, on apprehension of the face (of a woman),

r
or an ox (Gavaya, a species of ox) is (illustrative of per-

ception etc., of the hidden objects.)

Commentary.

Hidden or (anihsrita), as the name implies, is the hidden subject
matter of sensitive knowledge. It is the perception etc., of the
whole from a part, or of one thing from a part or whole of another.

It should be noted that the subject matter here is always hidden.
It is a kind of inference. It is not the knowledge of the thing
:nown. It is rather a knowledge of something else from this

inowledge. For example, when an elephant is standing submerged
n water, when I look at it and I have direct knowledge only of

he tip of its living trunk, I have an inferential perception of the

/hole body of the elephant, although I do not see it. Or when I

ee a beautiful face or an ox, I think of the lovely moon or the

nimal cow. This reminiscence of similar qualities of beauty and

ow, is knowledge of something hidden (anihsrita.)

H

n w n

314. l, 4, 24 and 28 being placed in three lines, each

lultiplied by one, six and twelve, are the kinds of sensi-

vive knowledge.
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fitemfift? <Tgf ii

315. They call scriptural knowledge Shruta Jndna

the knowledge of another object, through an object

(known by the sensitive knowledge). Of necessity (it is)

preceded by sensitive knowledge. Here (knowledge) pro-

duced from words (is) primarily meant.

Commentary.
Shruta, literally means that which is heard (shru, to hear).

Scriptural knowledge is of two kinds:

1. Lettered or verbal (Akshar&tmaka), 2. Letterless or non-

verbal (Anakshrdtmaka).

Verbal scriptural knowledge is derived from words which are

composed of letters (Akshara) spoken or written; as when the eye
sees the written word or the ear hears the spoken word ' SOUL/
the seeing and hearing gives us merely sensitive knowledge. What
more we think about the meaning, and connotation of the word
'SOUL' is scriptural knowledge. It is called verbal scriptural know-
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ledge; because it is derived from our sensitive knowledge of the word

Soul.

Non-verbal scriptural knowledge is derived from all kinds of

sensitive knowledge, except those kinds which can be reduced to

words, written or spoken. E. G., you feel cold air; the knowledge
of coldness is sensitive knowledge by means of touch of the skin.

If you do not like it, that is unpleasant, it is
(non-jjprbal) scriptural

knowledge. It is derived from your knowledge of feeling of cold,

which cannot be reduced to a mere word, written or spoken.

, Verbal scriptural knowledge is possible only in rational beings.

All the irrationals (asamjni) have only non-verbal scriptural know-

ledge.

Their sensitive knowledge is confined to perception (Avagraha)

by the 5 senses, and indeterminate preceptionby all, except the eye.

So, the irrationals have got only 9 out of 28 divisions.

The rationals (Sanjni) have the non-verbal scriptural know-

ledge also. Verbal scriptural knowledge (Akshdratmaka) is also

called Shabda Jndna or Shabdaja produced by words. Non-verbal

(Anakshrdtmaka) scriptural knowledge is also called Linga-Jnfina

or Lingaja, produced by signs.

U

316. In the non-verbal (Anaksharatmaka scriptural

knowledge there) are innumerable times the spatial units

of universe places with 6 (fold increase;) (The number

of different individual letters) in the verbal (scriptural

knowledge is) 6th term, of the square index series of 2

(Dvirtipa Varga Dhdra) minus one.

Commentary.

6 fold increase-(i) Increase by an infinite part (Ananta Bh&ga
vriddhi) i. e. by adding an infinite part to the original.

2. Increase by innumerable part (Asankhydta Bhdga Vriddhi.)

3. Increase by a numerable part (Sankhyfita Bhga Vriddhi.)
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4. Increase by numerable fold (Sankhyfita Guna yriddhi)
i. e. numerable times added to the former.

5. Increase by innumerable times (Asankhy&ta Guna Vriddhi.)

(6) Increase by infinite times (Ananta Guna Vriddhi.)

The 6th term-expression [ (((((2)
3
)
2
)
2)0 2

|

2 this is called Ek-

atthi. In this series the basic number is 2, and the index is also 2,

each term is the Square of the index of the immediately preced-

ing term. Therefore it is called Dvirupavarga Dh&rd, because all

the figures in it are 2 and the indices grow in a series of two to the

power two, etc. The number of twos in any term is one more than

the number of the term in the series and the number of the twos

in the index is the number of the term itself. Thus the fourth term

has 4 twos as its index and 5 twos in all. It is called Pannatthi. It

is equal to 65536.

The 5th term in the series has 5 twos in index and 6 in all. It

is called V&dala. It is equal to (65536)
2

.

The 6th term has 6 twos in index and 7 in all. It is called Ekatthi
is equal to (655361

4
. The number of different unrepeated letters

(Apunurukta Akshara) and their unrepeated combinations employ-

ed in the whole of the scriptures is (Ekatthi) l=-{(65536)
4

lj

184,467,440,737,095,516,15.

Total of the repeated letters is obviously very much more than

the above number.

n ^ 11

n \^ u

H

317-818. 1. Paryaya, 2. Akshara, 3 Pada, 4. Samghata,
5. Pratipattika, 6. Anuyoga, 7. Prabhritaka-Prabhritaka,
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8. Prabhrita, 9 Vastu, 10. Purau Samasa being added to

each of these, there are 20 kinds of scriptural know-

ledge. (There) are also the same number i. e. 20 kinds

of scriptural knowledge obscuring (Karma, Shruta Jnana

Varjiiya-Karma.)

II

II ^e II

319. Know the Paryaya knowledge to be the mini-

mum (possessed by) a fine (completely undevelopable
common soul, Nigoda). But the distinction (is that) Par-

yaya (knowledge) obscuring (Karma begins to obscure)

knowledge from the next degree.

Commentary.
The meaning is that this is the minimum kind of knowledge,

almost the point where knowledge entirely vanishes. In other

words, this is the point from which the knowledge begins. Na-

turally this must be immune from the activity of Knowledge obscur-

ing Karma.

3 2O. (Paryaya Knowledge) in the fine (completely)

undevelopable common (soul, Nigoda) in the first instant

of its birth is the lowest minimum, always open and un-

obscured,

Commentary,
The word open, also means unobscured by the scriptural-know-

ledge-obscuring Karma.

H ^R ? u
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H

321. (This Paryaya minimum, non-verbal, scriptural

knowledge) is only in fine (completely) undevelopable

common soul, (Nigoda) during the first turning, out of the

three (maximum possible) turnings (in transmigration), to

its last completely undevelopable (incarnation) after hav-

ing been born in all its possible (mean births, 6012-minus

this last one.)

Commentary.

This is -so, because continuous wanderings in the same absolutely

lowest form of existence cause the greatest pain, and generate the

most instense kind of conation and knowledge-obscuring-Karmas.

By the operation of such Karmas, when the soul moves towards the

last of its mean births, it has absolutely the lowest degree of cona-

tion and of sensitive and non-verbal scriptural knowledge.

1 1

322. In the fine (completely) undevelopable common^
(soul, JSfigoda) in the first instant of its (moving towards

the last) birth (there is) the minimum non-verbal (Labdh-

yakshara i. e. the minimum knowledge because it is indes-

tructible ; Akshara) destruction-subsidence (Kshyayopasha-

ma) of the Karmas which obscure the scriptural knowledge

preceded by sensitive (knowledge ) (by means of) sense

of touch.

n

TJ I

li
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323. Above this minimum (parydya) knowledge,

(there) are certainly (6 stages) of increase, in succession,

by infinite, innumerable and numerable part, and of

increase by numerable, innumerable, and infinite fold.

u ^s n

TTT%?

II \w II

324. The (infinite, the innumerable and tlje numer-

able) are certainly fixed as the number of all the souls,

innumerable times spatial units of universe, and the maxi-

mum numerable, for the Q stages of (increase) by part or

times in succession.

u

u ^^ II

325, For exposition (in brief) the name of the 6 (sta-

ges of) increase respectively are the figure U (uru-much

large, anka-figure) (Urvanka) ... fu.

The figure 4 ... ... (Chaturanka) ... f4,

5 ... ... (Panchanka) ... f5.

ff
6 ... ... (Shatanka) ... f6.

f>
7 ... ... (Saptanka) ... f7.

8 ... ... (Ashtanka) ... f8.

u

nw u
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326. The preceding increase having been repeated

(as many times as there are spatial units) in an innumer-

able part of a (linear; finger, the next increase takes

place one time. Certainly this is done again and again till

the last increase, (i. e. every one of G increases is repeat-

ed an innumerable part of a linear finger before the next

one is taken).

Commentary.
Six fold increase may best be explained by an illustrative

statement

Let infinite be represented by 8.

,, innumerable ,, ,, 3.

,, numerable ,, ,, 2.

and let the first figure subject to increase be 48.

(1) Infinite part increase 48 1 V - 48 * 6 -54.

(2) Innumerable - 54 V -54 +18-72.
(3) Numerable 72-1-

7
/ 72 4- 36-108.

(4) Numerable fold 108 r 108x2^108 + 216 =324,

(5) Innumerable fold 324 + 324 x 3324 + 972 1296.

(6) Infinitefold =1296 + 1296x8 -=1296 +10368- -11664.

Thus if all the 6 kinds of increase take effect once on 48, it would

amount to 11664.

Now let us see how this six-fold increase takes effect as stated

in gatha 326, on the minimum scriptural knowledge called paryaya

knowledge, possessed by a non-developable Hue Nigoda vegetable

vide gatha 321.

The infinite part increase takes place as many times as there

are spatial units in an innumerable part of a linear finger (Suchi-

angula), thereafter the innumerable part increase takes place only

once. And again the infinite part increase takes place as many
times as there are spatial units in an innumerable part of a linear

finger, after which, the innumerable part increase shall take place

a second time. Then again the infinite part increase shall happen
as before, and the innumerable part increase once again. Proceeding
in this manner the innumerable part increase should take place as

many times as there are spatial units in an innumerable part of a

linear finger. Then again the infinite part increase should take

place as many times as there are spatial units in an innumerable

part of a linear finger. There-after the nufaeraWe part increase
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shall take place once, and the process of infinite part increase and

innumerable part increase repeated as above; there-after the nume-
rical part shall take place the second time. The process should be

repeated again and again to complete the numerical part increase

as many times as there are spatial units in an innumerable part of

a linear finger. The process of infinite part increase and innumer-
able part increase should again be exhausted, the same number of

times as above. Then again infinite part increase shall take placfc

as many times as there are spatial units etc., etc., etc. Thereafter the

numerable fold increase shall once take place. The whole of the pre-

ceding process from the very beginning being repeated we shall

have numerable fold increase a second time.

The repetition of the process should be done as many times as
v

there are spatial units in an innumerable part of a linear finger and

then we shall have the numerable fold increase the same number
of times. Now again the process from the very beginning should

be repeated to complete the innumerable part increase, and numer-

able part increase and again the innumerable part increase the

same number of times, then infinite part increase should be done

the same number of times, afterwards once innumerable fold in-

crease should be done. In order to complete this innumerable fold

increase the same number of times, the same process from the

very beginning should be repeated the same number of times.

Now-again the process preceding the first innumerable fold

increase should be repeated.

Then after making infinite part increase as many times as

there are spatial units in innumerable part of a linear finger, infi-

nite fold increase should be done once.

The number thus gained will be the last figure of the six-fold

increase. This figure should be taken as the first figure for calcu-

lating the second six-fold increase. Such six-fold increases effect-

ed innumerable times, the innumerable spatial units of the universe

represent the extent of Parydya-Samasa-knowledge.

For further details see Sanskrit commentary of Gommatsara.

The following table will show how the repetition of increases is

done. U refers to infinite part, 4 to innumerable part, 5 to numer-

able part, 6 to numerable fold, 7 to innumerable fold and 8 to infinite

fold. The recurrence of any one or more of these figures means

their repetition as many times as there are spatial units in an innu-

merable part of a linear Anger.
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Table of 6 fold increase.

Here 8 occurs

7

6

5

4

u

1 time.

2 times.

... 6

- 18

... 54

... 162

Total ... 243 vide Gatha 330.

u

327. (The six-fold increases take place innumerable

times of the innumerable spatial units of the universe),

In the first of the six-fold increases, there are 5 increases

only. In the remaining (there) are 6 increases. The

number of (Pada equal to spatial units in an innumerable,

which is part of a linear finger) is the same everywhere,

Commentary.
The last increased figure of the first step is taken as the first

figure of the second step, and therefore there are only 5 increases

in the first step, and six in all the rest.
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S ifrf^ \

|t

328. In all the 6 places (series) the first (number in

the first place) is (the last of the last places of series

i. e., infinite fold increase (Ananta-guna vriddhi, i. &), the

figure 8 (Ashtanka). And the last is (infinite part increase)

(Ananta bhaga vriddhi', the figure U (urvanka). The mini-

mum knowledge (Paryaya Jnana) is also) the figure 8

(Ashtanka, i. e., infinite fold) as the omniscient has seen.

Commentary.
In the six-fold increase, the last increase is the infinite-fold,

which becomes the first commencing figure of the next six-fold

increase. Then the last figure of any six-fold increase will be the

infinite part increase preceding the infinite-fold increase. This

infinite part increase is called Urvanka. The minimum knowledge
is also called 8 Ashtanka because it is infinite fold of the measure
of degrees (AvibhagaPratichheda) in the attribute of individuality

(aguru-laghu).

!jrT^*rT ^R^T^t II ^^5. II

329. The figure 8
(i. e., infinite fold increase) (Ananta-

guna vriddhi) (occurs only) once (in a six-fold series), the

figure 1 (i. e.
9
innumerable fold increase (Asankhyata guna

vriddhi occurs a) Kandaka (times i. e. as many times as

the linear finger (Suchiangula) is divided by innumerable).

Descending (we go) up to the figure U (Urvanka i e.,

increase by infinite part Ananta-bhdga-vriddhi). (The
number of their occurence will be, obtained by multiplying
each with a (Kdndaka plus one).
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Commentary.
8 occurs only one time.

7 Kndaka times.

6 ,, Kandaka x (Kdndaka + 1)

6 Kandaka x (KSndaka + I)
2

.

4 Kandaka x (Kandaka + I)
3

.

u ,, Kandaka x (Kdndaka + I)
4

.

"

\

II ?*o II

33O. The square of Kandaka plus one multiplied by
the cube of (Kandaka plus one) is the total number (of all

the increases in one set of 6 fold increase). So it has been

said by the Conquerors (Jinas).

Commentary*

The statement in Gathas 329 and 330 may be illustrated as

follows :
-

Let Kdndaka be represented by 2.

Then the total number of increases in one set of six-fold increases

will be(2fl)'
J x (2 + 1) ~9*27243 (vide gatha 330).

The separate increases dealt with in Gatha 329 may be shown

as below: -

8-1 - 1

7-Kandaka(K) = 2

6~K(ka) -2(241) - 6

18

54

Total ... 243

Also see table to Gatha 326. The same numbers of increases is

shown there.

u \ n
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f|jt!nj; II

331. The minimum non-verbal knowledge (i e., Par-

yaya or Labdhyakshara Jnana becomes) double when
three-fourths or 41 out of 56, or 7 out of 10, of the num-
ber of maximum numerable steps, have been worked out

(in the process of numberable part increase).

332. Thus the six-fold increases in the non-verbal

(Anaksharatmak scriptural knowledge) are (innumerable

by innumerable spatial units of) universe. All (these are)
the (kinds of irreducible class of scriptural knowledge) or

(Paryaya-Samasa or Paryaya series). After this I shall

describe the verbal scriptural knowledge (Aksharatmaka
Shrula Jnana).

U

H

333. Verbal scriptural knowledge (Arthdkshara) divid-

ed (by what is got) after the last U, multiplied by (what

is got) after the last U, is the verbal scriptural knowledge.
This is said by the Conquerors.

Commentary.
Verbal scriptural knowledge is that which is got after an

infinite fold increase (Ananta-guna-vriddhi) in the result of the last

U, increase i. e. increase by infinite part. This divided by

-1) is the minimum verbal scriptural knowledge (Akshara

knowledge of a letter).
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The infinite degrees (Avibhdga Pratichheda) contained in one

letter-knowledge divided by the degrees (Avibhaga Pratichheda)

of U, the highest figure of Paryaya-Samasa-knowledge is the infinite

by which we have to multiply the Parydya-Samasa-knowledge to

obtain verbal scriptural knowledge. This infinite is different from

the infinite in the six-fold increases heretofore.

Akshara is of three kinds:

(i) Capacity of possessing (minimum) verbal scriptural know-

ledge, produced by the destruction-subsidence of the scrip-

tural-knowledge obscuring-Karma. It is called letter facul-

ty, Labdhyakshara.

(ii) Sound produced by means of the vocal organs, lips, teeth,

tongue, palate, throat, etc., are called letter sounds,

Nirvritti Akshara.

(Hi) Representation of sounds by letters is the letter-representa-

tion (Sth&pana Akshara),

n

*R5W*mr:

334, Expressible matters, (i e., the total of know-

ledge as expressed by the Adorable (Arahanta) himself

in His enlightened Voice, Divyadhvani or letterless speech,

Anakshardvani) is an infinite part of inexpressible (matter,

i. e., the total of all what is known to the omniscient). And

only an infinite part of expressible (matter) can be digested

as scriptural (knowledge).

335. One letter (knowledge) increasing up to numer-

able (letters) the increase of letters being one by one,

constitutes the scriptural knowledge named 'foot' (Pada).
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Commentary.

All the intervening grades from 2-letter to the maximum numer-

able-letters-knowledge, excepting the last, viz., Pada, are included

in the term letter-class-knowledge Akshara-Samdsa.

H

336. The letters (Varna-Akshara) of a foot or (Pada)

are (163*, 83,07,888) sixteen hundred thirty four crores,

eighty-three lacs and seven thousand eight hundred and

eighty-eight.
Commentary*

Foot or Pada is of 3 kinds:

(1) Arthapada meaning foot a combination of letters which

conveys some meaning as "bring fire" "Agnim Anaya."

(2) Pramana-pada, measure-foot, a fixed number of letters or

syllables necessary for a particular kind of combination in prose or

poetry, such as,
"

I bow to the Lord Mahavira" (namahShri-varddha

Manaya) Here the foot, consists of letters, forming a fourth part of

verse of the metre called Anushtupa.

(3) Maddhyama-Pada-middle-foot. It comprises 1634,83,07,888

letters as said in the above gatha. This pada is used as a unit of

measurement, in describing the contents of the different Angas or

parts of the scriptural-knowledge in gatha 350 and those which

follow.

H

n

337. One foot (pada), increasing upto numerable

thousand (Padas), the increase of letters being one by one,

constitutes (the division) of scriptural (knowledge) named

"Sanghdta,"
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Commentary.
The intermediate grades between (Pada) and (Sanghata) (foot

and division) are Pada-Samasa or foot-class. For each unit of

numerable thousands, the numbar of letters in the middle f>ot is

increased as many times as there are units in it, i. e. in the middle

foot.

338. Beyond the division (Sanghata) scriptural (know-

ledge, (containing) description of one of the four condi-

tions of existence (letters being added one by one) as

before up to the number of numerable thousand (Sanghata)

(divisions), (we have) Pratipatti ''part" ^scriptural know-

ledge).

Commentary.
The intermediate grades between Sanghata and Pratipatti are

(Sanghata Samasa).

n w

1 1

339. u
Pratipatti

"
(scriptural knowledge) describing

the character of the four conditions of existence letters

being added, (one by one) as before, up to the number, of

numerable thousands (Pratipatti), we have ^Anuyoga"
(scriptural knowledge).

Commentary.
The intermediate grades between (Pratipatti) and (Anuyoga)

are called Pratipatti Sarnasa),
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u

340. "
Beyond

"
Anuyoga (scriptural knowledge) con-

taining 14 soul-quests (Margana) letters being added (one

by one as before) upto the four and other Anuyogas, (we
have)

"
Prabhrita-Prabhrita

"
(scriptural knowledge).

Commentary.
The intermediate grades between Anuyoga and Prabhrita-Prab-

hrita are called Anuyoga-samasa.

n \tt \\

n ^v^ n

341, Adhikara and Prabhrita (are) synonymous,
Adhikara of Prabhrita is named Prabhrita-Prabhrita, it

has been said by the Conquerors.

n

342. Beyond Prabhrita Prabhrita (scriptural know-

ledge) letters (being added) successively (as before) up to

24 Prabhrita-Prabhrita, (there) is the "Prabarita."

C ommentary.

The intermediate grades between Prabhrita Prabhrita and

bhrita are called Prabhrita-Prabhrita-Samdsa.

faflft

n *v\ u
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343. Each chapter (Adhikara) of 20 Prabhritas

(makes,) one Vastu Adhikara. Successive increase by one

letter, should be known (to take place) every where.

Commentary.
The intermediate grades between Prabhrita and Vastu are

called Prabhrita-Samasa.

u

II ^vv II

344. Ten, fourteen, eight, eighteen, twelve, twelve,

sixteen, twenty, thirty, fifteen, ten in i each, (are the num-

bers of) vastus (in the 14 Purvas.)

(

ii \w u

nw u

345-346. Utpada Piirva, Agrayaniya, Virya-Prava-

ia, Asti-nasti-Pravada, Jnana Pravada, Satya-Pravada,

Uma-Pravada, Karma-Pravada, Pratyakhyana, Virya-

luvada, Kalyana-vada, Prana-vada, Kriya-vishdla, and

Triloka-vindu-sara (are U) Purvas respectively, (corres-

ponding to the 14 sets of.vastus in gatha 341).

ft pft ftf% U
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347. And in these 14 Purvas taken together (there)

are 195 vastus and 3900 Prabhritas.

^ li \t^ it

rTTOJ

u

II

348-349. Arthakshara, Pada, Sanghata, Pratipattika,

Anuyoga, Prabhrita-Prabhrita, Prabhrita, Vastu, and

Piirva. These with their respective classes (Samasa) (pro-

duced) by successively adding a letter, (form the 18

divisions of) verbal scriptural knowledge. (And these

eighteen with the two, Paryaya and Paryaya class(sam^sa)

make the, 20 divisions of (scriptural) knowledge, (Reduc-

ed) to the form of books (scriptural knowledge consists

of) 12 angas and 14 (Purvas) and (14 Prakirnakas.)

II

350. (The total number of middle) feet in the Angas
is one hundred twelve crores, eighty-three lacs, fifty-eight

thousands and five, (112,83,58005).
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g n W u

u

351. (The total) number of (unrepeated) letters in the

(14) Prakirnakas is eight crores, one lac, eight thousand

one hundred and seventy-five, (8,01,os,175.)

iroft WSTWDTWI u

n

352. Thirty three consonants (Vyanjana), 27 Vowel
sounds (i. c. slight, hrisva; long, Dirgha; prolonged, Plata;

of each of the 9 vowels, a (sr), i (*), u (3), ri (sff), Iri (^),

e (n), ai ($), o (rt), au (sft), and 4 mixed sounds (Yoga-

vaha) i. e. Anusvara ( ). Visarsja ( : ), the gutteral sound

formed at the roof of the tongue (Jihva-muliya) i. e. the

visarga or h ( : ) before K (*) and Kh i^r) and the aspi-

rate visarga h ( : ) before P (q) and Ph (K\ formed by
the lips, therefore called Upadhmaniya from Upadhmdns
(lip) --are the 64 root-letters or representations of sounds

(Mula-Varna.)
Commentary.

These 64 are without beginning Anddi, and without end, Ananta.

U ^K^ U

II

353 Having distributed the 64 letters (i. e. having

put down figure 1 in 64 places) and placing 2 (on every

one) (then) multiplying (all the twos) with each other

(i. e, raising two to the power of sixty four. 264

), and
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subtracting 1, (from it) we find (the total number of) the

letters of Scriptural knowledge.
Commentary.

There are 64 letters. According to the number of letters grouped
together, they can be placed in 64 groups. No combination in a group
is to be repeated, i. e., no permutation is allowed. For example,

^, ^ make only 3 forms, j, ^ 3F<3 and not four, $, ^, ?^,^ whether

appearing singly or combined together. The total number of forms
would be (2

(l4

1). The following table shows the number of forms,
in. which the first ten consonants can appear, either singly or com-
bined together,

The last total for 64 letters will be 203 . We, then, have
the geometrical series of 64 (n) terms, with 2=1, as the
first term (a), and 2 as the common ratio (r). Applying the

a( l-r
n

)

formula S - Jsr
'

, we have the total number of forms for 64 letters as

2 (1-2)
84

1-2
64

\ 2
q
-IT~~ ^

4
'1 which may also be expressed as

minus one.
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II

354. One, eight, four, four, six, seven, four, four, zero,

seven, three, seven, zero, nine, five, five, one, six, one, and

five. (i.e. l,84,46,74,40,73,70,95,51,615-(2
64

-l) =(Ekatthi-l)

is the total number of letters and their unrepeated com-

binations).

II \ I % II

355. (The total of these) letters divided by (the num-

ber of) letters in a middle foot (Madhyam pada) is (the total

number of middle) feet (Madhyama-padas) in the (Angas
and Purvas.) And (pupil) ! (the number of) the remain-

ing letters is the number (of letters) in the (fourteen)

(Prakirnakas.)

u ^ *$ n

I

II

U ^ 5(^ U

?T?T

H
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f siNra ^f^r? u \v& n

u \^ u

u

356-57-58-59. In (Acharanga), (Sutrd-kritanga,

Sthananga, Samavayanga, Vyakhyaprajnapti, Dharma-

Kathanga, Upasaka-dhyananga, Antah-kriddashanga, Anut-

tarau-papa^dikadashanga, Prashna-Vyakarana, and Vipaka

Sutra,) the number of middle feet (Padas respectively is)

eighteen, thirty-six, forty-two, square of eight, twenty-

eight, fifty-six, seventy, twenty-eight, forty-four (and)
sixteen thousands, and one, two, five, eleven, twenty-three,

ninety-two, ninety-three lacs are to be added in the fourth

and the following. (They are) eighty-four lacs and one

crore in Vipaka-sutra,

Commentary.
The middle feet of the 11 angas are respectively eighteen

thousand (18,000), thirty-six thousand (36,000) forty-two thousand

(42,000), one lac and sixty four thousand(l,64,000),twolacs and twen-

ty-eight thousand (2,28,000), five lacs and fifty-six thousand (5,56000),

eleven lacs and seventy thousand (11,70,000), twenty-three lacs

and twenty-eight thousands (23,28,' '('0), ninety-two lacs and forty

four thousand (92,44,000), ninety-three lacs and sixteen thousand

(93,16,000), and one crore and eighty-four lacs (1,84,00,000).

\\ \\* \\
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36O. (The figures of) total number (of feet, Pada) in

the eleven Anga? (are) 415,020,00. And in the (Drishti) Vada

(i.e. Drishti Pravada), the mh Anga it is 108,685,005. And
in the (non-anga) (scriptures i. e. 14 Prakirnakas of (Anga.

Vahya) the (total number of) letters (is) 80,108,175.

Commentary.
The number of letters have been taken according to the notation

given before, on page 104.

^ $ \\\

: ll 3^ Ml

ll

361-62, (The twelfth anga consists of) 5 kinds of

Parikarma, Chandra-prajnapti, Surya-prajnapti. Jambu-

dvipa-prajnaptu Dvipa-Samudra-prajnapti, Vyakhya pra*

jnapti; (one) Sutra (one) Prathamanuyoga ; (14)(Purvas

and the five kinds of Chulika; Jala-gata, Sthalagata

M^ya-gatd, Ak^shagat$, Rupa-gata. The number of these

(is given below) in their order,

u

I

ll

u \w a

ft^ I

II ^v u
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363-64. 36,05,000; 5,03,000; 3,25,000; 52,36,000;

84,36,000; 88,00,000; 5,000; 95,50,00,005; and 20,989,200, in

each of the (5 chulikas) Jala-gata etc; and 1,810,5000 is (the

total of) feet in Pari-karma, and 10,49,46,000 is the total

of (feet in chulikas).

n ^ u

365-6S. (The middle feet in the 14) Purvas (res-

pectively are), fifty, forty-eight, thirty-five, thirty, fifty,

fifty, thirteen hundred, ninety, forty-two, fifty-five, thirteen

hundred, six hundred fifty, four hundred fifty, six

hundred-twenty-five, each multiplied by two lacs; and

subtract one from the fifth; and add six to the sixth.

rf^T

u

U ^^c U

H ^^C II
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367-68. The fourteen non-anga (Anga-Vahya, Praki-

rnakas are), Samayika, chatura-vinsha-stava, Vandana,

Pratikramana, Vainayika, Kriti-karma, Dashavaikalika,

Uttard-dhyayana, Kalpa Vyavahara, Kalpa-Kalpya, Mahd-

kalpya, Pundarika, Maha-pundarika, and Nishiddhiba).

Note For further particulars, see Tattwartha Sutra

20, Chapter 1, S. B. J., Vol. II, by Jaini.

369. ^Viewed) as knowledge, (full) scriptural and

perfect knowledge, both are equal; but scriptural know-

ledge (is) indirect (Paroksha
1

, and perfect knowledge (is) (

direct (Pratyaksha).

n ^vso n

n

37O. (Visual knowledge is called) Avadhi, because it

is limited (Avadhiyate), and it is called in the scriptures

Sima jnana (bounded knowledge, because it is bounded in

respect of its subject matter, Dravya, its scope in space,

Kshetra, its duration in time, Kdla, and its different con-

ditions Bhava). And the Conquerors speak of visual

knowledge as of (a) kinds, produced by birth (Bhava-

pratyaya), or by merit (Guna-pratyaya).

fJTT tf<5^W!m^ ^^g^rt i

11 \w* u
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371. Birth born (Bhava-pratyaya, Visual know-

ledge, is possessed by) celestial and hellish beings, and

also by the Tirthankaras, and rises (from the destruction-

subsidence of visual-knowledge-obscuring Karma), in all

(parts of) the body. Merit-born (Guna-pratyaya visual -

knowledge is acquired) by human and sub-human beings,

and rises (from the destruction-subsidence of visual-

knowledge-obscuring Karma in body above the navel) at

the marks of conch etc. (e.g. lotus, bolt, svastika, etc.)

\\

372. Merit-born (visual knowledge is) of 6 kinds, (1)

Accompanying (Anugami), (2) stead-fast (Avasthita), (3)

increasing (Vardha-mana), and their opposites, [(4) Non-

accompanying (Ananugami), (5) unsteady or changeable

(Anavasthita), (6) decreasing (Hiyamana)]. And (general-

ly there are) 3 kinds of visual (knowledge). Partial-visual

(knowledge, Desha-vadhi), High visual (knowledge Parm&-

vadhi) and Full visual (knowledge, Sarva-vadhi).

n \v u

3 ^^?r n ^^ n

373. Birth-born (Bhava-Pratyaya) visual (knowledge)
is necessarily partial visual (knowledge, Desha-vadhi).

High (Parama) and Full (Sarva) visual-knowledge (is

necessarily) merit-born (Guna-Pratyaya), Partial Visual

knowledge also may be merit (born).

U
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\\

374. The minimum of partial visual (knowledge) is

(acquired by merit) by human and sub-human beings; the

maximum, by the self-controlled (Sanyami saints).

High-visual (Parma- vadhi) and Full-visual (Sarva*

vadhi) (knowledge rise only) in vowful (saints) in their last

incarnation.

n ^vy* n

375. Welllpartial visual (knowledge is) fallible(Prati-

pdti), the remaining two are in-fallible (Apratipnti). (Souls

having the) last two kinds (of visual knowledge) cannot

have wrong belief or vowlessness.

n w( a

ff^r ^ R^^nrffrT^ ^f^f^rf^r* II 3^ li

376, Visual (knowledge) from its minimum to its

maximum, in respect of its subject matter, (Drav^a), scope

(Kshetra), Time (Kdla) and condition (Bhava) knows

(only) material (objects). And the Full Visual knowledge
is free from the distinctions of (minimum and maximum).

Commentary.
Matter alone can be the object of visual knowledge. Soul

mixed up with matter, namely all mundane souls, are also, there-

fore, knowable by it.

fiu^nrr it ^vsvs n
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377. The collection (Sanchaya) of quasi-karmic (no-

karma), physical (auddrika) molecules acquired by medium

vibratory activity (Yoga of the soul) with its naturally

attendant (Visrasopachaya group of atoms), divided by

(the innumerable spatial units of) the universe (Loka, is

what) minimum visual (knowledge) necessarily knows as

(its) subject matter.

Commentary.
Collection here means 1^ times guna-h&ni unit of bondage (Sa-

maya-Prabaddha). Obviously grosser things can be the subject

matter of this minimum visual knowledge. But finer matter can-

not be known by this minimum visual knowledge.

11 \9* \\

378. In the third instant of the birth of fine (com-

pletely) undevelopable common (soul, Sukshma Labdhya-

Parydpta Nigoda) there is the minimum extent of loca-

lisation. (This is) the minimum scope in space of the

visual-knowledge.

Commentary.

Minimum Visual-knowledge comprehends only the objects

given in the last Gatha located in the space given here. The gros-

ser matters also to be knowable by minimum visual knowledge

must not occupy more space than mentioned here.
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379. We do not know the length, breadth and height

in space of minimum visual (knowledge) separately. But

its cubic volume (Samikarana) is the extent in space of

minimum (Visual knowledge.)

Commentary.
The extent in space of the body of a fine completely undevelopable

common soul in the 3rd instant from its birth being the absolute

minimum cannot be reduced to its length, breadth, and height, in

any linear measure which can be comprehended by the human mind.

This is what is meant in the gatha.

Otherwise there are innumerable spatial-units even in the space

occupied by this body, and each one of them is perfectly plain to

the all-knowledge of the Omniscient.

f ^TffW II V:o II

n

38CX The extent of the minimum localisation is an

innumerable part of an ordinary finger (Utseda-angula.)

And the spatial volume of it is the cube of its base (Suchi,)

^ u \&\ II

381. The minimum spatial extent (Kshetra) of

visual (knowledge) is (measured) by Uteeda angula, be-

cause (its measure is) the extent of the space occupied

by (the body of the) fine (completely undevelopable common
soul in 3rd instant of its birth.) Beyond this (the measure
is by) (Framdna-angula) (equal to 500 Utsed&ngula),

II ** W
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It $C^ II

382. Minimum visual (knowledge) knows the mini-

mum matter (which is> in the minimum spacial extent of

visual (knowledge.) The volume of that subject matter

is the cube of the innumerable part of an Utseda-finger.

5 u ^c^ II

383. Minimum visual-knowledge as to time knows

(its proper subject matter of the present), past and future

to the extent of an innumerable part of a wink, Avail. As

regards conditions, (minimum-visual knowledge knows)
an innumerable part of (the conditions in the minimum)
time (given above).

n \w \\

384, For the different divisions of the subject matter

(Dravya) beyond the minimum subject matter, (there) is

Dhruvahara (geometric progression with a fractional com-

mon ratio). (It is) an infinite part of the liberated souls

or infinite times (the number of) souls which are incapable

of liberation (Abhavya).

II CX, U

M
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385. Common ratio (Dhruvah&ra) multiplied by itself

as many times as the number of divisions of partial visual

knowledge as regards its subject matter in the geo-

metric series (i. e. 9 the number of terms minus 2, is) mul-

tiplier of the karmic molecule. (This) multiplied by

karmic molecule should be known to be the unit of bon-

dage (Samaya-Prabaddha with regard to (the subject

matter of) visual knowledge.

WWII ^f|*n Client! <Jq( II C$ I)

II

386. An infinite part of (the number of) divisions of

molecules of mind matter (mano-vargand) is the common
ratio (Druvahdra.) The difference between the maximum
and minimum (of mind matter) plus one (are) the divisions

of these molecules. (It refers to common ratio of mind

molecules).

n w u

II ^ II

387. The minimum of mind-molecules is infinite (i. e.

minimum mind molecule is of infinite atoms). And an
infinite part of it added to it (is) its maximum. Thus an
infinite part of the divisions of the mind (molecules is) the

common ratio (Dhruvah&ra) for the subject matter (of

visual knowledge).

'WWI
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u II 5^ U

I)

388-89. Although the extent of common ratio is the

infinite part of the liberated souls, yet it is an infinite

part of that multiplier of Karmic Vargana, (which is used)

for the unit of bondage (Samaya-Prabaddha). And the

multiplier of the fkarmic molecule) is the common ratio

multiplied by itself as many times as the number of divi-

sions in partial visual knowledge minus 2.

Commentary.
The highest division of partial visual knowledge will be a karmic

molecule divided by common ratio (Dhruvahdra) once. The lowest

division will be a karmic molecule multiplied by Dhruvahdra mul-

tiplied by itself as many times as number of divisions of partial

visual knowledge thinus 2.

\

39O. The divisions of spatial extent (kshetra) multi-

plied by an innumerable part of a (linear) finger (suchi-an-

gula) are the divisions of subject matter. (And) the divi-

sions of spatial extent are the difference between its

minimum and maximum (plus one).

u 5.t ii
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391. The minimum (spatial extent) is the innumerable

part of a cubic finger (Ghanangula equal to the minimum

space occupied by a body of fine completely undevelopable

common soul) and the maximum is the universe (Loka).

Thus the multiplier of the (karmic) molecule (is) the

product of the common ratio (Dhruvahdra) multiplied by
itself innumerable times.

II

392. Though the number of all the (karmic) mole-

cules is an infinite part of the liberated souls; yet it is the

product of the common ratio (Dhruvahara) multiplied by

itself as many times as there are divisions in high

visual-knowledge (Parrmt-vadhO plus two.^
*

an^tff II

393. The divisions of high visual knowledge (with

reference to subject matter) are the produce of the number

of fire-bodied souls and the divisions of the next or size of

their bodies. Thus know the common ratio, (Dhruahdra),

multiplier of (karmic) molecules (Vargana-Guna kJtra) and

the Karmic molecule (Vargand).
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394. The mmimum subject matter of partial visual

knowledge divided by the common ratio (Dhruvahara) is

its Second (division) and the third etc., divisions (are) also

(got by dividing the second etc., division, by common ratio,

And so on successively innumerable times.

n

ii

^ \

ff/^ ^TO^jrui^irr n ^$ u

395-96. In the intermediate divisions (of subject
matter of) the partial visual knowledge where the visual

knowledge sees the electric body (Taijasa-sharira) with its

naturally attendant (atoms), (visrasopa-chaya), (further on)
the karmic body with its naturally attendant atoms, (still

further) the electric molecule purely, (i. e. without the

naturally attendant atoms), (and then the speech mole-

cules O&lone), (and then) the mind molecule only ; there

(the spatial scope) extends to innumerable continents and
oceans (and the time i. e., the past and future into which

visual knowledge can see) is innumerable years. (And
each of these 5 divisions of subject matter has its spa-

tial extent and time) innumerable times of that of the

immediately preceding one (among the five divisions

themselves).

u HVS w
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397. Still further (it sees) one unit of bondage (Sa-

raaya-Prabaddha) of karmic (body) without the naturally

attendant atoms (Visra-sopachaya) ; thus, the division of

the common ratio (Dhruvahara) should be done up to the

full visual knowledge.

u

li

393. This unit of bondage (Samaya Prabaddha, in

gatha 397) divided by common ratio (Dhruvahara is) the

(Karmic) molecule, (the subject matter of) penultimate

(division of) partial knowledge. (And) this Karmic molecule

divided once by the common ratio(Dhruvahdra) (is the sub-

ject matter of) the last (division of partial visual knowledge),

H

*T?T

ff?r u

399. After there have been an innumerable part of a

'(linear), finger (Suchiangula) divisions of the subject

matter (Dravya), the spatial extent increases by one

spatial unit (Pradesha). Thus up to the whole universe.

\

II

4CX). The minimum time (knowable by visual-know-

ledge is) an innumerable part of a wink or Avail It
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increases constantly (Dhruva) or otherwise (Adhruva)

ti#>one instant gradually up to a Palya minus one instant,

tV e., the maximum time for the partial visual knowledge.

II tfo * II

4O1. (There are 19 sections (Kdndakas) from mini-

mum to maximum (partial visual-knowledge). (In the first

section there is) a continuous (Dhruva, increase, by) an

innumerable part of a (cubic) finger, innumerable times

(between the first and the last divisions of the first section);

and nonconstant (Aihru/a, increase) is by the innumerable

or numerable part of a (cubic) finger, innumerable times.

4O2. The minimum spatial extent being increased by
constant or non-constant (additions) to the spatial extent,

then in the minimum time one instant is added at each

(step).

II Vo^ n

4O3. In the first section (there is) increase of innu-

merable instants by both (i. e. constant Dhruva and non*

constant Adhruva increase.) I shall describe the first

etc (up to 19) sections (Kandakas) with respect to spatial

extent (Kshetra) and time (Kdla).
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u *** u

4O4. (In the first section, Kandakas, the minimum
and maximum space is respectively) innumerable and nu-

merable part of a (cubic) finger, (and time, innumerable

and numerable part of) an Avail.

(The maximum of the first gives the minimum of the

second and so on. Therefore only the maximum of space

and of time of the remaining 18 sections are given below in

their order). In the (second), a (cubic) finger; a little less

than an Avali; (in the third) 3 to nine (Prathaktva cubic)

fingers ; (3 to nine) Avails.

n $ox u

f^rargf?r? %^-rTJ ^advcr^r^ II vo^ II

4O5. (In the fourth; one hand; and 3 to 9 Avails. (In

the fifth) one Kosa, (Gavyuti =2 miles) ; (Antara-muhurta)

(In the sixth) one yojana ; Antar-muhurta. And (in the

seventh) twenty-five (yojanas); and a little less than a day

(24 hours).

n %*$ \\

II vo^ n

4O6. (In the eighth) Bharata-kshetra; half-month.

(In the ninth) Jambudvipa; a little more than a month. (In
the tenth) Human region (2^ continents bounded by moun-
tain M&nushottara); one year. (In the eleventh) Ruchaka*
dvipa (the 13th continent); 3 to 9 years.
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4O7. (In the twelfth) numerable continents and

oceans; and numerable years (In the thirteenth to nine-

teenth) innumerable continents and oceans; innumerable

years, (In each of these seven, innumerable means innu*

merable times the quantity of space and time in the preced-

ing Kandaka).
Commentary.

In the 19th section i. e. in the highest division of partial visual

knowledge, the subject matter is the Karmic molecule divided by
common ratio (Dhruvdhdra); space is the whole universe; and time

is Palya minus one Samaya.

'vfti fjj^r

n

4O8. (In any of the 19 sections) the difference (be-

tween its minimum and maximum* spatial extent divided

by the difference (between its minimum and maximum)
time, is the constant increase (Dhruva vriddhi); and the

non-constant increase (Adhruva vriddhi) also (takes -place)

without (causing any) difference (in the quantity) in any
given section.

II

\\

4O9. In non-constant increase (in the spatial extent

by any one of the following kinds of increase i. .), by an
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increase of the innumerable part of a (cubic) finger, numer-

able part of a (cubic finger), or a (cubic) finger, or numer-

able (cubic finger), innumerable (cubic finger), (innumer-

able part) of the line of universe (Jagata Shreni); the

numerable part of the line of universe),(the line of universe),

(numerable lines of universe), (innumerable lines of uni-

verse), (innumerable part of) the area of universe (Jagata-

pratara), (numerable part of area of universe), (area cf

universe), (numerable times the area of universe), (there is

an increase of one instant in the time).

Commentary.
This increase is called non-constant, because neither its charac-

ter nor its position is constant,

11 * * n

*T*ff w^^4Nwr?
i

*nf5rFi
1

%****{ \

41O. A karmic molecule divided once by the common
ratio (Dhruvahara is the measure of) maximum subject

matter of (partial visualknowledge). And (its maxi-

mum) spatial extent is the whole universe,

j imm
\

(Its maximum) time (is) Palya minus one-ins-

tant. As to condition (Bhva), the object of maximum
partial visual (knowledge namely the modifications of the

substance are) innumerable times the innumerable spatial

units of the universe, (in number)

u tf ^ u
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412. With an increase of time (there is increase) in all

the four (matter, space, time and condition). With increase

in space, (there) may or may not be (increase) in time. With

increase in matter (Dravya) and condition (Paryaya, (there)

may or may not be (increase) in space and time.

\\v\\\\

413. The maximum matter of the partial visual

(knowledge) divided by the common ratio ^Dhruvahara) is

necessarily the measure of the minimum matter (Dravya)
of high visual (knowledge, parmavadhi).

n ^ \* \\

414. (The number of) fire bodied (souls) multiplied

by (the number of) the kinds of their sizes (is the number

of) the divisions of high visual (knowledge.) In the last

i. e., the highest (division) the measure of common ratio

(Dhruvahara) is (the measure of) matter.

n

f* at -*r^fTTJ II

415. (The measure of maximum matter of high visual

knowledge i. e. as many atoms as there are units in com-

mon ratio, divided once by common ratio i, e.) one atogi
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(Param&nu) is (the matter of) full visual (knowledge Sar-

vdvadhi . It (is) without divisions.

Division by the common ratio is like the flow of the

Great River Ganges (from the first division of partial

visual-knowledge up to full visual-knowledge)

4 16. (There) are as many divisions in respect of

spatial extent and time in high visual knowledge as (there

are) divisions in its matter. (Each division of space and
time from minimum to maximum) is innumerable times

(of its preceding one), in succession,

\\

u

417. An innumerable part of a wink or (Avalf ) multi-

plied by itself as many times as the sum of the series

1,2,3,4,5,6,7, etc., up to the number of the given division

(of high visdal knowledge, and again) multiplied by

(maximum) space or time of partial visual knowledge*
amounts (respectively to the spatial extent or time of the

given division of high visual knowledge),

Commentary*
For example, if we have to find the extent and time ef the

fifth division of high visual knowledge, then the sum of series will

be - 1+2+3+4+5 - 15. Then the extent and time of maximum partial

visual knowledge multiplied 15 times by the innumerable part

of an Aval!, will give the extent and time of the 5th division of

high visual knowledge.
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418, (Again) the number of times (the innumerable

part of an Avail is) to be multiplied, (may be obtained) by

adding the number of the given division to the sum of the

series upto the number (just) preceding (the given division),

namely (the sum of) the terms excepting the (last) one.

Commentary.
Let us take the 5th division, for example. The sum of the series

upto the 4th division is 1+2 f 3 + 4 10, adding 5 to this, we get 15

as the number of times we have to multiply.

II 9 ? & H

419. The maximum spatial extent of the Highest (i.e. 9

full, Sarva) visual (knowledge) divided by the maximum
spatial extent of high visual (knowledge) is the multiplier

of (the spatial extent) of the Highest visual knowledge,
and as regards time (the multiplier is) innumerable multi-

plied by innumerable spatial units of the universe.

Note The multiplier is to be multiplied with the

extent of space or time of high visual knowledge.

n

u

42O. Any given number (Deya-rdshi) raised to the

power of the quotient gained by dividing the number of
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halvings of the desired number (Ichchita-rashi) by the

number of halvings of the given number (Deya-Rashi) is

equal to the desired number (Ichchita rshi).

Commentary.
Suppose the desired number is 256 and given number is 16.

Then halvings of 256 are 8 and those of 16 are 4, 8 divided by 4-2.

And 16x16 = 256 the desired number.

II ^ ^ * H

": u W H

42 K Divide the number of halvings of the (spatial
*
Units of the) universe by the number of halvings of (an

innumerable part of an Avali) Deya. By the quotient

divide the sum of the series (1, 2, 3
, 4, 5 etc., upto the term

represented by the desired division) Multiply the (spatial

units of the) universe, by themselves as many times

as the number of this last quotient (We then) get the

multiplier for any division of high Visual knowledge.

(The same process will apply in respect of every division)

till the last one.

Commentary.
Let the spatial units of universe be 256, and the innumerable

part of an Avali be 16. We have to find out the multiplier of its

third division. The halvings of 256 are 8
; and those of 16 are 4. Now

8-42. The sum of series 1+2+3 6. And 6^2 3. Therefore

2563 is the number by which the extent and time of maximum partial

visual knowledge will be multiplied to gain the extent and time of

third division of high visual knowledge.

f H % ^ R u

U

422. The modification (Parydya^ of the minimum
matter (of the first division of partial visual knowledge
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is) an innumerable part of an (Avail), (but this is) an in-

numerable foldless than the time of the minimum (i.e.,

the first division of partial visual knowledge).

SHSFTT sffar u **\ n

nW II

423. (From the beginning of partial visual know-

ledge) up to the Highest visual knowledge, the process is to

multiply each division by an innumerable part of an

Avali successively (to get the modifications (Bhava) of the

following division). The number of steps is the same s

(in the increase of) matter (Dravya), (and) modifications

(Bhava).

U 3^8 U

4-24. In the seventh (hellish) region, (the spatial

extent of visual knowledge is) one Kosa (=2 miles). It

increases by half Kosa (or 1 mile) (in each of the upper hells)

till in the first hell it becomes one full (yojana, i. e. 4 Kosas).

u

425. In the sub-humans, (the minimum) matter

(knowable is) its minimum and the maximum is the end

of the division where electric body is visible ; in men all

(the divisions from lowest to the highest). About the

celestials I shall speak in their order. Listen.
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n

426, (The minimum space and time of visual know-

ledge) of residentials and peripatetics is 25 Yojanas and a

little less than a day. In the stellars, the space (is)

numerable times (of 25 Yojans); (and) time (is) much
more (than less than a day),

II RVS II

II v^ II

427. Of the (Asura) (kind of residentials) the maxi-

mum spatial extent of visual (knowledge, is) an innumer-

able crore (Yojans,) (but) of the remaining (9 kinds of

residentials, peripatetics up to) the stellars (it is) innumer-

able thousand (Yojans).

n

428. And (the maximum) time necessarily is in-

numerable years in the case of (Asuras), and a numerable

part of it in the case of the others upto the stellars.

vr^ft^rmH^ *fW ftft$<u dft tyi 3 1

iviwrtft ^rw%f^ TON^ u ^^s. n

II
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429. (The spatial extent of visual knowledge) of

the three, residential, (Peripatetics and stellars) is less

in the lower direction, but (it is) more, horizontally, (but)

in the upward direction the residential see up to the

summit of the mount (Meru).

u t\* u

U

43O. Beings in (Saudharma) and (ishana) (heavens

see) up to (the end of) the first (earth or hell) and in

(Sanat-Kumdra) and (Mahendra) up to the second ; in

Brahma, (Brahmottara), Lantava (and K^pistha) up to

the third ; in Shukra, (Maha Shukra, Satara and) Sahas-

rdra, upto the fourth.

n ^ ^m

431. The residents of (the heavens) Anata, Prdnata,

Arana and Achyuta see upto the fifth earth ; the heavenly

beings in the (nine Graiveyakas) upto the sixth.

^ II ^^R II

432. The heavenly beings in (9 Anudishas and 5

Anuttaras) see the whole of the universal or mobile

channel (Loka or Trasa Nadi). And one
spatial unit

being subtracted from the spatial extent of visual Know
ledge, theKarmic molecules of (visuai-knowledge-obscuyin^r
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Karma) will be divided into an infinite part (and so on till

the last spatial unit is reached and then the result of

the last division will be the fine matter knowable by that

particular visual knowledge).

J cferfcr ^itar s* i) * ii

nW II

| II ^ ^ II

n v^v II

433-34. Having taken down the spatial units of the

extent (of the visual knowledge) of each of the heavenly

beings in turn and the number of Karmic molecules of

visual-knowledge-obscuring Karma without their natural

attendant atoms (Visrasopachaya), (the molecules) should

be divided by the common ratio (Dhruvahara) as many times

as the number of the spatial units of each group in turn

are exhausted. The last part in each is the subject matter

of the visual knowledge corresponding to each of them.

ii s \ R u

n $ \ $ u
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435-36. (The duration of time of the visual know-

ledge) of the heavenly beings in Saudharma and Ishana

is innumerable crore years, in the upper four heavens

(Sanat-kumara, Mahendra, Brahma and Brahmottara),
an innumerable part of a Palya Then from the heaven

(Lantava) up to Sarvartha-siddhi, the measure of time is

little less than one Palya with proper variations.

*r 5*: *OT*rrat

437. The said spatial extent of the visual (knowledge)
of (residential, peripatetics) up to the stellars is not re-

gular cube; and of the heavenly beings (it is) of unequal

length, (i.e., oblong). And (in men, subhuman and hellish

beings the spatial extent is cubic).

Commentary.
The heavenly beings can never see by means of visual know-

ledge in the upper direction beyond the highest point of their

own particular mansion in heavens.

u

438, That is called the mental (knowledge, Manah

Paryaya), which knows whatever has, about various

(matters), been thought (in the past), or has not been

thought (i. e., will be thought in the future), or is half

thought (by other rational souls) within the human region,

continents up to the mountain Manushottara).

<jfirf ^N^^flf^RrsS^flfrlft^T I

U 3^ u
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439. And mental knowledge .is of two kinds, simple

(mental knowledge Rijumati), and complex (mental know-

ledge Vipulamati). Simple is of 3 kinds necessarily, (as

knowing) subject matters of the simple activity of mind,

speech and body (of others).

n w* \\

f

44O. And complex (Vipulamati) (is) of six kinds, as

knowing the subject matter of the simple and complex

(activity) of body, mind, and speech (of others). And (all

six kinds) are- stimulated by question, or (by look) at any
part (of the questioner).

Commentary.
A saint comes to know when any body who has forgotten what

he had thought of or done before, questions him about the matter or

is simply present, and wishes to know the same.

u $ * ? ti

f%<pnnf?l! II VV^ H

441. Simple mental knowledge knows the material

objects of (all) the three times (past, present and future),

thought of by (any) soul in the present. Complex (men-
tal knowledge) knows also what (has been thought of) in

the past and (will be thought of) in the future.

Commentary.
Simple mental knowledge directly sees the thing upon which

the mind of another is exercised in the present. For example, a man
Is thinking of establishing a library. Simple mental knowledge
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will see this fact. Also if the man is thinking of establishing a

library of the same pattern as the Bodleian, but has forgotten the

details; simple knowledge will see the present desire and also the

forgotten details. There is no historic record of a particular action

done by Lord Mahdvira, when preparing for renunciation. Complex

knowledge can even to-day see his mental activity corresponding to

that preparation. Simple knowledge cannot see this fact because

there is nothing in the mind of another, at the present moment to

link up that past with the present.

u im u

44-2. As the visual (knowledge) rises (by the destruc-

tion-subsidence of the matter of visual-knowledge-obscur-

ing Karma) in the whole body, or in the marks (conch, etc.)

on the body, in the very same manner, mental knowledge

rises (from the destruction- subsidence of mental-know-

ledge-obscuring-Karma) in the material mind (organ).

f ^*TOJ ftsrf&T^Tf^i^RR? 31 I

u

II

4>4>3. And material mind is verily produced in the

heart, from the coming together of mind molecules, like a

full blown lotus with eight petals, by the operation of

the limb and minor-limb (angopanga sub-class of the body-

making-Karma).

n ^ u

u
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444. It (mind) is named "No-Indriya," quasi-sense,

because of the absence of (its external) manifestation,

like other sense organs. (It) is there, (in the mind), that

mental activity and mental-knowledge arise.

II 3S* II

445. And mental knowledge appears in saints with

one or more of the seven super-natural powers (Riddhis,

namely Buddhi, Tapa, Vikriya, Aushadha, Rasa, Bala,

Akshina) and with ever increasing lofty conduct, in the

seven (spiritual stages, from the 6th to 12th).

II vv^ n

446. Simple mental (knowledge) arises at the initia-

tion of the (5) senses, the quasi-sense (i. e., mind
,
or vib-

ratory activity (of the soul through mind, body and speech
of one self or of another). Complex mental (knowledge)
and visual knowledge necessarily arise without any initiation,

j qrT g i

n vs u

li

447. And the first (i. e., simple mental knowledge
is) separable (Pratipatf), but the second (complex men-
tal knowledge is) inseparable (Apratipati). The first know-
ledge (is) clear, but the second knowledge (is) clearer.
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Commentary.
A saint with complex mental knowledge must attain liberation

from the same body. That very knowledge is enlarged to oranig-

cience.

\

q 3flQT 5IFJ nroi II W* U

448. (The saint) having -directed his attention to the

material object located simply in the mind of another,

through conception (the iha kind of) sensitive knowledge
verily knows (that object) directly by meana of simple
mental (knowledge).

H aas. n

H

449. Complex mental (knowledge) like visual (know-

ledge) being (directly) inclined (to it), knows whatever

has been thought (in the past) or has not been thought

(i. e., will be thought in the future) or is half thought

(about matter) of many kinds.

45O, In respect of matter (Dravya), spatial extent

(Kshetra), time (Kala) t and condition (Bhva) simple (and)

complex mental (knowledge) know all what is thought of

by any soul (through mind) about matter (and mundane

soul). (And each of these two kinds of knowledge is of

three degrees), minimum, maximum and medium.
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451. (The measure of) minimum and maximum sub-

ject matter of simple mental (knowledge) is (respectively)

the unit of bondage (Samaya Prabaddha) shed from the

physical body and the matter shed from the organ of sight

tin one instant).

I! KR II

^^^ II

452, The minimum subject matter of complex mental

knowledge is the part obtained by dividing the maximum

subject matter of simple mental knowledge by the (com-

mon ratio Dhruvahara which is) an infinite part of the

number of divisions in mind molecules.

H

ffcfhf

453. (And) the unit of bondage (Samaya Prabaddha)
of eight Karmas (i. e., their molecules) without the na-

turally attendant atoms (Visrasopa-chaya,) divided once by
the common ratio (Dhruvahdra) is (its) next (division as

regards) subject-matter.

itft j ii wt u
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454. (And) this second division being divided by the

common ratio as many times as there are instants in innu-

merable Kalpas (of 20 crore x crore sagaras each) is the

maximum subject matter (of complex mental knowledge)*

455. The minimum and maximum (spatial extent of

simple mental knowledge, respectively) is 2 or 3 (Pra-

thaktva) Kosas, and Tor 8 (Prathaktva) Yojans, And the

minimum and maximum of complex mental (knowledge)
is respectively 8 or 9 (Prathaktva) Yojanas and the human
region (2 continents). .

u %%$ n
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456, The phrase, human region indicates the (square

of thei diameter and not the circumference, because the

spatial extent of the mental knowledge is said to be cubic

dimensions with a square base, (but smaller height).

Copimentary.
If a square is formed round the circle of the Mdnoshuttara

mountain, it will include four little corner-spaces

beyond the human region, and mental knowledge
knows also the matter in the mind of the celestial

and sub-human beings in those corners.

n *w n
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457, (As regards time, past and future), the minimum

and maximum (of simple mental knowledge is respectively

2 or 3 incarnations, and 7 or 8 incarnations; and the mini-

mum and maximum of complex mental knowledge is

respectively 8 or 9 incarnations, and innumerable part (of a

Palya.)

u *** u

?T?T ^^Sngr^TO^^ 3 pmnt n

468. (In respect of modifications, Bhava) the mini*

mum (of simple mental knowledge is) an innumerable part

of an Avail, and the maximum is (also) an innumerable

part of an (Avail), but innumerable times lof the mini-

mum), And (the minimum and maximum of) complex

mental knowledge is respectively innumerable times the

(maximum of simple mental knowledge,) and the innumer-

able x innumerable times the spatial units of universe.

Commentary.
The number innumerable is of innumerable grades vide Gem

Dictionary App. B

II Wfc II

459. The intermediate (divisions of mental)knowledge
know the intermediate divisions of) matter, space, time

and modification. Thus mental knowledge has been des-

cribed in brief.
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46O. Perfect (Kevala) knowledge should be known to

be full, all powerful, independent (of senses), free from

knowing by successive gradations, comprehending all

modifications, and without darkness (of ignorance)

throughout universe and non-universe.

wi^firn u ^? n

n

461. The number of souls in the four conditions of

existence with (right) sensitive and scriptural knowledge
is an innumerable part of a Palya ; with mental knowledge
us) numerable ; with perfect knowledge is the number of

liberated souls and the others (i. e., the Arhantas in 13th

and 14th stages).

u <*$% \\

fif fT^TT wr^rf^r ^r^f^^fTTwr^; n v^ u
462. The number (of souls) with (right) visual know-

ledge (is) the number of souls with right sensitive know-

ledge minus the sub-humans and humans without visual*

knowledge, (and these two) are respectively an innumer-

able part of the souls with (right) sensitive knowledge
and numerable.

I

u v^\ u
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463. The number of souls with wrong visual know-

ledge in the four conditions of existence (is; the total of) (1)

subhumans with wrong visual knowledge, (whose number is)

an innumerable part of a Palya multiplied by a cubic finger*

and multiplied by a basic line of universe (i.e. 7 Rajus) ; (2>

(numerable) human beings, (3) (hellish beings whose num-
ber is the basic line of universe multiplied by the second

square root of a cubic finger); (4) (and the celestial beings);-

minus some (viz. human, hellish, celestial beings with right

belief).

II

464. The total number of mundane souls minus the

total of the souls with five kinds of right knowledge is the

number of souls, with wrong sensitive or wrong scriptural

knowledge, either.

CHAPTER XIII,

Control-soul-quest (Samyama-mfirgand).

H

h

465. Observance of vows, (the five vratas, non-injury

etc.), preservation of carefulness (of 5 kinds, in walking,
etc., Samiti), sub-duing of passions (anger etc., the four

Kashdyas), renunciation of activities (of mind, body and

speech, Panda) and the conquest of five senses (Indriya)
is called control (Samyama).
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466. By the operation of intense perfect-right-con*

duct-preventing passion, (Badara Sam-Jvalana Kashaya
in the 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th spiritual stages) ; (and) by the

operation of mild (Siikshma greed in the 10th stage); and

by the subsidence (in the llth) and destruction (in the 12th

spiritural stage) of the deluding (moha-Karma), verily rises

the thought activity of control (Samyama). It has been

said by the Conquerors.

n **vs it

II vip II

467. By the operation of intense perfect-right-con*

duct preventing (Bddara Samjvalana passion), rough (Bad-

ara) control (i.e.9 grosser control is) of 3 (kinds i*e.
9 equani-

mity, (Samayika,) recovery of equanimity after downfall,

(Chhedopasthdpand, and pure-absolute-non-injury (Pari-

Mra Vishuddhi), but pure-absolute-non-injury (Parihara

vishuddhi is only) in (the 6th and 7th stages of) imperfect

(Pramatta) and perfect (Apramatta vow). By the opera-

tion of mild (Siikshma greed passion) rises the quality

(Guna) of control (with) slightest (delusion i. e., all but

entire freedom from passion (Siikshma Sdmparaya).
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468. And Ideal and passionless (Y&thakhyAta) con-

trol rises by the subsidence of deluding (Mohanfya Karma
in the llth stage). And the same rises necessarily also

by the destruction (of the deluding Karma in the 12th

stage). It has been said by the Conquerors.

n v^fc H

469. And by the operation of the third (t. e., total-

vow-preventing, Pratyakhyana-varana) passion, (there)

rises the quality of vows and vowlessness simultaneously
(i.e., the partial control Desha-samyama in the 5th stage of

partial-vow, Desha virata). And by the operation of second

(i. e., partial-vow-preventing, Apratyd-khynd-varana)
passion (there) is necessarily non-control (Asamydma).

Commentary.
Thus there are 7 kinds of control (samyama).
(l)Equanimity-(Sdmdyi ka) .

(2)Recovery of equanimity-after-downfall(Chhedopasth&pan4).
(3)Pure-and absolute-non-injury (Parihfira vishuddhi).

(4) All but entire-freedom from passion, or slightest delusion

(Sfikshma SSmpardya).
(5)Ideal and passionless (Yathd-khydta).

(6)Partial control (Desha-samyama),

(7)Non-control (Asamyama).

4>7O. Having adopted all (the 5, observance of vows,
etc., constituents of) control maintaining a constant unity
of restraint (Ekayama), (which is) unparalled and ex-

ceedingly difficult to obtain, the soul is with equanimity-
control (Samayika Samyama).
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471. Having pierced through the old condition (of

censurable conduct into which it fell from its condition of

equanimity, Samayika) the soul, who fixes himself in the

observance of the (5 sorts of) control, is with recovered-

equanimity (Chhedopasthapana).

u

n

472. The lofty soul (Purusha) who with 5 (kinds of)

carefulness (Samiti and 3 kinds of) restraint (Gupti

always does give up the entirely censurable conduct (of

injury, etc.,) and maintains a constant unity of 5 (consti-

tuents of) restraint is certainly the possessor of pure-and ab-

solute-non-injury-control (Parihara VishuhddhiSamyama),

II

473. (He who having lived happily for) thirty years

from birth (and then having renounced the world), has

studied the (Pratyahkyana) (the 9th Purva), for 8 years

(Prathaktva) at the feet of a Tirthankara (is the saint with

pure-and absolute-non-injury and) except at the (three)

union points of time (Sandhya i- e., dawn, noon, and sunset

and at night) travels (daily a distance of) 2 Kosas.
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Commentary.
During the rains he may or may not travel. The minimum and

maximum time of this control is respectively one (antar-muhtirta)

and one crore Pfirvas minus 38 years.

fi>f% u w% u

474-. The soul on the subsidential (Upashamaka) or

diestructive (Kshapaka ladder in the 10th spiritual stage)

being subject to the operation of the slightest greed (sub-

class of deluding-Karma, Moha) has (control, samyama
which is characterised by slightest delusion), all but entire

freedom from passion (Stikshma-Sdmparaya). This (is) just

slightly less than ideal and passionless (Yathakhyata con-

trol).

U

475. A non-omniscient (soul) with his demeritorious

deluding (Mohaniya) Karma, subsided (in the llth) 01

destroyed (in the 12th stage) or the Conqueror (Jina in th<

13th and 14th stages) such (a soul) is with ideal and pas
sionless (Yathakhyata) control.

(I $V9^ )|

U v^^ n

476. The right believer with 6, 3 and 4 kinds of par
tial (Anuhraultiplicatory (Guoa), and disciplinary <Shikshi]
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vows (Vrata) (respectively) are called partial-rowers

(. ., with partial control, (Desha Samyama in the 5th

stage). (And) they shed the Karmas (to a much greater
extent than the right believers in the 4th stage).

r \

II vw it

477. (1) Right belief (Darshana), (2 vow (Vrata), (3)

Equanimity (Samayika), (4) fasting on the 8th and 14th of

every lunar fort-night,(Proshadha-Upavdsa),(5)(renouncing)

animate food (Sachitta Tyaga), (6; (renouncing) eating at

night (Batribhukti Tyaga), (1) celibacy (Brahma-charya),

(8) (renunciation of) wordly occupations (Arambha-Tyaga),

(9) (renunciation of)worldly possessions (Parigraha Tyaga \

(10)(renunciation of)wordly counsel (Anumati Tyaga), (11)

(renunciation of) objects specially prepared for one (Ud-
dishta Tyaga) these (eleven) (are the stages, Pratim& of)

a Partial Vower (Desha-Virata).
Note.-For details see Tattvartha-Sutra, S. B. J., Vol. Il.Ch. 7,

Sutra 20 pages 142-143.

n

478, They who are never vowful (in their dealings

with) 14 classes of souls and 28 (kinds) of sense-objects

should be known to be without control (Asamyata).

u v58. 11

U YSfc (\
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479. Five tastes, five colours, two smells, eight

touches, and 7 sounds, along with mind (enjoyment), should

be known to be the 28 sense-objects.

u u

foftr*'

48O. The total of (souls)in the 4(stages of) imperfect-

vow etc., (i. e., imperfect vow, perfect vow, new thought
activity, advanced thought activity) is the number of souls

with equanimity pair (Samayika, and recovered-equanimity

Chhedopas-thapana). (The number) of the other three (i. e.,

pure and absolute-non-injury, Parihdra Vishuddhi, all but

entire-freedom-from passion, Sukshma Samparaya and

ideal-and-passionless, Yathakhyata is) 3 less than, 7000,

9CO, and 9 lacs, respectively.

Commentary.

The numbers of souls in the following four spirtual stages are:

Imperfect vow ... ... ... ... 5,93,98,206

Perfect vow ... ...

New-thought-activity subsidential .

,, ,, destructive

Advanced thought-activity-subsidential

,, ,, destructive .

Total number of saints with Samayika
,, Chhedopas-thapanfi

Parihara-Vishuddhi

,, ,, Sflkshma-Samparfiya

Yathakhydta-Chdritra

2,96,99,103

299

299

698

8,90,99,103

8,90,99,103

6,997

8,99,997

u t* \ \\

I
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481. The number of souls with partial vows (Desha

Samyama) is an innumerable part of a Palya, and (all) the

mundane souls minus all the above mentioned groups (of

souls with control is the number of souls without control

(Asam'yjtma,)

CHAPTER XIV.
Conation soul-quest (Darshana mfipgaQ)

u *** u

n

482. The vague and indefinite apprehension of things

without grasping anything definite and without knowing
the details of a thing is said to be conation (Darshana) in

scripture, (See Dravya Sangraha G. 43, S. B. J. Vol. I).

\

u *c u

483. The indescribable apprehension by the soul of

the mere presence of objects having general and particu-

lars (qualities) is conation (Darshana).

II %*zt II

u

484. That by which the (object) of sight is made
visible or (that) which sees (such objects) they call it

ocular conation (Chakshu Darshana). The becoming visi-

ble (of their pecujiar object) to the other (4) senses (and
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quasi-sense, the mind) this should be known to be the

non-ocular conation (Achakshu Darshana).

Wm*KalRf
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486. And from an atom, etc., up to the last (maximum)
molecule (mahd skandha, are the forms of) material subs-

tancesthat which sees them directly is the visual conation
1

(Avadhi Darshana).

U

486. Luminaries of many kinds, in many ways,

(make visible) limited space. That luminary which remov-

ing all darkness makes visible the (whole) universe and
the non-universe (is) perfect conation (Kevala Darshana),

[\

487. The total of 4-sensed beings, and of 5-sensed

beings up to the end of (the 12th stage, where all delu-

tion) has been destroyed (is the number of souls) with
ocular (conation). And the number (of souls) with visual

and perfect (conation) (is equal to the number of) those

(who have visual and perfect) knowledge-

[\
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488. The total of (souls in) the infinite groups from

one-sensed beings up to the end of (the 12th stage, where

all) passions have been destroyed is the number of souls

with non-ocular conation.

CHAPTER XV-
Thought~paint soul-quest (Leshyfi Mfirgani )

u

489. That by which the soul, stains himself with, or,

makes his own the demerit (Pdpa) and merit (Punya) is

the (thought) paint (Bhdva Leshyd). So it has been des-

cribed by the knowers of the attributes of Paint (Leshyd).

Commentary*

Thought-paint seems to be a better expression than thought

colour. Colour is a part of the thing itself. Paint is something

imposed from without. The soul is immaterial (Amtirti), and colour

(Varsa) is an essential and peculiar attribute of Matter &A w to

Thought-colour and thought forms are familiar to all students

of Theosophy. See "
Thought Forms by Mrs. Besant and C. W. Lead-

beater 1905." There are differences in arrangement, and in descrip-

tion also here and there. The definite, and unbridgeable demarcation

between living and non-living, which characterises Jainism so beauti-

fully is sometimes lost sight of. The soul, i.e., consciousness and

also every modification of this consciousness, i. e. thought-activity,

is immaterial and colourless. Colour is in matter; and matter

certainly acts and reacts upon the soul by Inflow, Bondage, etc., dot

to Passions and Vibrations.
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49O. The vibratory activity (of the soul) coloured by

the operation of the passion (sub-class of deluding karma)
is thought-paint (Leshyd). Therefore 4 (kinds of) bon-

dage has been said to be the effect of these two.

Commentary*
Vibratory activity (Yoga) determines the nature of Karmic

matter (Prakriti) and the number of Karmic molecules (Pradesha)
which bind the soul. The passions (kashaya) by their intensity, etc,

determine the duration of bondage (Sthiti), and strong or mild
character of fruition ( Anubhdga.)

TOT tfF *ff3 II SM II

I
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491-92, (1) Description of kinds (Nirdesha), (2)

colour (Varna), (3) modification (Parinama), (4) change
(Sankrama), (5) action (Karma), (6) differentia (Lakshana),

(7) condition of existence (Gati), (8) possessor (Svdmi),

(9) cause (Sadhana), (10) number (Sankhyi), (11) place

(Kshetra), (12) extent (Sparshana), (13) time (Kala), (14)

interval of time (Antara), (15) quality (Bhdva), (16) quan-

tity (Alpa Bahutva.) These are 16 sub-chapters for the
consideration of thought-paints (Leshyd). In these, in

their order, I shall speak (of the thought paints),

Sub-Chapter L Description (Nirdesha).

*r i

u a.^ u
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493. Black (Krishna), blue (Nfla), dove-grey (Kd-

pota), yellow (Teja or Pita), pink (Padma) and white

Shukla, verily these are the six kinds of Paints (Leshyd).

Commentary.
From the view-point of substance thought-paints are of six

kinds; but from the view-point of modifications their number is

innumerable times innumerable spatial units of the universe.

Sub-Chapter II. Colour (Varna).

%
u ^. n

II ve* II

494. The colour of the body produced by the opera-

tion of colour (sub-class of the body-making Karma ifl)

matter-paint (Dravya Leshyd) . It (is) of 6 kinds black, etc.

(as above), (and) of many divisions on account of the sub-

divisions of each (kind).

n

II

495. As to colour (the paints black, etc., are respec-

tively) like bumble bee, sapphire, dove, gold, lotus, and

conch. (And of) each (of these) (there are) numerable,
innumerable and infinite distinctions (from the point of

view respectively of their being visible to the eye, of the

number of their molecules and the number of their atoms).

u
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498. Hellish beings (are) black. Heavenly beings

(have the colour of their bodies) according to their thought-

paints. (And) in the remaining three (kinds of) celestials,

in humans and sub-humans (and in their) transformed

bodies (there are all the) six (colours). In the (supreme,

Uttama, middle, Madhyama and lowest, Jaghanya),

enjoyment (regions,) the bodies are) respectively (in colour

like) the sun, (and) the moon, (and are) green.

497. The gross water, (and) fire (bodied souls have)
the white and yellow (respectively). And the colour of
the air-bodied souls (is like) cow-water, kidney-bean, and
of an indescribable colour, respectively, (in the humid,
Ghanodadhi, dense, Ghana, and thin, Tanu air-spheres).

n

il

498. (The colour of) all fine (sukshma, one-sensed
beings is) dove-grey, (The colour of) all (beings) in trans-

migration (Vigrahagati is) white. All (bodies) in mixed
(body vibration) necessarily are dove-grey in colour.

Commentary.
Mixed bodies are:

(1) Physical mixed with Kdrmic (Audarika mishra).
(2) Fluid mixed with Kfirmic(Vaikriyika mishra).
(3) AhAraka mixed with physical (Ahiraka mishraL
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Sub-Chapter HI. Modification (Parindma).

I

n *SA u

*r?(j'*nfH ag^if^
499. The operation-places (Udaya Sthdna) of passions

are innumerable universe (i. e., innumerable times the

innumerable spatial units of universe). Of these, the pain-

ful (and) bad (passion places are by far in excess of the)

pleasant, good, by calculation.

Commentary.
Bad passion-places correspond to the three bad thought-paints,

black, blue and grey, and good passion-places to yellow, pink, and

white. The total number of places being divided by a smaller

kind of innumerable universe spatial units, give the number of

good places, and these are themselves innumerable universe units.

The huge balance is the number of bad and painful places.

\

U J(o o

5OO. The bad (thought-paint places are) most intense

(Tibra-tama), more intense (Tibra-tara), intense (Tibra) ;

and the good (thought-paint places are) mild, (manda) more

mild, (manda tara) and most mild, (manda-tama). And in

each, (the decrease and increase) is 6-fold (as given in the

chapter of knowledge in gatha 325 and the following).

Commentary.
The operation piaces of passions (Kashdy-adhya-vasdya-sthdna)

are equal to innumerable times the innumerable spatial units of
universe.

Let this be equal to 1; and let the divisor for it innumerable
universe 9.

Then good thought-paints are 1*9
-g-.

1 8
,, bad ,, ,, the rest-l -~-
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Bad thought-paints are of 3 kinds, black, blue and grey. The
number of thought-paints of each of these three kinds is found as

follows by adopting the above process.

ui *u v* * . 8 8 72-8 64
Blue thought-pamts----r---- --

"729'
o CA 70__ (\A ft

Grey thought-paints the balance i. e.
gi^T^g

10

"*^^" """729
'

\ \

The totallof all the three bad thought-paints
--

gl ^^29>

+
729

576+64+8 648 _8_
729 729 9

'

Similarly good thought-paints are of 3 kinds, yellow, pink and

white. The total of these
-=-g-

as stated above.

v .. ., , . . . 1 f 1 . \ 1 1
Yellow thought-pamts

""9" \ljr
"r
/
m"

gT~"89" \ljr /
m"

gT "81 8T

The balance is -i
-4-)^8

gj

Pink thought-paints are =m
~ (^ 9)

-^~^
II O Q_ O

1

White thought-paints = the
balance^gj- -^9-

=
"729" ="729"-

The total of all the three good thought-paints is equal to

8 8 1 \ 72+8+1_ 81 _ 1

T + 729 + 729 / 729
~

729
~

9
'

u

5O1. By the decrease of pain, soul successively modi-

fies (its condition) of the three bad (thought paints) black,

blue and grey in their maximum, medium and minimum

parts.

u w u
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5O2. By the increase of pain, the soul modifies (its

conditions) through grey, blue, and black (thought paints).

Thus by the decrease and increase of pain (there) is (mo-

dification) of 3 bad (thought paints.).

Commentary.
All sub-humans up to 4-sensed and hellish beings, have only

these three bad thought-paints.

5O3. And by the increase of purity the soul (modi-

fies itself or progresses through the three) good (i. e),

yellow, pink and white (thought paints) in (their) mini-

mum etc. (i. e- 9 medium and maximum) parts, (and) by
the decrease, (it) is the reverse.

Sub-Chapter IV. Change (Sankramana).

5O4. Change (Sankramana) is of (two kinds, i.e.)9 in

its own-place (Svasthana or from its own place to) other

place (Parasthana), i.e., in the same or other thought-paint).

In the increases of black and white (thought-paints, the

change is only) in its own place (Svasthdna) ; and in their

decreases (it is) of both kinds (i. e., own place Svasthdna)

and other"place (Parasthdna). (And) of the other (thought

paints) also (it is) of both kinds.
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5O5. In thought-paints, (the change) in their own-

place (Svasthdna) from the maximum (is) by minimum

decrease (i* e. 9 decrease by infinite part, Arianta Bhdga

Hdni) and (the change) from the minimum (is) by mini-

mum increase, (i. e., increase by infinite part, Ananta

Bhaga Vriddhi). (And) necessarily, (the change) from the

minimum (of every thought paint) to other place (Paras-

thdna) is by decrease (infinite fold, Ananta Guna Hdni).

Commentary.
Out of six Leshyds, three are bad and three are good. Black,

blue and grey are bad. The thought activity in black is the worst.

Pale, pink, and white are good. The best thought activity is in white.

In each thought-paint, the change in degrees? from the highest im-

purity or purity to the lowest impurity or purity, respectively, will

be by infinite part. But when it is to be transformed into its next

thought-paint of low impurity or purity the change will be by infinite

fold decrease. The highest impurity in black-thought-paint having
decreased to its last decrease of infinite part, is at its lowest point
of impurity. But the minimum impurity in the next, namely the

blue thought-paint, will be by infinite fold decrease in the lowest

impurity of black-thought-paint. And so on.

u x* n

n x<^ n

6O8. (There are) 6 places (Shat-sth&na) of decreases

and increases in change (Sankramana, in each thought

paint). Their names and measures are in the same order

as has been described before in (the chapter of) scriptural

knowledge,
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Commentary.
Decrease of impurity or purity from black to grey or from white

to pale respectively will be by 6 fold-decrease, and increase of

impurity or purity from grey to black or from pale to white will

also be by 6 fold increase. The increase and decrease both are (1)

Infinite part (2) innumerable part, (3) numerable part (4) numer-

able fold, (6) innumerable fold and (6) infinite fold. The process

has been explained in the chapter on knowledge.

Sub-Chapter V. Action (Karma).

r I

II H cvs ||

FT

5O7-508. Six men, travellers, are lost in the central

part of a forest, Seeing a fruit-laden tree they (severally)

think of eating the fruits, by uprooting (the tree), by cut-

ting its trunk, by (cutting) the branches, by cutting the

minor branches, by plucking (the fruits), by (picking) the

fallen (fruits from the ground). Their speech (which re-

presents the six kinds of activity) in the mind is the

(result or) action (of the respective thought-paints).

Commentary.
The person who wants to uproot the whole tree is actuated by

black-thought-paint. The one who keeps the root, but wishes to

cut it down from the trunk is of blue-paint. He who wishes to cut

the large branches is of grey-thought-paint. The remaining three

persons do not want to destroy the generating parts of the tree,

but they are indifferent in having their object fulfilled as harmless-

ly as possible. The person who wants to pick up the fallen fruits
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is the best, having no thought of causing injury. He is of the

white thought paint. He who wants to pluck the fruits is not so

harmless and has got pink-thought-paint. He who wants to cut the

minor branches with fruits causes unnecessary damage, and is of

tae pale-thought-paint.

Sub-Chapter VI. Differentia (Lakshana).

II %* . U

\\
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509-1O. Wrathful, one who does not give up hosti-

lity, pugnacious in temperament, devoid of piety and

compassion, wicked, not subject to (any) control (or prin-

ciple), slow, without common sense, without skill, ex-treme-

ly eager for sense-objects, proud, deceitful, lazy, and

mysterious these are the differentia (or signs) of black

(thought- paint).

u w \ u

u ^u u

511. Extremely sleepy and deceitful, and having an
intense desire for cattle and corn, (i. e. t worldly riches)
these are briefly said to be the differentia of blue-thought-
paint.
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512-13 and 614. (He who) is angry with, and talks

ill of others, gives troubles of many kinds, is full of sorrow

and fear, envies and disgraces others, praises himself in

many ways, does not trust others, thinking (them) also to

be like himself, is pleased with his laudation, and does not

realise (his own or other's) loss and profit, desires to die in

the battle-field, and on being praised gives too much

(wealth), and does not take count of whether a thing is

fit or unfit to do. This (is one who has) the differentia

of grey (thought-paint) .

n *n 11

515. One who (knows) what is fit or unfit to do, what

is fit or unfit to enjoy, looks upon all impartially, is engag-

ed in compassion and charity, and is gentle- (has) these

differentia of yellow (thought paint;.
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516. Charitable (Tyagi), kind, beneficient, ready to do

(good) actions, having great forbearance, and devoted to

the worship of saints (and) teachers the&e (are) the differ-

entia of pink (thought-paint).

3?*9?

I)

517. He who does not (show) partiality nor (has any)
desire of future enjoyments, (is) equanimous to all (living

beings), and has no love and hatred, nor attachment,

(is one) with (the differentia) of white paint

Sub-Chapter VII. Conditions of Existence (Gati).

: ll ^L?C n

518. There are 26 parts of thought-paints. Of these

the eight middle ones (only are) fit for bondage of age
(Karma), (and) these occur at the eight declining-times

(Apakarsha Kdla),

Commentary*

Among six thought paints there are 26 parts.

The most intense part of black is one.

The most mild part of white is another.

The remaining 24 parts occur in both bad and good thought
paint* by 6 places of increase or decrease (infinite part, etc)
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between the most intense black and the most mild white, namely
from black to blue 6 places decrease.

,, blue to grey 6 ,,

,, white to pink 6 ,,

,, pink to yellow 6 ,, ,,

These 24 + 2 said above are the 26 parts of thought-paints. Out of

these, 8 parts are for age-bondage only. In the chapter on passions

we have given a diagram to Gatha 295. It shows that the force of

passions is classified into four kinds (1) Intenser like stone (2) in-

tense like earth, (3) mild like dust, (4) milder like water.

In the first stone-kind, there are 2 divisions, in the last or most
intense of black no age Karma is bound, but in the next division,
which is a kind of medium intense black, hellish age only is bound.
In the second earth-kind, there are medium conditions of all the six

thought-paints; bondage of all the four kinds of age Karma is

possible there. In the third dust-kind, also there are 6 thought-

paints of medium mild kind, where also all the four age-Karmas
are bound; but in places where black thought paint is absent, there
is such a mild degree of five other thought-paints, that only celes-

tial age-Karma is bound. Its last portions do not bind any age
Karma. The fourth, water kind is the mildest and cannot bind

any age-Karma.
"Thus it will be seen that out of 24 medium places of thought-

paints there are only 8 such special medium kinds of thought-paints,
which only have the capacity of binding age-Karmas.

Rule for bondage of age Karma in humans and sub-humans of

work-region (Karma bhumi) for future incarnation is, that when
two-third of their operative age-Karma is exhausted, the first occa-

sion, where a soul may bind age-Karma appears for one antar-mu-

hurta. Then again after the expiry of two-third of the remaining

age-Karma, the second occasion for bondage of age-Karma appears
for an antar-muhurta. Thus after expiry of every two-third part

of the remaining age, six more occasions for bondage of age-karma

will in succession be presented to the soul. If a soul cannot have

the required kind of medium thought-paint in any of these 8 occa-

sions which are called Apakarsha-Kdla or declining-times, he must

bind it in the last antar-muhurta of his life.

It should be noted that a soul will bind only one of the four age

Karmas. He cannot bind more than one. He will gain rebirth in

the same condition of existence corresponding to the particular age-

Karma bound for future life. It should also be noted that duration
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of age-Karma can be increased or decreased in other declining-times,

if age-Karma has already been bound in any previous declining time.

In order to illustrate the eight periods of declining-times let us

suppose that a human being has got his operative age Karma for

a duration of 6561 years. Then the 8 occasions will appear as shown
below:

Declining times-

(1)After expiry of I or 4374 years.

(2) of 1458

(3) of 486

(4) of 162

(5) of 54

(6) of 18

Period of remaining age.

2187 years.

729

243

81

27

9

(7) of 6 3

(8) of 2
I

1

Humans and sub-humans of enjoyment region bind their age-

Karma when only 9 months are left in completion of their lifedu-

ration. Celestials and hellish beings bind it, when only six months

are left in their life. All these also have the eight declining-times

in the period of 9 or 6 months, respectively.

Humans and sub-humans of work-region where 8 declining-

times for bondage of age-Karma occur during full length of their

age are called Sopakramayushka or with breakable age. They
can die early by untimely shedding off of age-Karma molecules on

account of suicide, murder, incurable disease, fire, railway accident

etc. If no such disturbance occur, they would die after complet-

ing their age-Karma fully. Celestials, hellish, humans and sub-

humans of enjoyment-region as well as some great men out of

63 ShaldkS Purushas (24 Tirthankars, 12 Chakravarties, 9 Ndr-
yanas, 9 Balbhadras, and 9 Prati-narayanas), who attain liberation

from that life are called Anupakramdyushka or with unbreakable

age. They die a natural death.

5ffffif ^RfT I) ^ $ I)

M

519. The remaining 18 parts are the causes of going
in the 4 conditions of existence. And certainly the souls
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dying with the maximum part of white thought-paint go
to Sarvartha-siddhi, (the heaven just below tbe abode of

the liberated).

fffft II ^o II

52O. (Souls
x

dying with minimum parts (of white)'

thought-paint are born in the two, Satara (and Sahas-

rara, the llth and 12th heavens) (and those) dying with

the middle parts of (white paint) are born in heavens

(situated) above the Anata, (the 13th) and below the Sar-

vartha-siddhi.

n y,R \ n

521. Souls dying with the maximum part of pink

(thought-paint) go to Sahasrara, (the 12th heaven); and
souls dying with its minimum parts (go) to Sanat-kumdra
and Mahendra, (3rd and 4th heavens).

r srfft
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522. And < those) dying with its middle parts go to the

intervening heavens between them (i.e., between Sahasrdra
above and Sanatkumara and Mdhendra below); and (those)

dying with the maximum parts of yellow (are born in the
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heavens) lined alongside the Chakra, (heaven) which is

the Indraka (or centre heaven) in the last layer of Sanat-

kumara and Mahendra.

u x u

H

523. And (chose) dying with its minimum parts .' go) to

the first (Indraka or central Vimana called) Ritu or in (the

others in the same) line (with it) in Saudharma and

ishana (heavens), (those) dying with the middle parts (of

yellow thought-paint, are born in Vimanas)from the Vimala

Vimdna, (i. e., the central Vimana of the second layer of

Saudharma and Ishana) up to Balbhadra (the central vi-

mana of the last but one layer of Sanatkumara and Ma-

hendra).

ii x^s u

u

524. (The souls) dying with the maximum parts of

black (thought-paint) are born in Avadhi, (the central)

place (or Indraka in the 7th hell). (And those) dying with

its minimum, in Timishra, (the central portion or Indraka)

of the last (layer) of the 5th (hell). And (those) dying with

its maximum, in (the hells) between (these two).

u
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525. (Those) dying with the maximum parts of blue

are born in the Andhra-Indraka (or central part of the pen-
ultimate layer of the) fifth hell And (those) dying with the

minimum, in the Samprajvalita, (the central part or Indraka

of last layer off Baluka, (the third hell). And (those) dying
with the middle parts, in (the hells) between (these two).

Commentary.
Some souls dying with maximum parts of the blue-thought

paint are born in the 5th layer of the 5th hell. Some dying with

the minimum parts of black-thought-paint are born in the lowest

layer of the 5th hell.

u *^ n
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526. (Those) dying with the maximum part of grey
(paint) are born in (Sanjvalita) (the central portion or

(Indraka) of the pen-ultimate layer) of the third hell, (but
some in the central portion of the last layer of it, i.e., in

Samprajvalita). And (those) dying with its minimum, in

Simanta (the Indraka or central portion of the first hell).

(And dying with the middle parts), in (the hells) between

(these two),

n XRvs n

f|
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527. (Wrong-believing human and sub-human) souls

(of the work-region, Karma-bhiimi, and of the enjoy-

ment-region, Bhoga-bhumi) dying with the middle

parts of the four, black, (blue, grey, and yellow are

born) as the three, residential, (peripatetic and stellar

order of celestial beings). (And the wrong-believing
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humans and sub-humans of the work-region, residential,

peripatetic, and stellars, and the heavenly beings of

Saudharma and ishana, dying with the middle parts of

these four paints) are born as (developable gross) earth,

water, and vegetable-bodied souls.

fcsfl OKT%R*I 3fift

528. (The wrong-believing humans and sub-humans

of the work-region), dying with the middle parts of the

three black, (blue and grey are born) as fire, air, and in-

complete sensed (i e. 2, 3, and4-sensed Vikalatraya) beings

(or a? irrational 5-sensed and the common (Sadharana)

vegetables). (And) the hellish and the (remaining) celestial

beings go to the human and sub-human (conditions of

existence) corresponding to the particular thought-paints

{with which they die).

Commentary.
A soul is born always in that condition of existence for which

he has bound to himself the age Karma in the eight declining-
times in which the age-Karma can be bound in life, but the death

point is also important, as it seriously affects the future condition

of the soul. If no age Karma is bound in the 8 declining-times,
then the duration of age-Karma and the condition of existence,

both, are determined within the Antar-muhurta which precedes
death by an innumerable part of a wink or Avail called Asankshep-
dddhd. But if the age Karma has been bound in one of the pre-
vious eight declining-times (Apakarsha-KSla), the condition of

existence (Gati) will remain the same, but the soul will go to a

higher or lower part of it, according to the character and degree
of the thought-paint at the time of death.

Sub-chapter VIII Possession (Swami).
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529. The thought-paints of hells begini ing from the

first (up to seven, the lowest are respectively), (1) the

(minimum) grey; (2) (medium) grey; (3) (maximum) grey
and (minimum) blue; (4) (medium) blue; (5) (maximum)
blue and (minimum) black; (6) medium black; and (7)maxi-
mum black. -

II y.\* ll

53O. In human and sul>human (beings there are) all

(the 6 thought-paints); in one, and 2 to 4-sensed beings,

the three (black, blue and grey). In the irrational (5-

sensed developable sub-humans), four (blade, blue, grey
and yellow). In the (irrational) and rational (five-sensed)

completely undevelopable wrong- believing (sub-human
and human beings) ;

in (the potentially developable human,
sub-human, residential, peripatetic and stellar beings), in

down -fall from right (to wrong belief), there are three

bad (thought-paints, black, blue and grey).

Commentary.
Beings with one to 4 senses are never reborn as hellish or

celestial beings. The irrational 5-sensed developables can be born

as residential or peripatetic celestial beings, when dying with

yellow-thought-paint, and as hellish, when dying with grey.

Humans and sub-humans with subsidential-right-belief do never

possess three bad-thought-paints, but when such a right-believer

falls from right-belief to the second downfall stage on account of

the operation of any of the error-feeding passions, he can have

3 bad-thought-pairits in his undevelopable condition.

n
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531. In the right-believing, potentially developable

(human and sub-human beings) of enjoyment (regions),

necessarily there is the minimum part of grey. In the

developable (humans and sub-humans in the enjoyment

regions) in their (condition of) right or wrong belief (there

are) three good-thought-paints (yellow, pink and white).

Commentary*
The right believing potentially developable soul in enjoyment

regions has the minimum grey-thought paint, because dying as a

right believer he was bound to be born as a male heavenly being, but

before he acquired right belief he may have bound an age-Karma
for a lower condition of existence. If this condition was human
or sub-human then instead of going to heaven he will have to go to

the highest enjoyment-region, where we have the best human and

sub-human life. The thought-activity at death time of such a
soul will be a little painful, and therefore he has minimum grey-

thought-paint also, although in the enjoyment-regions, there are

only the three good thought-paints.

ffar ^ften: ^TTSR^IT ff
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532. In the non-control (condition of the soul, i.e., up
to the 4th stage of vowless-right -belief, Avirata Samyaktva
there are) six thought-paints. In the three, (i.e> 5th, 6th

and 7th, stages of) partial vow, (imperfect vow and perfect

vow) there are three good thought-paints. From that (the

8th to the 13th stages there is), white thought paint (only).

And (there is) no thought-paint in the (14th) stage of non-

vibration.

Commentary*
Thought-paints are the colours of vibrations coloured with

passions. When the vibrations stop, there is no thought-paint,
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533, (In the llth stage, in which passion has sub-sided,

and in the 12th and 13th stages) in which it has been

destroyed, the (white) thought- paint is spoken of from
the view point of (figurative) speech, in which we speak
of the past as happening in the present, (e. g. to say on

the anniversary of Waterloo
;

" Waterloo was fought

to-day") ; or vibratory activity being prominent, thought-

paint (is said) to be there.

n

\\ ^\^ \\

534-35. The thought-paint of the residential etc. celes-

tial beings i , e. of the three (Residential, peripatetic and stel-

lar); of two (Saudharma andlshdna ; of two (Sanatkumdra
and Mahendra); of six (Brahma, Brahmotara, Lantava,

Kapishtha, Shukra and Maha-shukra); of two (Shatara and

Sahasrara); of thirteen (Anata, Pranat, Arana, Achyuta
and the nine Graiveyakas); and beyond this of the (nine

Anudishas and five Anuttaras are respectively), (the

minimum) yellow; medium yellow; (maximum) yellow

and (minimum) pink ; (medium) pink ; (maximum) pink and
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(minimum) white; (medium) white; and maximum white.

And the non-developable three residential (peripatetic and
stellar have only) the bad-thought-paints (black, blue and

grey).

Commentary.
It should be noted that the heavenly celestials have the same

thought-paint in their non-developable and developable conditions.

Sub-Chapter IX Cause (Sadhana).

of^ %*sr i
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536. The colour of the body produced by the opera-

tion of the colour (sub-class of the body-making Karma)'
is matter-paint (Dravya Leshya). The vibration of the

soul produced by the operation (in the first four stages),

by destructive-subsidence (in the 5th, 6th and 7th stages),

by subsidence (in the 8th, 9th, 10th and llth, stages of

subsidential ladder (Upashama Shreni), and by destruction

(in 8th, 9th, 10th, 12th, and 13th) of deluding-Karma

(Moha) is thought* (paint) (Bhava Leshya).

Commentary.
Here vibratory activity would seem to be the same as thought-

paint. Yoga and Leshya, i. e., Vibration and thought-paint are really

not two things but two aspects of the same thing, with the distinc-

tion that in one the vibratory activity alone is considered and in the

other it is considered as mixed with and coloured by the passions.

The vibratory activity is the same. It is never without the tint or

taint of passion of some kind or other which is found only in the

first 10 stages. The passion-coloured vibration is the thought-paint

in these 10 stages. In the next three there is no passion, but there is

vibration, which results in white thought-paint, the purest and high-

est kind of thought-paint. Here although there is no passion,

thought-paint is said to exist, because its basis, the vibration still

continues, although there is no passion to taint it with any colour.
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Notice also that the passionless vibratory-activity is still the cause

of inflow of Karmic and Quasi-Karmic matter into the soul. The

quasi-Karmic matter, i.e., Ahdraka, speech, mind, and electric mole-

cules are assimilited, but the Karmic molecules merely touch the

soul for an instant and pass away without binding. Note also that

where there is no passion there is inflow only of the molecules

of pleasant feeling-Karma (sdta vedaniya). Where there is passion,

there is an inflow every instant of all the Karmas except the age

Karma.

Sub-Chapter X. Number (Sankhya).

n v^vs n

537. The total of (souls) with black, etc., (i. e. black,

blue, and grey thought-paints), (should be) divided by an

innumerable part of an Avali ; (the quotient) subtracted

from the total and the balance equally divided among the

three (thought-paints) . (The quotient should) again be

divided (by an innumerable part of an Avali), (and the

resulting quotient subtracted from the first quotient, and

added to one of the three equal parts, to get the number
of souls in black thought-paint). (The process indicated

in Gatha 179 should be adopted to find out the number of

souls with other thoughtpaints). (Soul) substances (may

be) described on the basis of time, also, by division, etc.

in order, (according to the above process).

Commentary.

Let the number of souls with all the three bad thought-paints

be 3525, and let an innumerable part of an Avali be 5. Then

3525 -r 5 -705. And 3525-705-2820. And 2820 should be equally

distributed among the three thought-paints. And 2820*3940,
which should be assigned to each of the three thought-paints. 705

should again be divided by 5. And the quotient 141, being subtracted

from 705, and the balance added to 940, we get 705-141+940=" 1504,
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as the number of souls with black thought-paints. And 940 1- 141

141 r5~ 1081-28*2 -1052'8 would be number of souls with blue

thought-paints. And 940+141-^5-940 f-28'2^968'2 would be the

number of souls with grey thought-paints. And 1594 f 1052*8 f- 968*2 -

S525.

This shows that, proportionately speaking, souls with black*

thought-paint are the greatest in number.

n
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533. As to space (or spatial units, the souls) with the

three bad (black, blue and grey thought-paints) are infinite

times the innumerable spatial units of universe, succes-

sively less and less. As to time (they are) infinite times

(the instants) in the past time, successively less and less,

539. As to modifications (bhava) souls with the three

black, (blue and grey paints are) an infinite part of the

units (Avibhaga Pratichheda) of perfect knowledge. Souls

with the three yellow (pink and white are) innumerable,

and, successively numerable, and innumerable, part of the

immediately (preceding one).

n *3o n

I

n
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54O. (As to space, the number of souls) with the three

yellow, (pink and white thought-paints is respectively), (the

number of the) stellars, and more ; the numerable part of

(the total of) the rational sub-humans (with yellow thought-

paint); an innumerable part of a linear finger (Suchiangula).

Commentary.
Stellars with yellow thought-paint amount in number to the

basic area of the universe divided by 65535 square fingers.

The words " and more "
include the following :

-

Residentials with yellow thought-paint amounting in number to

base line of the universe multiplied by the square root of a cubic finger.

Peripatetics with yellow-paint amounting in number to the basic

area of universe divided by the square of 300 yojanas.

Heavenly beings of Saudharma and fshana with yellow thought-

paint amounting in number to the base line of universe multiplied

by third square-root of a cubic finger.

Sub-humans with yellow thought-paint amounting in number to

the basic area of the universe divided by a square finger x Pannatthi

(65536) x Sankhyata to the power five, and

The numerable number of humans with yellow-paint.

The total of all the above is the number of souls with yellow

thought-paint.

\

uw u

u

541. Basic area (of universe) divided by two hundred
and fifty-six finger squared, (i, e., 65536 square angula, is

number of) stellars (with yellow thought-paint). And a

numerable part of it (is the number of) rational sub-humans

(with yellow thought-paint).

n

WTrft
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542, (As to time the souls) with two (paints), yellow

(and pink amount in number to the number of instants) in

innumerable Kalpas (one Kalpa being equal to 20 crore x

crore Sagaras) ; (and the pink ones are numerable part of

the yellow . Those with white (thought-paint) are an in-

numerable part of a Palya. As to modifications, the three

yellow, (pink, and white) are (respectively) an innumerable

part of the divisions of visual knowledge. (The pink ones

are numerable part of the yellow ; the white ones are an
innumerable part of the pink).

Sub-Chapter XL Place (Kshetra).

n

543. The place of (the souls) with (three) bad (thought-

paints as) to their own place (svasthana), overflow (Samud-

ghata, and) birth-time (is) the whole universe. And (the

place of the souls) with three good (thought-paints is)

innumerable part of the universe.

Commentary*
Here piace or Kslietra signifies the space where at a particular

time the souls with respective thought-paints are found.

Fine one-sensed beings, with three bad-paints, are pervading
through out the whole universe.

SvasthSna is of two kinds, (1) Svasthana Svasthdna, the place
of their birth (2) Viharavat Svasthana, the place to which they can

go out.

Samudghdta or overflow means the extending of spatial units

of mundane souls out of body to some extent and then resuming
their former form. Souls do not leave their own body, but extend
out. There are seven occasions when such overflow is possible :

-

(1) Vedani samudghta, pain-overflow, emanation on account
of extreme and unbearable suffering.

(2) Kashdya samudghdta, passion-overflow, emanation on ac-

count of passionate thought activity.
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(3) Vaikriyika samudghdta, fluid overflow-emanation on account

of transformation into small or large fluid body or into many such

bodies. Celestials do not leave their own place, they send their newly
made fluid body with extending soul-units to far off places. Their

connection is never ceased.

(4) Mdranantika samudghta, death-bed overflow emanation

before death for touching the place of next birth. The soul extends

to that point and then contracts and dies thereafter.

(5) Taijasa samudghdta, electric overflow It is possible in

saints with special powers obtained by ascetic practices. It is bad

or good. If a saint gets in rage, his soul-units emanate from his left

shoulder with electrical matter, and burn the undesirable object.

This is bad. A saint being compassionate at seeing famine or disease

prevaling anywhere, emanates his soul-units with electric matter

from right shoulder. It removes all cause of trouble and brings

happiness.

(6) Ahdraka Samudghdta, assimilative overflow A saint in

6th scriptural stage emanates a man-like white form of one cubit

fromhjshead with soul-units. It goes to an omniscient or saint with

full scriptural knowledge and sees him. The saint either removes

his doubt or enjoys the benefit of personally paying respect to him.

(7) Kevali Samudghata, omniscient overflow when age Karma
has a smaller duration than that of other three Karmas, body-mak-

ing, family-determining and feeling, then the soul of an omnis-

cient Conqueror overflows and expands throughout the whole universe

in 4 instants, and then withdraws to its body in another 4 instants,

and the duration of all four Karmas becomes equal.

UpapSda means extent of space in the first instant of birth after

leaving the last body.

Place should be considered with reference to the above ten condi-

tions, the two Svasthana, seven Samudghdta and Upap&da. Souls

with bad thought-paints are not found in electric, assimilative, and

omniscient overflow. For details see Sanskrit commentary.

M w s n

trarretar ^r s<rn ?R*T w^ w^m n w# n

544. An innumerable part (of the total number of

souls) die, its, (of the total), innumerable, (many , parts are
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in transmigration. An innumerable part (is) in distant

(overflow), and an innumerable part of it (is) in birth-

place (Upapada).
Commentary,

This gatha mainly refers to the celestials of Saudharma and

Ishdna heavens. They are with pale thought-paint,

The total number of them is equal to spatial units in the uni-

verse line (Jagat shreni) multiplied by a third square root of a

cubic finger. Their total being divided by an innumerable part of

a Palya, the quotient is the number of those dying in one instant.

This quotient should again be divided by an innumerable part of a

Palya. The resulting quotient being subtracted from the preceding

quotient the balance called
"
many parts" is the number of those

in transmigration with one, two or three turns. This number should

again be divided by an innumerable part of a Palya, the quotient

being subtracted from the number, the remaining "many parts"

balance is the number of those in death-bed overflow. This number

being divided by an innumerable part of a palya, the quotient is

the number of those with distant death-bed overflow. This number

should again be divided by an innumerable part of a Palya, the

quotient is the number of those in the birth-instant.

The number found above multiplied by the place of one soul

gives the total place for that.

For the number of pink and white thought-paints and other

details see Sanskrit commentary.

645. (The 1st half). The place of a soul with white

thought-paint is many innumerable parts of the universe

or the whole universe in (the different stages of omniscient-

overflow).

Sub-Chapter XII Extent (Sparsha,)

nw u

545, (The second half). The extent of bad thought-

painte as to the three places, (i, e. 9 own place (Svasth&na),,
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overflow Samudghata) and first instant of birth (upapada)
is the whole universe.

Commentary.
Place (Kshetra) is the space in which the soul is at present,

Extent (Sparsha) is the space in which the soul has been in the

past and is in the present.

Generally the extent of soul with three bad paints is the whole

universe for their own place (Svasthana), overflow (Samudghdta)
and first instant of birth.

In details, the black-paint souls out of the ten places called

Padas, for their sphere of birth (Svasthdna SwasthSna), anguish

(Vednd), passion, (Kashdya), death-bed overflow (mdrnanika samud-

ghdta) and instant of birth in transmigration (Upapada) have the

whole Universe as their extent.

Their extent (Sparsha) of sphere of motion (Vihdravat-svas-

thdna) is basic area (Jagatpratar) multiplied by numerable linear

finger (Suchi-angula). In their transformation overflow (vaikri-

yika Samudghdta) it is a numerable part of the universe.

In the black-thought-paint there is no electric (Taijasa) Ahdrka
and omniscient (Kevala) overflow.

The extent of blue and grey should be known like that of black.

See Sanskrit commentary for further details.

i n *s$ n

II ^v^ n

546. (The extent) of yellow as regards its sphere of

birth (Svasthana svasthana), and (its sphere of motion

Vihdravat-svasthana) are necessarily an innumerable part

of the universe, and a little less than 8 parts out of 14 (of

the mobile channel, Trasa Nadi respectively).

II
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547. And (the extent is) the same (i. e. 9 a little less

than A of mobile channel in overflow (for souls of yellow-

thought-paint, but for death-bed overflow it is) a little

less than r\ (of mobile channel). And for first instant of

birth in transmigration (Upapada) the extent (Prathama-

pada is) a little less than one and half (parts) of 14 (of

mobile channel).

u

548. The extent (prathamapada) of pink (thought

paint) for sphere of motion (Viharavat svasthana), and

for two pairs of overflow, (i, e., anguish and passion,

transformation and death-bed overflow) are necessarily a

little less than 8 by 14 parts (of mobile channel) and (for

sphere of birth, Svasthana svasthana it is innumerable

part of a universe; and for electric Taijasa and Aharaka

overflow is numerable cubic fingers).

u *i^a. u

649. And the extent (of pink-paint) for the instant

of birth in transmigration (Upapada) is little less than

five out of fourteen parts (of mobile channel). Of the

white (paint) (the extent) for the first, (i.e. , sphere of birth

Svasthana svasthana is an innumerable part of the

universe). And for the 3 places, (i. e., sphere of motion,

overflow in anguish, passion, transformation, and death-

bed and instant of birth in transmigration, it is) a little

less than A (of tne mobile charrtel). (And for electric and

Aharaka overflow it is numefa blecubic fingers).
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HPT?

: n

55O. But in (the Omniscient Kevali) overflow (Sa-

mudghdta) (in the 4 instants like the stick, panda, door-

leaves, Kapdta, sheet, Pratara and universe, Loka purna)
the extent is (respectively equal to the base line of the

universe (Jagat Shreni) x numerable square fingers

(Pratarangula); the basic area of the universe (Jagat

Pratara) x numerable linear fingers (Suchi-angula); in-

numerable parts (of universe except one); and the whole

universe. It has been said.

Sub-Chapter XIII Time (Kala).

s^r i

n KK^ u

n w II

551. With respect to different souls, the time for

the 6 thought-paints is the whole time, (some or other soul

always has one or other of the thought- paint). With

respect to one soul the minimum (time) is one Antar*

muhurta.

ffft Strf^T II S( II

552. A little more than 33, 17, 7, 2, 18, and 33 Sdgaras

are (respectively) the maximum (time) for black, blue,

greyf yellowi pink, and white-paints).
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Commentary.
For the celestial and hellish beings the extra time is equal to

2 Antar-muhfirta, because their thought-paint begins one Antar-

muhurta before they are born and continues for one Antara-muhtirta

after their death. The extra time for yellow and pink is little less

than half Sdgara. It is thus. Saudharma and ishana heavenly

beings have the maximum age of 2 Sagaras, but if a right believer

with interrupted age (Ghdta-yushka) dies prematurely and is born

there, he may have an age of 2^ Sagaras minus one Antar-muhurta.

Similarly a wrong believer dying prematurely can add an extra

innumerable part of a Palya to his age. These 2 extras are possible

up to the 12th heaven, because no one dying prematurely can be

born beyond it. A little less than half Sagara will be added to the

prescribed age of each pair of heavens till the 12th heaven.

Sub-Chapter XIV Interval (Antara).

II W II

u XKS n

*%

553-54. The minimum and maximum interval of the

three (black, blue and grey thought-paints) is one Antar-

muhurta and a little more than 33 Sagaras. This has been

said. It is the same for the three yellow (pink and white),

but the maximum intervals are necessarily the innumer-

able matter cycles of existences (Pudgala Parivartana),

Commentary.
Interval means time spent in other thought-paints before

regaining the one which was left. A soul born in Videha with one

crore of Ptirva age, acquires black thought-paint at the age of 8

years minus 6 Antar-muhfirtas, then he changes into blue, grey,

pale, pink and white gradually, each in one Antar-muhurta. Then
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he becomes a saint with white thought-paint, retains it for the

remaining life, and after death goes to Sarvdrth-siddhi for 33 Sdgars.

There he keeps his white thought-paint. Then he is born a man 'and

for one Antara-muhurta he remains in white paint. Then he begins
to transform from white to pink, pale, grey and blue and black

each in one Antara-muhurta. The interval for black is thus 33

Sdgars, 1 crore Purva years minus 8 years and 10 Antar-muhurtas.

This example will show interval of blue and grey also with, respect-

ively, 2 and 4 Antara-muhurtas less than black.

The intervals for the other three thought-paints is no doubt a

long time, for only five sensed beings can have them. If a soul has

to pass from one-sensed to 4-sensed lives, he can pass a long time

there with only 3 bad thought-paints. After a long time, he may
become again five-sensed with pale thought-paint.

Sub-Chapter XV & XVL Modifications and quantity

(Bhava and Alpa-Bahutva).

H

555. As to quality the six-thought-paints are due to

the operation (of Karmas). Their quantity has been des-

cribed as the number of (their) matter (in sub-chapter of

number, Sankhyd). Thus the paints are described.

Commentary*
The least number is of those with white thought-paint, yet

it is innumerable. Its innumerable-fold is the number of those

with pink thought-paint. Its numerable fold is the number of

those with pale thought-paint. Its infinite fold is the number of

souls with grey thought paint. A little more than this is the

number of those with blue thought-paint and a little more than

this is the number of souls with black thought-paint.

II
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556. Freed from thought-paints, black and others,

having crossed (the ocean of mundane) existences, posses-

sed of infinite bliss, and having acquired the abode of

liberation such liberated souls or the nonvibratory

omniscients, should be known to be Paintless (Aleshyd).

O H AFTER XVI.

Capacity of liberation, (Bhavya

*rar?nr ftra^rfof I

557. The souls whose liberation is to take place (or

who have the capacity of liberation) are capable of libera-

tion (Bhavya siddha or Bhavyas). The opposite to these

(are) incapable of liberation (Abhavya). They are never

liberated from mundane existence.

Commentary,
Souls as seen by omniscient are of two kinds, Bhavya, capable

of liberation, and Abhavya, incapable of liberation. Even in

Bhavyas, who have got the capacity, only those who will have favour-

able circumstances for making efforts for liberation can attain

liberation, while those who will never have favourable circumstances

will never be liberated,

y^rrr rij ^mw^ruo u

5T f| TToIT^TW fqr^lTT^M ^TO>T$RTf*rW II ^HC 1 1

558. (Some) would-be-liberated souls, who are cap-

able of being liberated (Bhavyatva), are such that their

dirt (of Karmic matter) like (the dirt of) golden ores

(Kanakopala) will certainly never be removed.

^F if it

U
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II Wfc 1 1

559. Those souls who are neither capable of libera-

tion (Bhavya), nor incapable of liberation (Abhavya), but

have the bliss of liberation (and are) beyond the cycle of

infinite existence should be known to be neither Bhavya
nor Abhavya.

Commentary.
The distinction of Bhavya and Abhavya apply only to the

mundane souls.

II x^o n

56O. The total number of souls incapable of libera-

tion (Abhavya) is the minimum secondary infinite (Jaghan-

ya Yuktananta), All the mundane souls minus these (is)

the total (of) souls capable of liberation (Bhavya),

Commentary.
Mundane souls wander in 5 kinds of Parivartana, cycle of wan-

dering:

(1) Dravya-Parivartana, matter cycle. It is of two kinds, quasi-

karmicand karmic. No-karma, quasi-karmic cycle is the time which

soul takes in the renewing exactly the same set of a particular

number and quality of molecules, as it took once. Karmic cycle is

the time taken in-renewing exactly the same set of a particular

number and quality of 8 karmas, as the soul took in once. The
time taken in both of these is called one matter cycle or dravya
or pudgala parivartana. For example a soul takes on a body
to day, with its quasi-karmic and karmic matter. It goes on

changing both. When in the course of its changes, it again chances

to take on a similar body with similar quasi-karmic and karmic

matter, it is said to have completed one matter cycle (Dravya Pari-

vartana).

(2) Kshetra Parivartana. Space-Cycle.-The time taken by
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one soul in going once, round every single point of space in the

universe consecutively, beginning from the foot of Mount Meru.

(3) Kdla Parivartana. Time-cycle, a soul is born in the

first samaya, or instant of an Avasarpini, then in the 2nd samaya
of another (next or any other) Avasarpim, then in the 3rd samaya
of a third, and so on; till in the last samaya it is born in the last

samaya of a new Avasarpini. Similarly it must be born in Utsar-

pini. Then it must die in each samaya of the two eras, like the

above. The time taken to go through all this is a Time-Cycle(Kdla-

Parivartama.)

(4) Bhava-parivartana, Incarnation-cycle, a soul is born

in hell with minimum age of 10,000 years. He is reborn again

(after other births) in hell with 10,000 years ago. This goes on as

many times as there are samayas in 10,000 years. Then he is reborn

there with an age of 10,000 years, and one samaya, then with an

age of 10,000 years and 2 samayas; and thus at every birth he adds

one samaya till he is born with the maximum age of 33 Sagaras.

The time taken is called Hellish-Cycle. Similarly with the Celes-

tial-Cycle; but there the minimum is 10,000 years and the maximum
is only 31 Sdgaras, up to the 9th Graiveyaka.

In the sub-human and human-Cycles the minimum is one An-

tar-muhurta, and the maximum is 3 palyas. The procedure is the

same as in the Hellish and Celestial-Cycles.

The time taken in all these four cycles, is called one Incarna-

tion-Cycle.

(6) Bhdva-Parivartana. Thought-Cycle.

Innumerable units of soul's, Yoga-sthana, Vibratory activity

make one Anubhdga-bandha-Adhyavasdya-sthana, or a degree of the

passion which determines intensity of bondage. Innumerablex innu-

merable, Anubhdga-bandhas make one Kashaya-dhya-vasaya sthdna,
i. e. 9 one degree of passion which determines the duration of bon-

dage. Innumerable x innumerable Kashdya, etc., make one Jag-
hanya-sthiti-bandha, i. e. t minimum duration of bondage in a ra-

tional wrong-believing person. This is Antah crore x crore sagars.
One sthiti needs that the soul should pass through everyone of the
innumerable Yoga-sthdnas, to earn one Anubhdga-bandha and then
so on, to earn one sthiti. Thus it should go up to the maximum
duration of each one of the 8 Karmas, of course adding only one
samaya at each step onwards from the minimum duration. When
it has thus gone through the 8 karmas and their 148 divisions, it is

said to have done one Thought-Cycle (Bhdva-parivartana).
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CHAPTER XVII-

Right-belief Soul-quest (Samyaktva MfirjfanA.)

SI?*TTIJ nr^fmffng i

u w n

H

561. Belief by authority (Ajna) or by acquisition

through tuition (Adhigama), of 6 (substances, Dravya) 6

embodied substances (Astikdya) and 9 categories (Pad&rtha)

as preached by the Great Conqueror is right-belief (Sam-

yaktva).

662. Of the six substances (Dravyas), (there) is a 7

fold treatment in sub-chapters.

(1) Name (Nama,) (2) description or differentia

(Upalashkana-anuvada), (3) Time of existence (Astitva

Kdla), (4) extent of existence (Astitva Kshetra), (6) Num-
ber (Sankhya), (6) description of degrees (Sthdna svarupa),

(7) Functions (Phala),

Sub-Chapter I Name (Ndma).

i

u *JL^ u

**RT%

j u

563. Substances are living (souls, JJva\ and non-

living (non-soul, Ajiva), each (of these) is material (Rupi)

and immaterial (Arupi). Mundane souls (are) material

(Rupi). Souls free from Karmic matter (are) immaterial

(Arupi.)
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Commentary.
Mundane souls are said to be material from the figurative point

of view, because every spatial unit of a mundane soul is full of

infinite Karmic material molecules.

II

n

564. In the non-living, matter substances (Padgala

Dravya are) material (Riipi). And the four, medium of

motion (Dharma), and the other Medium of rest (Adhar-

ma), Space (Akasha) and time (Kala) are immaterial

(Arupi).
Commentary.

Padgula is so-called because it unites and forms into molecules

and dissolves into particles, also it modifies in its attributes colour,

smell, taste and touch. An atom is in a regular hexagonal. As
substance it is one, as to modification, it is possible to say, that it

has a six-fold modification from its six faces.

Sub-Chapter II. Description of Differentia.

?! 5 1

II W II

565 The differentia (Lakshana) of soul, matter and

the four (other substances), medium of motion (medium
of rest, space and time respectively, are) attention (Upa-

yoga); the four attributes, colour, (smell, taste and touch);

auxiliary help in the activity of motion (of soul and mat-

ter), of rest (of soul and matter), giving place (to all sub-

stances); and of alteration (in substances).

u x^ u
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sftaraf

n

566. The activity of motion, rest and occupation of

space is only in soul and matter (substances). In the

three, medium of motion, (and of rest and space, there is)

no (such) activity. But they are the important causes (of

the three activities respectively).

567. (Like) the road for the traveller, seat for the

sitter, and the house for the resident, the three, medium
of motion (and of rest, and space) are the auxiliary causes

in effecting motion, rest and giving of space (respectively).

f ss^rwnr u *^ u

ft *rsm% II ^^ II

568. Time is the cause of alteration (Vartana). The

attribute of altering is in all the (six) substances. And
all subtances alter only by the support (Adhara) of

(substance).

5 ^

x^ n

\

H v^e n

569. Because in the media of motion and rest, etc.,

(i. e., in the six substances), (there is an attribute of) in-

dividuality (Agurulaghu, by means of which a substance

never loses its own essential and peculiar attributes and
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never acquires the peculiar and essential attributes of any
other substance), (and this attribute of individuality)

alters (Vartate) itself by increasing by 6 increases or by

decreasing by (6) decreases in its infinitesimal degrees

(Avibhaga Pratichheda).

Commentary*
In all substances whether pure or impure, natural modifications

of 6 fold increase and 6 fold decrease in infinitesimal degrees of the

common attribute of individuality do occur at every instant. It is

due to this sort of change that we can attribute rise (Utpada),

decay (Vyaya), and continuity (Dhrauvya) in pure souls (Siddhas),
and to pure Space, time, media (substances) of motion and rest.

These changes are called natural modifications (SvabhavaParyaya).
For six-fold increase and decrease see Gatha 322 and those which
follow.

n *v* n

57O, Time never alters itself into the other (5 sub-

stances), nor does it change the other (substances into

itself). It is merely the auxiliary help to the other (sub-

stances) characterised by different kinds of alterations. *.

u x^? u

571. By the support of time, (each)substance is altered

in its own modifications. The duration of (each of these)
modifications is an instant only from the pure real stand

point (i. e., from the actual conditional stand-point, Riju
sutra Parydyarthika naya).

$3%l \

U
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II

572, Vyavahara, Vikalpa, Bheda and Paryaya (are)

synonymous, (signifying modification). The duration of

modification (Vyavahara) (is) practical time (Vyavahara
Kala).

r fif? ?T

H VA3^ U

T 3 II

573. The minimum duration of modification (Parya-

ya) is only an instant. That (alone is) Samaya (instant).

It amounts to the time taken by one atom in passing over

to the other (where two atoms are placed side by side in

space).

ii uvss ii

674>. A wink or Avali (consists of minimum-advanced-
innumerable instants, Jaghanya yukta sankhyata sama-

yd). Numerable Avails together (makej one pulse-beat

(Uchchhvasa>, seven pulse-beats (make) one stoka. Lava
is said to consist of seven stokas.

u

n

575. Thirty-eight and a half Lava (make) one Naif

XGhadi=24 minutes). And two nails (make) one Muhur-
=^48 minutes). .(One muhurta) minus one Samaya of
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more (i. e. 9 minus 2 or more instants till the result is one

Avali and one Samaya) is one Bhinna of (Antar)-muhurta.

Commentary.
The minimum antar-muhurta is one Aval! and one Samaya.

Then follow innumerable medium Antar-muhurtas. The maximum
is one muhurta minus one Samaya.

n VA9$ ii

: II W n

576, (30 Muhurtas make) one day (and night). (15

days and nights make) one fortnight, (2 fortnights make)
one month. (2 months make) one season (Ritu), (3 seasons

orRitu make) one half year (Ayana). (2 ayana make) one

year, and there are other (measures of time), the numer-

able, innumerable and infinite divisions of practical time

(Vyavahara Kala).

n

577. But this practical time (Vyavahara Kala) should

be known in the human region (2 continents up to the

Manushottara Mountain) ; because the practical (time)

corresponds to the movements of the stellars (with their

abodes Vimana).

II

578. Practical time is further of 3 kinds, past, pre-

gent and future. Past time (is equal) to the number of
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the liberated souls multiplied by numerable winks (Avails).

Commentary,
In every period of 6 months and 8 instants, 608 souls leave the

primitive common, or Nitya Nigoda, condition; and the same number
of souls, enter the abode of liberation from the 2| continents,

The number of siddhas or liberated souls is infinite part of the

total of all the souls (mundane and liberated), 6 months and 8

Samayas being reduced to Avalis and divided by 608 would be the

numerable Avali mentioned in the gatha.
It would be noticed that the numerable Avalis in the Gatha are

constant. They do not vary. They represent the average time for

one soul to attain liberation. The number of liberated souls in-

creases every 6 months and 8 instants by 608. This explains the

ever-increasing-length of past time by the constant number of

of Avalis.

ft i

vqogftrit 5$ wffrd 5% *rih li ws. u

ffa s^^TTt "S^Rra* II y^ II

579. The present is one instant. The future practi-

cal time is infinite times (the total of all) souls and all

matter (substances).

irif iMtwn n us* u
58O. And the very name "Time" (Kdla) itself is an

index to the (Time) substance itself, (which as a substance

is) permanent, (but) rises and decays (as regards its mo-

difications). And the other (i. e., practical time rises and

decays like present time, but is) of a very long dura-

tion (as past and future).

Sub-Chapter III. Time of existence (Sthiti).

fofa^ and ftf^rr^ u
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581. The time of existence of the six substances is

the same, (for all). Its duration is got by adding together

their modifications in attributes (Artha Paryaya) and their

modifications in space (Vyanjana Paryaya) in all the three

times (present, past and future),

n *CR n

'*RTrf 5^ II ^s^ II

582. Whatever modifications take place in a substance

in its attributes (Artha Paryaya) or in space (Vyanjana

Paryaya) in the past, the future and (the present), they

constitute the substance.

Commentary.
A substance is nothing separate from, but is merely the name

of the sum total of its attributes and modifications.

Sub-Chapter IV. Extent of existence (Kshetra).

u

\\

583. Except space, all the substances exist only in

the universe (Loka), not beyond it (i. e., in the non-uni-

verse). (And the substances), media of motion and rest

(Dharma and Adharma) are (all) pervading (vyapl), fixed

(Avasthita), un-quivering (Achalita in their units, Pra-

deshas), and permanent.

Commentary.
Support is of 3 kinds, (1) tactile (Aupashleshika), wherein the

supporter and the supported touch each other, as the book in on the
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table; (2) Local (Vaishayika), as John is in London, or the sun is in

the sky; (3) Pervasive (Abhivydpaka) as there is oil in linseed,

juice in lemon.

Media of motion and rest are all-pervasive in the space of uni-

verse (Lokdk&sha).

II

584. By the expansion and contraction of its units

(Pradesha) one soul expands from an innumerable part of

the universe etc., up to the whole universe,

Commentary.
The minimum body is that of a completely undevelopable fine

common soul. The maximum is of the great fish in the (Svayam-

bhuramana, the last ocean. One soul in omniscient overflow can

expand up to the extent of the whole universe.

II

585. (The extents) of the matter substances, (atom,
molecules etc., etc.) are one spatial unit, etc., as necessary,

'(up to the whole universe). (And the extent) of (each) of

the atoms of time (Kalanu) is permanent i.e t ,
one spatial

unit (Pradesha).

Commentary.
"As necessary" means that some combinations of atoms of

matter in their molecular form may occupy lesser spatial units than

the number of their constituent atoms.

y* sw in H
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586. (The molecules of) matter (substance) are(com-

posed) of numerable, innumerable, and infinite atoms.

(Their) existence (is) in the universe only. (But the exis-

tence) of an atom is in one spatial unit (Pradesha) alone.

587. The spatial units(Pradesha) of the universe are

always packed full with the six substances. And the whole

non-universe is without all the other (substances except

space),

Sub-Chapter V. Number (Sankhyd)

588. The number of souls (is) infinite. Infinite times of

that (is the number of) matter (substances). And the three,

(the two) media of motion (and rest, and space are) each,

one <in number). Time (is equal to) the number of the

(innumerable) spatial units of the universe.

?rer 3 ^wi^i u v^s. u

589. In each spatial unit of the universe, they, i.e.,

the (points of time) are certainly fixed one by one like a

heap of jewels. Those points of time (&alan,u) should be

known (to be innumerable).
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u

U

69O. But the practical time is infinite times the

matter substances. And the infinite times of that (is) the

number of the spatial units (Pradesha) in space (universe
and non-universe).

J <T* 5*0 TOTRp? H ^L5.^ U

ll xn il

591. The spatial units of the universe, and the units

(Pradesha) of media of motion (Dharma) and rest (Ad-

harma) and of one soul are equal (in number). And a spatial

unit (Pradesha) is the space occupied by an (indivisible)]

atom.

Sub-Chapter VI. Description of degrees (Sthana svarupa),

i

u SL^.^ u

592 All the immaterial substances (are) fixed, and

their units (Pradesha) also (are) un-quivering. The

material (mundane) souls quiver and (their) units are of 3

kinds.

Commentary.
Three kinds -quivering (chala), non-quivering (Achala) quivering

and non-quivering (Chala'chala). In transmigration the units of souls

are all quivering (Chala). In a non-vibratory omniscient (Ayoga-

Jcevali) aftd in a siddha (liberated Soul), they are all non-quivering
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(Achala). In the other mundane souls they are quivering-non-

quivering; i. e., all the units quiver from birth to death except the

8 central units which do not quiver. All the same, every unit of

soul is bound by Karmic matter. But the bondage is due to the

nature of vibration (Yoga capacity to draw in molecules) and not

to their being quivering. Therefore these 8 units do not quiver but

are bound by Karmic matter.

II^ I)

"*I3rf?rT

593. In the matter substance, atoms (and molecules

of) numerable, etc. (i.e., of innumerable and infinite atoms)]

are (all) quivering. But the atoms (Pradesha-Parmanu)
in the last maximum molecule (Mahaskandha) are quiver-

ing and non-quivering ; (as in it, some atoms quiver and

others do not).

u H.$ u

STTfT

594-95. (There are 23 kinds of molecules-Vargana):
l.Atom (-anu vargana),
2.Numerable (-atoms molecule, Sankhydtdnu-Var-

gana),

S.Innumerable (-atoms-molecule Asankhy^itanu-Var-

gana),

4s,Infinite(-atoms-molecule, Anantaau-Vargana),
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5.Assimilation(-molecule, Ahdra-Vargand),

6.Unreceivable(-molecule, Agrdhya-Vargand),

7.Electric(molecule, Taijasa-Vargand),

8,Unreceivable (-molecule, Agrahya-Vargand),

9.Speech (-molecule, Bhdshd-Vargand),

10.Unreceivable(-molecule Agrdhya-Vargand),
11 .Mind (-molecule, mano-Vargand),

12.Unreceivable(-molecule, Agrdhya-Vargand),
13.Karmic(-molecule, Karmana-Vargand).

14.Fixed(-molecule Dhruva-Vargand),
15.Inter-non-inter (-molecule Sdntara-nirantara-Var-

gand),

16.1ndifferent(-molecule, Shunya-Vargand),

17.1ndividual-body(-molecule, Pratyeka Sharira-Var-

gand),

l8.Fixed-indifferent( -molecule, Dhruva Shiinya-Var-

gand),

19.Gross-common- body(-molecule, Vadara Nigoda-Var-
gand),

20.Indifferent(-molecule, Shunya-Vargand),

2l.Fine-common-body(~molecule, Sukshma Nigoda-Var*
gaad),

22.Sphere(-molecule, Nabho-Vargand), and
32.Great (-molecule, (Mahd-skandha-Vargand).

U

n x^ n

596. There is no minimum and maximum in the atom
molecules (Parmanu-Vargank), but they are in the rest,

In the (5) receivable (i.e. assimilation Ahdra; electric,

Taijasa; speech, Bhasha; mind, mana; and Kdrmana mo-
lecules) and in the great molecule Mahd-skandha, the maxi-
mum (is got) by adding (the proper quotient to the mini"

mum). In the others, (it is got) by multiplication.
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it

597. For the maximum of the receivable (5 molecules)

the divisor is an infinite part of (the total number of)

liberated souls, and for the maximum of the last Great

molecule (it is) an innumerable part of a Palya.

Commentary.
The minimum of each of the 5 receivable molecules should be

divided by infinite part of liberated souls, and the quotient should

be added to the minimum to obtain the maximum of each. The

minimum of great molecule should be divided by innumerable part

of a Palya, the quotient should be added to the minimum to obtain

its maximum,

u

598. In the numerable-(atom molecules) and in the

innumerable-(atom molecules), the multiplier is (its maxi-

mum divided by its minimum), and that for the infinite-

atom molecules and the 4 unreceivable molecules is the

infinite part of the liberated souls.

II yL5.S. II

srff^T^Frffj^n ^TfT^fn

599. (The multiplier) for the three fixed (Dhruva,

inter-non-inter Sdntara nirantara, and indifferent Shunya
molecules, (is) the infinite times (the total number of) the

souls, and for the next (i.e. individual-body-molecule Pra-

tyek-Sharira Vargana is) an innumerable part of a Palya,
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and then (for the fixed-indifferent molecule Dhruva Shiinya

Vargana) is (the number of) wrong (believing souls)

divided by innumerable into innumerable spatial units of

the universe.

6OO. An innumerable part of the base line of universe

(Jagat-shreni), linear finger (Suchiangula), Palya, and
basic area of universe (Jagat Pratara) necessarily become

multipliers of the minima to (produce) the maxima

(respectively of Gross common, Vadara Nigoda; indifferent,

Shunya; fine-common, Sukshma Nigoda; and sphere,

Nabho, molecules).

^
6O1. (From the second to the 23rd molecule) each is

one more than the maximum of the one immediately pre*

ceding it. Thus matter substances with their 23 kinds have

been described by the Conqueror (Jina).

Commentary.
Among the 23 kinds of molecules, the first kind of atom-mole-

cules have no minimum and maximum divisions, because each atom

IB its one separate molecule. The other 22 kinds of molecules have

minimum, medium and maximum divisions. The minimum and maxi-

mum are shown below, between these two there are many medium
divisions of successive increase of one atom.

(1) Numerable-atom-molecule, Sankhydtdnu Vargand. Mini-

mum is a molecule of 2 atoms, maximum is a molecule of highest

number of numerable.

(2) Innumerable-Atom-molecule, asankhydtinu Vargand - mini-

mum is a molecule of minimum-plenary 'innumerable, Jaghany**
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Paritd-Sankhydta atoms and maximum is a molecule of maximum

innumerable * innumerable, Asankhydtd sankhydta atoms.

(3) Infinite-atom-molecule, Anantdau-Vargasd minimum is a

molecule of minimum-plenary-infinite, Jaghanya-Paritdnanta atoms.

The maximum is its minimum multiplied by infinite part of liberated

souls.

(4) Assimilation molecule, Ahdra-Vargagd. Its minimum is

the maximum of the last plus one atom and its maximum is its

minimum plus the quotient obtained by dividing its minimum by

the infinite part of liberated souls.

(5) Unreceivable-molecule, Agrdhya-Vargand. Its minimum is

the maximum of the last, plus one atom. Its maximum is its mini-

mum multiplied by infinite part of liberated souls.

(6) Electric-molecule, Taijasa-Vargand. Its minimum is the

maximum of the last, plus one atom and its maximum is its

minimum plus the quotient obtained by dividing its minimum by
infinite part of liberated souls.

(7) Unreceivable-molecule, Agrdhya-Vargand. The minimum
is the last, plus one. The maximum is the minimum multiplied by
the infinite part of liberated souls.

(8) Speech-molecule, Bhdshd-Vargand. The minimum is the

last, plus one atom and the maximum is its minimum plus the quo-
tient obtained by dividing its minimum by infinite part of liber-

ated souls.

(9) Unreceivable-molecule, Agrdhya-Vargand. The minimum
is the maximum of the last, plus one atom. The maximum is its

minimum multiplied by the infinite part of the liberated souls.

( 10) Mind-molecule, Mano-Vargand. The minimum i s the maxi-

mum of the last, plus one atom, and the maximum is its minimum
plus the quotient obtained by dividing its minimum by the infinite

part of the liberated souls.

(11) Unreceivable-naolecule, Agrdhya-Vargand. The minimum
is the maximum of the last, plus one, and the maximum is its mini-

mum multiplied by infinite part of the liberated souls.

(12) Karmic-molecule, Kdrmana-Vargagd. The minimum is the
number of molecules of the maximum of the last, plus one, and the
maximum is its minimum plus the quotient obtained by dividing its

minimum by infinite part of the liberated souls.

(13) Fixed-molecule, Dhruva-Vargand. The minimum number
is the maximum of the last plus one and the maximum is its mini-

mum multiplied by the infinite times the number of souls.
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(14) Inter-non-inter-molecule, S&ntara-nirantara-VargaQfi. Tha

minimum is the maximum of the last, plus one, and the maximum
is its minimum multiplied by infinite times the number of souls.

(15) Indifferent-molecule, Shunya-Vargand. The minimum is

the maximum of the last, plus one and the maximum is its minimum

multiplied by infinite times the number of souls.

(16) Individual-body-molecule, Pratyeka-Sharira-Vargand. The

minimum is the maximum of the last plus one. It is the number

of Karmic and quasi-Karmic molecules with their attendant atomf

(Visra Sopachaya) in the body of a non-vibrating omniscient in its

last instant, i. e. t just before liberation, but in one whose age was

one crore of Purva years and who became an ascetic at the age of 8

years and one antar-muhurta ; and who remained a vibratory

omniscient for a little less than one crore Purva years. It is a group

of physical, electric and Karmic molecules found in Him. The maxi-

mum is its minimum multiplied by an innumerable part of a Paly*
(17) Fixed-indifferent molecule, Dhruva-Shtinya-Vargan. Its

minimum is the maximum of the last, plus one ; and its maximum
is its minimum multiplied by the quotient obtained by dividing the

total of wrong-believing souls by innumerable * innumerable units of

universe.

(18) Gross-common-molecule, Vddara-Nigoda-VarganS. The
minimum is the maximum of the last, plus one and the maximum is

its minimum multiplied by an innumerable part of base line of uni-

verse, Jagata-Shreni.

(19) Indifferent-molecule, Shfinya-Vargani. The minimum is

the maximum of the last plus one and the maximum is its minimum
multiplied by innumerable part of a* linear finger (Suchiangula).

(20) Fine-common-molecule, Sukshma-Nigoda Vargand. The
minimum is the maximum of the last, plus one. The maximum is

its minimum multiplied by innumerable part of a Palya.

(21) Sphere-molecule, Nabho-Vargand. The minimum is the

maximum of the last plus one and the maximum is its minimum
multiplied by an innumerable part of basic area of universe (Jagat-

Pratara).

(22) Great-molecule-molecule, MahA-skandha Vargaofi. The
minimum is the maximum of the last, plus one and the maximum is

its minimum plus the quotient obtained by dividing its minimum by
an innumerable part of a Palya.

3H5T
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6O2. Earth9 water, shade, objects of the four senses

(touch, taste, smell and hearing), Karmic matter, and an

atom, (are examples of) the six divisions of matter subs*

tance as described by the Conquerors.

II

II ^o \ ||

6O3. Gross-gross (Vadara Vadara), gross (Vddara),

gross-fine (Vadara Sukshma), fine-gross Stikshma-Vddara),

Fine (Sukshma), and fine-fine (Sukshma-Siikshina) are

the six kinds, of which) earth, etc., (in the last gatha are

examples).

U

6O4, (They) describe the molecule (skandha as) com-

plete all round, (sakala samartha); its half as Desha; half

of its half as Pradesha ; and (that which is) indivisible, as

an atom (Parmdnu).

Commentary.
The word " molecule" will apply down to half a molecule plus

in atom. From half a molecule up to one-fourth plus one atom

pvill be called Desha ; and Pradesha will include one-fourth of a

nolecule down to a molecule of 2 atoms.

Sub-Chapter VII. Function (Phala).

wn%4 \
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6O5. The auxiliary causes of the activity of motion

and rest, and of occupying space are certainly the three

media of motion, (Dharma), rest, Adharma, and space

Akdsha) And the auxiliary cause of the activity of

alteration (Vartana) is necessarily time.

u $* $ u

i \

II

6O6. (Mundane) souls undergo alteration as they

affect each other. And matters (are necessarily the auxi-

liary) causes in the making of body, etc. (And matters, also

affect each other).

u

II ^o^> I)

6O7. By assimilative molecules (Ahdra Vargan), the

three (physical, fluid and assimilative or Ahdraka) bodies

are (made), and also inhalation (and exhalation are caused).

And by the molecules of electric matter, the electric body
(is formed).

ftflf5 U ^c; (I

u ^c u

6O8. By the speech and mind molecules respectively

(are formed) speech and mind. And of karmic (molecules)

eight kinds of karmic matter are made. It has been said

by the Conquerors,
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n V u

6O9. Smoothness and roughness (are) the causes of

union (of atoms into molecules). The degrees (Guna or

(Avibhdga Pratichheda) of smoothness and roughness (in

matter are) of many kinds, from one to numerable, innu-

merable and infinite.

H ^ ? II

r n ^?o n

61O, The minimum of smoothness (is) one degree

(Guna Avibhdga Pratichheda) and (for the rest, we have)
2 degrees i 3 degrees numerable, innumerable and infinite

degrees. Same of the quality of roughness.

u $n u

611. Thus atoms having (different) degrees (of smooth-

ness and roughness) are found (only) in the first, Atom-
molecule (Anu-Vargana). By the union of two suitable

(atoms), necessarily the fusion of two atoms (into one

molecule) takes place.

n ^ t ^ u

U W^ II
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612. Smooth with smooth and rough with rough do not
unite (always). The smooth and rough atoms unite (ie,

where there is the difference of 2 degrees in the smooth
and rough uniting atoms). The atoms are similar in

degree (Rupi) and dissimilar (Arfipi).

u

*n*flr TOT fc^rwf * m^f^r ?fo II M* H

613. Among the series of smooth and rough (atoms),

an atom with equal degrees of smoothness and roughness
is named Rupi, and the rest are Arupi.

From the point of view of atom with two

degrees of smoothness, an atom with two degrees of

roughness is (similar) Rupi; and (an atom with) one, three

and other degrees, (dissimilar) Arupi. Know the same of

rough also.

w

615. A smooth (atom) unites with a smooth (one)

with 2 more (degrees of smoothness); rough, with rough

having 2 more (degrees of roughness): Smooth (atom

unites) with rough (atom)j (and rough with smooth with

2 more degrees); (an atom) with minimum (viz. one degree)

being excepted. (The union is between degrees) in an odd

or even (series, as 3, 6, 7, 9, 11 etc. and 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 etc.)*
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616. In the smooth and the other (i.e. rough degrees

both) even (sama) and odd (vishama) (series) two, three,

etc., increase by two (each). And in each of the two

(smooth and rough) even and odd (series), there are

similar (Rupi) and the other (dissimilar Ariipi).

n ^?vs tl

617. Proceeding beyond (atoms of) 2, 3 and more

(degrees), union would occur (in case of) difference of 2

degrees, between (them) whether, they be smooth or roughi
or both (smooth and rough). Still an (atom of) minimum

(degrees does not unite) anywhere.

Commentary.
Atoms unite together with the difference of 2 degrees. A

smooth atom of two degree will unite with a smooth or rough atom
of 4 degrees only. Similarly an atom of 3 degrees of roughness will

unite with that of 5 degrees of roughness or smoothness only. Atoms

having one degree of smoothness or roughness will never unite.

n

618. An atom with minimum degree of smoothness

or other(t.c, roughnesses never fit for union in its own place

or in the other. It unites (if there is a proper) change in

its degree (of smoothness or roughness) owing to external

and internal causes.
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Commentary.
An atom as long as it has got only one degree of smoothness

or roughness will neither unite with another atom with one degree

nor with other atoms of more degrees. But when degrees of smooth-

ness or roughness are increased in that very atom owing to

internal capacity of change and auxiliary cause of other substances,

it becomes fit for bondage with other atoms possessing 2 degrees in

excess.

619. In molecules of numerable, innumerable, and in-

finite atoms, (the atoms) with greater degrees of smooth-

ness or other (i. e. roughness) when uniting, alter (atoms

of) lesser (degree) to their own kind).

Commentary.
This gatha shows that there is the same rule for the union of

molecules also. A molecule of 500 degrees will unite with another

of 502 only, neither more nor less. Any atom or molecule uniting
with another of less degrees than two will transform it into its own
kind. When a rough atom with 25 degrees unites with a smooth
atom of 23 degrees, the united molecule will be a rough molecule.

n Vt II

62O. The six substances excepting time are named
5 embodied substances (Pancha-Astikaya), because in time

(there, is no grouping of units (Pradesha). It has been said.

n ^^ ? n
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621. The nine categories (Paddrtha) are souls (Jiva),

non-souls (Ajiva), and by their (union) the two merit (Pun-

ya), (and) demerit (Papa), and inflow (Asrava), stoppage

(Samvara), shedding (Nirjard), bondage (Bandha) and

liberation (Moksha).

II ^ R II

sn
ii W II

622. The two, soul (and non-soul) have been explained

'(before). The meritorious souls (Punya Jiva are) with

the attribute of right belief, and also with vows. And the

demeritorious (Papa Jiva) are the reverse of them.

ii ^^ ii

II

623. Wrong-believers(are)demeritorious,(and amount

to) infinite x infinite, and also those (who are) in the

downfall stage (Sasadana Guna Sthdna) by the operation

of any one of (the four) error-feeding (passions going down

to) the stage of wrong-belief, and (they are in number) an

innumerable part of a Palya.

it

ii

62*. Wrong-believers (are infinite into infinite. Lay-
men (Shravaka in the Partial-vow-stage), (souls) in down*

fall (Sasadana), in mixed (Mishra), and in vowless (Avir*

rata, i e., the 4th stage number respectively) an innumer-
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able part of a Palya, an innumerable times (the innumer-

able part of a Palya), numerable times (of this last pro-

duct), and innumerable times (this last number).

Commentary*
Partial vow stage is found in human and sub-human beings.

The innumerable part of a Palya souls in this stage as given above

refer to sub-humans, and 13 crores of humans should be added to

that number. Downfall stage is found in all the four conditions of

existence. In this stage there are 52 crores of humans also, and

the souls in the other three conditions of existence number innumer-

able times the souls with partial vow. The mixed stage of rightr

and-wrong- belief is also found in the four conditions of existence.

In this stage the humans are 104 crores; and the number of souls in

the other 3 conditions of existence is the numerable times the total

of those in downfall stage.

Thevowless right-belief is also found in the four conditions.

In it the number of humans is 700 crores; and the number of the

other 3 is the innumerable times the total of those with mixed

right and wrong belief.

The division of Palya by innumerable representing the number

of partial vowers means that the Palya is to be divided 3 times by

the innumerable and then once by numerable. In the downfall stage,

Palya is divided twice bjr innumerable and then once by numerable.

In the mixed stage, Palya is divided twice by innumerable. And

in the vowless stage, Palya is divided once by innumerable.

\

U

nw it

625, (The total of souls) with imperfect vow (Pra-

matta-Virata is) 5.93,98,206, and with perfect vow (Apra-

matta is) 2, 96, 99, 103.

wr sm3r ri n
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626. Some say the number (of souls in each of the

8th, 9th, 10th, and llth stages of) subsidential ladder

(Upashama Shreni) to be 300; some 304 ;
and some less than

this by 5 i. <?., 299), (but) know (these numbers to be)

double (for souls) in (each of the 8th, 9th, 10th, and 12th

stages of) destructive ladder, (Kshapaka shreni).

627. (The maximum number of souls who can go

up) to the subsidential ladder (Upashama ShrenJ in con-

secutive 8 instants) is respectively 16, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 45,

and 54,

u $\zi u

628. (The maximum number of souls who go up) to

the Destructive ladder (Kshapaka Shreni in 8 consecutive

instants is respectively) 32, 8, 60, 72, 84, 496, 108, and 108.

U

629. The number of vibratory omniscients (Sayogi

Jina) is eight hundred-thousand, 98 thousand, 5 hundred
and two (898,502). I bow to them.

Commentary.
It is the maximum number of vibratory omniscients found at

any one instant.
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63O-31. Of the maximum (number) of souls on the

destructive ladder in one instant, the precept-enlightened

(Bodhita Buddha); with masculine inclination (Purusha

Vedi) ; and descended from the heavens (to human condi-

tion, Svarga chyuta); self-enlightened (Pratyekabuddha) ;

Tirthankara; those with feminine (inclination, Stri Vedf),

those with common (masculine-feminine-inclination Na-

punsaka vedi); with mental knowledge; and with Visual

knowledge (are) respectively 108, 108, 108, 10, 6, 20, 10, 20,

and 28.

11 ^ R u

632. And on the destructive ladder, souls with the

maximum, minimum and the exactly middle sizes are in

one instant (Yugapat) two, four and eight respectively.

Those on the subsidential ladder are half of the above (as

enumerated in Gatha 630-632).

Commentary.
The total of souls in different conditions stated above is 432 for

destructive ladder and 216 for subsidential ladder.

u
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^^ II

633. All (souls) with control (i* e., Samyata, from the

6th to the 14th spiritual stages, are represented in number

by a figure with) seven in the beginning, eight in the end,

and 6 nines in the middle, (8,99,99,997); I bow (to them)
with folded-hands, raised to my bowed forehead, with the

three-fold purity (of mind, speech and body).

Commentary.
Please note that in writing down in figures the value of a

numerical expression, the rule is to write in a reverse order, begin-

ning from the right hand. Thus 7 would be at the place of unit and

the maximum number of saints, existing at any one instant is

8,99,99,997. The details are as follows:

Saints in 6th stage ... ... ... 5,93,98,206

7th - ... ... 2,96,99,103

8th, 9th, 10, and llth stages of subsiden-

tial ladder ... ... ... 1,196

,, 8th, 9th, 10th, and 12th stages of destruc-

tive ladder ... ... ... 2,392

M 13th stage of vibratory omniscience ... 8^98,502

,, 14th stage of non-vibratory omniscience ... 598

Total ... 8,99,99,997

Sr i
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II

634-35. The divisors (of Palya) for the vowless

XAsamyata), mixed (Mishra) and downfall (Sdsadana)
stages, (referred to in Gathas 623-24) being divided by the
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innumerable part of an Avali minus one ; (and the quotient)

being added to the said divisors, become respectively the

divisors (of Palya, for calculating the numbers of celestial

beings (in vowless f mixed and downfall stages). And the

divisors (for celestial beings) being divided by an innumer-

able part (of an Avail, minus one) and (the result) being

added to the said divisors (we have) the divisors for the

heavenly beings of Saudharma and fshdna (in the three

stages of vowless, mixed, and downfall).

Commentary.
This gatha describes the number of celestials in vowless, mixed

and downfall spiritual stages.

The number of celestials in vowless, the 4th stage

( . , , innumerable
- Palya^

|
innumerable +

innumerable

The number of celestials in mixed stage

_
t f . , , - innumerable3

-Palya* [
innumerable* -f

^numerable part of an Avali- 1

The number of celestials in downfall stage

- P + f innumerable' x Sankhyata + ._J
I inn

._
innumerable part of an

If we add to the above divisiors of Palya the respective quotients
obtained by dividing each of them respectively by the innumerable

part of an Avali minus one, and divide Palya by the numbers so ob-

tained, we obtain, respectively, the number of celestial beings in

Saudharma and fshanain the vowless, mixed, and downfall stage.

n ^ n

I)

630. (The divisor of) Saudharma and tshana (in the

downfall stage) multiplied by innumerable, once, twice, and
then by numerable, gives respectively the divisors (of a

Palya) for the vowless (Asamyata), mixed (Mishra) and

downfall (Sasadana) stages (of celestial beings) above

(those) (i. e. } Sanatkumara and Mahendra which are situa-

ted next above Saudharma and fshdna).
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u ^vs u

u

637, The divisors of a Palya for getting the number of

souls (in the last 5 pairs of heavens) from above Saudhar-

ma (i.e. from Sanat Kumara to Sahasrara, of the stellars,

peripatetics, residential, sub-humans, and in (each of the)

7 hells, for the vowless, mixed and downfall stages are

innumerable, innumerable, and numerable times the divi-

sors of their immediate predecessors. (There is) partial-

vow stage (also in sub-humans, and the divisor of the Palya
for their number is innumerable times the divisor for the

downfall stage of the sub-humans, and the divisor for the

vowless beings of the first hell is the same as that for the

sub-humans with partial-vow).

u $\* n

I I

TTT: II ^?c n

638. The divisor (of Palya for the number of souls in

Anat, (Prdnat) in the vowless stage is innumerable times

the divisor for souls in the last hell in the downfall stage.

And from Arana, (Achyuta) up to the last Graiveyaka (i.e.,

10 places) the divisor for the vowless is numerable times

of its immediate predecessor.

I)

639. And the divisor for souls in wrong-belief-stage

in the (10 places) mentioned above is numerable times (of

11 ^^ u
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that for its immediate predecessor) ; (and we begin with

Anat, Prdnat in which it is numerable times that for the

vowless souls in the last Graiveyaka). And the divisor for

the vowless in (9) Anudishas and (4 Anuttaras), Vijaya, etc,,

is numerable times (of its immediate predecessor and we

begin with the Anudishas in which the divisor is numerable

times that for the wrong believers in the last Graiveyaka).

(The divisor for) the mixed-stage in Anat, (Pranata) is

innumerable times (that for the vowless in the 4 Anuttaras).

(The 9 Anudishas are considered as one class here, and so

are the 4 Anuttaras)*

I) *tto I)

64O. Then (the divisor for the mixed stage in 10

places from Arana, Achyuta to the last Graiveyaka is)

numerable times (of that for its immediate predecessor).

And for the downfall right-belief it is numerable times.

(The divisor for the downfall stage, in 11 places from Anata,

Pranat to 9 Graiveyakas is numerable times of that for its

immediate predecessor. We begin with Anat, Prdnat,

where the divisor is numerable times that for the mixed
souls in the last Graiveyaka). In the above (5) places the

index of numerable is successively 5, 6, 7, 8 and 4.

1 1

641, A Palya being divided by the divisor of each,

gives the total number of each. And wrong-believers in

each are equal to its total minus the souls in all other

stages in it.
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Commentary.
Beyond Grafveyakas all the heavenly beings are vowlees right-

believers.

Illustrative statement to Gathas 634 to 641.

An-Ananta ; P- Palya ; S-Sankhydta (numerable) ;AA sankhydta (innumerable) ; AvAvali.

il

642. (The number of humans) in the partial-vow stage
should be known to be thirteen crores ; in the downfall

stage, 62 (crores) ; in the mixed, double of that (i. e. t

crores), and in the vowless, (right-belief) 700 crores.

1

*l*lffll 5P^ 5
9 II VH II

643. Merit (Punya) and demerit (Papa) are Karmic

molecules (included) in non-eoul (category). Merit ia

Karmic matter of good nature (Shubha prakriti) and de-

merit (is) Karmic matter of bad nature (Ashubha-prakriti).
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Commentary.
Pleasant-feeling Karma, celestial, human and sub-human-age

Karmas, high-family Karma and good-body-making-Karmas are

merit-Karmas. The rest are demerit-Karmas.

i5|*Ul II W* II

644. The matter of inflow (Asrava) and stoppage

(Samvara) (is) one unit of bondage (Samaya-Prabaddha),
And the maximum matter of shedding (Nirjard) is neces-

sarily innumerable times of it (i. e., of a unit of bondage)*

Commentary.
The maximum shedding is of course the result of special delibe-

rate austerities, as is shown in multiplicatory series of shedding

(Guna Shreni Nirjard) in gathas 66 and 67 above, and intheTattvfir-

tha Sutra, chapter 9 Sutra 45.

w u

J II ^V^l II

645. (The matter of) bondage is one unit of bondage

(Samaya-prabaddha) and (the matter of the final shed-

ding at the end of the 14th stage just before attaining)

liberation (Moksha) is a little less than (one unit of

bondage multiplied by) one and a half Gunahani Thus

things ascertained as they are (Tattvdrtha) should be

believed.

u

rqL<6lii
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646. The belief which is caused by the destruction of

right belief-deluding Karma (Darshana Moha and 4 error-

feeding-passions sub-classes of right-conduct-deluding-

Karma) is perfectly pure. It (is) destructive right-belief

(Kshdyika Samyaktva so called as it destroys the causes

of wrong belief entirely), lit is) eternal and (is) 'the

cause of destruction of Karmas.

Commentary.

A soul which has acquired destructive right-belief can attain

liberation in the same life. But if before or after its acquisition

the soul binds celestial-age-Karma, he will be born as a celestial

and if before its acquisition the soul has bound hellish-age-Karma, he

will be reborn in the first and not in a lower hell, will thereafter

be reborn as a man, and then attain liberation. A soul which has

acquired destructive right-belief will thus surely attain liberation

in the third life. But if before acquiring destructive right-belief

he had bound a human, or sub-human age-Karma, he would be reborn

in the enjoyment-region, from where he would be reborn as a

celestial and then as a man in work-region and attain liberation in

his 4th life. Note that destructive right-belief never leaves the

soul once it has been acquired. So in hell also there are some souls

with right-belief who are just waiting to attain liberation in their

next birth. Raja Shrenika alias Bimbasara, father of A jit-shatru a

contemporary and a follower of Lord Mahdvira and a devout listener

to the letterless speech (Anakshari Vani) in his Samavasarana is

such a soul in the first hell. Before attaining destructive right-

belief he had bound a hellish-age-Karma of the maximum kind of

33 Sdgaras, on account of having put a dead snake, round the neck

of Saint Yeshodharain meditation. Then he repented and ultimately

in the Samavasarana of Lord Mah&vira acquired perfect right-

belief and then in the subsequent declining times (Apakar-

shana Kla) though he could not change the character of the hellish

age Karma he had already bound, he reduced the maximum dura-

tion of 33 Sagaras of the 7th hell to 84,000 years in the 1st hell,

where the minimum is 10,000 years. Thus he has passed about

2,500 years in hell, from where he would be reborn in Bharata-

Kshetra after nearly 81,500 years as Padma Ndbha, the 1st Tirthan-

kara in the beginning^of the third aeon of the next or Utsarpini

'cycle of time* and attain liberation after having re-proclaimed

Jainism in Bharata-kshetra. It is interesting to note that the
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continuity of Jain tradition is curiously evident in the above account*

Before the last Tirthankara of the present cycle attained liberation,

his teaching was already implanted in a soul so firmly that when
the proper time comes it should fructify as exactly the same teach-

ing from the mouth of the first Tirthankara of the next cycle. Lord

Mahdvira attained liberation 3 years and 8^ months before the

expiry of the 4th Aeon of the present cycle. The present

or the 5th aeon is 21,000 years long, the next one the sixth

and the last of the present cycle is also of 21,000 years' duration.

The next cycle retraces the course of the present cycle, so that its

first two Aeons will be 21,000 years each. And after nearly 84,000

years after Lord Mahdvira's liberation the soul of Raja Shrenika

which has literally been under the earth for the whole of this long

length of darkness will be reborn and blossom forth as Padma

Ndbha, the propounder afresh of Eternal Truth.

lf ft

64?7. (Destructive right belief) is never shaken by
words* by arguments, by forms fearful to the senses, or

by terror and disgust or by (all things in the) three

worlds.

n $%* it

648. The initiator (Prasthdpaka) of the destruction

of right-belief-deluding-Karma (Darshana Moha, and of

the 4 error-feeding-passion is) certainly a man born in

the work-region (Karma bhiimi), (who begins it) at the

feet of an omniscient (or of a saint with full scriptural

knowledge), and (he would be its) accomplisher (NiBhthd-

paka) in all (conditions of existence).
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Commentary*
Any human soul while he has begun the destruction of right

belief-deluding Karma and is on the process of destruction may
die and go to any of the four conditions of life. He will complete
its destruction there. The beginning of the destruction can only

take-place in human life, but the final destruction which must

necessarily come-about, may happen in any other condition of

existence.

t

n $$i u

^^^ti *** frl
1m in wiu^ II ^V II

64-9. Belief in the (9) categories, which is produced

by the operation of (the clouded-right-belief sub-class of)

the right-belief-deluding-Karma is destructive-subsidential

right-belief (Vedaka or Kshayopa-shamika Samyaktva).
Know it to be wavering (Chala), impure <Malina) and non-.

steadfast (Agarha). (Compare Gathas 25 and 26).

H

65O. The belief in the (9) categories produced by the

subsidence of right-belief-deluding-Karma (and of the 4

error-feeding-passions) is subsidential-right-belief (Upas-

hama Samyaktva) (and is) like water with its dirty mud
settled down.

ft wwm* mti itft wr% u w u

u ^t U
651. The five attainments (Labdhi), (are) (1)

destructive-subsidential (Kshayopa-shamika), (2) Virtue
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(Vishuddhi), (3) precept (Deshan&), (4) Completency

'(Prdyogya), (5) efficiency (Karana), the first four are

common (ie. attainable by all), but the efficiency Karana)
is attained only by (soul capable of) right-belief, (and

liberation).

Commentary.

Kshayopasama Labdhi, destructive-subsidential attainment, is

attainment by a soul (by the subsidence, destruction and operation
of certain Karmas) of such senses, mind, etc., that he may be able to

acquire right-belief.

Vishuddhi Labdhi-virtue attainment, is attainment of a disposi-

tion for good, and against bad actions.

Deshan& Labdhi, precept attainment, is attainment of an incli*

nation to know the Truth. This reduces the Sthiti, duration of

Karmas except the Ayukarma, the age Karma, to a maximum of

Antar KcxJS Kodi, inter crore of crore, S&garas and a minimum of

one crore (S&garas).

Prdyogya-Labdhi, competency-attainment, is attainment of

thought activity which further reduces the Sthiti, duration of the 7

Karmas, i.e., all except the Ayukarma, age-Karma. But as to

intensity of fruition the reduction applies only to demeritorious

Karmas. The meritorious Karmas are proportionally increased in

intensity of fruition (Anubhaga).

Karajia Labdhi -efficiency attainment, is attainment of thought-

activity which must cause right-belief in one Antar-muhurta,
within 48 minutes.

siifcft *kri(Mir wrwwf n $XH u

652. (A soul) attains right-belief (if he is) capable

of liberation, (Bhavya) in whichever of the 4 conditions of

existence (Gati) he may be, (is) rational, developable

(P&rydpta), Virtuous, possessed of knowledge attentiveness

(ie. Sdkdra), awake, with favourable thought-paint, and

with efficiency-attainment (Kara&a Labdhi).
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II ^ (I

n

653. Even after the binding of the age-Karma of

the four places (i.e., conditions of existence, Gati), right

belief is possible, but except in (bondage of) celestial age,

(in the bondage of other ages, the soul) does not acquire

the minor vows (Anuvrata) and great vows (Mahdvrata).

Hw n

n ^y v n

654. He who has fallen from right belief, but has not

reached wrong belief is in downfall (right-belief Sasadana

Samyaktva). He should be known to be with the fifth

kind of thought activity (i e., natural Prin&mika, with

respect to the right-belief-deluding karma which is neither

operative, nor subsided, nor destroyed in this stage).

n ^icv, ii

n

655. The souPin whom (there) is belief and non-

belief in the (7) principles, like the one with vows and

non-vows (i. e., in the 5th stage of partial vows) should be

known to be right-wrong believer (Samyak-mithyddrishfci
in the mixed or 3rd stage).

H ^^^ II
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658. Wrong believing soul does not believe in the

Truth as preached (by the Conqueror) and believes in wrong
views (of things) (whether they have been) preached (to

him) or not preached*
Commentary.

If preached, the wrong belief is called acquired, Grahita other-

wise, non-acquired, agrahita.

it ws u

fr ^r^ I

II ^^ I)

i

u w* u

n

657-58, If in the saudharma (ishana) there are nu-

merable destructive-right-believers in 3 to 9 (Prithaktva)

years, then how many (will be in a duration of a numer-

able palya, we shall find this (as follows). A Palya divided

by numerable Avails, (is the total of) destructive-right

believers. And this total multiplied by innumerable Avails

or divided by innumerable (is) respectively (the total of)

destructive-subsidential (Vedaka) or subsidential right

believers (Upashamaka).

ftftft &nft ^mqfeiR!! uw u

II

659. The down^fall-wrong-believers are an innumer-

able part of a Palya. The mixed are numerable times of
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these. (The total of) mundane scale minus these (i, e. t

the number of the above 5 kinds of believers is) the num-
ber of wrong-believers.

CHAPTER XVIII.
Rational Soul-quest (Sanjnf

ii *&* ii

5 ?rsfT fiTT' JUMP^MH^far* II

660. The destruction-subsidence (Kshyayopashama)
of the quasi-sense or mind-knowledge-obscuring-Karma

(No-Indriyd-varana-Karma), as also the knowledge pro-

duced by it is rationality (Sanjna). He who has got it is cer-

tainly rational (Sanjni). One who has knowledge of the

other senses (only) is the other, i.e., irrational (or Asanjni).

sfWr r ^nf) rrft^^ wwfi n ^t n

3 II ^? II

661. Rational (Sanjni), is the soul, who is capable of

receiving instruction (Shikshd), of (understanding) ges-
tures (Kriya), preaching (Upadesha) and recitation (Ala-

pa), by help of mind. And (a soul) opposite to it (is) irra-

tional (Asanjni).

ll

662. (He) who investigates before (doing) what

ought to be done and what ought not to be done, and
learns (the distinction between) things as they are (tatva)
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and the other (i. e., as they are not in reality, Atatva,)

and comes (on being called) by (his) name is with mind
and the opposite (is) without mind*

sfcjoit srsrft ^5>i%?reftaia! u w u

IIw H

663. The total of celestials with the others (i. e., hel-

lish, human and rational sub-humans) is the number of the

rationals. Mundane souls minus these (is the number of)

all irrational souls.

CHAPTER XIX.
Assimilative Soul-Quest (Ah&ra Mfipgang.)

U ^^V II

664. The intaking of the quasi-Karmic molecules

(No-karma Vargand) for a body, speech or mind under the

operation of such body (sub-class of body-making-Karma)
as happens to be 'in operation, (Udayd-panna) is called

Assimilation (Ahdra).
Commentary*

The soul assimilates only 5 out of the 23 kinds of matter mole-

cules enumerated in Gatha 594, 595.

These five are (1) assimilative (AhSra VarganS) which forma

the physical, the fluid and the Ahfiraka bodies; (2) electric (Taijasa),

(3) Speech (Bhdsha,) (4) mind (Mano) and (5) Karmic (Kfirmana),
of these the first 4 are called quasi-Karmic and the last is called

Karmic.

Rftf

u ^^^ u

J II ^^ U
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965. The soul constantly assimilates the molecules of

one of the three (physical, fluid or Ah&raka) bodies, and

of speech and mind. Therefore (the soul) is called assi-

milative (Aharaka).

u $ ^ ^ u

II W II

888. Souls who are in transmigration (Vigraha Gati),

the omniscients(in the 3rd, 4th and 5th instants in omniscient

overflow, when they spread sheet-wise across the uni-

verse, fill it, and then contract sheet-wise again), and

non-vibrating omniscients), and the liberated (souls are)

non-assimilative (AnaMraka). The rest (are) assimilative

(Aharaka).

u

n ^ u

687. Anguish (Vedana), passion (Kashdya), fluid

(Vaikriyika), death-bed (Mdrnantika), electric (Taijasa),

the 6th assimilative (Aharaka),; and the 7th of the omnis-

cient (kevali, are the seven) overflows (Samudghdta).
'

n

u ^^c u

688. Without having left the primary body, the going
out of a group of soul (spatial units, Pradeshas) from the

body along with the secondary bodies (t. e., Karmic and

electric, which two are never separable from the mundane

soul) is called overflow (Samudghata).
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669. And the (soul in the) two Ahdraka and death-

bed overflows necessarily goes only in one direction. But

(souls) in the other 5 overflows go in the ten directions.

Commentary.
In the Ahdraka and death-bed overflow, the height and width

of the overflow is a numerable part of a linear finger (Suchiangula),

but the length is very long.

ft n ^s* II

670. The maximum time of an assimilative (Ahdraka
soul is the number of spatial units in) an innumerable part

of a (linear) finger (Suchiangula); and the maximum (time)

of the non-assimilative (soul) in the Karmic body (is) 3

instants.

Commentary,
Their minima are, respectively, l/18th of a pulse beat minus 8

instants; and one instant.

nw u

u %pt u

671. The number of non-assimilative (souls) is (the

same as that of) the souls with Karmic body Vibration,

Mundane souls minus these (is) the number of all assimi-

lative souls.
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Commentary.
Here the number of non-vibrating omniscient souls is not in-

cluded. This calculation is limited to souls up to the 13th stage of

vibrating omniscients, because in the 14th stage, there is no vibra-

tion, and hence no assimilation of any kind of matter is possible.

CHAPTER XX.
Conscioua-Attentiveness ( Upayoga.)

igraift nW n

II

672. The (conscious) thought-activity produced in the

soul for the purpose of (apprehending) a substance is cer-

tainly conscious attentiveness or attention (Upayoga). It

should be known to be of two kinds with form (Sakara)
and without form (nirakara),

5ftfr II $V9 II

673. Right knowledge of 5 kinds, and wrong know-
ledge of 3 kinds is attention with form (Sakar upayoga).
Conation of 4 (kinds) is (attention) without form.' This con-

(scious attention is) a differentia (Lakshana) of all the souls.

a $vsa u

t

II

674. By (the help of) sensitive, scriptural, visual, and
.mental knowledge, detailed knowledge of their respective

-subject matter lasting for one Antar Muhurta is certain-

ly (attention) with form.
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675. By the (help of) senses, mind and visual (cona-

tion) detail-less apprehension of substances lasting for one

Antar Muhurta (is) attention without form.

678, The number of souls with knowledge-attention

is the same as (given under knowledge quest, Jnana Mar-

gana). That of souls with conation attention is (given)

under conation-quest described in its order (above).

(End of 2O Chapters).

CHAPTER XXL
APPENDIX I.

Inter-relation between 14 spiritual stages and 14 soul-quests.

ii

n

677. Spiritual stages (Gunasthana), soul-classes

(Jiva Samasa), developments (Paryapti), vitalities (Prana)

animate-feelings (Sanjnd), soul-quests (Margana), atten-

tion (Upayoga), should each be' duly described with refe-

rence to the spiritual stages and the soul-quests.
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U

678. The spiritual stages in the hellish and other

(i. e., glib-human, human and celestial) conditions of exis-

tence are respectively four, five, fourteen and four; four-

teen in the 5 sensed, and, in mobile embodiment; (and)

wrong-belief stage, (is only) in other-sensed, and in (other)

embodiments

j smr

ii

*n*ftr% ^ ^s^r^w^ 3 mwjQTfTJ n ^s& u

679. In the 4 middle (vibrations) of mind and speech

(i. e., the false and true of each of them, there are stages)
from (wrong-belief) up to the delusionless, in rationals.

In the other (four vibrations, i. e., true and neither-

false-nor-true of mind and speech, the stages are from the

1st up to the 13th), the vibratory omniscient; but neither

(true-nor-false) speech (vibration begins) from the incom-.

plete sensed (i. e., 2, 3 and 4 sensed).

u $=;o u

680. In the physical (body-vibration) from the de-

velopable immobile embodiment, etc., (the stages are from
the 1st) up to (the 13th stage of) vibratory omniscient.

In the mixed (i. e., physical-mixed-with Karmic) non-

developable, necessarily, there are (the first) 4 spiritual

stages.
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681. (These four stages are) wrong belief, downfall*

vowless belief, (asamyata) stage in soul with masculine

inclination, and the (13th stage of) door-leaves-wise(Kapdta).

Vibratory omniscient, (in the 2nd and 7th instants of

the omniscient overflow). These two (i. e. 9 Physical and

physical-mixed vibrations) are only in humans and sub-

humans, It has been described by the Conquerors.

g frfl aw ftrai 3 i

ftreafr f| fos^cm u ^ u

682. In the fluid body vibration in developable, celes-

tial and hellish beings (there are) the first four stages. In

the other (i.e, non-developable) there is the mixed, i.e. fluid-

mixed-with-Karmic body vibration). This mixed vibration

(exists) not in (the third stage of) mixed (right-^nd-wrong*

belief).

Commentary.
In mixed-fluid-vibration only three spiritual stages are possible

i.e. wrong belief, downfall and vowless right belief.

u $*\ (\

IIW u

683. In the assimilative (body vibration) in the

developable there is the 6tb stage for the duration of one

Antar-muhurta. In the other (i.e., non-developable)

certainly is the mixed (i e, assimilative-mixed-with physical-

body vibration), (in which) 6th assimilation there is the

stage for one Antar-Muhurta).
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684*. Like the physical-mixed (with Karmic body

vibration), the Karmic (body-vibration) is in the same 4

stages. (But the difference is that) it is at the time of

transmigration for the 4 conditions of existence, and in

the vibratory omniscient stage (it is at the 3rd, 4th and

5th instant: of) the sheet-wise and whole universe (and

again sheet-wise forms of omniscient overflow).

f! ffiiflrt H $** n

roft ^rm ff^r ftAftAte*
685. (In) the common (sex) from an immobile em-

bodiment, and (in) the rest (i.e., male and female sex)

from the irrational (five sensed) to others (the stages are

from wrong belief) to the first part (with sex inclination)

of the (9th stage of) advanced thought-activity (Anivritti

Karana). It is said by the Conquerors.

u

686. (In passion quest) the three, anger (pride, and

deceit passions) (are found, respectively, in stages com-

mencing from wrong belief) to the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th part

of (the 9th stage of) advanced thought-activity (Anivritti

Karana (in all) from immobile embodiment. Greed (begins

like the others but goes up) to (the 10th stage of) slightest

attachment (Sukshma Saraga).. Thus it should be known.
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\\

687. In the wrong sensitive and scriptural knowledge,
from the immobile embodiment; and in wrong visual

knowledge from developable rationals, (the stages) should

be known (to be wrong belief and) downfall belief.

\

u $F* \\

II

688, In the three right (kinds of sensitive, scriptural

and visual knowledge) from vowless right belief etc, ; and
in mental knowledge from the 6th (stage of imperfect vow

Pramatta) etc. (the stages are) up to (the 12th) delusion-less

(Kshina Kashdya), And perfect knowledge (is found in

the 13th and 14th stages of vibratory and non-vibratory

omniscient) Conquerors; and in the liberated (Siddhas).

u ^s. u

fM ff

II ^^ n

689, (In the control-quest), non-control is (from the

first up) to (the 4th) vowless stage (Asamyata). Partial

control (is) in the (5th) partial vow (stage). Pure-and-

absolute- non-injury-control (Parihdra Vishuddhi is) in the

6th and 7th stages of) imperfect vow and the other (per-

fect vow). Equanimity (Samdyika^ and recovered-equani-

mity (Chedopas-thpan are) from the 6th up to (the 9th

stage of) gross (passion, i.e., advanced thought activity

Anivritti Karana).
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u

69O. Slightest (delusion-control Sukshma Sdmparaya

Samyama is) in (the 10th stage of) slightest-delusion

(Sukshma Sdmpardya). Ideal Passionless (control, Yathd-

khyata Samyama is) in (the llth, 12th 13th and 14th stages

of) subsided delusion, delusionless, (the vibratory and non-

vibratory) Conquerors, (There) are no distinctions of

control-quest in the liberated (souls, Siddhas). So it has

been said.

u

691. (In the conation-quest), ocular, non ocular and
visual (conations, respectively are found) from 4-sensed,

immobiles, and from right-believers (in the stages from
the 1st) to (the 12th) delusionless (Kshina-moha) ; (but the

visual begins from the 4th). The perfect (Kevala con-

ation is in the 13th and 14th- stages of vibratory and non-

vibratory) Conquerors, (and also) in the liberated (Siddhas).

il ^^^ II

u ui u

692. (In thought-paint quest)the three bad (black, blue

and grey) thoughfrpaints in all from immobile embodiment
(in the stages from wrong belief) to (the 4th or) vowless

right belief (stage). And the three good (i*., yellow, pink
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and white are found) from the rationals (in the stages

from wrong belief) to (the 7th stage of) perfect vow

(Apramatta).

n

693. But the white paint is necessarily up to the end

of the (13th stage of) vibratory omniscient. And in the

non-vibratory stage and in the liberated (souls, there is) no

thought-paint It has been said.

n H u

ffrr

u

694-. (In the would-be-liberated quest), the would-

be-liberated souls from immobile embodiment (upwards)
have (all stages from the 1st up) to the end of (the 14th),

the non-vibratory (omniscient stage). And the non-would-

be-liberated (souls) are only in the stage of wrong belief.

n ^eu n

695. (In the right-belief quest) the wrong belief,

downfall (belief) and mixed (right-and-wrong belief) are

in their respective stages (of the same name). The two
i.e. t first subsidential and the destructive-subsidential right

beliefs (are) from the vowless (4th stage), to the perfect

vow (7th stage).
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u *A n

696. Second subsidential-right belief (is found from

the (4th or) vowless (stage) to the (llth or) subsided-de-

lusion (stage). Destructive right-belief (is in all, those)

and up to (the condition of) liberated soul. It has been

said by the Conquerors.

Commentary*
Second-subsidential right belief arises only in the 7th stage,

but the soul possessing it may fall down up to the 4th, therefore it

is said to be from the 4th to the llth stage.

n

697. (In the rational quest) rational souls from the

(lowest) rational souls, are necessarily (from the 1st) to

(12th or) passionless (stage). And irrationals from the

immobile embodiment souls up to irrational five-sensed)

are (in the 1st stage of wrong-belief only).

II ^5.5 ||

698. (In the assimilation quest) assimilative (souls)

from immobile embodiment (onwards), (are in the stages
from the 1st) to the end of (13th stage of) vibratory

Xomniscient).
It should be known that non-assimilative souls (are

found) in Karmic (body vibration, in the stages of wrong-
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belief, downfall, vowless, and in omniscient overflow in the

13th stage) and in (the 14th stage of) non-vibratory omnis-

cient and in the liberated (state).

j ^unifa II U* n

1

JT*T*lRt?T ^ I

699. In the wrong belief (stage, there are) (all the)

14 soul classes. In downfall, vowless, imperfect vow and

(in vibratory omniscient stages there are) the two rational,

(i.e., developable and non-developable). In the other stages

up to delusionless, (the 12th) (there is) only (one soul class

of) developable rationale

11 vsoo n

1

ll

7OO, The soul-classes in the (1st) quest places should

be known as follows:

In the sub-human condition of existence (there) are

all the fourteen. In the remaining 3 (conditions of

existence) know two (i.e., rational developable and undeve-

lopable) in each.

qssr^t iRmft *r *mr wftftsf sr sftfnfcg i

aft ^fHt^^'r^r^M^H^ft'tifr ^rr^ HVSO ^ n

7O1. And (it is) easy (to find the stage in which the

souls are) developable and have vitalities, (because, up
to the 12th stage all are developable and have vitalities),

(There are) no subjective senses, (Bhdvendriya) in (the
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13th stage of) vibratory omniscient. In a vibratory
omniscient (there are) speech, respiration, age and body-

power, or 3 (respiration, age and body power), or 2 (age
and body-power vitalities). In the non-vibratory omniscient

(there is only) age (vitality).

Commentary.
When vibratory omniscient is silent, only three vitalities are

working, but when respiration is ceased, only 2 vitalities remain.

gf*w% ^JT fcmft 11 vso ^ u

u

702. (All the 4 impulses, Sanjna, hunger, fear, coition,

and attachment, are) active (from the first) to the 6th

(stage of imperfect vow). (At the end) of the 6th stage)
the first impluse (drops off), and the remaining (three

exist) from the point of view of their causes only. The
first (of these 3, i.e., fear) drops off at the end of (the 8th

stage), new-thought activity, (Apurva-karana). The re-

maining (coition and attachment drop off, respectively, at
the end of the 9th, ie.) advanced-thought-activity (and
the 10th, i.e,) slightest (passion, Sukshma Sampardya).

gmrr 35^

u

7O3. It is easy to note the (14) quests and (4) atten-
tions (in the 14 stages), as they have been described before.
Whatever has been said in the condition of existence and
other quests and in wrong-belief, etc., (14 stages) is taken
to be said here also.
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704. In the three (stages of wrong belief, downfall
And vowless, there are) 13 (kinds of vibrations, i.e., all

except assimilative-body and its mixed (i.e, assimilative-

physical-body-vibration). In the mixed (stage), 10 (i.e.

all the above 13, except physical mixed, fluid-mixed, and

Karmic-body-vibration; because no soul dies in the mixed
and there is no consequent migratory or undevelop-
able condition). And in (the next) seven (leaving the 6th,

ie.,in the 5th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, llth and 12th), nine(ie ,

the above 10, except the fluid-body-vibration). In the 6th,
eleven (i.e. the above 9 and assimilative body and assimi-

lative-mixed with-physical body- vibration). In the vibra-

tory omniscient (there are) 1 vibrations (the true, and
neither-false-nor-true speech and mind vibrations, physical

body, physical body-mixed-with-Karmic body, and the
Karmic body vibrations). And (there) is no (vibration) in

the stage of non-vibratory omniscient.

u vsov, n

n

7O5. In the (first) two (stages there are) 5 attentions

(ocular, non-ocular conation and wrong sensitive, scrip-
tural and visual knowledge) ; and in the two (i.e. 4th and 5th

stages), six (ocular, non-ocular and visual conations and
right sensitive, scriptural and visual knowledges). And
in the mixed stage, (the above 6 are) mixed. And in the

(next) 7 (i,e. t from the 6th to 12th) seven (the above 6 and
the mental knowledge attention). And in (Vibratory and
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non-vibratory) Conquerors, and in the liberated (souls)

(there are only) two (i.e. the attentiveness of perfect

conation and perfect knowledge).

CHAPTER XXII
APPENDIX II.

Further Distinctions (Aldpa)'.

u vs $ u

u

7O6- Having bowed to the apostle Gautama (the chief

apostle or Ganadhara of Lord Mahavira) I shall describe,

in order, some further distiuctions (Alapa) to supplement
the above 20 chapters, on the (14) spiritural stages and
the (14) soul-quests, Hear.

II VSovS I)

\\

7O7. The further distinctions in the (14) stages and 14

quests dealt with in the above 20 chapters, (are general,

Samanya ; developable Paryapta and non-developable

Aparyapta). From the point of view of sex-inclination and

passion, (there are 5 distinctions) in the 5 parts (of the 9th

stage) of advanced-thought-activity (anivritta Karana),

U V9c U

u y>oc; u

7O8. In the two stages of wrong belief, (and down-

fall), and also in the vowless, and imperfect vow and
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vibratory omniscient stages (there are all) the three

distinctions (i.e. general, developable and non-developable) ;

and in the remaining (stages), necessarily, (there) is only

one (distinction ie,, developable Parydpta).

7O9. General, developable and non-developable these

(are) the three distinctions. Non-developable is of two

kinds, completely undevelopable (Labdhya Parydpta) and

potentially developable (Nirvritta-Parydpta).

frf^
1

ftpT^^J I

n

71O. In the worng belief stage necessarily, (there)

is the non-developable (distinction) of both the kinds. In

the downfall, vowless and imperfect vow stage (there) is

only potientially developable (distinction).

n van n

II n II
>x

711. And in the vibratory conquerors, necessarily,

there is undevelopableness with regard to (the physical-

mixed-with-Karmic body) vibration (in the omniscier-t

overflow). In the remaining 9 stages there is only one

distinction of developable.

n ^ u
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712, In the wrong belief stage in the 7 hells, and in

the vowless stage of the 1st hell, also, (there are all)

the three distinctions (general, developable and non-

developable). And in the rest (of the stages, i.e< 9 downfall,

mixed and vowless right belief in hell, there is only one)

distinction of developable,

n w\ n

713. In the two, wrong belief, and downfall and in

the vowless stages of 4 kinds of sub-humans (i.e. general,

5 sensed, developable and females) there are all the 3

distinctions. But in the vowless stage of the female sub-

humans, (there is) only (one distinction of developable).
And in the remaining (i.e. mixed and partial vow stage),

also (there is only one distinction of) developable,

\\ W u

n

714. Tn the completely un-developable sub-humans

(there is only) one distinction, non-developable. In the 3

humans (i.e. general developable and feminine, the dis-

tinctions are) according to the corresponding spiritural

stages, but in the vowless stage among women (there is

only) developable.

n vsu u

u
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715. In a soul (i.e. a saint) with feminine inclination

in the imperfect vow stage necessarily there never are

(the vibrations of) the two assimilative (Aharaka. and

assimilative-mixed-with physical Aharaka Mishra). And in

a soul with feminine inclination in sexless part of the 9th

stage, (sex) inclination is mentioned from the point of

view of the past (i.e, figurative or Naigama-naya point of

view).
Commentary*

The word "Tu" in the gatha refers to the following, (1) Men-

tal knowledge and pure and absolute-non-injury control are not

acquired by saints when they are under operation of feminine and

common sex-inclination, (2) A woman can only have the first five

spiritural stages. (3) second subsidential right-belief and mental-

knowledge are not possible in saint with assimilative body or pure*

absolute-non-inj ury-control .

\\

u

716, In the completely undevelopable humans (there

is) only one distinction of undevelopable. From the point

of view of distinctions of thought-paints, there are seven

divisions among the celestials.

Commentary.
Thought paints in the seven divisions are shown below.

Celestials in whom are found,

(l)Residential, Peripatetics and
stellars

(2)Saudfiarma and fshdna hea-

vens

(S)Sanatkumdra and MShendra

(4)5th to 10th heavens

(5)llth and 12th heavens

(6)13th to 16th heavens and 9

Graiveyakas
(7)9 Anudishas and 5 anut-

taras

Quality of thought-paint.

Minimum of pale.

Medium of pale.
Maximum of pale and Mini-
mum of pink.

Medium and maximum of pink.

Minimum of white.

Medium of white.

Maximum of white.
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wf%T?t

n

717. In the two wrong-belief (and downfall), and the

vowless stages of all) the celestials, (there are all) the three

(distinctions of general, developable and non-developable),

But in the vowless stage of the 3, residential, (peripatetics

and stellars,) and the feminine heavenly beings (there is

only the distinction of) developable,

tfr% u w%* (I

ff

n

718. In the mixed stage (in celestial up to the last

graiveyaka, there is only) the distinction of developable.
All (the souls) in the (9) Anudishas and (5) Anuttaras

(are) right believers. In the vowless stage in the Anudis-

has and Annuttaras (there are all) the three distinctions.

u

719, In (the wrong belief) stage of gross and fine

one-sensed, 2, 3/4 sensed and irrational 5 sensed souls, all

the three (if they are) developable, and <only one) non-

developable, (if they are) undevelopable.

frf^ ^JJ^IIf^i II VS^o ||

n
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72O. In the wrong belief or any higher stage of the

rationals, the distinctions are according to the correspond-

ing stage. In the completely undevelopable, (there is

only) one distinction of undevelopable.

IIW II

rrar^ft i

u VS^R n

721-22. In the gross and the other (fine) earth,

water, fire, air bodied, ever-common (Nitya Nigoda) and the

four-condition-common (Chatur-gati Nigoda, vegetables),

and also in the two kinds (host and non-host Sapratishthita

and Apratishthita), of individual (Pratyeka vegetables,

there are all) the three distinctions. And in the wrong
belief and other stages of the mobile souls, the distinctions

correspond to their different stages. In the completely

undevelopable (embodiments, there) is only one distinction

of undevelopable.

u VSR u

723. In the eleven vibrations(i.6.,all the 15 yogas except
the three mixed and the Karmic) of developables (there is

only) one distinction of their respective-developableness.
And in the 4, i.e., (3) mixed (and one Karmic there is)

only one distinction of their respective undevelopablenes*.
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724, From the sex to the assimilation (quest), the

distinctions are according to their respective stages. But

in souls with common and feminine sex inclination (there)

are not two assimilative body (and assimilative-mixed*

Xvith-physical body vibrations).

u vs^ 5< n

II ^^^ II

u

II

725-26 (14) spiritual stages, (14) soul-classes, (6)

developables, (10) vitalities, (4) impulses, (4) conditions of

existence, (5) senses, (6) embodiments, (15) Vibrations,

(3) sex-inclinations, (4) passions, (8) knowledges, (7) con-

trols, (4) conations, (6) thought-paints, (2) capacities of

liberation, (6) right- beliefs, and (2) rationals, (2) assimi-

lations, and (12) attentions as far as possible these should

be described in collections of spiritual stages and soul-

quests.

^rqr u
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727. In the stages and quests, in what are (described

as the 14 soul-classes) up to rationals, there can be 19 or

(19) multiplied by one, two and three (i. e., 19, 38 and 57)

sub-classes respectively, (See chapter on soul*classes)>

*rhnwi fa^i^^^fM w

I

728. Having bowed to Gautama who was capable of

understanding and proclaiming all the scriptures as issued

from the lotus-mouth of (the last Tirthankara) Vfra, I shall

describe the distinction of the Jain Canon (Siddhanta).

n

729. In (case of) existence of any of the following

four, (1) mental knowledge, (2) absolute-non-injury-con-

trol (Parihara-vishuddhi Samyama), (3) First subsidential

right-belief, and (4) the two, assimilative body and assimi-

lative-mixed-with physical-body-vibration, know that all the

others cannot be found,

n

73O. Second subsidential right-belief is found in non-

developable celestial beings only (when they are born).

after dying with their respective thought-paints, after

having fallen down to vowless and other (stages, from
the (subsidential)] ladder.
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Commentary.
The second subsidential right belief is found in no other undeve-

lopables except those cejestials.

H

t II

731. In the liberated souls, the condition of existence

(is) liberation, (knowledge is) perfect knowledge, (conation

is perfect) conation, (right-belief is) destructive or puri-

fied right-belief, assimilation (of any Karmic molecule)

does not exist, and the activity of attentions is (perpetual

and) simultaneous.

n

732. Free from (the distictions of; spiritural stages
and aoul-classes^ devoid of impulses, developableness, and

vitalities, beyond the scope of the remaining 9 quests (i. e.,

all except the five mentioned in gatha 731). The liberated

souls remain always pure (and perfect souls).

n w\ u

n

733* He who investigates these twenty dintinctions

by means of (4) aspects (Nikshepa), by their (various)

synonyms (Ekdrtha), from different points of view (Naya)',

by means or measures of right knowledge (Parmana) by
etymology (Nirukti), and by questions (Anuyoga), acquires

knowledge of the true nature of soul
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Commentary*
For description of Nrkshepa, Naya, Pramfina*Nirdesha,.etc., and

Anuyoga see Tatvfirtha Sdtra S. B, J. Vol. II, Chap. I SfitraS, 6, 7,

8, and 33 ; pages 8 to 21 and 45 to 47.

;g<i^ I

u

II

734. May Victory be to Raja Gommata (or CMmun-
darai)whose teacher, the preceptor Ajitasena^ is the teacher

of the world, who has adopted the many qualities and the

saintly order of the preceptor, (Achdrya) Aryasena.

End of Jfva Kdntfa.
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Namni Satya
Ndnd guna-hdni
Nfirakfi

Nfiratah

Ndrdyana

Ni.

Nigoda

Nikshepa
Nila leshy

Nira-Kara

Nirgrantha

Nirjar^

Nirukti

Kirvritti akshara

NirvrittySparyfiptd

Nishekah^ra

Nisiddika

Page.

284

203

8

3,155

9

3

178

71

286

216

295

295

219

291

159

28

346

287

133

149

98

98

60

C5

846

286

828

46

806

846

194

66

149

, 206
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Nfshthdpaka

Nitya-nigoda
Ne.

Nemi Chandra

Nai.

Naiydyika
No

No-Indriya
No-Karma-Vargan & ...

No-Kashdya
Pa.

Pada-dhana

Pada-Jndna

Paddrtha

Pada-Samdsa-Jndna ...

Padma-Leshyd
Panchdnka

Panehdsti Kdya
Pannatthi

Paramdnu

Paramauddrika

Parigraha-tydga Pra-

tima

Parigraha Sanjnd
Parihdra Vishuddhi ...

Pari karma
Parindma yoga sthdna

Parivartana

Parmdvadhi

Paroksha

Parydpta

Parydpti

Parydya

ParyayaJndna

Parydya-Samdsa Jndna

Pa,

Pdpa
Pdrindmika

Pi.

Pita-leshya



Pratitya Satya
Pratishthita pratyeka ...

Pratyakhydni bhasha ...

Pratydkhyfinapurva

Pratyakhy5n& Varana

kashaya

Pratyaksha

Pratyeka Buddha

Pratyeka Sharira Var-

gana

Pratyeka Vanaspati

Pra
Prabhrita Jnfina

Prabhrita-PrSbhrita ...

Prbhrita-prabhrita

Samasa

Prbhrita-Samasa

Prana

Prana Vdda

Pryopagama-labdhi
Pri.

Prithvi-Samanya
Prithvi-Jiva

Prithvi-k^ya

Prithvi-kayaka

Pro.

Proshadhopavasa-
pratimfi

Bahubh^ga
Balbhadra

Baladeva

Bandha

Ba.

Ba.

Badara-Krishti

Bo.

Bodhita-buddha

Bra.

Brahmcharya-pratima ...

Bha
Bharata Chakravarti ...

Bhava-parivartana

Page.
133

116

135

198

24,163

206

309

295

56,116

197

197

197

198

90

198

319

114

114

114

114

243

112

65

65

51,306

42

309

243

99

282

Bhava-pratyaya
Bhavdddhd

Bhavya

Bhavya Mfirganfi

Bhaya Sanjnfi

Bhd.
Bhasha-Vargana

Bhava-lndriya

Bhava-Leshya

Bhava-Parivartana
Bhava pr^na
Bhava Satya
Bhfiva Veda
Bhava Yoga

Bhi,
Bhinna Muhurta

Bhu.
Bhumi
Bhuta-bali

Bhe.
Bheda

Bho.
Bhoga bhumi

Ma.
Madhyama-dhana

Madhyama-pada
Maha-Dhavala

Maha-kalpya

Maha-pundarika

Mahfi-skandha-var-

gana

Mahfi-karma-prfibhrita..

Mah5-vira

Mahd vrata

Mahimfi

Mala

Malina

Mandali

Manah-paryaya Jndna ..

Mano-vargana
Manu
Maskari

Page.

206

147

280

280

93

84,295

107

247

282

90

133

157

131

288

42

3,165

287

71

42

195

162

206

206

295

165

120,162

26,320

100

22

318

51

229

84,295

99

51
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Page.

Jankhyfi 28

Sanklesha - 147

Jankramana - 253

daptfioka 187

Sapratishthita ... 56

Sarvfivadhi - 207

Sarva-dhana - 42

Sattfirupa-upashama ... 24

Satya-pravfida 198

Satya Mano-yoga ... 132

Satja Vachana Yoga ... 132

Sayogi-Jina-Gunasthfina, 47

S&.
SidMrana 55,116,118

Sfidrishya Sfimfinya ... 52

Sfigara ... 319

Sfikfira - 326

Sfimyika 206,239,240

Sfim&yika Pratimfi - 243

Sfinkhya ... 51

SAntara MfirganS

SSntara-Nirantara

M&rganfi ... 296

Sfisana 15

Sfisfidana 15

Sfitishaya apramatta ... 37

Si.

Siddha ... 50

SiddhaGati ... 101

Siddha Shila ... 101

Simhanandi ... 2

Su.
Page.

Suchiangula - 102,10-3

Sukshma ... 2,300

Sukshma Kashdya 45

Sukshma Sfimparfiya 45,239,242

Sukshma Krishtf - 42

Sukshma Nigoda

Vargand. ... 295

Sukshma Sukshma ... 300

Sukshma Vargana ... 295

Sukshma Vddara ... 300

Sutra ... 204

Sutra KritSnga ... 203

Surya pranjnapti 204

S.

Sopakrama Kdla ... 155

Skandha ... 119,300

Sravana-belgola ... 2

Sthala gata chulikd ... 204

Sthdndnga ... 203

Stha'pana' akshara ... 194

Sthdpana" Satya ... 133

Sthavara ... 25

Sthiti ... 243

Stoka ... 287

Stri ... 158

Svasthdna apramatta ... 37

Svasthdna Svasthdna ... 272

Svayambhu ramana ... 70

H.

Hiya Mana" ... 207
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ERRATA ET CORRIGENDA.

P. 9

P. 13

P. 26

P, 71

P. 87

P. 87

P. 87

P. 96

P. 97

P. 108

P, 113

P. 114

f. 114

P. 115

P. 115

P. 116

L. 5

L. 25

L. Id

L. 18

L. 8

L, 13

L. 3*

L. 15

L. 6

L. 34

L. 34

L. 15

L. 23

L, 26

L. 26

=rl!8

Bead Apraniatta

New
,,, For Praraattft.

... View.

Diameter, , e., in width of its ring, Diameter,

this ring going on doubling for each

succeeding Continent and Oceau%

bhava

eight

developables, Vitalities and impulses

bhava,

eighty.

developables,
an

Vitalities.

i

2 x 10

Jain philosophy to bo

Quaternary

,, Two

Their

,, see Table in GAihus

For x/( 10000"~36 )
3 x 10

,.. For Jian philosophy

... Quadrate,

... Duet.

... There.

... see table Gathaa

English translation of Gatha 187 is printed as No, 188 on page

117. English translation of Gatha 188 is printed as No. 189 on

page 117. English translation of Gatha 189 is printed as No. 190

on page 118. English translation of Gatha 190 is printed as No.

187 on page 116.

P, 121 For a more accurate Map and details of the Universe, see the Jaina Universe

by J. L. Jaini.
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P, 328 L. 14 Road (*. e,, the false and false-and-truc-of .,, Fur i.e., the false and

true of

P. 336 L. 8 respiration ceases, ... ... ,, respiration is ceased.

P. 338 L. 13 distinctions ... ... ,, distinctions.

P. 341 L. 13 Second substantial ... ... second subsideiitial,

P. 34] L. 14
,,

saints ,,. ... saint,
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LIST OF ENGLISH JAINA BOOKS.
Sacred Books of the Jainas.

1. Vol. I. Dravya Samgraha

2. Vol. II. Tattvartha Sntra

3. Vol. III. PancMstikuya
4. Vol. IV. PurusArtha Siddhyopaya

5. Vol. V. Gommata-si'ira Jiva Kanda

(The soul)

6. Vol. VL Gommata-sara Karma Knnda

Part I (The Karma)

7. Vol. VII. Atmanush^sana

8. Vol. VIII. Samaya Sara

9. Vol. IX. Panchastikaya

10. Vol. X. Jaina Law (lievised and enlarged)

11. Vol. XL Jaina Atlas;

12. Vol. XII. Jaina Geography

13% Vol. XIII, Prathmanu Yoga (Jaina Traditional History)

Other Books*

14. Outlines of Jninism

15. Jaina Law

16. Jaina Gem Dictionary

17. The Joinas of India and Hindu Code

18. Atma Siddhi

19. Review of Heart of Jainism

20. Lecture on Jainism at the Wembley Conference

printed in Living Religions of the Empire
21. The Bright Ones in Jainism

22. The Jaina Universe

23. Dravya Samgraha (Pocket Edition)

24. A Brief Sketch of Ilistor) of Jaina Literature

A. F.

80By S, C. Ghoshal ... 5

J. L. Jaini ... 480
A. (Jhakrrivarti ... 480
AjitPras tuLi( In press) 480
J. L. Jaini ... 1000



2G."

27.

28.

29.

30*

81.

32

33,

31.

85.

86.

37.

38.

3$,

40.

41.

42.

4'*.

44.

45.

4(5.

47.

48.

49,

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

55.

66.

67.

68.

69.

60.

The Key 'of Kno\\le<?ge

Practical Pth

The Science of Thought

Logic for Boys and Girls

Katna Karanda SiaVak.i hat a

(Householder's Dhnrma)

A Peep behind the VIM) of Karma

Confluence of OppoMtcs (English)

Sanyasa I'haiamA

Immortality and Joy (English)

What 18 Jainaism-

Sacicd Phitaoph'y

Ishtopadesha

Jaina Karma Theory

Jaina Law

Parmatnui-PrakAsha

Nyaiyavat/ira

NyAya ICarnika

Jajnism

Dictionary of Jain Biogrni>hy

Jainisni not Atheism

Pure Thoughts

Introduction to Jninism

P ramftn i. Na\ a-TattvalokfilankJ ra

Divinity in Jain ism

A Comparative study of Indian Science of

Thought, etc.

Atma Mmtma

Discourse Divine

Where the Shoe Pinches

Sravana

61*

62.

Jaina Tattva <

Bhandarkar's Commemoration-Volume 1917.

An Epitome of Jainism

Self Realization (Atma Si<idhi)

Sapthhnng! Naya

Prakrit* Suktararnamala

Some distinguished Jains

English Jaina

Tl^e Jaina Gazette (Monthly), Madras, Annual

Jain Host'el Magazine (Quarterly), Allahabad,

Vijaya Dharina Suri 6 C

P. C. N*har and Ghosh.

J, L Jaini 12

Kannoomal 060
P. C. Na&ar

' 080
U. S;fank a

a o o

180
Subscription ,".

Annual yubsciiption'




